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ABSTRACT

The recent and continuing changes in Southeast Asia - the
in 1,997-98, the overthrow of President Soeharto's
New Order and the tenuous establishment of democracy, and the
horrific circumstances of East Timor's independence - have disturbed
Australia's security situation more seriously than anything since the
1960s, when Australia was at war (albeit covertly) with Indonesia in
Borneo and had a task in Viebram. The rate of technological change is
also unprecedented, especially in the area of information technology
(IT) and its manifold applications, promising a revolution in military
affairs (RMA), some asPects of which are very attractive for
economic calamity

Australian defence planning.

At the same time, the Aushalian Defence Force (ADF) faces the
imminent prospect of 'block obsolescence' - when major plafforms
such as the F/A-18 Hornet multi-role fighter aircraft, the F-111 strike
fighters, the P-3C Oion long-range maritime patrol aitctaft, and all of
the trurry's surface combatants, will need to be replaced (or their tasks
foregone).

Addressing these issues will require the development of a
sound appreciation of Aushalia's security environment, and of clear
and coherent strategic guidance for defence force planning. The
purpose of this volume is to assist and inform these processes'

Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence are a series of monograph
publications that arise out of the work of the Shategic and Defence Studies
Centre at the Australian National University. Previous Canberra Papers
have covered topics such as the relationship of the superpowers, arms
control at both the superpower and Southeast Asian regional level,
regional strategic relationships and major aspects of Australian defence
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1

STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR THE DEFENCE OF
AUSTRALIA IN 2015
Desmond Ball

Nothing is immutable in strategic and defence planning.
Viscount Palmerston said that there are no Permanent friends or
permanent enemies, only permanent interests, but even interests
evolve with changes in material circumstances and perceptions of the
surrounding environment. Geographic formations may seem to be
intransmutable (such as the 'sea-air gap' which separates Australia
from archipelagic Southeast Asia), but the geostrategic implications
can be quickly transformed by technological developments (such as
long-range missile and air hansport capabilities).1 The rate of change
is often more important than its vectors in determining the basic
characteristics of any security architecture.
Careful and comprehensive review of Australia's regional
security environment, and of Australia's policies and capabilities for
ensuring its security, should be institutionalised as a continuous
process. The recent and continuing changes in Southeast Asia - the
economic calamity n 1997-98, the overthrow of President Soeharto's
New Order and the tenuous establishment of democtdclt and the
horrific circumstances of East Timor's independence - have disturbed
Australia's security situation more seriously than anything since the
1960s, when Aushalia was at war (albeit covertly) with Indonesia in
Borneo and had a task force (two battalions, a Special Air Service
squadron, and combat and logistic support units) in Vietnam. The
rate of technological change is also unprecedented, especially in the
area of information technology (IT) and its manifold applications,
promising a revolution in military affairs (RMA), some aspects of
which are very athactive for Australian defence planning.

Desmond Ball,'Modem Technology and Geopolitics' in Ciro E. Zoppo and
Charles Zotgbibe (eds), On Geopolitics: Classical and Nuclear (Martinus Nijhoff,
Dordrecht, 1985), pp.17l-9.
See
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At the same time, the Australian Defence Force (ADF) faces the
imminent prospect of 'block obsolescence' - when major plafforms
such as the F/A-18 Hornet multi-role fighter aircraft, the F-111 strike
fighters, the P-3C Oion long-range maritime patrol (LRMP) aircraft
and all of the navy's surface combatants, will need to be replaced (or
their tasks foregone).
Addressing these issues will require the development of a
sound appreciation of Aushalia's security envirorunent and of clear
and coherent shategic guidance for defence force planning. The
purpose of this volume is to assist and inform these processes. It
consists of the papers prepared for a conference organised by the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre and held in Canberra on 21-23
September 1998 (although most of the conhibutions have been revised
and updated since the conference).
Principal Features of the Emerging Regional Security Environment
The ChangingNature of Conflict

In chapter 2, Robert O'Neill discusses 'the changes in the
political field, together with significant economic and social
developments, which seem likely to reshape the nature of conllict in
the twenty-first century'. He believes that'few of the old established
motives for launching major wars have credibility today', that 'the
array of causes and concerns which might launch a major war' is

narrowing, that regional conflicts remain real possibilities (with
several scenarios involving China), but that subnational conllict is of

increasing

likelihood. He concludes that 'from an Australian

perspective, the principal concerns lie in the field of regional conflict
[involving China]', and in conflicb within Indonesia and Papua New

Guinea, and that the ADF will be increasingly involved in
intervention under UN auspices in other parts of the world.
In cre

a

sing Regional Uncert ainty

Uncertainty is endemic to the international system. It is an
inevitable product of sovereignty as the defining characteristic of
nation-states. However, it has been greatly exacerbated since the end
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of the Cold War, with the concomitant decline of the presence and
inJluence of the former suPerPowers and the transition from
bipolarity to some as yet undefined form of multipolarity. In
particular, there is a general apprehension throughout the region
concerning the future role of a more powerful China as well as the
future of the US economic and shategic commitment to the region.

It

has been further comPounded by the economic calamity,
which shattered most expectations about growth and stability in the
region.

in

The future of Indonesia, the largest and most important country
Southeast Asia, is a quandary. It was hit the hardest by the

economic calamity; it has embarked on a difficult process of
democratisation; and it has been unable to escape its brutal reign in
East Timor.

Multipolarity anil Balance of Power
The international system which emerged from the collapse of
the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War may be unipolar, with
only the United States being able (in addition to its strategic nuclear
capability) to project massive conventional military Power to any and
every region around the globe. In particular regions, however, there
are a variety of countries actively involved in the exercise of national
power or the construction of regional security regimes.
In the Asia-Pacific region, the United States will remain the preeminent power at least for the first few decades of the next century;
however, there is no doubt about the increasing capabilities of the
major Asian powers (|apan, China and, over the longer term, India) or
their more significant roles on the regional stage. (There is little
possibility of Russia re-engaging in the region in strategic terms
before 2015.) It is a very odd form of multipolarity, in which the
various parties command quite different elements of power and have
regional interests which are far from co-extensive.
There is a critical subregional distinction between Northeast
Asia and Southeast Asia. The centre of gravity, in economic, strategic

4
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and military terms, is in the north. Five countries in Northeast Asia Japan, China, Taiwan, South Korea and North Korea - account for
more than 80 per cent of defence expenditure in East Asia. They also
account for a similar proportion of arms acquisitions, amounting to
hundreds of fighter aircraft, surface-to-air missiles and anti-ship
missiles, and dozens of major surface combatants (mainly destroyers
and frigates), maritirrre patrol aircraft and submarines over the past
decade or so. The possibilities for conflict in Northeast Asia are the
most alarming - whether on the Korean peninsula or across the
Taiwan Shait. Yet whereas there has been remarkable progress with
security cooperation in Southeast Asia, there has been little in
Northeast Asia. It is an odd form of balance of power system.
Engaging China

It is fair to say that China has emerged as the country of most
in the region. It has had, since the late 1980s, the fastest

concern

growing defence budget in Asia - amounting to more than a doubling
of defence expenditure in real terms over the past decade. In the mid1990s it had the most active nuclear weapons programme in the
world. China's capabilities for operating in the western Pacific are
growing significantly. This has generated shong apprehensions
throughout East Asia, which have been reflected in the weapons
acquisition programmes in Taiwan, South Korea and several other
countries.

In Southeast Asia, there is concern that China's growing powerprojection capabilities will enable it to assert supremacy over the
South China Sea.

It is imperative that China not be portrayed as a threat to the
region. Rather, it is essential that China be engaged in multilateral
dialogues, confidence-building arrangemenb, preventive diplomacy,
and other forms of security cooperation in the region. This is not an
easv exercise.
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Regional Conflict

In East and Southeast Asia, there remains much fertile ground
for regional conflict. There are about three dozen issues of simmering
and potential conflict involving competing sovereignty claims,
challenges to government legitimacy, and territorial disputes.2 About
two-thirds of the issues involve inter-state disputes - most of which
are over maritime boundaries and offshore territorial claims. These
include the dispute between Japan and China over Senkaku Island in
the East China Sea; that between Malaysia and Singapore over the
island of Pulau Batu Putih in the Straits of Johore; and, still the most
important potential maritime flashpoin! the competing claims to the
Paracel and Spratly islands in the South China Sea, contested by
China, Vietnam, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan and the Philippines.
Most of the issues are unlikely to lead to inter-state conflict.
Some could well be resolved through negotiation, possibly involving

the institution of joint

surveillance

and development

zones

encompassing the areas of disputation; others are quiescent, such as
the Philippines' claim to Sabah; and others will remain essentially

internal matters, such as the independence movements in the
Philippines. Nevertheless, the high proportion of inter-state issues
suggests that inter-state conflict is more likely in the Asia-Pacific
region than elsewhere. In any event all of the issues remain sources
of tensiory suspicion and misunderstanding.
D efence

Mo ilernis ation P ro grammes

From the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s, defence expenditure in
Asia increased at an unprecedented rate. Together with a decline in
defence spending in the United States, Europe and the former Soviet
Union in the late 1980s and early 1990s, this resulted in a doubling of
the Asian share of world military expenditure in the decade from L985
to1996.

See Desmond Ball and Pauline Ken, Presumptbe Engagement: Australia's AsiaPacifc Security Policy in tle 1990s (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1996),Table 4.1,, p.42.
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Although gross figures should be treated carefully, the
International Institute for Shategic Studies (IISS) estimates that
defence expenditures in East Asia and Australasia amounted to
US$11,4.74 billion in 1998, a decrease of 21..4 per cent from US$146
billion in1996.3
In those countries less affected by the economic calamity (such
as China and Singapore), defence expenditures have been maintained

at a steady rate of growth. Even the countries most affected, except
for Indonesia, will have returned to a situation of real growth by 2000.
South Korea, the most affected country in Northeast Asia, announced
in February 1999 that it planned to increase its defence budget for
2000 by 5.8 per cent over 1999.

It is likely that a decade from now, in the case of nearly every
country apart from Indonesia, the force structures will be essentially
the same as they would have been in the absence of the economic
trauma.
Throughout East Asia as a whole, there have been significant
common themes apparent in the acquisition programmes.a The
principal enhancements involve:

r

national command, control and communications systems;
national strategic and tactical technical intelligence systems;

multi-role fighter aircraft, with maritime-attack capabilities

as

well as air-superiority capabilities (such as F-15s and F-18s);

The Intemational Institute for Shategic Studies, The Militnry Balance

1998199

(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1998), pp.l64-98.
See Desmond Balf '4trr." and Affluence: Military Acquisitions in the AsiaPacific Region', lnbrnational Secaity, Vo1.18, No.3, Winter 1993/94, pp.78-112;
and Desmond BalL'Arms Acquisitions in the Asia-Pacific: Scale, Positive and
Negative Impacts on Security and Managing the Problem' in Thangam
Ramnath (ed.), ru Emerging Regional Security Architecture in the Asia-Pacifc
Regron (Institute of Strategic and Intemational Studies (ISIS) Malaysia, Kuala

Lumpur, 7996), pp.199-?33.
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maritime surveillance aircraft (e.g. P-3 Oions);
anti-ship missiles (such

as Harpoon and Exocet);

modern surface combatants

-

destroyers, frigates, ocean patrol

vessels;

submarines;

o

electronic warfare (EW)systems; and

.

raPid deployment forces.

In addition, although the investments are too small to figure in
defence budgeb, and are generally covert anyway, many countries in
the region have begun acquiring information warfare (IW) capabilities

- from Internet monitoring and manipulation to strategic deception
and capabilities for destroying or incapacitating the critical
information infrastructure of notional adversaries.
The Reaolution

inMilitary Affairs (RMA)

The revolution in military affairs involves, in simple terms, the
marriage of information technology and long-range strike systems, so
that control of the electromagnetic spectrum provides low-casualty
victory. It is defined operationally by Franqois Heisbourg in chapter 5
as'the affordable and integrated capability to apply firepower from
afar in a discriminate, effective and timely manner against a broad
array of meaningful and well-identified targets'. His chapter provides

the most expert summary of the implication of the RMA for

operations (for example, the advantages of pre-emption), force size

and structure (such as smaller but more highly hained forces),
logistics, military hierarchies, procurement processes, and industrial
support bases. He stresses that 'given its integrated nature, the RMA
places a massive premium on force intra-operability (within services
and between services) and on inter-operability (between allied
forces)'.

8
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Maritime Issues
Maritime issues of various sorts are at the forefront of current
regional security concerns.s The 1982 UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS [I) has introduced new uncertainties into the
region, particularly in connection with the exclusive economic zone
(EEZ) and archipelagic state regimes. Of the three dozen conflict
points in the region, more than a third involve disputes over islands,
continental sheU claims, EEZ boundaries and other offshore issues.
Many emerging regional security concerns, such as piracy, pollution
from oil spills, safety of sea lines of communication (SLOCs), illegal
fishing and exploitation of other offshore resources, and other
important elemenb of economic security, are essentially maritime.
These concerns, together with the requirements for defence self-

reliance and force modernisation, are reflected in the significant
maritime dimension of the recent arms acquisition programmes in the
region - for example, the maritime surveillance and intelligencecollection systems, multi-role fighter aircraft with maritime-attack
capabilities, modern surface combatanb, submarines, anti-ship
missiles, naval electronic warfare systems, and minewarfare
capabilities.
Weapons of MassDeshaction (WMD)

One of the most disturbing aspects of current and prospective
security developments in the Asia-Pacific region involves the
acquisition by several countries in the region, either by indigenous

production or importation, of some particular new technologies (such
as ballistic missiles) or weapons of mass destruction (such as nuclear

or chemical weapons).

Desmond Ball, Regional Maritime Security, paper prepared for a conference
on Oceans Govemance and Maritime Shategy, Canberr& 18-19 May 1998; and
Desmond Ball, 'The Post Cold War Maritime Shategic Environment in East
Asia' in D[ck Sherwood (ed,.\, Mantime Pcnaer in the Clina Seas: Capabilities and
Rationale (Australian Defence Studies Centre, Australian Defence Force
Academy, Canberra, 1,994), chapter 2.
See
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TheNew Secuity Agenda
Security has become more multidimensional since the end of the

Cold War. In addition to the more traditional geostrategic and
military concerns, there is a panoply of economic, environmental and
other hansnational security issues - including drug trafficking, money

laundering and other transnational criminal issues, large-scale
population movements, and epidemics of deadly diseases. These
matters can only be addressed on a cooperative basis.6

Regional

Se

curity

Co

op er ati

o

n

of

security
The progress with the institutionalisation
cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region from about 1992 to about 7997
was extraordinary. The areas in which most progress occurred
involve the irutitutionalisation of regional security dialogue, of which
the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) is the centrepiece; the adoption of

numerous confidence- and security-building measures (CSBMs),
particularly with respect to transparency measures; various aspects of
maritime cooperation; and a wide range of defence cooperation
activities (such as joint exercises and training programmes).

The regional economic calamity has damaged some of the
fledgling mechanisms conshucted for security cooperation in the
Asia-Pacific region during the previous half-decade. However, it was
already time for a thorough and comprehensive review of the
progress made from 7992 to 1997. Some erstwhile regional security
concerns - such as the robust arms acquisition programmes, the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and the potential for
conflict in Northeast Asia - demand cooperative modalities but
remain unfulfilled. And the multilateralism process was losing

Alan Dupont,'Preventive Diplomacy and Transnational Secudty Issues' in
Desmond Ball and Amitav Acharya (eds), The Next Stage: Preoentiae Diplomacy
and Secuity Cooperation in the Asia-Pacifc Region, Canberra Papers on Strategy
and Defence No.131 (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian Nadonal
University, Canberra, 1999), chapter 7.
See
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momentum

by 1997. The

development

of a new agenda for

cooperation is now overdue.T

Implications for Australian Defence Policy and Planning

The profound uncertainty and extraordinary volatility of the
security environment in East Asia poses difficult challenges for
Australian policy makers and strategic analysts. Crisis management
tends to displace long-term planning, and political and bureaucratic
interests confound clear thinking.
The events in Indonesia since the economic crash in 1997 - the
fall of Soeharto and the New Order in early 1998, the tenuous moves
to democratisation, the catastrophe in East Timor, and the growth of
insurgency elsewhere in the Indonesian Republic - represent the most
momentous changes in Australia's security situation for a third of a
century. Many aspects of these changes are negative; some long-term
possibilities are attractive, such as a democratic regime dedicated to
broad-based economic development in Indonesia, and independent or
autonomous neighbours (including East Timor and Aceh) satisfied
with their lot, but these are fairly improbable outcomes,

Determining security and defence policies concerning
Indonesia's changed strategic circumstances will necessarily be the
central feature of Australian policy making for many years to come,

but care must be taken to avoid Indonesia obscuring

other
developmenb in the strategic landscape. It is likely that, in the next
10-15 years, there will be other economic and/or environmental
calamities in the region.

Australia's strategic analysts and defence planners must be
mindful of the likelihood of the unexpected. Security analysts must
consider 'alternative fufures' and monitor a broader variety of
possibilities.

See Desmond Ball, bnplications of the East Asian Economic Recession

t'or Regional

Security Cooperation, Working Paper No.331 (Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, Aushalian National University, Canberra, January 1999).
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Defence policy makers and planners must not be bemused by
the pervading uncertainty and manifold possibilities. It is neither
necessary nor possible to prepare in terms of defence capabilities for
all possible developments that might negatively affect Australia's

interests. On the other hand, Australia's intelligence capabilities must
be sufficient - and of sufficient quality - to monitor and asses such
disparate possibilities. It took the Australian intelligence communitlr
more than six months to appreciate the extent of the Asian financial
crisis and its security ramifications. Questions have also been raised
about the performance of the Australian intelligence community with
regard to developments in Indonesia and East Timor in L998-99.

Technological developments are not only providing new
intelligence-collection capabilities, with signals intelligence (SIGINT)
and imaging satellites and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) able to
disseminate intelligence in real time to a variety of decision makers,
analysts and commanders; they are also enabling the 'fusion' of
different types of intelligence into an integrated, comprehensive
picture. As Alan Dupont notes in chapter '1,4, 'the fusion and
integration of previously unlinked plafforms, technologies and
resources into holistic intelligence systems will be a defining trend of
the next decade'. Bandwidth is the key to exploitation of these
collection, fusion and dissemination systems and techniques.

In addition, as Alan Dupont also notes, 'another important
hend with potentially far-reaching implications for intelligence
professionals and their diverse constituencies is the qualitative
improvements and volume growth in open-source intelligence
(OSINT)'. Effective exploitation of OSINT requires a'whole of nation'
approach - harnessing what Robert Steele has called 'the entire
distributed intelligence of the nation,s or, in Duponfs words,
'drawing on the full intellectual, technological and organisational
resources of the wider Australian community'.
Robert David Steele, 'Private Enterprise Intelligence: Its Potential Contribution
to National Security', lntelligence and National Secui$, Vol.l0 No.4, October
1995, p.215.
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D efence

Planning anil E orce Structure

D ea

eloryent

With regard to defence plans and capabilities, the government
has tended since the mid-1990s to direct that the Australian Defence
Force prepare for a wider variety of tasks further afield from the
Australian continent and its maritime approaches. Thus, in addition
to the core task of defence of Aushalia (and control of the sea-air gap),
the following have also been adumbrated:

.

of Australia further forward than the sea-air gap, or
defence of Australia from offshore, with the concomitant
requirement for the seizure and defence of a forward operating
base in the'inner arc of islands' from Indonesia through Papua
New Guinea and around to the Southwest Pacific.
Defence

Regional contingencies, of which four have been explicated

-

the provision of support for a legitimate government in
maintaining internal security; counter-terrorist operationsi and
the protection or rescue of Aushalian citizens abroad, in both
opposed and unopposed circumstances. Since 1987, elements of
the ADF have been placed on high readiness about once a year
in connection with these situations.
Peacekeeping operations (PKO), which have grown
include battalion groups and now brigades.

in scale to

Coalition operations, such as Desert Shield and Desert Storm in
the Gulf in 1990-9'1., and as envisaged on the Korean peninsula,
and which are extremely demanding in terms of interoperability with US forces.

o

Other operations in defence of democracy and global order.

This has resulted in incoherence and confusion in defence
planning, and has affected force structure development, the
development of operational concepts and doctrine, and readiness.e In
See Brendan Nicholsory

April

1999, p.10.

'

"Unrealistic" Defence Plan under Attack', Age,

24
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September 1999 Australia had some 4,500 troops deployed in East
Timor, a contingency inconceivable a year before. Only a month
before their deparfure, some of the army officers involved had been
working on the basis of participation with US forces in brigade-size
formations, with considerable armour and artillery, on the Korean
peninsula. There were 250 Australian troops helping to maintain the

peace in Bougainville. Forces were on stand-by to evacuate
Australians from the Solomoru, where the political situation was
unpredictable. At the same time, the army was proposing that
Aushalia should buy 25 Apache helicopters equipped with the
Hellfre/Longbow air-to-ground missile system, at a cost of about $A1.5
billion, for attacks against hard targets such as underground bunkers
in Iraq or North Korea.lo
The strategic guidance for force structure development must be

much clearer and tighter than this. In the absence of a substantially
increased budgetary allocation to defence, which is probably not
justifiable on strategic grounds, incoherence in strategic guidance
inevitably risks the integrity of the defence of Australia posture.
The acquisition, operation and maintenance of forces capable of
accomplishing all the tasks articulated in the current official guidance
could cost an additional $A5 billion, or about a 50 per cent increase in
the current defence budget ($A11 billion in 1998-99). This is simply
unaffordable; to procure capabilities for tasks beyond the defence of
Australia (and conhol of the sea-air gap) must therefore be at the
expense of this core task. This can only be prevented by a clear and
coherent statement of the conceptual basis of the defence of Australia.
The ChangingNature of the US Alliance

For more than half a century now, the United States has been
Australia's most important ally.
The U9Australian alliance has weathered fundamental changes
in Australia's threat circumstances. Conceived as a guarantee against
the threat of resurgent |apanese militarism, it became through the

10

See

fohn Lyons,'Operation Backflip', The Bulletin,3 August 1999, pp.20-5.
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1950s and 1950s the guarantee

of Aushalia's security from attack by
the Soviet Union, communist China or communist movements in
Southeast Asia. But since the 1970s, when 'forward defence' was
replaced by the policy of 'defence of Australia', official assessments
have reiterated that Australia faces no foreseeable threats, and threat
scenarios have played no part in the development of Aushalia's
defence capabilities.ll The vitality of the alliance has been 'threat
insensitive'.
From the Australian point of view, the calculations concerning
the value of the alliance have been, at least since the 1970s and 1980s,
much more complex and sophisticated than concern about threats and

security guarantees (however much this has persisted in public
opinion). Since the 1980s, the important aspects of the alliance have
been the preferential access to US defence technology, which has been
important in maintaining the high-technology focus of Australian
defence strategy; the intelligence cooperation and exchange
arrangemenb; and the access to the most senior shategic councils in
Washington that derives from Ausbalia's hosting of the important
satellite early warning and SIGINT ground stations at Nurrungar and
Pine Gap.

Since the mid-190s, many Aushalian strategic and defence
analysts have become persuaded of the critical importance of the
revolution in military affairs and that exploitation of the RMA over

the next couple of decades will involve a closer and stronger Ug
Australian alliance. As Paul Dibb has testified, the US connection
'will be crucial to Australia being one of the few countries able to
realistically exploit the revolution in military affairs and information
dominance'.l2 And as the Howard government has stated, the US
connection'will become more important in fufure as we become even
11

Paul Dibb, Planning a Defence Force witlmut a Tfueat: A Model fur Middle pouers

(Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Aushalian National Universitv,

LZ

Canbena,1996).
Testimony of Professor Paul Dibb, Head, Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe,
Aushalian National University, Canberra, 11 August 1,997,
Defence SubComrnittee, Joint Standing Committee on Foreigrr Affairs, Defence and Trade,
ANZUS $er 45 Years, Seminar Proceedings, 11-12 August 1992 (Parliarnent of
the Cornmonwealth of Australia, Canberra, September 1997), p.24.
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especially information

There are, however, a variet5r of important attendant questions

which must be addressed and which suggest some significant
qualifications to this enthusiasm. At the regional level, there is the
possibility that the RMA will 'reduce the need for large, forwardbased US forces in Asia, particularly in North-east Asia'la - but even if
the enhancement of mobility and firepower substantially offsets the
quantitative reductions, the latter could well induce uncertainties
about the US commitment which would disturb the regional security
environment.
None of America's allies in the Asia-Pacific region (including
Australia and |apan) will be able to exploit the RMA as fully as the
United States itself. To begin with, the budgetary costs are simply
prohibitive. Countries in this region will have'hybrid' force postures,
in which costs will severely limit the RMA elements. Further, while
few countries in the region will be excluded from the advanced US
information technology required, much of which will be commercially
available from US arms suppliers, none are likely to be given
unlimited access. Even Australia, a member of the most privileged
inner circle (consonant with the UKUSA parbrership), has been unable
to obtain all the software source codes and algorithms necessary to
properly use important electronic systems (such as the AN/APG-55
radar in the F/A-18A fighter aircraft). There will be a hierarchy of
access, with Australia and fapan at the top, and North Korea and
some of the ASEAN countries (such as Viebram and Burma) at the
bottom.ls

The RMA
contingencies.

is in any case not applicable to all defence
It probably has less relevance to lowJevel

contingencies than to'heavy threat environments' (such as the Korean
peninsula or Taiwan Strait), but some of its'key elements' (such as the
ability to detect, identify and track enemy weaPons systems) would

13
14
15

Australia's Strategic Policy (Department of Defence, Canberra, 797), p.1'8'
Paul Dibb, 'The Revolution in Military Affairs and Asian Security', Sunsiaal,
Vol.39, No.4, Winter 1997-98, p.106.
ibid., pp.98-110.
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It has little relevance to
(such
as illegal immigration,
the'new strategic agenda' in the region
be very useful even in lower level sifuations.

drug trafficking and environmental issues), although its informationcollection and surveillance capabilities would be useful even here.16
Maintaining inter-operability with US forces will therefore be
very difficult. It will also be a hazardous exercise, which will risk
distortion of the force structure required for defence of Australia.
This is especially likely when defence planners are working with the
incoherent strategic guidance and inadequate planning
methodologies which currently obtain.
Calculations concerning the alliance will become more difficult
in the next century. The security environment will be more complex,
diffuse and uncertain; defence matters will compete with economic,
social and environmental issues for public attention and resources;
and defence policy making and capability planning will be greatly
complicated by both new challenges and new technological
opportunities. There will be contradictory trends in important
variables. On the one hand, for example, the RMA could engender a
closer and stronger alliance, although its intricacies would be
appreciated by a relative handful of defence specialists; on the other
hand, the economic and environmental issues will be more generally
apparent.

Public opinion could become less supportive of the alliance.
Since the beginning of the 1980s (ignoring the rush of support induced

by the Gulf War in 1991), there has been a gradual but steady and
sustained $owth in the proportion of Australians who have little or
no faith in the US connection; this could reach 30 per cent in the year
2000 - double the figure in the 1970s. The anti-American movements
of the past decades may have dissipated, but on some important
issues (such as visits by US nuclear warships) opposition could well
become the majority position.

Much will depend upon the clarity and coherence of the
government's arguments about not just the alliance but Australian
tbid.,p.97.
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national security policy and defence planning more generally. With
few exceptions (most notably the loss of public support for the
Viebram War after about 1969), official views about strategic and
defence issues have in the past prevailed. But whether or not the
government can coherently address the significant tensions involved
in self-reliance, multilateral cooperation and maintenance of the
alliance, or the difficulties involved in balancing force structure
development priorities for increasingly demanding global and
regional contingencies, remain open questions. The worst case would
involve attempts to do too much with the United States, in terms of
either coalition operations far afield or inter-operability in caPability
planning, which would fracture the integrity of both the Australian
defence posture and the bipartisan consensus in favour of an energetic
defence effort - in which case, both the defence of Australia and the
US alliance would be losers.
Regional Engagement

Defence cooperation has burgeoned since the late 1980s,
particularly among the ASEAN countries and Australia. In this
region, cooperative defence activities - such as reciprocal visits by
senior defence officers, joint exercises and training programmes/ and
personal exchanges - now account for the great weight of cooperative
activities concerning regional security. Australia is at the centre of
cooperative defence activities in Southeast Asia. Most of the ASEAN
countries, and especially Indonesia (until 1999), Singapore and
Malaysia, are more engaged with Aushalia with respect to
cooperative defence activities than with any other country, including
their own ASEAN neighbours.lT

A review of Australia's policy of regional engagement is very
overdue. It was already apparent by 1995 that the Process had grown
in ad hoc fashion and required rationalisation, that there was tension
between the policies of defence of Australia and regional engagemenf
that the momentum of defence cooperation could not be sustained,
and that the policy and practice of engagement were based on critical

L/

See Ball and

Ket,

Presumpthte Engagement, pp.58-72.
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presumptions of problematic vatdity, and that 'it is time for a
stocktake of Aushalia's regional security policies and activities'.18
The events involving the Indonesian Army in East Timor lr:.1999

amount to an abject failure for the policy of regional engagement. The
relationship with Indonesia, culminating in the Australia-Indonesia
Agreement on Maintaining Security in December 7995, was a cenhal
feature of the policy; at the service level, the burden of cooperation

was with the Indonesian Army, and in particular Kopassus. The
personal relations which had been built between officers of the
Australian and Indonesian defence forces counted for little; the
training of the Indonesian military in democratic and professional
behaviour proved ineffective; the real possibility has arisen of conflict
between Australian and Indonesian forces, in which some of the latter
have been trained in Australia. How did this blunder occur?
Regional Arms Contuol

Australia must put more effort into the promotion of arms
control in the Asia-Pacific region.le It must continue its very
creditable efforts regarding weapons of mass destructiorL where it has
played a leading role at the international level. It must now attend to
conventional arms control in this region, which is even more difficult
to address. From the policy perspective, conventional matters are
especially difficult because compromises will be required between
competing national (and alliance) interest - that is, where Australia
might find useful a weapons system or operational technique subject
to possible control.

The recent regional acquisition programmes can best be
explained in terms of the requiremenb for enhanced self-reliance in
the context of a rapidly changing and increasingly uncertain regional
security environment.

18

ibid., p.101.

19

See Desmond

Balf Prospects for Conventional Arms Conhol in Asia, paper
prepared for the Bierurial Conference of the Asia-Pacific Center for Security
Studies, on Asia-Pacific Security in a Time of Economic Recovery, Honolulu, 30
August-2 September 1 999.
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However, the possibility of some regional arms race developing
within the next decade or so must remain a serious concern. Since the
requirements for defence seU-reliance cannot be defined without some
consideration of the capabilities possessed by neighbours and
potential adversaries further afield, there must come a point where
further acquisitions begin to stimulate reciprocal or interactive
dynamics. In the next decade, most counhies in the region will face
the demands not only of continued force modernisation but also of
replacement of the weapons systems acquired in such large volumes
in the late 1980s. Defence budgets and acquisition programmes may
enter another cycle of substantial increase - but this time from a base
of higher numbers and more sophisticated capabilities than obtained
during the round of the late 1980s and early 190s.
The 'offensive' character of some of the new weaPons systems
being acquired is also cause for concern. Many of the new

acquisitions (such as the maritime attack aircraff modern surface
combatants, and submarines, all equipped with anti-ship missiles)
involve strike capabilities with offensive connotations. Unfortunately,
for many countries, they provide the most cost-effective basis for selfreliance; in some cases, such of that of Australia, a viable posture of
self-reliance would not be possible without some minimal strike
capabilities. Yet these capabilities are the most likely to generate
counter-acquisitions.
This applies particularly to new fighter aircraft acquisitions. Air
power is at the forefront of the force modernisation programmes in
the region, but it is also a principal means of projecting Power in the
region. Air power is inherently (although not only) offensive. The
quantitative and qualitative enhancements of air power are perhaps
the most prone to triggering unanticipated and undesired arms
acquisition competitions.
Other acquisitions, such as submarines and long-range anti-ship
missiles, are more disturbing in terms of their implications for crisis

stabitty. The underwater environment is particularly opaque, and
underwater operations are particularly subject to uncertainty,
confusion, loss of control and accidents. Similarly, over-the-horizon
targeting of long-range anti-ship missiles raises the prospect of errors
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and miscalculation. Inadvertent escalation becomes increasingly
likely.

Over the next decade and a half, it is likely that there will be
serious manifestations of these disturbing possibilities - more
reciprocal acquisitions and action-reaction dynamics, and more
Iikelihood of inadvertent escalation in crises. Arms control
arrangements for addressing these possibilities should be developed
as an integral element of Australia's national security policy.

The issue of cruise missile proliferation in the region must also
be addressed. Cruise missiles are technically easier to produce and
cheaper to acquire than ballistic missiles. Enabling technologies, such

as anti-ship cruise missiles (for example, Exocets and

Harpoons),

urunanned aerial vehicles, global positioning system (GIrS) satellite

navigation systems and small turbojet engines, are now widely
available. However, the development and deployment of cruise
missiles are also more difficult to monitor.z0
Long-range cruise missiles are attractive to Australian defence
planners because they offer a relatively inexpensive means of
maintaining a modest but credible strike capability (which will
become especially important as the F-111s come to the end of their
service life around 2015-20). On the other hand, Australia's security
environment would be sorely and irrevocably damaged by the
proliferation of long-range cruise missiles. This is a clear example of a
technological innovation which can transmute geographical
properties - and which can negate the geostrategic sea-air gap which
makes the defence of Australia possible.

Australia's strike requirements should be accommodated by
long-range fighter aircraft. Australia should begin exploring
measures for preventing the proliferation of long-range cruise
missiles, at least in Southeast Asia. A desirable goal would be an
agreement that no country will produce or acquire cruise missiles
with ranges greater than 150-200 kilometres.
The Intemational Institute for Shategic Stu&es, Strategic Suruey 1996/97 (Oxford

University Press, Oxford, April 1997), pp.1,G31..
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Finally, prospective developments in information warfare
shategies, capabilities and techniques should be addressed from an
arms control perspective. Civilians are generally affected by IW more
than military forces (some of which are acquiring protective
capabilities). Unfettered popular communications are important for
peace making and peacekeeping. The development and proliferation
of techniques and capabilities for network-based aftacks on electronic
infrastructure will asymmetrically threaten societies with greater
dependence on information technolory; IW is an attractive strategy
for terrorists. It is worthwhile considering the parameters of some
information operations agreement designed to constrain attacks on
information systems.2l
N ational

S

ecuity Coordination

There is an increasing need for better national security
coordination mechanisms in Canberra. The Howard government
improved the situation with the establishment of the National
Security Committee of Cabinet (NSCC) and the Secretaries Committee
on National Security (SCONS), supported by the Strategic Policy
Coordination Group (SPCG). But there is still no comprehensive

national security policy;

no structure which

encompasses

transnational issues and the new security agenda as well as the more
haditional defence and foreign policy matters; and there is insufficient
analytical capacity for relating the uncertain and volatile regional
security environment to more coherent strategic guidance.

Conclusion: Maintaining the Knowledge Edge

Aushalian defence planners have identified 'the knowledge
edge' as the highest priority in Aushalian defence planning.
According to the1997 review:
business of winning will increasingly
begin by knowing as much as possible about an adversary and

In modern warfare, the
2L

William Church,'Information Battlespace: Kosova Points Way to Future
Combat Arena', Defense News,14 June 1999, pAl and Kerureth Cukier, 'Letters:
Intemet Sanctuary', Defenx Nears, 5 July 1999, p.18.
See
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their intentions. Our highest capability development priority
therefore is 'the knowledge edge', that is, the effective
exploitation of information technologies to allow us to use our
relatively small force to maximum effectiveness.

First, the huge areas covered by our territory and maritime
approaches make surveillance particularly important for our
defence. If they could be made transparent to us by continuous,
effective, real-time surveillance, those huge areas would provide
us with great strategic depth; if they are opaque to us they are a
distinct shategic liability. The information revolution in warfare
offers us the prospect of surveillance capabilities which, if
realised, could make our approaches more transparent than they
have ever been.
Second, Aushalian forces will always be small relative to the
large areas they need to cover and the demands we make of

them. Information technology applied to the command,
positioning and targeting of our forces will enable us to use our
forces to maximum effect, and get most value from each unit.
Third, we have a shong asset in our national base in information
technology, including in military applications. We also have
access to the most advanced applications of information
technology to warfare through our alliance with the United
States.

For all these reasons, the effective exploitation of information
technology provides Aushalia with a unique opportunity to
expand our capabilities cost-effectively.z
The judgements informing this position are essentially very
sound, but they beg many important strategic, operational and
practical questions. In budgetary and force strucfure terms, what is
the appropriate balance between information warfare capabilities and
all the other elements of military force? What are the arms control
implications of IW? How can the knowledge edge be most effectively
Australia's Shategic Policy,

pp567
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incorporated into operational concepts and doctrine? What are the
intra-operability and inter-operability implications? What is the
vulnerability of Australia's knowledge-based systems and supporting
infrashucture to asymmetric strategies? What are the most
appropriate training and career development programmes? How can
Australia maintain and enhance its knowledge edge?
Resolution of these questions requires vigorous and widespread
public debate. There are many issues which require the involvement
of military professionals, especially at the operational level (including
logistic support activities). But at the national/strategic level it must
be a national exercise.
Governments and their official advisers are not omniscient, and
neither are they always objective. They are invariably affected by
party politics, bureaucratic processes and personal interests.

Australian official thinking about strategic and defence matters
rarely
evinced high intellectual standards. Australia's policy of
has
forward defence in the 1950s and 1960s, highlighted by the
involvement in the Vietnam War, was a product of crude strategic
thinking. The return to forward defence which has characterised
dimensions of shategic and defence policy since L995-95 has come
from no better minds.

Moreover, the concePt of security itself is broadening,
encompassing more economic, environmental and informational
matters. National security planners will have to draw on the exPertise
concerning these matters which resides only in the civil sector.
The maintenance of a knowledge edge requires an extensive
research community working at the forefront of intellectual discovery,

with sufficient technical skills and infrashucture to exploit scientific
advances, and honed by vigorous, critical and informed public debate.

The maintenance of a knowledge edge is necessarily a national
effort, involving universities, industry (especially the IT sector), and
many other areas of civil society. Over the long term, it will be very
dependent upon the willingness of the defence bureaucracy to be
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more receptive to different idms, the quality of the educational
system/ and the ability of Ausbalians to adjust to and, indeed, thrive
or1 rapidly changing economic, technological and societal conditions.

2

THE CHANGING NATURE OF CONFLICT
Robert O'Neill

A good starting point for an analysis of the future nature of
conllict is I.F. Clarke's Voices Prophesying War} an examination of
what leading commentators have had to say over the past two
centuries on this topic. The pundits may be divided into two main
groups: the techno-shategists and the politico-strategists. The works
of the former focus on developments such as mechanically driven
warships, flyi.g machines of all kinds, then submarines, rockets and
the tank. Clarke mentions that a design was patented for a steampowered tank in 1855. O Royal Tank Regiment, where were you for
the next sixty years! The modern counterparts of these writers and
thinkers are those who focus on the revolution in military affairs,
information warfare, the system of systems and other important
technological aspects of warfare. It is clearly not my place to
duplicate the discussion of these themes in later chapters. My theme
will be changes in the political field, together with significant
economic and social developments, which seem likely to reshape the
nature of conllict in the twenty-first century.
Political Change and the Causes of War
To give some examples of what I have in mind, let me go back
to the literature of this kind deriving from a hundred years ago and
more. One of the most common themes of writers then was revenge such as a war of vengeance that some exPected to be launched by
France in the 1880s or 1890s after recovery from the humiliation of

Another involves a replaying of the theme of Spartans
against Athenians, of militarists seeking to overthrow the most
civilised of states. A third is the related theme of the 'Yellow Peril', of
the millions of Chinese, or sometimes fapanese, soldiers who were
thought to be available to sweep the imperial Powers out of East Asia,
the western Pacific and Central Asia, before driving westwards to
1870-7'1..

I.F. Clarke, Voices ProplesyingWar (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1992).
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repeat Subotai's and his Mongol hordes' destruction of central Europe
1241. There were the Marxian socialists, who saw social

in

organisation and the solidarity of the working class as a way of
breaking the cycles of violence and destruction into which mankind
seemed to be trapped. There were those such as Norman Angelf
whose insights extended sufficiently into the economic sphere for
them to have grave doubts as to whether great powers would ever
again be able to afford to go to war with each other.2 And there was
fan Bloch, who could see both the costs of the coming form of war and
the strength of the states which would fight it. His prospect on the
First World War, published in 1900, was:
At first there will be increased slaughter - increased slaughter on
so terrible a scale as to render it impossible to get hoops to push
the battle to a decisive issue. They will try to, thinking that they
are fighting under the old conditions, and they will learn such a
lesson that they will abandon the attempt for ever. Then, instead

of a war fought out to the bitter end in a series of decisive
battles, we shall have as a substitute a long period of continually
increasing strain upon the resources of the combatants. The war,
instead of being a hand-to-hand contest in which the combatants
measure their physical and moral superiority, will become a
kind of stalemate, in which, neither army being able to get at the

other, both armies will be maintained in opposition to each
other, threatening each other, but never able to deliver a final
and decisive attack.3

It is challengrng to realise that a thinker could be so perceptive
nearly twenty years before the events about which he was writing. In

a more episodic way, Bloch was rivalled by H.G. Wells in his
prediction of strategic intercontinental bombing, and the use of
nuclear energy for ship propulsion and nuclear warfare, all in the
decade before the First World War. Much of the political analysis of
the post First World War era focused on two themes: collective
Norman Angell, The Great lllusion: A Study of the Relation of Military Power to
National Adttantage (William Heinemann, l,ondon, 1908 and later revised
editions).
fan S. Bloch, Moilem Weapons and Modcrn Warfare, p.xvi, cited in Clarke, Voices
Prophesyin g War, p.11.4.
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security and the respective shengths and weaknesses of totalitarian
states and democracies. The way in which the Second World War
ended gave rise to a vast literature on nuclear weapons and their
strategic consequences. It, in turn, was augmented by analyses of
collective security under the aegis of the United Nations, or of
principal alliances such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) and the Warsaw Pact, and of mass popular action through
people's wars.

Few of the old established motives for launching major wars
have credibility today. Revenge remains a powerful factor in human
affairs, as the two recent bombings of US embassies in East Africa
testify. But a Russian war of revenge on the West would have so little
chance of success it does not rate as a serious possibility for analysis,
quite apart from the possibly more important factor that most
Russians want to make money out of trade with and knowledge of the
West. They see that precious little warmth is to be gained by stoking
the fires of revenge. Demography is also a powerful cause of conflict
but who would give more than a few seconds' thought today to the
kinds of 'Yellow Peril' scares that were the subject of debate a century
ago. For much of this century we regarded ideology as a highly
credible cause of world war. Frank Fukuyama was too sweeping in
naming his famous essay'The End of History?',r but he was right in
putting his finger on the fact that capitalism no longer faces an enemy
which can hope at some opportune time to seize its adherents by the
throat and choke the life out of them.
The most credible, and worrisome, cause of major conflict of the

fifty years has been fear. Even those official sages in high places
during the Cold War, who privately dismissed the notion of
communism impelling its believers to march on the West to
past

exterminate and enslave like the Nazis when they poured east in 1941.,
were concerned deeply that fear on one side or the other could lead to
nuclear war. Governments created elaborate ways of reducing and
managing this fear through superpower diplomacy, arms control,
transparency, permissive action links and force strucfure. For as long
as the terrible destructive power of nuclear weaPons remained poised
Francis Fukuvama, 'The End of History?', The National Interest, Summer

1.989.
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for action in the hands of two power blocs whose ideologies were in
declared competitiory there remained concerns that one or another set
of leaders would launch Armageddon through fear or misperception.
The ending of the Cold War has eased that concern, although the
weapons themselves remain a problem to be dealt with.

Looking ahead into the coming decades, the array of causes and
concerns which might launch a major war is much narrower. In the
early 1990s the central theme of conceptual essays on international
security was world order. It was aPproached initially in a euphoric

way, mainly by persons heavily involved in the Cold War who
translated their relief at its ending into a generally optimistic and
benign view of the world and the role of force within it. They gave
rise in turn to a new wave of realists, who arrayed themselves under
the banner of Pierre Lellouche's perceptive book on'the new world
disorder'.s Oufflanking analyses came from Samuel Huntington5 and
his critics in the'clash of cultures' debate, which then prohacted into
the desultory'Asian values' discussion of the past few years.

What has become of the great causes of former international
conflicts? Which of them remain worth our attention today? Many
come to mind: envy; fear; ideology; population explosion; seizure of
land or other resources; revenge; and stabilisation or expansion of a
leader's political base. They all accord well with an assumption, which
should not escape mention, that conflict will continue. I agree with
that premise. Human beings have within their nature - or is it their
genes? - a propensity for violence which can show itself in ways that
sometimes defy rationality. This side of our nature is displayed all too
often in race relations on the street, at major sporting contests, in

behaviour on our highways, in family abuse and violence, in
organised crime, and even in the films and television that so many
people watch. These human characteristics took hundreds of
thousands of years to evolve, and they probably played a positive role
in enabling our own ancestors to survive and pass the necessary genes
on to us. We can take it for a given fact that violence will continue to
5
6

k

nouaeau monde: de l'ordre de Yalta au disordre des nations (8.
Pierre Lellouche,
Grasset, Pans,1992).
Samuel P. Huntingdorl 'The Clash of Civilizations?', Foreign Affairs, Sunner
1,993.
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All of the
questions
into
play.
The
only
above motivational factors may come
that need to be discussed here are the level at which this conflict will

be a central element of human life for a long time to come.

manifest itself (global, regional, bilateral or subnational) and whether
the absolute level of violence exhibited bv human societv will be
modified.

At this point I have to venture out onto thin ice, relying partly
on some historical evidence to save me from crashing through, but
vulnerable none the less to factors I cannot fully see. I will try to
navigate my sledge towards issues of relevance to Australia'
Whatever the trends are in the more densely populated regions of the
world, Australia - as a country almost as large as the United States,
with a population of about the same size as greater New York - will
always have ib own special security problems, and will have to
develop its own special approaches to maintain its security.
Major Conflict in Decline
Looking back over the past two cenfuries, it seems fair to say
that the incidence of major international conllicts has begun to
decline. There have really been three world wars during this period the first being the Napoleonic wars, which spanned not only the entire
content of Europe, the Atlantic, the West Indies, North America, and
the Middle East, but also embraced a southern strategy in the form of

a French plan to caphrre Sydney. It was thwarted when the British
took Mauritius from the French in L810, but here you can see the full
perceptiveness of Napoleon's strategic vision. And we still honour his
interest in coming to our shores in the name of the Bonaparte
Archipelago and we remember the affection of his brother, the King of
Naples, for Australia by our retaining the foseph Bonaparte Gulf on
our maps.
The First World War was essentially a continental conIlict, but
it took place in the era of empires, it was global in terms of
the homelands of its participants, it not in theatres of combat. The

because

Second World War, due to a coincidence of aggressive and
expansionist leaders in Germany, Italy and JaPan, was a uniquely
intense and widespread conflict. Both Germany and fapan severely
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underestimated the military strength and skills of the United States,
glving the United States an opportunity to show what phenomenal
powers of military and industrial expansion it had, and how inventive

its

scientific community and

civil economy were in terms

of

supporting the military in the role, and even in taking it over.

It is now over fifty years since the third of these great conflicts,
and unless the United States attacks much of the rest of the world,
there is no other power with sufficient reach to initiate and sustain a
truly global conflict. Powers that are at all likely to contest the United
States with military force are relatively isolated. Virtually anything
they unleash will be regional rather than global in nature because they
will be acting alone, and the United States has many good, loyal
friends. And apart from the question of capacity there is also the issue
of motivation. The lessons of the past two centuries are very
discouraging for challengers with grand designs. It took a Hitler to
unleash the last global conflict, and whatever the defects of electoral
systems and political leaders today, it is very hard to see how anyone
quite so fanatical, ignorant and willing to squander the lives of the
electors, could gain and hold power in a major country.
We have crossed a watershed in international security. During
the nineteenth century the level of warfare took an upward surge

propelled by imperial expansion, technology, frade, and relative
human ignorance of what the world was really like. It was aided by
the lack of resistance in the areas colonised or penetrated
economically, by enormous technological imbalances, by the absence

of effective government in much of the world, by disparities in
military skills, by internal rivalries in target countries and by the
incapacity of most of the world's population to communicate seriously
with each other on an informed basis. Developments of the twentieth
century have not obliterated all these factors but they have smoothed
down the peaks and filled in some of the troughs. There are now
smaller differentials in the k"y fields of military capabilities,
effectiveness and determination of government responses to
aggression, citizens' abilities to restrain unwise leaders, availability of
information, and degree of prosperity as a result of international
cooperation. By the end of the Second World War the world had
become a much less rewarding arena in which to use force.
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It is understandable that we had to wait until the end of the
Cold War to begin to think like this, but looking back on the Cold
War, with the benefit of limited access to former Soviet archives, it
seems probable that both sides were shadow-boxing for most of four
decades. Stalin was aggressive with regard to eastern and central
Europe, but his strategy was more of a poiitical than a military
character. He was intent on holding what Soviet armed forces had
conquered, and he was not averse to adding to his domain around the
margins. But the evidence to date suggests that his main security
concerns were defensive in nature, fuelled largely but not entirely by
his own paranoia.
Neither Stalin nor his successors had the sort of unabashed lust
for conquest which drove Hitler to build vast armed forces and then
hurl them across hundreds of miles at his neighbours and beyond, in

an attempt to make Germany the dominant power in the world.
Russia had taken too much of a beating in fighting Hitler off to want
to 'go for the throats' of the West collectively in the postwar years.
Stalin's evenfual success against Hitler was achieved, as Richard
Overy's new book Russia's Waf describes so effectively, by
appallingly desperate measures taken to recover from the initial
disaster. These measures left a powerful legacy in the thinking of
Soviet officials, military leaders and the public at large. Stalin's
successors were not all benign, friendly people, but having survived
Stalinism they rejected it and adopted other models which inevitably
opened the Soviet Union up to other forms of Western influence.
Russia's course has not been one attended by great success, and may
has been a
remarkable learning process, which has set the bounds of permissible

yet head back into chaos and catastrophe, but

it

policies there within limie far closer to the Western norms than was
the case sixty years ago.
The Russians were not the only ones who learned from the two

great wars

of this century. Virtually the whole

international

community, with minor but none the less important exceptions/ came

to

see the use

of

force

to

resolve international disputes

as

Richard Overy, Russia's War (Allen Lane, London and Penguin Books, New
York,1998).
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reprehensible, unless it was authorised by a body speaking on behalf

of the international community. And as more time for thought has
elapsed, national leaders have had ample opportunity to learn of the
huge costs of going to war - cosb in lives of their own citizens, costs of

economic resources to create and employ their armed forces, and
follow-on costs in terms of social, political and economic disruption at
home and diplomatic isolation or retaliation from abroad. IJnless one

is fighting for supreme national interests such as

survival,

increasingly better ways of achieving one's ends are available.

In this context, guided by all this sad experience of the

past

century, principal governments have sought increasingly to eliminate

the possibilities of blundering into war. An immense and serious
diplomatic effort has gone into achieving arms reductions, arms
conhol treaties, agreements proscribing certain types of armaments,
and a major reinforcement of the legal framework governing the
resolution of international disputes and the conduct of states (and
their armed forces) when engaged in conflicts. It is possible to dismiss
all these measures as mere pieces of paper which will not restrain
anyone who is really intent on the use of force. And I have to admit
that Saddam Hussein is the living proof of the continued existence of
such people. But even he may have learned something from the
reverses he has suffered in his long, fruitless war with lran, in his
humiliating military defeat in 1991 and in his period as the world's
principal pariah. The Security Council has had its problems in
maintaining the necessary consensus in sanctioning Saddam, but it
has kept him isolated and weak while his weapons of mass
destruction and their supporting facilities were torn apart. His people,
his country have paid a terrible price for his policies, which must be
now regarded by most of his subjects as misjudgements rather than
glorious acts of defiance. There is only one of his kind in power today.

It is of

course far too early to be able to make any firm

judgement about the effectiveness of the United Nations as a keeper
of the peace, with the Gulf conflict, the Central African crises and the
Balkan civil wars unresolved. But the world is a very different place
by comparison with the Cold War. A new international order is still in
the process of definition. It will not be perfect because weaker states
will not grant the shongest the necessary authority to keep order
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shictly in accord with the standards (not to say interests) of the
strongest. Much of the international community imposed a check
indirectly on President Clinton in the Gulf crisis of February this year.
He was left with remarkably few supporters in maintaining military
pressure on Saddam. There was general pleasure and relief when the
Secretary General, Kofti Annan, defused the impending escalation
into war. He reoriented Security Council policy in a more sustainable
direction which, if it is seen to have been successful over the next year
or so, will have enhanced the authority of the Secretary General and
of the United Nations itself.
But the world order now taking shape is one which, while loose

to the point of tolerating some severe challenges and some minor
disorders, attempts to pre-empt severe loss of life, to isolate and
contain conflict, to ameliorate its immediate effects, and to bring
offenders against international law to justice. It will take time for a
new regime, which balances all the conllicting forces within it, to
develop, just as it has taken the British, US and Australian legal
systems many years to become effective inshuments for supporting
the rights and liberties of their respective citizens. We know well that
they are far from perfect, but we are content to work with them,
reforming as we go, and at the same time expecting them to cope with
increasingly complex demands. At the international level, where the
component governments have such different interests and nafures,
the process takes more time. And the holes in the resulting mesh are
likely to be larger than within any one national democratic polity. But

if one plots a line measuring effectiveness of international order
against time since the foundation of the League of Nations, it is not
hard to see that the general direction is upwards, and that the slope of
the curve has steepened in the past ten years. We could be on the
brink of a very different international era from the period of great
wars through which we have been passing for the past few centuries.
The process of developing and consolidating thjs new set of
norms and reinforcing linkages is supported in several ways. First the
major alliances have played a part, in establishing a sense of security
as between their members (with one or two exceptions such as Greece
and Turkey), in developing regular and close consultations, and in
fostering a sense of fairness in the distribution of burdens. They
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developed some good habits that have been useful in sustaining the
cohesion of wider coalitioru within the UN framework. The
willingness of the United States to consult its NATO allies gave that
alliance a vital resilience that the Warsaw Pact never had. With the
end of the Cold War alliances are arguably less important although
NATO still plays a vital role in underpinning security in and around
Europe.
Regional associations such as the European Union (EU) and the
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Economic

of African States (ECOWAS) assist further in
strengthening international order. Alliances and regional associations
have been underpinned by second-track linkages which engage the
research community, and help to raise the profile of regional security
discussions in the public domain. Public education in many countries
is more international in its outlook than a generafion ago. Higher
Community West

education

now caters much more fully for the haining

of

sophisticated security analysts. Policy advisers and their interlocutors
in the public domain, journalists, academics and politicians, work
more closely together, bring a greater breadth of insights to bear on
issues, expose shortcomings, threats and problems to greater debate,
and develop more of an international approach to solving problems
than ever before. The role that the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre (SDSC) in Canberra plays in developing these links and
injecting substance into them is an important example of success in
this field. The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) in
London, at ib level, also plays a significant role in this process.

Slowly but surely, governments of states both large and small,

powerful and weak, are coming to understand better that the
initiation of hostilities usually lands them in more trouble than it is
worth, that there are often better ways of solving a problem, and that
their worst fears have little basis. The international system is
becoming more resistant to the use of force as a means of addressing
international grievances. The level at which the international use of
force is initiated has dropped from that of the great powers to that of
the regional outcasts.
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Regional Conflict and Aushalia's Interests

In the absence of world wars we have none the less seen some
very significant regional conflicts. Several of these, such as the Korean
War, the Falklands War, and the two Gulf wars of the 1980s and L990s
were the direct result of a single leader deciding to use his armed
forces to invade and coerce his neighbours. One of these leaders,
Saddam, is still in power. Hence it would be premature to rule out the
possibility of significant regional wars in the next two decades. None
the less it is not easy to put forward credible scenarios for future
conflicts caused by flagrant regional aggression across international
boundaries.

In the region of Australia's most important interests, the South
Pacific, the Indian Ocean, Southeast and Northeast Asia, it is very
difficult to see the coming to power of a regional leader of such
strength and determination, militancy and blindness that he or she
would precipitate a war of aggression which had the potential to
expand and protract as did the Korean or Viebram wars, or even

Indonesian Confrontation. It is not impossible, but it is not a
contingency on which I would bet much of the taxpayers' money in
the next decade or two. North Korea is always capable of causing
shocks, but when it went to war against the south in L950, it did so

with the approval and support of the Soviet and

Chinese
governments. Kim Jong-Il would not have that kind of support so any
conllict which erupts in Korea will be much more local in its impact.
As such a war could include a nuclear strike on Japan, the
contingency is serious and must cause Japanese planners some
anxious momenb. But as a catalyst for a wide conflagration, another
Korean conflict is likely to be much less significant than that of 195053.

A conflict between China and Taiwan would have much more
potency, and would be likely to involve the United States. It would
also raise major challenges for Aushalian diplomacy. It is tempting to
say that because of the evident closeness with which the United States
watches tensions between Taipei and Beijing, such a clash is extremely
unlikely. But this could easily prove to be shallow optimism because
of the depth of feeling on both sides of the Taiwan Strait. There are
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strong pressures within Taiwan to declare formal and unilateral
independence. They are understood but contained by the present
government, but Taiwan is now a democracy and there can be no
foretelling what the policies of future adminishations might be. There
are also pressures on the mainland side to bring this recalcitrant
province to heel - pressures which are likely to grow should other
parts of China seem to be sliding away from the authority of the
central government. Given the course of events over the past three
years/ this definitely is a dispute to watch.
What sort of military operations might we expect to see if
tensions rise to the point of war? On the basis of China's current
military establishment, and the likely balance of forces over the next
decade, a successful full-scale amphibious invasion of Taiwan does
not look to be achievable at anything like reasonable cost for China.
Rather the range of pressures is likely to begin with more missile tesb
into adjacent waters and then extend to direct aerial and missile
bombardment of military and governmental facilities on Taiwan. The
extent of US involvement will depend very much on other issues
which may be active at the time. The span is wide, from crises in the
Gulf to internal affairs in the White House, and any of these could
make US intervention more or less likely. The outcome is too
dependent on the context to be able to be generalised about further.
This is a problem also for leaders in Beijing and Taipei, and may be a
source of stability simply because it is so hard to tell whether the
American president of the day would merely express displeasure and
concern, step up the rate of resupply of Taiwan, or send in carrier task
forces to restore order.

From an Australian perspective, any potential for a major
rupture between the United States and China would raise acute
dilemmas for our foreign and trade policies. While Australian military
involvement seems out of the question for several reasons, the United
States would be seeking endorsement for ib policies, and this may or
may not be difficult for the government of the day in Canberra to
give. More importantly, there would be long-term damage to the
security and economic fabric of the Western Pacific region. Fears of
China would grow, especially in Southeast Asia. There would be a
phase of rearmament. There would probably also be severe
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consequences for trade and investment across the region and globally,

and these could lead to social unrest and upheaval in several
countries. Coming after the current wave of economic crises the
overall effect of a clash of arms between China and Taiwan could be
disastrous.

Gone would be the current sense of regional cohesion and
relative harmony. East Asia and the Western Pacific would be split
into smaller units, each showing more fear of and hostility towards
the others than at present. Some key markets would be closed,
domestic consequences for the affected industries would be acute,
investment patterns would shift dramatically, and fear, not hope,
would become a leading element in the policies of the governments of
the region. I do not wish to add layer upon layer of gloom to this
picture because international society has recovered from worse
situations than that within living memory. But a China-Taiwan clash
would be much more than a containable regional crisis.

This problem also has wide implications for the future of
with the revised
guidelines for the working of the U$Japanese Mutual Security
China's relations with Japan. China's unhappiness

Agreement is well known, and the Clinton administration has sought
to provide reassurance that the contingency it has in mind is Korea.
But, given the context of the new guidelines, namely tension in the
Taiwan Strait, and the statements of some of a few more
nationalistically inclined fapanese politicians, China remains at best,
unconvinced and anxious; at worst, isolated and angry. This is a
problem which has to be resolved in three-way exchanges between
China, Japan and the United States, and it is good to know that this
process has already begun. It is too early yet to say whether it will
succeed. Again much depends on turns in the relationship between
Beijing and Taipei. But in the absence of radical moves by Taiwan I

think that patient diplomatic effort, including military-to-military
talks, can solve this problem. It remains at the top of the Chinese
security agenda, as I learned at first hand in Beijing immediately after
President Clinton's visit. While there was warm appreciation by
Chinese leaders of Clinton's offer of strategic parbrership in the

Pacific, there were also doubts as to the worth of this idea of
partrership if it could not quickly assuage China's concerns that the
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U9fapanese parbrership has primacy and might be used to China's
disadvantage.

The very existence of this nest of problems will

keep

Washington's attention focused on the Western Pacific. We are not
about to see any American withdrawal to the eastern half of the
ocean. This issue will reinforce America's concern to reassure the
Japanese that they will not be left to fend for themselves. In particular,
America will be at pains to avoid creating any situation which could
encourage major fapanese military expansion and the dropping of

existing inhibitions on the use of force for offensive purPoses.
Similarly, the United States will alnost certainly remain actively
committed to reinforcing regional cohesion and security in Southeast
Asia. The Australian-US connection will remain important in the eyes
of both, and for Southeast Asia as a whole.

Other regional conllicb likely to be of real significance for
Australia in terms of defence planning over the next decade or two
are hard to discern. This is not to say that they cannot arise - it is
sirrrply that I cannot at this point see conflict breaking out between
ASEAN members or other Pacific states south of the equator. Of much
greater concern is conllict within states of the region, particularly
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea.

Conflict within States: Limits of Intervention
The lesser of these two is the easier to discuss. The internal
problems of Papua New Guinea are severe and Australia cannot
avoid some degree of involvement. The principal dangers to be aware
of are twofold and conhadictory. It would be easy for Aushalia to be
drawn too far into an internal conflict for the tolerance of domestic
opinion. But to remain entirely on the periphery could damage
Australian interests in the short term and lead to a longer term crisis
of much larger proportions.
The kind of assistance that Australia may have to provide here

will be similar to that undertaken by many states in other parts of the
world, particularly since the end of the Cold War. Australia's
involvement in such operations began soon after 1945. Australians,
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particularly those in the armed forces, are not novices in this type of
commihnent. But that does not mean that we cannot learn from
others. There will be a considerable expansion of the sharing of
experience and the lessons learned from recent commitments among
the countries which generally contribute to peacekeeping and peaceenforcing missions. Australia should play a prominent role in this
interchange of ideas.
The Australian Defence Force (ADF) will need to maintain and
enhance its skills in training others, both in straighfforward military
sftills and in the understanding of the less direct ways in which they
are often best applied in delicate internal conflicb. The ADF may need

to place advisers on the ground in troubled areas, and provide
supporting command and control facilities, mobility, medical support
and logistics. Australia will also need to assist more with the training
of PNG personnel, civil and military, in the ways of building stable,
secure democratic states. It will be a major effort, pressed forward on
many fronts, not just that of the military. And it will not be easy to
persuade Australian taxpayers that it is necessary. What is new?
The new factor is of course Indonesia's internal weakness. Due
to deep-seated causes that have been operating for several decades,
Indonesia's problems will not be easily or rapidly solved. But neither
is the situation hopeless - just vastly complex. Much of what I have
said relating to assisting Papua New Guinea is relevant to Australia's
future relationship with Indonesia, with the rider that if the situation
there should deteriorate sharply, the immediate consequences for
Australia will be much worse than in the case of Papua New Guinea.
Boat people will arrive on Australian shores. Seas will need to be
patrolled for humanitarian purposes. Trouble in Irian jaya can lead to
houble in Port Moresby. But as this is the theme of Professor Viviani's
chapter I shall say no more on these issues.

Subnational Threats and National Responses
Subnational threats seem likely to arise in many parts of the
world in the decades ahead. Violence is moving downwards on the
scale of possible initiators, from the greater powers to the smaller. It is
extremely unlikely that Australians will be involved in subnational
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activity other than defensively, but as we are a migrant nation, and
there are many recent arrivals from troubled areas, it would be foolish
to ignore that there may be some active supporters of violent action
abroad on Australian soil. Any such activities need to be brought
under surveillance and stopped. It is important that Australia should
not be seen as an easy base from which extremist groups or
international criminals can operate.

Of

greater direct relevance are the defensive measures
Aushalia will have to take to defend itself, its interests at home and
abroad, and its people from the subnational violence of others.
Fortunately Australia is not as obvious a target as is the United States

it is not without some
it is certainly vulnerable and sensitive
to terrorist action. The vastness of Australia's territory and the
or

several other major countries. But

attractiveness as a target and

of the population make comprehensive control of the sea
and air frontiers impossible. City and point defences against terrorism
will have to be constantly developed and upgraded as the threat
changes. At the same time, the countermeasures will have to be
consistent with the freedoms that Australians expect to be theirs as of
right. It will be a fine line for governments to walk.
sparseness

The control and reduction of subnational violence is a global
issue and Australia can play a useful role through full cooperation
with relevant intelligence, police and armed services of other
countries. The international efforts Australia has made and continues
to make to reduce the dangers which arise from the existence of
weapons of mass destruction are also important.
Threats to the United Nations'Effectiveness

The most important threat to international security in the
will be acts which endanger or reduce the effectiveness
of the United Nations as security coordinator for the world. The
United Nations has many detractors and enemies. Not all that they
decades ahead

have to say is wrong. But I believe very strongly that the movement of

the world away from major international and global conflicts is
conditioned strongly on the effectiveness of collective security on a
global basis, not merely a regional, class, ideological or sectoral one.
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This effectiveness depends on the resources that member-states will
provide for the secretary general to use. As international security
continues to improve, and the impact of violence is felt further down
the scale of power, there will be a natural tendency for the betterendowed states to draw back from support. The burden that Australia
carries is not so heavy that electors are likely to rebel. Its example in
terms of willingness to share the load is extremely important in the
eyes of those who provide most of the United Nations' resources.
This burden extends to military commitments. It cannot always
be kept to money and advice. The Australian record in this field over
the past decade is a good one, but as time goes by, public exhaustion
or just lack of interest will become more of a factor for governments to

contend with. This will be another of the challenges which any
Australian government must meet effectively in the decades ahead.
Conclusions

In conclusion, the nafure of conllict will continue to change,
moving on lines which were established fifty years ago but whose
direction was obscured by the Cold War. Violence will not disappear,
although it may become less common. The levels at which it will be
used are declining. There is nothing automatic about this movemenf
however, and it can be reversed if people forget the past, dismantle
their defence forces and cease to give strong support to the United
Nations. Shocks and turbulence will remain characteristics of the
international systerrr.
From an Australian perspective, the principal concerns lie in the
field of regional conflict, and the possibility of a clash over Taiwan
remains a live and serious issue. Involvement with our ASEAN
neighbours, and assistance to Papua New Guinea and Indonesia will
remain the chief concerns from the perspective of the security of
Australia's immediate environment.
The most likely role for the Aushalian Defence Force will be to
in UN intervention in troubled parts of the world. Just because
they are distant does not mean that they have no relevance to
Australia's own security. Any weakening of the authority and
assist
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of the United Nations is a weakening of our own

of the more secure world which is now
taking form. Australia has usually been outward-looking, conscious
that the security of the island continent depends on the security of the
region and of the world. The challenge will be to maintain that
vigilance and the necessary associated powers of discernment, in an
era when most of its people will be less directly bothered by wars and
the threat of wars than at anv time since federation.
securit5r and the framework

3

THE ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF
SECURITY IN ASIA
Stuart Haris
Economic security is becoming daily more important for state

security. In international relations geopolitical, military

security and ideological factors still play a role that cannot be
ignored, but the role of economic factors is becoming more
outstanding, along with growing economic contacts among
nations.
(China's 1998 Defence White Paper)l

There are many economic dimensions of security in the AsiaPacific region. Let me start by distinguishing four. One is a core
objective of security policy, the defence of a country's territorial
integrity and sovereignty. That could be categorised in economic
terms as preserving Australia's property rights. But economic welfare
is also a critical objective of security policy. As the Chinese Defence
White Paper correctly recognises, economic security has become an
increasingly important aspect of state security.

A second economic dimension of security is as a motive. Wars
over resources, in particular, were commonplace in early history and
continued as frequent events into the twentieth century. The belief is

widely held, for example, that fapan's aggression (and that of
Germany) in the Second World War was motivated, in part at least, by
economic factors, notably threats to their raw material supplies.

A further economic dimension of security is the use of economic
instruments. Blockades, embargoes and the like are commonly used
weapons of war. Short of actual conflict, the increasing use or

China's National Defense (Information Office of the State Council of the People's
Republic of China, Beijing, July 1998).
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threatened use of economic sanctions has been a feature of the postCold War period in Asia as elsewhere.

Again, economic factors have a particular importance as
conshaining or enabling influences. A nation's ability to exercise
power and influence - military or other - depends upon its economic
strength. An obvious example is the failure of the Soviet economy,
which brought an end to the Cold War. A positive example is that
economic growth, aided by economic assistance from the West,
including Australia, was a major means of combating communist
support for internal subversion in post-colonial Asia.
These by no means exhaust the universe of different dimensions
of security. The links between civil society and the military, the role
of defence industries, or the intricacies of dual-use technologies, are
just a few added economic dimensions.

This chapter looks primarily at the question of inJluence since
this sets the overall scene to which the other categories relate, and
then comes back to make some comments on resource security and on
the use of economic instruments. It starts, however, with some
comments on the Asian economic crisis and its effect on regional
security, since this is uppermost in most minds at the present time.
The Asian Economic Crisis

It is useful to recall, first, the pre-crisis picture by running
quickly through some familiar figures. We can then ask how these
may be affected by the economic crisis.

By the early 1990s, the Asian countries of the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) group accounted for about a quarter
of world gross domestic product (GDP), compared with about 10 per
cent 30 years ago. On the projections commonly used before the
crisis, the APEC countries, excluding Russia, were thought likely to
account for about a third of global GDP in the early part of next

century. Most attention tended to be directed to China. The
expectation was that it would be among the top three or four
economies by 201,0, and many argued that its total gross national
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product (GNP) would surpass that of the United States somewhere in
the first half of the next century.
The importance of this economic development was not just that
people in the region were considerably better off. The rapid economic
growth provided social cohesion and strategic stability for the region
and political legitimacy for many regional governments. The
economic security dilemma the region faced was that while it wanted
this economic growth, it recognised that it gave added strength to big
powers, notably China but also others, such as Indonesia, that might

use that enhanced power adversely. On the other hand, a lack of
economic growth could create problems of instability of various kinds
in many of the countries of the region that could flow over borders
and affect others.

If there were ever any doubts in Asian minds, and it is not clear
that there were many, all would now accept that growth is much
better than no growth, and the obvious question is whether these
economic growth projections remain valid for the long term. There
are many detailed unknowns to be addressed before we can say how
valid those projections remain, but obviously much will depend upon
Japan, China and the United States. fapan has become too easy a
target for those looking to avoid criticism themselves, although it does
manage to get things wrong even when it is trying to help. Even so, it
remains an open question whether ]apan will be able to achieve
growth in its economy, or even avoid regression, in ways that will
help the region's recovery. In China's case, for many observers the
question is whether China is able to hold its economy and its currency
(and that of Hong Kong) together. Yet, the short-run monetary and
economic questions are less important than whether in the longer
term China can continue to meet the twin needs of obtaining the
growth it needs for reform while achieving the reform it needs for
growth.2

William Overholt ties the two together, arguing that not only would

a

devaluation by China not hurt other Asian economies, but China needed to
devalue its currency to enable its reform to proceed smoothly. Reported in
Business Times, Singapore, 28 January 1,999.
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And what about the United States? Its boom-based, strongly
appreciating currency was unfortunate for those in the region that
had tied their currencies to the dollar. Yet now the question is
whether it can maintain the high level of domestic economic activity
so that the export surpluses that Asian countries need to earn will not
be too politically difficult for the United States to accept? In addition,

while acknowledging its efforts to support |apan's currency, the
United States still has to make a major contribution to the region's,
and particularly Indonesia's, recovery, and to take a political, and not
just a US Treasury-based, policy stance towards the Asian economic
crisis.

A more general question is whether the countries in the region
overcome their domestic resistance to reform and, indeed,
whether their leaders will be willing to try. Getting the economics
right will depend very much, not upon getting the social and political
factors right - the Wesfs agenda has been predictably overambitious
here - but at least managing them such that they do not contradict the
economic needs. That will not be easy.

will

Then there is the question of whether, or more realistically, how
soon the international money markets and corporate investors will
regain confidence. There are views that financial market confidence
in Asia is likely to be permanently affected. Yef just as the boom was
widely and wrongly assumed to be unending, we need to avoid
projection bias in the other direction - that we cannot foresee an
upturn. Market memories are not long. In the early 1980s, following
the oil-related developing country debt crisis that included Asian
countries, many observers doubted that banks and private investors
would lend again to developing countries. They obviously did.

Despite all of the problems, there are some positive factors
beyond the general sense of the resilience of the region. Despite the
major structural problems that the crisis has exposed, there are
strengths that analysts refer to: high savings rates, generally low
levels until recently of government deficits, low inflation rates, and
disciplined and educated workforces. These may not be enough to
lead to an early return to past growth rates, and perhaps with
improved governance, not a return to the boom levels of the past.
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Nevertheless, as Paul Dibb and his co-authors have said, as long as

sound economic policies are implemented with firm backing by
political leaders, there is still 'a strong sense that economic growth
will return, sooner rather than later'.3
Various estimates have been made of when things will pick up.
The concern in this chapter is primarily with the longer term, and in
that context, strong growth rates can be expected to resume or in a
few cases to continue. The year 2010 may stretch to 2015 or even
(although improbably) 2020, but for present purposes that is not

geatly significant.

A further question is what this could mean for security in the
needs to be addressed at two levels; the short-run

region. This

impacts and the longer term strategic influences.

In the short run, military

budgets have been cut, equipment

purchases reduced or deferred, haining limited and fewer exercises
undertaken. As a result of the financial difficulties of many countries

in the region, further questioning of military expenditures can be
expected, and particularly of equipment purchases involving foreign
currency, because of both the tightening of domestic financial policies
and higher local currency costs resulting from exchange rate shifts.

How big an effect on modernisation processes this will have will
depend in part upon the length and depth of the crisis. A few years'
austerity may not see a major impact on the modernisation Process.

A longer reduction in effort could have a more substantial effect.
How important that reduction in the modernisation process itself
might be depends upon the weight being placed on the need for
modernisation in the first place.
It would be easy to exaggerate the security impacts of the shortterm financial problems. After all, the region as a whole is relatively
free of conflicts or serious threats of a military security nature. Shortrun effects could perhaps have been looked for in the two areas of
Paul Dibb, David Hale and Peter Prince, 'The Strategic Implications of Asia's
Economic Crisis', Suraiaal,Yol.4O, No.Z Summer '1,998, pp.5-26.
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tensions: on the Korean peninsula or over the Taiwan Strait. In
practice no change seems evident on the Korean peninsula, despite
the relative decline of the position of South Korea and the potential
for political instability. It could even have eased tensions. North
Korea seems more concerned in any case to pursue its objectives with
the United States and to follow the arrangements on the Korean

Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO) while
continuing to handle South Korea in the generally less antagonistic
way that it has since Kim Dae |ung took office.
Across the Taiwan Strait, similarly, the impact has been
negligible. In part this is because both sides have managed so far to
sidestep the contagion. Economic intercourse between the two
economies is an important element of the difficult but marginally
improved relationship between the two entities.a ln economic terms,
both need the other more as a result of the crisis affecting some of
their economic parbrers. China needs Taiwan's foreign direct
investment and Taiwan needs the Chinese market and its low-cost
labour. Otherwise, minor verbal exchanges over their respective
roles in the crisis have been the only obvious outcome.

In the longer term, there are concerns that the overall political
and strategic balance in the region will change. No doubt some
changes have occurred and are likely to persist but it is not clear that
they are especially significant, however much the Indonesian situation

understandably will continue to worry

Australia. One consequence

is that individual countries have gained or lost in

influence.

Indonesia is the obvious case but it is also true of the major powers.
Japan's position has been marginally weakened because of its
economic difficulties and its inability to take a leadership role. And
while some Japanese hawks see the relatively favourable position of
China in all this, assuming that its relatively unscathed economic
position is maintained, as increasing fears of China in the region, that
Heather Smith and Stuart Harris, 'Economic Relations across the Strait:
Interdependency or Dependency?' in Greg Austin (ed.), Missile Diplonracy and
Taiwan's Future: lnnoaations in Politics and Military Power, Canberra Papers on
Shategy and Defence No.122 (Shategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Aushalian
National University, Canberra, 1997), pp.L71,-211,.
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seems to be'drawing a pretty long bow' for two reasons. First, while
China's response to the crisis has undoubtedly raised its status in the
region, that status comes because it was the kind of response that the
engagement of China policy was designed to elicit. China was
behaving as a responsible member of the regional and global
community. On the whole, that China would behave in this way
should reduce rather than increase regional security uncertainties.

Second, the international coinage that its increased status gives
China is valuable but it can realise that value only in a peaceful
cooperative context. In a more realpolitik context, it has little or no
value. China is still weak economically and strategically and will be
for some time, as noted later. Correspondingly, despite its loss of
relative status, fapan has a substantially greater external financial
strength and technological capacity than China. The US position is
mixed. Apart from its less than forthright help, the potential for antiUS and anti-Western rhetoric exists when scapegoats are sought, as
Dr Mahathir illushates, although that seems to have emerged less
than early manifestations might have suggested. Yet in security
terms the US position is probably stronger.

More generally, many

of the underlying assumptions

of

regional security and stability are in question. Political power in the
region has to a large extent come from demonstrated and prospective
success in the economic field. Regime legitimacies, political stability
within counkies and across the region and the cooperative nature of
international relations were often judged to be based on the growth of
the domestic economies and the economic interdependence that went
with it.
This is important in two contexts. The countries in the region
tend to see security in a broader context than does the West, with
economic security an important component, and domestic resilience
as the basis for regional resilience. They had begun to take more
haditional military roles in policing their land borders, seaways and
ocean limits. They have now to return to their earlier approaches,
that gave priority to internal stability. Given that greater domestic
emphasis, at least among the smaller countries, there will be a
tendency to rely more on the United States in external security terms.
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The domestic impacts of the crisis will often be relatively severe,
including a re-emergence of ethnic, notably anti-Chinese, disputes
that had previously been submerged under the gains from economic
growth. So far Taiwan and China have called for action by the
Indonesian government on the anti-Chinese riots in Medan and
elsewhere. China in particular has been cautious on this, however,
because of the potential impact throughout the region.

In addition, there has developed in the region a different
approach to international relations based on a wide acceptance of
cooperation and the peaceful settlement of disputes. Given the habib

of cooperation that have been developed in the region and
regional institutional arrangements that have facilitated

the
the
made

interactions that developed the cooperative approaches and
such cooperation possible, the question is whether these will be
adversely affected. For a time, at least, ASEAN will be weaker and it
has lost the stabilising contribution of Indonesia's influence.
Nevertheless, it has considerable institutional strength - arising from
30 years of intense socialisation in contexts with continued major and
sustained divisions of interests. Members will struggle hard to
maintain the gains they have made in cooperation and
accommodation processes.

Some commentators believe that, although

economic

interdependence has been a major factor in regional political and
strategic stability, this will now be at risk since countries have learned
from the crisis about the costs of interdependence, Certainly, if this
did happen, it could have substantial longer term impacts. Attempts
of this kind will undoubtedly be made. Yet it is not clear that there is
a choice for the countries concerned. Not just in South Korea,
Thailand or Indonesia's case but also in China, where recognition of
the vulnerabilities is also evident, the need for foreign investment is

uppermost in the minds of leaders. Inward protective measures
would incur substantial costs and be ultimately self-defeating were
the economic partners of protectionist countries to respond similarly.
More generally, a positive lesson that, if learned, would be important
is that a country's international image has become vital in maintaining
the confidence of the capital markets. Consequently, arbitrary and,
particularly, aggressive actions will impose heavy costs on the actors.
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medium-term external security

consequences of the Asian economic crisis do not appear to be major.

China's Military Modernisation
Economic growth is likely to resume in the region in due course,
if not necessarily at the high rates experienced in the last decade or so.
Longer term concerns about economic impacts on regional security in
terms of capabilities tend to focus on China, either directly or as
regional responses to China's military modernisation. Let me look
first at the regional position in recent years and the possibility of
strategic responses reflecting concern at change in China. As we are
frequently reminded by our European and North American
colleagues, East Asia is the secondJargest arms-importing region after
the Middle East and, at least until the financial crisis, military
expenditures in East Asia had been growing. This is true but it is not
a very helpful basis on which to draw conclusions.

On an annual basis, according to the US Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, total military expenditure in East Asia rose in
real terms by about a quarter from 1985 to 1995. Since the region's
GNP rose faster, however, military expenditure as a proportion of
GNP fell. Indeed of all the regions of the world, developed and
developing, only two, sub-Saharan Africa and Cenhal America and
the Caribbean, had a lower fust marginally lower in the case of subSaharan Africa) ratio of military expenditure to GNP. This was
perhaps particularly noteworthy given the major role that the military
plays in a number of countries in East Asia. Over the same period, in
East Asia, annual imports of military equipment in real terms fell by a
quarter from 1985 to 1995. This was despite some real increases in
military imports n 1994 and 1995, due to large purchases by South
Korea, Taiwan and Chinas
This suggests that, even before the crisis, arms purchases were
less of a priority item than some threat-oriented commentators
suggested. It also suggests that the motives for such purchases were
Military Expenditures and
(17 September 7997), at <http / / www. acda gov /

US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, World

Arms Transfers,
wmeat96.html>.
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to do with arms races than with factors such as the necessary
expansion of constabulary functions in the regional maritime
environment following law of the sea developments, the funding
availabilities that go with economic growth, and at times prestige and
corruption.6 They could perhaps also be seen as pursuing the logic of
burden sharing sought by the United States and accepting greater
responsibility for their own security as first urged on the region in
Nixon's Guam doctrine. In any case, the evidence did not point to a
substantial stimulus coming from any aim to counter China's military
less

modernisation.T
The arms buildup in East Asia came from a low base. While in
several .ur"r, ur' with ihina, increased expenditures have gone in part

to raise the pay and living standards of the military, much has also
gone to hardwa,re and plafforms. Yet hardware and plafforms are a
long way from making an effective combatant force.

There has been considerable speculation about China's
capability to become a regional hegemon, and the military power that
it will be able to exert regionally. It is interesting that the more
strident views of China as a threat, which were the ones most widely

represented in the press and in political grandstanding, have
graduaUy had to give way to more considered analyses' In
particular, such threat-oriented views were also Pushed shongly by
realist commentators, often based on a priori reasoning from northern
hemisphere experience. Analyses by detached analysts countering
the views of China's military buildup were available several years ago
from the US and Australian departments of defence and from
specialist analysbs but they tended to get pushed to one side.

6

Desmond Ball,'Arms and Affluence: Military Acquisitions in the Asia-Pacific
Region', lnternational Security, Vol.18, No.3, Wtnter 1993/94, pp.81'-2.

7

Chien-pin Li, 'Fear, Greed,

8

or

Garage Sale? The Analysis

of

Military

Expenditure in East Asia', The Pacifc Reoiau, Yol'1,0, No.2,1'997, pp.274-88.
See, in particular, Gary Klintworth and Desmond Ball, 'China's Arms Buildup
and Regional Security' in Stuart Harris and Gary Klintworth (eds), China as a
Great Power: Myths, Realities and Clnllenges in tle Asia-Pacifc Region (Longrnan,
Melboume and St Martin's Press, New York, 1995), pp.258-83.
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When we ask why those strident views do not hold water, there
are a number of reasons. I have outlined elsewhere reasons for
believing that even were regional hegemony the Chinese aim, it
would have a long way to go to achieve it, and for doubting, in any
case, that that is China's aim, certainly not in anything near the time
span under consideration here. Some of the mainly non-economic
reasons include its fourteen land borders - some of which remain
problematic; its need to sustain international support for its legal
position on Taiwan, which it could well fail to do were it to behave
aggressively elsewhere; and the presence of other major powers in the
region as well as the United States: Russia, Japan and evenfually a
united Korea.e Of course, hegemons tended to be seen very much in
the US image. I have argued that were the United States, like China,

bordered by Russia instead of Canada in the north, and by India
rather than Mexico on its southern border, the United States could not
have exercised its hegemonic role as freely. These are all important
constraints on China.

Nevertheless, the economic influences that affect both its
capabilities and its intentions may well be the most influential
constraints on China's capabilities for exercising hegemonic power.10
Its still substantial economic underdevelopment not only limits the
resources it can devote to military modernisation but also means that
China lacks technological sophistication across the range of necessary
competences and the industrial and service infrastrucfure to support
them. \Alhat is in question here is not just continental power
projection, but in the Asia-Pacific region a hegemon would require
maritime power-projection capabilities that even the Soviet Union at
the height of its power could not manage.ll

Stuart Harris,'China's Quest for Great Power Status: A Long and Winding
Road' in Hung-mao Tien and Yun-han Chu (eds), China under liang Zemin
(Lyrure Rienner, Boulder, forthcoming).
10
tl

ibid.
Robert Ross, Assessing the China Challenge (Henry L. Stimson Center,
Confidence-Building Measures Project, Asian Security Luncheon Series,
Washington DC, 1.4 May 1997). Reported at <hW:/ /www.stimson.org/cbm/
asls/ross.html> (February 1999).
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There has been extensive discussion of the level of China's
military expenditure - and since gaps remain in the data it is easy for
estimates of various kinds to be used without much basis to them. To
date increases in military spending have not been large, although
military modernisation is progressing, if from a low base. Much of
the growth in budget allocations has been to improve conditions for
the People's Liberation Army (PLA), but China had made significant
purchases of foreign equipmenf mainly from Russia. They are
obviously modernising their military but they have a long way to go.
China's transfer of PLA commercial enterprises out of military control
will help improve military professionalism since economic
involvement undermines it, and perhaps bring the PLA under greater
political conhol. To be successful, however, there will need to be a
compensatory increase in budget allocations. In other words, budget
allocations to the military will need to be larger in the future than in
the past and some partly compensatory increase across the board has
already been made in military pay.
Yet Beijing's revenue constraints are large. Until very recently,
the revenue available to China's central government had declined as a

proportion of GDP and is now little more than 11 per cent of total
For most Western countries, the comparable figure is around
20 per cent or more. Beijing does have other sources of funds but
these by no means fill the gap of ib increasing budget deficit. That
the military has not received larger allocations suggest that the
priority to the military - the fourth of the four modernisations reflects the views of the Chinese leadership about their present
intentions for at least the next decade or two. For threat-oriented
realists, this low priority - and in particular China's lack of effort to
balance the United States militarily - must be difficult to explain.

GDP.

So how do we explain China's approach? There is a logic to it
from two aspects. China's economic development needs a stable and
uncontentious international environment. What is also potentially
important is that China has increasingly been seeking to resolve
problems with its neighbours through dialogue and negotiation.
Moreover, it has been participating in the multilateral processes,
notably APEC and the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) in the region
and, at the party congress in September last year, endorsed
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multilateralism as a policy approach.l2 It is easy to dismiss these
regional multilateral organisations as 'soft', giving rise to few if any
functional rules or commitments. Yet dialogue processes of this kind
can give rise to a shared sense of identity, and to a change in the view
of how the world works and how a state can best pursue its national
interest in that world.
What has been happening is a gradual acceptance among the
participants in these meetings that pursuit of their national interests

can be achieved effectively through peaceful cooperation except
where, as with Taiwan, sovereignty is challenged directly. It has
become even clearer as a result of the Asian economic crisis that
governments throughout the region are at risk unless they can deliver
on economic development and the internal social stability that comes
from economic development.
The North Pacific
That economic priority can be illustrated by looking at the north
Pacific, often designated as the principal area of strategic uncertainty.
It contains the four major powers (the United States, Japan, Russia
and China), three of the five 'legal' nuclear powers, and, with the two
Koreas, the countries with the largest standing armies. On the basis
of realist thinking, we should expect to see an arms race and the
emergence of a security dilemma as each tries to ensure a margin of
superiority over the others, if necessary forming alliances for this
purpose. And on the surface, what would appear to be a process of

this kind does occur - China moves towards Russia when the U9
China relationship is difficult. ]apan moves towards Russia in
response. The'strategic partnership' between China and Russia eases
when the UlChina relationship improves. Russia moves towards
South Korea when relations with fapan appear more difficult.
Yet if we look more carefully, what is evident is that there is no
arms race, no security dilemma, and no competitive power balancing

- indeed all four countries have reduced the size of their armies and
t2

Jiang Zemin's Report at the 15th National Congress of the Comrnunist Party of

'1,997,

at <http:/ /www.chinadaily.net/
cndy/history/ 15l tulltext.html> (February 1999).
China, Beijing, 1.2 September
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their various moves fall far short of alliance formation.l3 Although not
the only one, the prime interest in all cases is the economic interest.
No doubt they will continue to maintain some kind of geopolitical
balance, but they also seem careful not to antagonise each other
because of their economic interest. Admittedly the economic interest
includes military technology in China's case with Russia but it is not
limited to that - indeed there has been some diminution of interest on
China's side linked to the disappointed expectations over economic
exchanges.

In Japan's case, apart from the northern islands, the interest in
its relations with Russia is in the development of energy resources in
the Russian Far East, Siberia and further west in Russia. It also has a
considerable interest in China's development of the oil and gas
resources of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and the
building of gas pipelines from the CIS and Russia into China for
China's domestic consumption as well as for export to Japan. The
common interest in energy development is an important integrating
influence. Why? Because Japan is concerned that China's economic
growth will affect the market and raise the oil and gas prices Japan
has to pay and increase fapan's reliance on the Middle East. Japan is
following the latest version of the policy that was seen one or two
decades ago in Australia, of investing in energy supply capacity not
only to secure supplies for fapan but to maintain an easier market
situation in general.

In any event, China cannot afford to antagonise Japan unduly,
even if Japan moves closer in security terms to the United States than
China likes, because it needs not only its financial capital but also its
technology. Japan's interests in China are many but even
environmental concerns tie it to China - it has crude oil refined in
China to avoid the pollution that refining in |apan would involve.
Russia was interested in South Korea, despite the costs to it of
reduced influence in North Korea, because of its hopes for investment
and technology transfer.

13

A similar observation has been made by Michael Finnigan, Conshucting
Cooperation: Toward Multilateral Security Cooperation in Northeast Asia,
paper presented at the Harvard East Asia Society Conference, March 1998.
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Economic Interdependence and Security

All of this leads to greater economic interdependence, despite
sorne cooling of Russia's interest in its South Korean relationship
following the South Korean economic downturn.la So let me return
to the question of economic interdependence since its influence, seen
today as fundamental to the question of intentions, is often

misunderstood. Economic interdependence involves

mufual

in trade, investment, financial flows, energy linkages,
transport and communication systems and such like. Regional
exports are now predominantly global, compared with the early postcolonial period when links among the countries of the region were
limited, and the major ties were with the metropolitan powers.
Nevertheless, relations among the states in the region have now
developed to include substantial and growing levels of such mutual
dependencies

dependencies.
Those giving weight to the economic interdependence argument

believe that it provides incentives to maintain shong
interrelationships that will generally - not always - ensure that
disputes do not lead to war, since that would threaten the linkages
that support continuing economic activities and lead to wealth. For
governments, it raises the costs of conJlict, domestic constituencies

will form to

defend

a

profitable relationship, channels of

communication and information are created which can help dispel
misperceptions and misunderstandings, and personal links develop
that can identify common interests and create a sense of shared

identity.
While, for most analysts, these economic interactions are likely
to contribute to constructive international relations, and substantially
increase the incentives to settle disputes by other than military means,
qualifications are needed. Some realist sceptics argue that disputes,
mistrust, charges of unfairness and threats of sanctions often mark
trading relationships. This is undoubtedly true, yet while potentially
disruptive of international relationships, these are unlikely to lead to
military conflict. Indeed in some cases they may lead to an
l4

Korean Times (FBI9EA998-21,O),29 J:uly 1.998.
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institutionalising of the relationship that strengthens it, as in the case
of the U9fapan relationship.ls
More importantly, interdependence cannot ensure peace' This

is particularly so when faced with strong ideological, ethnic or
religious beliefs, the working out of succession politics, as the breakup

of Yugoslavia demonstrated ot, in authoritarian systems, the

dominance of the military (as in interwar |apan). The argument is
also used at times that economic interdependence could not stop
conflict between Britain and Germany in the First or Second World
War, but that results from an incomplete reading of the history.
Irrespective of the history, there are political and structural changes in
the international system that affect the conclusions today as they
apply in the region.16

Yet there are valid concerns over the vulnerabilities that arise
from economic interdependence. If economic interdependence is not
symmetrical, one country is able to use the dependence relationship to
exert pressure on the other. Malaysia, among others, has expressed
concern about its vulnerability to the operations of speculators on
global financial markets and, earlier, on global commodity markets.
Taiwan worries about its economic vulnerability with respect to
China. China for its part worries about the vulnerability that its
economic interdependence involves, mainly from the United States'
use of economic instruments: embargoes, economic sanctions and the
like, but China is also sensitive to the leverage that Japan can exercise
through its financial aid and technology. fapan, for its part is
sensitive to the US propensity to impose sanctions.

15

This has been argued by Greg Austin, 'Economic Rivalry and Security
Linkages in U$Japan Relations' in Stuart Harris and Andrew Mack (eds), AsraPacifc Secaity: Tle Economics-Politics Nexus (Allen & Unwin, Sydney,1997),
pp.L72-94.

lo

That the modemisation process that generalised interdependence facilitates
may be transcribed into military modemisation that would increase rnilitary
capabilities has been seen as contributing to the way the conflict in the First
World War developed the massive momentum it did rather than petering out.
David Gress, From Plato to Nato: Tlu ldea of tle West and lts Opponents
(Freedom Press, New York, 1.998), p.548.
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An important prerequisite for economic interdependence to
facilitate peace is the assurance of economic security, and avoidance
of such measures. Historians tell us that it was the lack of economic
security - the fear of interruption of critical supplies - that explains
why the economic interdependencies of Germany and Japan failed to
inhibit their aggression in the Second World War and indeed
accentuated it.

This is why the Bretton Woods institutions

-

the

General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank - contributing in various ways to
international economic stability, were judged to be important in
providing security as well as economic benefits. And why it is
important to get China into the World Trade Organisation (WTO). It
is also why, in the new circumstances where military solutions are less
viable, and economic pressures become the default option, some
norms relating to the use of sanctions, through the United Nations or
through APEC, need to be established.

Overall, this shows that economic and security issues are hard
to separate. This is not new. The Marshall Plan, the European Iron
and Steel Community and then the European Economic Community
(EEC), although economic mechanisms or institutions, were also
essentially seen as contributing to security. Closer to home, ASEAN
was a regional institution based ostensibly on economic interchange,
but its more important role was to prevent conJlicts among its
members.

Nevertheless, there are reasons today for accepting that the
economic-security links, and the ties of interdependence, are likely to
be stronger than in the past. In part, this is because there have been
changes in the attitudes and understandings of the countries in the
region. The attitudinal influence of economic interdependence has
itself contributed to this. What seems now also to be increasingly

accepted is that the regional multilateral dialogue mechanisms,
notably APEC, ARF and related second-track processes/ have a
dynamic and not just a functional impact. That is, functionally they
helped facilitate economic growth and confidence building among
members, but in doing so they have also changed the way participants
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see the world; they have it encouraged them to alter the way they
believe their national interests should be pursued.

This has been most apparent in ASEAN which, as noted earlier,
has systematically accepted that disputes and internal divisions, many
of which remain, should be accommodated and dealt with peacefully

and cooperatively. But an important empirical study of the north
Pacific, where the dialogue process has not matured, indicated that
increasing economic interdependence among China, lapan, Russia
and the United States had caused changes in the attitudes and
behaviour of each of the counhies to the others.l7

It is now likely that, however much blame for the economic
crisis is put at the door of international capitalism, added acceptance
of the role of economic interdependence can come from the enhanced
recognition, emerging out of the Asian economic crisis, that economic
development has to be the top priority for domestic stability and for
the security of political leaders or, in many cases, regimes.
Other Economic Factors

Also relevant is today's reality that the costs of war, direct and
indirect, have been increasing very substantially and the gains from
war are increasingly dubious. In any case, many of the PurPoses of
war in the past - such as access to resources, population and territory have declined in importance. Of special relevance to the AsiaPacific, military conquest was once seen as a useful way to acquire
resources. Now, the costs of military conllict have risen, while
haditional resources are generally available on world markets at
much less risk of interruption. Moreover, the resources considered
important have changed. Technology and capital investment are
now, relatively, much more important. Those resources are not only
unlikely to be achievable through military action but are repelled by
any form of instability - political, sbategic or economic. In these
circumstances it is not surprising that some observers believe that the
behaviour of the leaders of the countries in the region is increasingly
17

Ming Zhang, Major Pcnoers at the Crossroads: Economic Intetdependence and an
Asia Pacifc Secunty Community (Lynne Rienner, Boulder, 1995).
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indicating a view that war is no longer a viable option, except when
sovereignty is at

stake.18

This does not mean that all security problems have disappeared
or that military action is not possible. The region's overall security
still depends on good relations among the United States, Japan and
China. Again, the Gulf war reminded us that resource wars still
occur. Resource security is still a concern for Japan and Korea and
now, in the light of its growth in oil import requirements, increasingly
for China. Given the region's growing dependence on the Middle
East for oil, up to 80 per cent in the near future, sea-lane security is
often raised by defence analysts in these countries, with particular
reference to the South China Sea.

While there can be continuing concerns about piracy and
regulatory barriers, the main articulated concerns arise from fears that
one state may block another's shipping. Yet alternative routes are
available and, in economic terms, the cosb of using alternative routes
are not large. Were all Middle East crude oil destined for fapan
diverted around Australia, it would add between 1.5 and 3 per cent to
the landed cost in Japan of the oil.1e In addition, in naval strategy
terms, it is easier to strike at choke poinb, ultimately avoidable, or at
point of port entry or exit rather than in an open sea such as the South
China Sea. Again, for self-interest reasons, none of the states
bordering the South China Sea is likely to want interference with
maritime freedom, since they are all users of the sea routes. My
understanding is thaf despite its in principle objections, China
increasingly sees benefits in the United States maintaining freedom of
the seas. Short of a full-scale war, therefore, sea-lane security does
not seem a significant issue. Questions of strategic relations with the
Middle East, however, may become important, which is why China
18
T9

Firnigan, Conskucting Cooperation.
David Coulter, The Economics of SLOC Protection: An Overvalued Mission,
paper given at the Intemational Conference on SLOC Studies, Tokyo, 17-18
November 1,997. A broadly similar general conclusion is in Stanley B. Weekes,
'Sea Lines of Communication: Security and Access' in Sam Bateman and
Stephen Bates (eds), Shipping and Regional Security, Canberra Papers on
Strategy and Defence No.129 (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1998), pp.33-53. Weekes also discusses other
concems, such as piracy and the 'creeping jurisdiction' of regional states.
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and Japan work hard at ensuring good relations with those countries
while also being anxious to develop alternative sources of oil and gas.

Conclusions

My conclusion is that the various Processes of economic
interaction, on balance, offer positive security influences and that
those influences are growing in importance in the region. While we
are much less likely to have conflicts of a haditional kind as a result of
economic interdependence, the scope for exercising political and
economic power by major countries may increase. Moreover, just as
countries cannot opt out of globalisation except at high and growing
costs, should security problems emerge, they are less easily isolated
than in the past. This means thaf despite the absence of ideology, it
is less easy to stand off and watch. While a regional perspective on
security is again necessary, therefore, we need a more sophisticated
way of evaluating regional developments than counting military
expenditures and military acquisitions of traditional plafforms. It
also means giving greater weight to the many basic requirements of
modern military capabilities, including social, cultural as well as
economic factors. Ultirnately it requires a better understanding of
why and how perspectives and world views are developing in the
diverse regional context of which Australia is increasingly a part.

4

THE SECURITY ENVIRONMENT IN
NORTHEAST ASIA
Chung Min Lee
The Shategic Consequences of East Asia's Economic Crisis
The outbreak of the East Asian economic crisis has brought to
the fore three central propositions, each with contrasting but interrelated implications for regional stability and prosperity. First, the
notion that the East Asian economic miracle has been brought to a
virfual standstill and, with this, that the region's emergence as the
new geopolitical and geo-economic epicentre has been halted or, at a
minimum, indefinitely postponed. Consider, for instance, that
immediately prior to the outbreak of the Thai financial crisis, that
quickly spread throughout the region, the Asia Times - based on data
provided by the Asia Development Bank - reported that over 50 per
cent of the world's GDP would be centred in the Asia-Pacific region
by the year 2015.1 Such projections, however, were the norm, rather
than the exception. Indeed, with the exception of mature economies
such as fapan's, double-digit growth for most of the emerging
markets in the region was expected to continue for at least the next
decade, if not longer. Thus, for the first time since East Asia entered
the modern international system after the middle of the nineteenth
century, conventional wisdom believed that the region was in the
process of emerging as the new geopolitical and geo-economic
epicentre based on newly acquired economic, military, and
technological capabilities.

May 1997. (The Asia Times was subsequently disbanded,
although one should add that there seems to have been no direct correlation
between the paper's rosy projection of East Asia's sustained economic growth
See Asia Times, 12

and its own financial difficulties.)
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Notwithstanding a range of challenges the region continued to
face, such as entrenched historical legacies, accelerated proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), domestic political fuag;hty,
and the potential for severe political and economic dislocation (such
as in North Korea or even in China over the long term), the prevailing
view stressed how, rather than if, East Asia would assume a
potentially commanding role in international relations. The
icceleration of the economic crisis, however, has brought to a
standstill the threats and promises of a'Greater East Asia' marked by
such transformations as the emergence of a theatre peer (China), of a
more independent |apan with a more robust and perhaps
independent security posture, of the spectre of a unified Korea as a
potenUal middle Power, and of a more 'balanced' relationship
between regional countries and the United States.
Second, the increasing prominence of domestic determinants in
the shaping of East Asia's security environment - accelerated by
selective regime change, the possibility of mounting socio-economic

dislocation, and diminution of haditional or core political values - has
resulted in an urgent need to alter fundamentally East Asia's political
and economic priorities and choices in order to minimise domestic
instability and potential regional spillovers. Every East Asian
government has been impacted by the economic crisis. Political

ramifications such as the downfall of the suharto regime, dissent
within the Malaysian leadership, the first-ever horizontal transfer of
power in South Korea, and continuing anaemic leadership in |apan
suggest that political volatility may be on the rise in East Asia'2 One
Australian analyst commented that the demise of Suharto is of
'seminal importance' not only to Indonesia but to the region at large,

since

he is the latest casualty of a trend toward

While the economic crisis has not yet resulted

in

greater

fundamental political

hansformations, it has clearly brought to light the shortcomings of East Asia's
political culture, norms and instifutions. Generational change within the

dominant leadership groups and institutions could result
different political and policy strategies.
F ar

See

in

significantly

5' Jayasankaran,'Read the Signs',

Eastern Economic Reaiew, 18 June t998, p.18.
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Third, despite the prominence of realpolitik and a corresponding
Weltanschauung shaped by capabilities-driven national strategies,
there is an urgency to inculcate common and cooperative security
frameworks given the fragility and inefficacy of traditional security
roadmaps. While the ARF so far is a generally ineffective cousin of
the OSCE, more attention is being paid to the virtues of multilateral
security approaches. The Indo-Pakistani nuclear tests of |une 1998,
the North Korean firing of a Taepodong-1 missile in August L998, and
continuing uncertainty over the U$North Korean nuclear agreement
have also resulted in the need to strengthen existing non-proliferation
regimes such as the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR).
Although China has had strong reservations about any real
strengthening of the ARF, it has at least begun to pay lip-service to the
importance of developing multilateral security arrangements in East
Asia.a

Are these assumptions correct? More importantly, can they be
construed as major long-term indicators of regional security? If
current political and economic testaments can serve as a guide, the
short answer is yes. The prevailing wisdom is that the East Asian
economic crisis is likely to be prolonged - perhaps as long as a decade,
with significant structural implications for the global economy.s A
high-ranking official in the World Bank stated in June 1998 that unless
the crisis was managed very carefully, 'we are talking about a major

J

Alan Dupont, 'Demise of Suharto Is Part of a Regional Trend', International
Herald Tribune,25 June 1998.

5

Michael Richardson, 'Crises Nudge East Asians into Stronger Military Ties
with U.S.', lnternational Heral d T ibune, 1 0 June 1 998.
One financial analyst has written that the worst is yet to come, since East Asia
is currently experiencing a false sense of security based on emergency Westem
(lMF) bailouts and limited financial fallout. This is 'Phase One'. However,
'Phase Two' soon hits with rising inflatiory economic contractiory increased
unemployment, weakening national currencies, and rising political instability.
The net result is that East Asia is begirming to resemble the Latin America of
the 1980s as the 'sick man' of the global economy. See David Ranson, 'Brace
Yourself for Asia's "Lost Decade"' , Asian Wall Street lournal,l6 June 1998.
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world'.6 In the
security realm, robust defence spending and selective force
modernisations characteristic of the early 1990s have been curtailed
recession and probably a depression in this part of the

by sharp budgetary cuts, with the exception of the Chinese and North
Korean defence programmes.T But the key question remains: how will
the economic crisis impact on fundamental strategic trends in East
Asia? In other words, despite the ongoing economic crisis and its
impact on the political, security, and other arenas/ can one assume
thal the key drivers of strategic change in the region will remain
relatively consistent?
Strategic Trenils in East Asia

While the jury is still out on the overall impact of East Asia's
economic downturn, the strategic environment is likely to be driven,
in large par! by the following factors: major power realignments;
significant transformations at the unit level; and the resurgence of
strategy and geopolitics. In turn, how Northeast Asia deals with the
revival of geopolitics will depend on the nature of major Power
interactions and the shategic choices that will be made by key
regional actors and the extent of comprehensive crisis management
capabilities able to minimise, if possible, social and economic
dislocation. In addition, controlling the proliferation of more
sophisticated power-projection capabilities (both conventional and
unconventional) and responding effectively to unconventional
security threats such as low-intensity conflicts or operations other
than war are likely to surface as important security challenges.s
Statement by Jean-Michel Severino quoted in Michael RichardsorL 'Asian
Worries Deepen , lnternational Herald Tribune,lT fune 1998.
Evidence thus far suggests that North Korea launched a satellite on 3L August
by its Taepoilong-l missile and while the satellite apparently failed to reach its
orbit, North Korea demonstrated its ability to launch a three-stage rocket.
While North Korea does not yet have an intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM) capability, North Korea's ballistic missile threat is no longer nerely

theoretical. The August launch of the Taepodong'1 confirmed the findings

contained in the Rumsfeld Commission rePort on the ballistic threat posed by
rogue states. See 'Early Warning', AsianWall Street lournal,S0Jnly 1998.
Several US officials continue to emphasise the deep-seated interests of the
United States in the Asia-Pacific region. Commander-in{hief of Pacific
Forces, Admiral foseph Prueher, noted in an interview last year that 'this [the
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From the perspective of East Asia's strategic evolution since the
1840s, when it first collided with the then-pre-eminent Eurocentric
world order, the ending of the Cold War can be seen as a historical
milestone. For the first time, Northeast Asia has acquired capabilities
that have enabled it to exercise inJluence well beyond its immediate
environment.e This is a significant development regardless of the
region's current economic difficulties. Historically, only China had
the capability to project power beyond its borders, although Japan
periodically contested Chinese supremacy. It was only after the Meiji

Restoration

that fapan eclipsed the Middle Kingdom as

the

undisputed military and economic power in East Asia. Equally, if not
more importantly, it also means that East Asia and, in particular, the
major powers of Northeast Asia - China, lapan, and Russia - must
learn to effectively manage great-power dynamics and attendant
responsibilities: preventing the outbreak of major conflicts,
addressing nuclear proliferation threats, assisting environmental
security, enhancing military transparenc/, and elevating economic
cooperation to a higher level than at any other time since the end of
the Second World War. In essence, Northeast Asia can no longer
separate capability and responsibility.

Notwithstanding the economic crisis, East Asia has made
unprecedented economic progress over the last three decades.
Although the current economic crisis will have long-term
Asia-Pacific regionl is our stake, this is our future'. R.J. Kelly,'Pacific Military
Boss Takes Long Look at U.S. Future in Asia', Pacifc Stars & Stripes, '13
February 1,997, p.L. See also Secretary of State Madeleine K. Albright, 1997

Forrestal Lecture: American Principle and Purpose in East Asia, speech
delivered at the US Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, 15 Aprit 1.997, at
<http://secretary.state.govlwww/statements/970415.html>
(April 1999).
Albright stated, in part that'... America is and will remain an Asia-Pacific
power. Our role is vital, from the stabilizing effects of our diplomatic and
rnilitary presence/ to the galvanizing impact of our commercial ties, to the
transforrning inlluence of our ideals'.

Clearly, while post-Meiji Japan (after 1868) was the only Asian power to
successfully modernise its economy in an effort to emulate the West, the region

on the whole was woefully unprepared for the onslaught of

Westem
encroachment. Compared to East Asia's ill-fated exposure to the intemational
system from the 1.870s until the 1900s, the region's unprecedented econornic

development and military modernisation has implications far beyond the
Northeast Asian region.
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repercussions, Northeast Asia could still harbour a very high
concentration of global economic wealth over the next two to three
decades.ro Some projections have noted that by the year 2020 the
centre of global economic activity will shift from North America to the
Asia-Pacific region, since 80 per cent of the world's largest economies
will be located along the Pacific and the Indian ocean rim. Moreover,
r/China's accelerated growth continues over the next two decades, its
economy could become 40 per cent larger than that of the United

States.1l These figures are mentioned primarily for illustrative
purposes and should not be construed to mean the demise of Pax

Ameicanaor the inevitable weakening of Europe. To the contrary/ the
current pre-eminence of the united states as the sole suPerpower and
Europe's march toward greater economic unity very much illustrate
the continuing viability of the American-led post-Cold War world
order. For the foreseeable future, no other single Power has the
capability to replicate the role of the United States or to replace it as
the new global hegemon. Nonetheless, for the first time since
Northeast Asia ventured into the modern international system, it has
become a viable alternate power centre.
But Northeast Asia's 'strategic rise' only tells one part of the
story, since the subregion also faces a number of important
challenges. For instance, the promises of genuine major-power
cooperation over a range of issues such as the non-proliferation of

WMD and environmental security are substantial, although the net
level of intra-regional cooperation on these and other issues remains
surprisingly low.12 This is critical, since East Asia's strategic future is
10

1L

t2

Concems about East Asia's economic woes have been aired for a number of
years. For example, see Adi ISnatius, 'Future ShocK, Far Eastern Economic
Rnirw, 31, October 196, pp.544 and, more recently, Richard Katz, 'Economic
Woes Continue', Tle Oiental Economist, Vol.65, No.9, November 7997, p.5.
Nevertheless, the rate and depth of contagion (currency devaluation and
related problems in the financial and industrial sectors) caught almost
everyone by surprise. The major psychological impact, at least in the short
run, is that the long-touted East Asian economic 'miracle' is being replaced
with the potential for an economic'meltdown'.
Cited in Gen. Charles C. Krulak, 'Facing Westward to the Future', US Naval
Institute Proceedings, March 1997, p.13.
Former US $cretary of Defense William Perry proposed a six-nation defence
ministers' meeting in East Asia in 1996, although the initiative did not
materialise. But the need for preventive defence in the region has gamered
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dependent critically on the depth of major-power cooperation. At the
domestic political levef intra-regional stability and cooperation could
be threatened by uneven or volatile hansitions. While three of the
Northeast Asian states are democratic - fapan, Taiwan, and South
Korea - the subregion is also home to China and North Korea, the
most populous and the most isolated communist states. Indeed, how
North Korea and China evolve over time will have a crucial impact on
Northeast Asian security.

In forecasting East Asia's potential paths, a key consideration is,

in the absence of a viable, multilateral security framework, what
capacity do the regional powers have to overcome outstanding
legacies and to what degree can compatibility and cooperation be
sustained among its member-states? Having accumulated capabilities
over the last two to three decades, the key challenge lies in exercising

them with a vision that goes beyond narrowly defined national
interests and maintaining parochial strategic advantages. A
fundamental prerequisite lies in creating and sustaining a viable
security regime that enhances and instifutionalises a 'cooperative
culture'. Without progress on these fronb, East Asia is unlikely to
assume a cenhal leadership role in the international community, even
if ib capabilities continue to grow after it emerges from a prolonged
economic downfurn. If the regional states continue to acquire
economic, military, political and technological capabilities without
genuine and reciprocal security cooperation, regional stability could
be impaired. This is particularly so in contingencies that could
quickly erupt into major regional crises. In this respect, all of the
regional powers have to pay closer attention to the following issues.
First, major puoer relationships, realignments, and relatiae power
shifts among the key actors will haae a substantial impact on the
confguration of regional stability. All four of the world's major powers
have critical strategic interests and stakes in the region. Northeast
Asia is home to the world's second-largest and potentially largest
economies and one of the most technologically advanced armed
growing attention after the end of the Cold War. See 'Preventive Defense in
the Asia-Pacific Region', prepared remarks of Secretary of Defense William J.
Perry to the Pacific Basin Economic Council, Washington DC, 22 May '1996,
Defense lssues, VoI.11, No.49, May'1,996.
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with the largest standing army. Without exception, the major
powers are in the process of redefining or restructuring their cenhal

forces

bilateral relationships nearly a decade after the end of the Cold War.
The sino-Russian joint statement of November 1997 and restoration of
Sino-US ties after Tienanmen through presidential summits rn 197
and 1998 are key examples. The Sino-Russian statement, declared, in

parf that:
The positive actions China and Russia have taken to build a
multipolar world ... have received widespread acknowledgement
from the international community, and have exerted a healthy
inlluence on the intemational situation as the turn of the
century approaches ... China and Russia believe that the time
when countries forged alliances and engaged in strategic
integration targeted against a third country has passed. All
countries, especially major powers, should comply with the
development trend towards world multipolarization, develop
relations based on the principle of mutual respect equality,
being beneficial to all parties ... [emphases added].l3
Prior to the enunciation of the joint statement, a high-ranking
Chinese PLA officer stated that military cooperation between Russia
and China was not directed against 'any third countl'y'.l4
Nonetheless, by emphasising the emergence of a 'multipolar' world
order, both China and Russia illustrated their unease with the role of
the United States as the sole superpower in the post-Cold War era.
While the UgSino summit in |uly did not result in any fundamental
reorientation, key aspects of the bilateral relationship - including
restoration of military-to-military engagement - improved' But the
point here is that in no other region is the prospect for long-term
regional stability and prosperity so dependent as in Northeast Asia on
the level, or lack, of major-power cooperation. It is also in Northeast
Asia that a major power transition could take place, or, as seen ftom
the perspective of the current hegemon, the rise of a 'peer competitor'.

13

'Full Text of Sino-Russian Joint Statement' , Xinhua,1.1 November 1992 in FBI$
cF{t-97-315.

1.4

'Sino-Russian Cooperation Not Directed at Others', Xinlrua, 5 June 1992 in
FBI9CHI-97-155.
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Second, unlilre western or central Europe, outstanding legacies from
the Second World War remain in Northeast Asia and could intensifu if Ieft
unchecked. Technically, Russia and Japan and the two Koreas are still

in a state of war. Almost all of the Northeast Asian states have
territorial disputes with their neighbours.ls All have varying degrees
of entrenched historical animosities. At differerrt times, the four major
powers and Korea (South and North since 1948) have each fought
wars with each other. Permanent postwar settlements continue to
evade the region, although of late some progress has been made in the
inter-Korean and Russo-Japanese relationships. For the most parf
however, closure on key historical legacies remains uncertain.
Indeed, the relationships between the three main Northeast Asian
states - China, lapan, and Korea - have yet to be fully 'normalised', in
contrast to the regularised pattern of interaction among Great Britain,
France and Germany.l6

Third, significant threats to stability exist in the region stemming
a
from confluence of potential conflicts and indigenous disruptions. A
spechum of developments including abrupt regime transformations,
acute regime or state ahophy (including variations of state implosion

or

collapse), spillover from territorial disputes, escalation of

transnational threats, and severe socio-economic dislocations could

prove devastating for regional stability. Complete

Taiwanese
independence could very well result in a major military assault from

the mainland. Sustained instability in the Russian Far East would
reverberate throughout the region. A shaky road toward Korean
unification or even a North Korean collapse could have major regional
implications. At the same time, the growing military capabilities of
most of the Northeast Asian states, including modernised, offensive,
longer range weapons platforms, pose a key challenge to military
confidence-building measures and arms control. Adequately meeting
the threat from WMD proliferation is bound to become more difficult

15

Kevin Sullivan and Mary Jordan,'Asian Nations Squabble over Small Islands',
Washington Post,31 Ju.ly \996, p.23.
Growing security and economic integration in Westem Europe throughout the
post-Second World War era has been the key ingredient for fully normalised
ties among Britain, France and Germany despite the legacies of the First and
Second World Wars. By contrast, the relationship between China, Japan and
the two Koreas remains not fully normalised.
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acceleration

of WMD

technologies

and more rapid

absorption of asymmetrical weapons systems.
Fourth, the region confronts wide-ranging social, political, economic
and resource management challenges, many of them unprecedented, in the
aftermath of the economic crisis. As the ongoing East Asian economic
crisis has illustrated, the region faces major structural economic and

financial problems. China's enormous consumption of oil, coal, and
other energy resources may place substantial strains on other regional
economies. One study predicted that East Asia has to spend some
US$1.5 hillion in social infrastructure modernisation costs over the
next two decades. Restructuring the inefficient state economy is going
to be a gargantuan task for the current and future Chinese leaderships
with repercussions far beyond China's borders. Economic
restructuring, however, is not limited to China or even South Korea.
By the year 2035, nearly 35 per cent of |apan's population will be 65
years old or older, making it the oldest of the industrialised nations.
With declining productivity owing to a rapidly ageing workforce, the
Japanese government is going to face the twin demands of rising
social welfare costs (especially health care) and potential erosion of its
technological edge. But the greying of |apan also means that muchneeded structural reforms could be stalled by an increasing number of
essentially conservative, elderly voters.l7

In the political realm

uncertainties are more pronounced,
particularly in the two remaining communist states in Northeast Asia.
Despite Kirn fong Il's official elevation as the new 'Great Leader' on 5
September L998, the potential longevity of his regime is clouded by
mounting economic difficulties and narrowing strategic options.ls
Thus far, the post-Deng Xiaoping era has been marked by political
stability, with fiang Zemin firmly at the helm. Longer terur prospects,
however, are less certain given the rise to Power in the not-too-distant
future of cadres who were born well after the communist revolution.
Generational change is also occurring throughout the Southeast
Asian, fapanese, Taiwanese, and South Korean political arenas.
t7

Peter Landers, 'Arthritic Nation', Far Eastern Economic Rniew, '16 July 1998,
P.10.

18

Nicholas

D. Kristoff, 'North

Koreans Officially Inherit Another "Great

Leader"', Nau York Times, 5 September 1998.
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Politics in East Asia by and large, however, continue to be driven by
personalities rather than institutions. In addition, restructuring the
powerful and entrenched bureaucracies in Japan and South Korea is
already surfacing as a major political issue. Last but not least, the
continuing vitality of the nation-state has been called into question
when traditional norms of power and influence are changing.
C

onceptualising East Asian F utures

Despite the historical resilience of most East Asian states, the
region will face a series of challenges, including contestations of state
authority, and the systematic impact of decentralisation,
democratisation, and devolution of authority, could spark unwieldly
political outcomes. How Northeast Asia will evolve over the next few
decades remains highly uncertain, although two schools of thought
have emerged on this issue. The first school basically argues that it is
difficult to posit a scenario into the foreseeable future, when
conditions for stability will be severely irnpaired or damaged, but that
a basic security infrastructure is beginning to unfold. Clearly, such

views have been signifcantly modified in the aftermath of the
economic crisis, but proponents have argued that since relations
among the shongest powers are more stable today in relative terms
than at any other time in this century, it is only a matter of time before
the concept of a'Pacific community' moves from the conceptual realm

to actuality.le Others have noted that prospects for regional stability
to increased economic
exchange and growth.zo Even essentially alarmist projections, such as
the spectre of a 'Greater China', the dangers posed by the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and prospects for
political instability (in China and North Korea) cannot, in the final
analysis, be construed as recipes for conflict. Last but not least while
a framework for multilateral security dialogue is lacking in Northeast
Asia, incremental progress has been made toward increased
hansparency and regularisation of political, economic, and selective
security exchanges. Within the confines of its limited agenda and

have been significantly enhanced owing

19
20

See Winston Lord, 'Building a Pacific Community', US Department of Statc
Dispatch, No.6, 16 January 1,995, pp.344.
Thomas J. Duesterberg, 'Trade, Investment and Engagement in the U.S.-East
Asian Relationsfup', The Washington Quarterly, Vol.17, No.1, tNrnter 1994 , p.73.
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mission, the ASEAN Regional Fcirum has made some inroads into
preventive diplomacy and enhanced military transparency, with the
outside possibility of becoming an Asian variant of the OSCE over the
long run. The second school of thought however, emphasises the

possibilities of strategic discord, including ongoing gestations in
major-power interactions, the potential for a major spillover on both
the Korean peninsula and the Taiwan Shait, the proliferation of more
lethal and longer range weapons systems, more fluid and less
transparent arms transfers, and the increased prominence of territorial
disputes.2l

More interestingly, however, owing to a combination of several
factors, what appears to be taking shape in the region is a 'race
between the dynamics of multipolarity, which could increase conflict,
and the growth of mitigating factors that should tend to dampen them
and to improve the prospects for a continuing peace'.2 Or, as Gilbert
Rozman has written, the key challenge lies in how to examine the
collective weight of the 'undisputed great powers of non-Western
origin and how this 'mighty and unstable hiangular relationship',
comprising japan, China and Russia, will be integrated into the
'geometry of any new world order'.B Whether or not Northeast Asia
may emerge as a new centre of multipolar competition remains to be
seen, although the end of the Cold War has meant the rise of more
varied sources of tension with a corresponding increase in the range
of options which the regional actors could exercise to overcome their

The most pronounced sovereignty disputes (apart from the Northem
Territories dispute between Japan and Russia and Sino-Russian border
disputes) are: (1) the Tokdo or Takeshima Island dispute between Korea and
Japan; and (2) contending claims on the Senkaku or Diaoyu Islands between
Japan and China. See Sullivan and Jordan, 'Asian Nations Squabble over
Small Islands', Washington Post,37 JuIy 1996, p.23. The fact that the Senkaku
Islands are surrounded by rich fishing grounds and potentially lucrative
reserves of oil and natural gas has, in tum, generated significant posturing by
China, Japan, and Taiwan. In contrast, Tokdo Island has very lirrited, iI any,
econonric value, although
and Japan.

it is a highly charged political

issue between Korea

22

Aaron L. Friedberg, 'Ripe for Rivalry: Prospects for Peace in a Multipolar

23

Gilbert Rozman,

Asia',

In

tcrnatio nal

Winter 1995, p.65.

Se

cai ty, Vol.1 8, No.3, Winter 1 993/ 9 4, pp.28-9.

'A

Regional Approach to Northeast Asia', Orbis, Yo1.39,
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respective insecurities. As the Far Eastern Economic Reaiew noted in its
year-end assessment for 1996, and is still relevant today:
So what's the reality? Asia grappled with the fact that national
interests occasionally overwhelm the regional desire for
stability. There may be no immediate reason to fear a conflict
in the region, but there's not certainty that latent national
interests will remain forever subordinated to mutual economic
interests, either. China and Japan, South and North Korea,
China and Taiwan, and even long quiescent Singapore and

Malaysia have latent tensions that seem sure to re-emerge in the
future, as they did in 1996.24

Political-Military Dynamics in East Asia

The military implications

of

East Asia's rise are varied,
although three principal questions demand close attention. First,
what are the chances of a major power hansition? Specifically, if
China does become the region's most dominant economic as well as
military power over the next two to three decades, how will the
United States react? How will a powerful, if not dominating, China
affect the security policies and military strategies of the United States,
Japan and Korea? Second, based on the ongoing revolution in
military affairs and the overall ability of the regional actors to acquire
increasingly sophisticated weapons systems, what type of forces will
the regional actors be likely to possess in the mid- to longer term? In
particular, what type of power-projection capabilities or other
'destabilising' systems will the regional actors possess?2s Third, how

Joseph F.

Kahn.'Reality Bltes', Far Eastern Economic Reuieu,2Jamary 1997,

P.33
25

Although force modemisation imperatives are driven by a number of factors -

such as threat assessments, access to modem weapon systems and
technologies, financial resources and political considerations - many of the
regional actors have focused their recent acquisition programmes in the
following areas: command, control and communication systems; natioal
strategic and tactical intelligence systems; multipurpose combat aircraft;
marihme surveillance aircraf! modem surface combatants; anti-ship missiles
(both ground- and sea-launched); submarines; electronic warfare systems; and

rapid deployment forces. For additional details, see Desmond Ball, 'Arms and
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sources of conJlict be handled in a region which
characterised by multipolar dynamics? Or as
increasingly
be
could
one observer noted in the early 1.990s, just as East Asia was focusing
its efforts on active force modernisation:

will the potential

... what is unfolding in East Asia is a race between

the
the
increase
accelerating dynamics of multipolarity which could
that
factors
chances of conflict, and the growth of mitigating
should tend to dampen them and to improve the prospects for a
continuing peace. This race is in its early stages and it is still
too soon to pick a winner.26

For the foreseeable future, the United States is likely to remain
powerful actor in East Asia, since it is the only truly global
power. At the end of the day, notwithstanding discussion of the pros
and cons of US strategy towards the region, the fact remains that
as the most

regional stability would be impaired, PerhaPs substantially, if the
United States were to withdraw its forward Presence from the
western Pacific. As Secretary of State Madeleine Albright has
emphasised, the role of the United States in East Asia is vital and the
US commihent is firm because it is 'solidly based on American
interests' and, further, 'alnost any significant outbreak of
international violence would threaten our well-being or that of our
friends'.27 There is little doubt that the United States perceives critical
interests in remaining fully engaged in East Asia. In the post-Cold
War era, however, and despite the fact that the United States intends
to remain fully engaged in the region, some have questioned whether
the relatiae decline in US military capabilities signals a longer term
trend towards incremental disengagement from the region. From a
purely statistical point of view, it is true that US forces have been
reduced by approximately one-third since the end of the Cold War, as
illustrated by the fact that from 1985 untrl7997, US military strength
in quantitatiae terms registered a downward trend: army personnel
shrunk by 78L,000 while air force aircraft decreased from 1,764 to 912

Affluence: Military Acquisitions in the Asia-Pacific Region',
26

Secuity, Vol.18, No.3, lN rnter 7993 / 94, p.81.
Friedberg'Ripe for Rivalry', pp.27 -8.

27

Albright, 1997 Forrestal Lecture, p.2.
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and navy ships were cut from 538 to 339.28 (In many respects, this
drawdown was a natural consequence of a shift in US military
strrategy after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. For instance, the
US Navy incorporated a strong offensive strategy to meet expanding
Soviet naval capabilities after the 1970s, but this shategy has since
been transformed sharply, with a growing focus on the littoral or
coastal regions of the globe.

2e)

Nevertheless, quite apart from the fact that the United States is

likely to remain as a viable Asia-Pacific power and the outside
possibility of the rise of a peer competitor, relative capability gains
will be made by most, of not all, of the regional actors. Here, the
primary concern is how the regional strategic equilibrium will be
affected by a more powerful China and a potentially more assertive
fapan. As noted below, there is a sharp disagreement among China
watchers as to whether China will ever reach the stage where it will
directly challenge US and allied interests in the region. Former
Secretary of Defense William Perry stated in March 1996 that he had
told senior Chinese officials that the United States was ready to
redeploy its carriers off the coast of Taiwan if China decided to
threaten Taiwan in the fufure with live missile tests. Moreover, Perry
stated: 'as for the Chinese navy, I don't see them being able to
challenge the U.S. Navy any time in the foreseeable future. In fact,
any one of our [five] fleets is more powerful than the entire navy of
any other country, including China'.3o Despite the fact that China's
estimated defence budget approximates US$32 billion (as projected by
the International Institute for Strategic Studies in London, based on
1995 figures) as opposed to the 'official' Chinese figures that are
around US$8 billion (or smaller than Australia's defence budget), this
figure is paltry when compared to the roughly US$260 billion the
United States spends on defence each year. Other specialists have

argued that while the PLA has embarked on a qualitative force
modernisation programme, China's modernisation effort is not aimed
Figures cited from Hans A. Binnendijk and Patrick L. Clawson (eds), Strategic
1997 (Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense
University, Washington DC, 1,997), p.7.
ibid., pp.9-10.

Assessment
29
30

Quoted in James Kitfield, 'Paper Tiger', National lournal, Vol.29, No.11, 15
March 1997, p.510.
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at challenging US capabilities across Asia. 'lt focuses instead on
handling possible, limited, short duration conJlicts along China's
periphery, including economically important maritime

areas.'31

Although the debate is going to continue with respect to
China's longer term aspirations and capabilities, it is hue that, since
the late 1980s, China has emerged as one of the most powerful actors
in East Asia. Perceptions differ quite sharply on how best to measure
the rise of China. One scholar has noted thaL 'what is most striking
about this development is that the United States and its allies have
accommodated themselves to Chinese power in Northeast Asia.
Because of a continued U.S. regional presence, America's allies have

not considered China's shategic power a threat to the

regional

balance'.32 The key source of concern is that China is the primary
candidate that could, if it so desired, acquire the level of naval and
military capabilites that could prove to be destabilising. For Beijing,
one of the most undesirable outcomes would be if Japan ultimately
picked up the slack created by an eventual US withdrawal or
incremental disengagement: 'China is determined that fapan not
replace the United States as Asia-Pacific's dominant maritime
power'.33 To this end, some have argued that China is in the process
of pursuing a three-stage naval strategy. First, by the year 2000,
China would acquire a navy capable of establishing sea control out to
the 'first island chain', or the area between Japan and the Chinese
mainland and inside a line drawn from Japan though Okinawa,
Taiwan, the Philippines, and the Indonesian archipelago. Second, by
2020, China would acquire the capabilit5r to secure sea control out to
the 'second island chain', including the Bonins, the Marianas, and
Palau. Third, by 2050, China would have a fully operational bluewater naval capability, including aircraft carriers.il According to this
line of thought while the PLA Navy (PLAN) is constrained at the
present time by technological and financial limitations, the key point
is that China is committed to the longer term creation of a blue-water

31

Michael Swaine,'Don' t Demonize China', Waslington Post,'1,8 May'1,997.

32

Robert R. Ross, 'Beijing as a Conservative Power', Foreign Affairs, Yol76,
No.2Z March/ Apnl 1997, p.34.
Bemard Cole, 'Asia at Sea', US Naval Institute Proceedings, Vo1.123, March

JJ

1997, p.36.
34

tbid., pp.367.
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navy with an emphasis on sea control just as the US Navy is shifting
its maritime strategy away from sea control.3s
From the perspective of East Asia, the rise of China is a source
opposed to more immediate threat. Throughout the
Taiwan Strait crisis of 1995-96, almost all of the East Asian countries

of latent as

voiced opposition to China's 'missile boat diplomacy', but their
criticisms were aimed against both China, for demonstrating its
military capability in such an open fashion, as well as Taiwan, for
creating the grounds for Chinese animosity. Reactions to increasing
Chinese capabilities and more aggressive policies (such as in the
South China Sea) have varied. Most of the ASEAN states have chosen
what one observer has characterised as'pre-emptive accommodation',
whereas other Asian states have chosen to signal their concerns
through'quiet diplomacy'. While such policies could well be seen as
a de facto acceptance of China's role in the region, virfually none of
the regional actors are comfortable with the notion of a much more
powerful China. The spectre of an increasingly powerful China
contributes to a new security dilemma for the region. None of the
regional actors has the capability to unilaterally check Chinese
ambitions, although all of them harbour varying degrees of
reservation on an increasingly robust Chinese presence in the region.
While the'China threat' is not officially alluded to by the East Asian
states, no other strategic factor looms as large as the cumulative ascent

of China.

The rise of China also entails significant challenges for Japan.
Given outstanding historical, political, legal and alliance management
constraints, Japan faces considerable obstacles in articulating a longer
term threat from China. But Japan is unmistakably concerned about
the spectre of a very powerful China.36 While the official defence

For an interesting perspective on the potential for discord between the United
States and China, see Lt. Cmdr. Ulysses O. Zalamea,'Eagles and Dragons at
Sea' , Naztal War College Reaiew, Yol.89, No.4, Autumn 1996.
Over the last hundred years, Japan has been the only East Asian country which

has directly engaged China militarily and emerged victorious on both

occasions. Unlike the late 1890s or the 1930s, however, China today is the
strongest it has ever been in econornic and military terms and is the only Asian
power that can pose direct challenges to Japan's longer term shategk interests.
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community in fapan continues to be extremely sensitive to any direct
,China threat', the Defense Agency stressed in the 1995
mention of a
edition of Defense of lapan that 'we need to continue to watch Chinese
actions, such as modernization of its nuclear forces, naval and air
forces; expanding its scope of activities in the high seas; and growing
tension in the Taiwan Strait caused by its military exercises'.37

The director of |apan's Defense Intelligence Headquarters
(DIH) stated in an interview in March '1997 that there were three
prirnary reasons for setting up the DIH. First, it was in response to an
uncleai and uncertain international situation following the end of the
Cold War as well as sources of instability in the vicinity of Japan, such
as the Korean peninsula. Second, commensurate with fapan's
increasing contributions to the international community (such as uN
peacekeeping operations), there was a need to'contribute as well in
the area of intelligence'. Third, |apan wished to contribute to effective
crisis management in response to 'terrorism and large-scale natural
disasters'.s Beyond these reasons, one can assume that concomitant
with post-Cold War defence planning requirements, Japan has chosen
to pay closer attention to future developments in Northeast Asia but
with a special emphasis on China. A former self-Defense Forces
(SDF) officer wrote last year that if China can overcome its present

difficulties, it'has the potential to become a military giant by 2015'
and that such growth as well as elements of instability in China 'can
develop into a threat for fapan'. He further noted that'Japan needs to
assist china, but it also needs to watch the condition of china and to
be prepared so that |apan may not fall into a catastrophe regardless of
what course China may take'.3e The China factor has also surfaced
with regard to fapan s potential participation in a theatre missile
defence (TMD) system with the United states. China has vociferously
objected to fapan s possible role in a regional TMD system, since
Beijing believes that such a system would be targeted against China
and thus weaken China's shategic strike capability. fapan has yet to
5/
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formally agree to the US proposal while the United States has
maintained its shong support.aO More recently, however, in the
aftermath of the launching of the Taepodong-l missile by North Korea,

]apan's eventual participation

in a TMD Programme

could

be

accelerated, given |apan's alarm at the pace of development of North
Korea's ballistic missile programme.

With the revision of the National Defense Program Outline
(NDPO) in November 1995, the enunciation of the April 1996 Ug
Japan foint Declaration on Security and the formulation of new US
Japan Guidelines for Defense Cooperation, fapan has moved to craft a
post-Cold War security policy. In the near to mid-term, fapan's
principal security concern focuses on a major crisis on the Korean
peninsula and possible spillovers into |apan as well as adverse
developments in the South China Sea and Taiwan. North Korea,
however, has received considerable fapanese attention over the last
several years, not least because the Nodong-l missiles, for example, are
capable of reaching Japan's main island of Honshu, and Pyongyang
has threatened that if the United States were to be involved in another
conflict, with US reinforcements coming through bases in ]apan, it
would effect'immediate retaliation'. (North Korean defector Hwang
jang Yop has stated on several occasions that Pyongyang believes that
'if there were a war, it would certainly win, and if the United States
intervenes, it can reduce the United States and Japan to ashes'.a1 To
be sure, such statements by the North reflect Pyongyang's desire rather
than any wide-ranging capability. Nevertheless, fapan takes the
threat from the North quite seriously, parficularly its long-term
ballistic missile development programme.a2) In May 1996, the
Japanese Cabinefs National Security Office was instructed to study
how ]apan should respond to potential crises in the adjacent areas
including four key areas: evacuation of Japanese nationals abroad,
Secretary of Defense William Cohen remarked in April that: 'whatever the
Chinese view is [on TMD], that can be taken into account but the notion that
we would simply allow our trooPs to be undefended is not a tenable positiort'.
Bill Gertz, 'U.S. Missile Defenses to Go Ahead in Japan', Washington Timcs, S
47
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managing large-scale refugee flows, defence of coastal areas and vital
facilities, and cooperation with US forces.a3
So far, fapan has chosen to respond to potential crises

in

the

region by updating and improving ib national security planning
infrastructure and by re-emphasising the cenhality of it alliance with
the United States. In addition, Japan has quietly but undeniably

embarked on a force modernisation programme over the last decade.
As an analyst has noted: 'Japan's defense program will keep the Japan
Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) the most Powerful Asian navy,
with the potential to expand if the United States eventually does
withdraw'.s Within 30 months, Japan could conshuct an aircraft
carrier from the keel up and it has some 200 F-15s in service that are
carrier-compatible. According to a former Australian defence attach6
who was assigned to Tokyo: 'if the requirement arose, fapan could
produce a worked-up carrier battleship within four years and another
in the following year'. Japan therefore has the capability if it were
required. Throughout the Cold War, fapanese forces were trained

a major external invasion, although that
possibility has decreased significantly with the dissolution of the
Soviet Union. The key question is whether the Japanese political
leadership will gear its foreign and defence posture to meet more
credible threab - because if it does, such a move will signal Tokyo's
and geared towards

desire to assume greater shategic leverage in the region.

Regional Security after the Cold War

During the interval beginning with the post-Second World War
era and ending with the termination of the Cold War in 1989-90, East
Asian security was dominated by the requirements stemming from
containment. The formation of the PRC in 1949, the outbreak of the
Korean war in 1.950, tensions in the Taiwan Strait, US intervention in
Viebram, and concern over Soviet military deployments in the
Russian Far East after the late 1970s were some of the more salient
features of the Cold War regional security picture. Three seminal
events, however, have contributed to the formation of a very different
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security environment today: the economic revival of Japan in the
1960s that ultimately resulted in its rise as the second-most-powerful
economic power in the world; the advent of a pragmatic, less
ideologically hostile China from the late 1970s; and the dissolution of
the Soviet Union in L991. A decade after the global end of the Cold
War, major-power politics has assumed cenhe stage in the Northeast
Asian security game. The principal practical consequences have been
fourfold:

Firsf although the security framework fostered by the United
of the Cold War, key adjustments
have been inevitable, including the reconfiguration of the U9
Japan alliance. Although no regional security arrangement is
likely to replace the web of alliances created by the United
States, neither is it a foregone conclusion that these alliances
will remain in place over the long haul.
States has survived the end

Second, although the United States continues to retain its status

powerful actor by virtue of its superpower
status, the pre-eminent posture of the United States is likely to
be increasingly contested by the rise of China and fapan. This
also means that all four major powers (including Russia) are in
the process of redefining or recalibrating their regional security
and economic strategies, including long-term force
modernisation programmes and the search for new markets
and economic alliances in and out of the region.
as the region's most

Third, a regularised pattern of interaction among the Northeast
Asian powers (the Moscow-Beijing-Tokyo relationship) is likely
to assume more strategic weight over the coming ten to twenty
years. Indeed, the extent to which Northeast Asia's stability
and priority can be maintained will depend increasingly on the
viability of this security and economic triangle, and attendant
implications such as the respective ties of these powers with the
two Koreas or a unified Korea.

Fourth, notwithstanding the growing importance of majorpower ties, all three powers - China, fapan and Russia - face
specific constraints (domestic, external and historical) and the
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continuing rivalry between them limits the possibility of
effective action. Moreover, at least well into the next two
decades, none of these three powers is likely to have balanced
capabilities - economic, technological, political, and military that will provide it with significant operational depth. For this
basic reason, and despite the increasing relative capability of
the Northeast Asian powers, US strategy will continue to
shape the regional security environment. In the regard, the
revamping of the U9|apan alliance after the Cold War
deserves special aftention.

Regionalising the US-l apan Alliance
One of the most important security developments since the end
of the Cold War has been in the area of key adjustments that have
been made in the U9fapan security relationship and fapan's own
corresponding policy initiatives. The dissolution of the Soviet Union
in 1991 convinced policy makers in the United States as well as Japan
that the primary rationale for sustaining the U9fapan alliance containing Soviet expansionism and adventurism in East Asia and
limiting fapan's military role solely to an attack on its homeland - was
no longer tenable. Indeed, revisionist thinking ais-d-ais the alliance in
the United States and Japan stressed that with the dissolution of the

Soviet Union, the U9Japan alliance should also be terminated, since it
was geared specifically to meet the Soviet threat during the Cold War.
This was not to be. Seven years into the post-Soviet era, not only has
the U9fapan alliance not dissolved - it has, contrary to conventional
wisdom, been shengthened. A number of factors have conhibuted to

reconfiguring the United States' 'most important bilateral
relationship', such as changing public perceptions, the need to

'modernise' Japan's crisis-management capabilities and, perhaps most
significantly, expanding the strategic span of the alliance's concerns,
ranging from post-Cold War security threats to the spectre of a much
more powerful China.

The catalyst for rethinking the U9Japan alliance arose in the
aftermath of the Gulf war, when Tokyo's cheque-book diplomacy was

alnost universally attacked. As the Advisory Group on Defense
Issues report entitled The Modalig of the Secuity and Defense Capability
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of lapan noted in August 1994: 'lapan should extricate itself

from its
anything, passive, and
henceforth play an active role in shaping a new order. Indeed, fapan
has the responsibility of playing such a role'.45 Following the advisory
group's report the Security Council and the Cabinet passed the
National Defense Program Outline on 28 November 1995. For Japan,
the new NDPO was the first post-Cold War security blueprint that
emphasised a more'realistic' threat environment. Equally significant,
the new NDPO was a key step toward the enunciation of two critical
documents: the 17 April 1996 U.S.-Japan Defense Joint Declaration on
Security Alliance for the 21st Century and the Guidelines for U.S.security policy

of the past that

was,

if

fapan Defense Cooperation of 23 September 1997. Inessence, both the
guidelines and the joint declaration can be seen as the underpinnings
of a more robust regional security and defence role for fapan. As the
guidelines stress, their aim'is to create a solid basis for more effective
and credible U.S.-|apan cooperation under normal circumstances, in
case of an armed attack against Japan, and in sifuations in areas
surrounding Japan' .a6In the absence of a Soviet threat, and given the
potential problems associated with a powerful and even more
aggressive China (especially in the South China Sea and perhaps even
with Taiwan), instability in North Korea, and unwillingness on the
part of the United States to continue to allow fapan to enjoy a
lopsided security arrangement, the United States had'less interest in
bearing the world's military burdens alone for the benefit of others -

including rich J ap an' .a7
The move to consotdate the security relationship also reflected
three parallel developments. First the nature of the alliance had
changed with the end of bipolarity. During the Cold War, the alliance
retained 'linear simplicity'. That is, it was a defence relationship that
for the most part, was depoliticised and handled by a network of
interagency and intergovernmental alliances both in the United States
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and in ]apan.$ The end of the Cold War ended this relatively cosy
arrangement and both governments were forced to deal with rising
public discontent in the United States. In essence, it became
increasingly difficult in domestic political terms for the United States
to continue to shoulder the lion's share of Japanese defence even as
]apan continued to register a mounting trade surplus with the United
States. Second, the dissolution of the Soviet Union meant that the
alliance could be faced with severe operational difficulties unless
major revisions were made. The revised guidelines emphasise that

in areas surrounding Iapan is not geographic but
situational' and, as such, Japan is willing to provide support for US
forces' activities including use of facilities, rear area support and
related operational cooperation. In brief, the alliance was no longer
limited to conceptual arrangements, but included operational ones.
Third, and perhaps most importantly, reconfiguring the U9fapan
security relationship was a recognition on the part of the United States
that fapan should play a more robust military role in East Asia. As
'situations

The Economisf commented:

Even those keen to keep America engaged [in East Asia] are
unhappy at the thought of Japan playing a bigger military role.
Yet, if the alliance failed in a crisis and America's protection
had gone, the region's natural rivalries could soon turn bad.
Japan would want to arm itself more pugnaciously, possibly
with nuclear weapons. One way or another, a rich and
powerful Japan in a region as dangerous as East Asia cannot
forever go on playing only military bit parts. The question is

whether fapan does extra soldiering alongside America, or
eventually does it alone.ae

For the United States, a revamped and more realistically
'operationalised' fapan serves a range of security objectives. Despite
concern on the part of China as well as other East Asian counhies
about a more militarily active and inlluential fapan, the alliance
provides a strategic conduit for sustained US engagement in East Asia
Patrick M. Cronin and Michael J. Green, Redefning tle U.S.-lapan Alliance:
Tokyo's National Defenx Program (lnstitute for National Skategic Studies,
National Defense University, Washington DC, November 1994), p.4.
'A Sense of Security', The Economist,14-20 ]une 1,997, p.1,4.
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well into the year 2020 and even beyond. Unlike in the Cold War era,
should the United States have to deal with a potentially aggressive
China (or a highly unstable China), it would not have to assume the
lion's share of the security burden. Although containing China is
highly improbable and operationally practically impossible, at the
very least a strengthened Uflapan security alliance serves to remind
China of the potential costs associated with an aggressive or anti-status
quo foreign policy.

Building a 'deep and profound' parbrership with fapan on
regional security issues also serves to buthess US strategic interests

over the long run, including post-unification dynamics. As the
possibility of Korean reunification has gained increasing currency
over the last few years, owing to growing signs of instability and
possible collapse in North Korea, a refurbished U9Japan alliance
enables the United States to anchor its interests more fully going into
the unification process and beyond. Conversely, the alliance offers
Japan an opportunity to develop a more robust power-projection
capability within the confines of the US security umbrella and could
also pave the way for Japan's permanent membership in the UN
Security Council. In addition, by expanding the strategic focus of the
alliance it implicitly links Japanese security with regional security
developments, including potential instability in the South China

Sea.50

In the final analysis, what is the net impact of a regionalisedU9
Japan alliance on regional security? American officials have
repeatedly stressed that the U}Japan alliance and enhanced security
cooperation'represents a commitment to stability, transparency, and
a dialogue that threatens no one', and that the alliance is being
strengthened in recognition of the fact that 'it is the single most
important pillar of peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific region'.s1 If
this rationale becomes operationally acceptable to other East Asian
states and so long as the revamped alliance focuses on emerging
security issues with an emphasis on institutionalised consultative
50
51
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channels, it could provide the following benefits.sz First, in the
absence of a security organisation such as NATO or even the OSCE in

Northeast Asia, the USJapan alliance, together with the U9ROK
alliance, could act as strategic plafforms for intensified multilateral
security consultations. One part of this process has already begun in
the form of routine, highJevel Policy consultations between the
United States, Japan, and South Korea and more specific coordination
over particular issues, such as overseeing the implementation of the
provisions outlined in the October 7994 Agreed Framework designed
to freeze North Korea's nuclear Programme. Second, an expanded
Ugfapan alliance could more readily tackle new regional security
concerns ranging from WMD proliferation, threats to sea lane
security, transnational crime, and other non-conventional security
issues. Third, the United States encouraging a larger security role for
fapan could become more acceptable to other regional states, if it were
to take place in the context of 'multilateral, inclusive security'.s3
Finally, if China becomes a revisionist power, the cooperative efforts
of the alliance could be utilised for a balancing shategy.il
TheRise of China
Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, no other single issue
has so dominated security discussions and concerns as the future of
China and its role in East Asia. With the rapid expansion of the
Chinese economy, China's increasing political and military inlluence
in East Asia after the Cold War, and its growing relevance as a major
power or even a theatre peer, it would not be off the mark to suggest

that no regional security issue can be effectively discussed without
taking into consideration the China factor. The sheer weight of China
as the most populous and potentially most powerful military and
economic Asian power has affected and shaped the security policies of
the United States, Russia, fapan, and the two Koreas. Numerous
developments account for the growing interest in the strategic fuhrre
of China. Although no single Asian Power has truly balanced
capabilities - political, economic, military, and technological - that
52
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could seriously compete with these of the United States (globally,
much less regionally), China stands out because of its potential peercompetitor status over the long run. Clearly, China has huge
structural problems that may well prevent it from emerging as a
balanced power in any real sense for at least the next two to three
decades. Even then, the absolute magnitude of China's domestic
political and economic needs well into the twenty-first century may
temper China's geopolitical ambitions. Nevertheless, the fact remains
that China is likely to play a pivotal role in the region's post-Cold War
security 'and in the determination of whether or not a vacuum
emerges' in case of a graduated or sudden withdrawal of the United
States from the region. Despite constant assurances to the contrary,
China may not necessarily reject hegemonic aspirations in East Asia.ss
Even if China does not aspire to become the dominant power in the
Asia-Pacific region, this may have more to do with its current lack of
capabilities rather than an absence of desire to assume a leading
strategic posture in East Asia.

As the ongoing 'Chinese threaf debate (most visible in, but not
lirnited to, discussions in the United States) has shown, however,
there is no consensus on such key points as the military modernisation
objectives of China, Beijing's long-term strategic goals in the region,
and its fundamental foreign policy intentions. While China is unlikely
to become a superpower, it has the potential to become the dominant,
if not pre-eminent, Asian power. At a minimum, such a furn of
events would result in fundamental policy shifb on the part of Japan,
South Korea, Russia and, of course, the United States. Given China's
economic surge over the last decade, when its economy has grown at
an annual rate of some 12 per cent making it East Asia's most rapidly
expanding economy/ preaenting China's rise, at least in economic
terms, is virfually impossible. Increasing two-way commerce between
China and its major trading partrers, such as the United States, Japan,
Germany and South Korea, rules out sustained economic conllict with
China. Instead, attention has been paid to two contrasting
approaches: de facto political and military containment versus active
engagement. For ib part, the United States has continued to

Denny Roy, 'Assessing the Asia-Pacific "Power Vacuum"', Survktal, Yol.37,
No.3. Autumn '1,995, p.53.
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emphasise the primary importance of engagement and has reiterated
its basic position that Washington has not had, and does not have, any

desire to isolate or contain China. As former Secretary of State
Warren Christopher stated in 195: 'the wisdom of this historic
judgment of engagement has demonstrated time and again that our
ability to work together on key challenges of regional and global
importance will be best manifested by being engaged'.56 Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright also re-emphasised this point by stating
that:

In the United States, there are some, alarmed by China's rise,
who suggest that our policy should be to contain China. Such a
policy assumes and would, in fact, guarantee an outcome
contrary to American interests. A policy of containment would
diaide our Asian allies and encourage China to withdraw into narrqu)
nationalism and militaism. Our interests are seluedby an Asia that
is coming together, not splitting apart - andby a China that is neither
threatening nor threatened [emphasis added].sz

Unless China makes vasfly different and dangerous strategic
choices - such as using military force against Taiwan or significantly
enhancing its military presence in the South China Sea - it is difficult
to forecast that any major power, including the United States, will

follow a policy other than variations of engagement. To be sure, a
policy devoid of coercive measures and one that relies almost
completely on engagement is unlikely to result in the sort of changes
the international community expects from China, such as greater
respect for human rights, sustained diplomatic engagement with
Taiwan, and a non-threatening military modernisation posture. As
Robert Ross has written:
... the reason there is not a'China threat' is not because China is
a benign stafus quo Power, but rather because it is too weak to

challenge the balance of power in Asia and will remain weak
well into the 2Lst century. Nonetheless, China is not a
US Departrnent of State, 'Address and Question and Answer Session by

Secretary of State, Wanen Christopher on U.S. National Interests in the AsiaPacific Region', National Press Club, Washington DC, 28 luly 1995, p.5.
Albright, 1997 Forrestal Lecture, pp.4-5.
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considerable

damage on a wide range of U.S. interests.s

US National Defense
University noted recently, Chinese foreign policy can be characterised
by the increased use of nationalism as a basis of foreign policy with
the following objectives into the twenty-first century: maintaining an
essentially statist approach to international relations; emphasising the
hard as opposed to the soft elements of power; viewing the world in
balance of power terms; and making tactical adjustrnents to
multilateral initiatives in the regional security arena.se
Or, as a strategic survey published by the

The type of policies China will pursue up to the year 2020 or so
is likely to depend critically on the shaping of its global and regional

views. Although it would be difficult to pinpoint a uniform Chinese
view on key strategic issues, official and semi-official views skess the
following points. Most Chinese analysis of East Asian security
recognises the 'decisive' role of the United States and that East Asia is

likely to become an increasingly important strategic arena for US
national interests. Chinese defence intellectuals have stressed that
one of the major reasons why the United States is likely play a
'leading' role in regional security is because of the potential revival of
Japanese militarism based on the so-called 'China threa/, and that as
a result, other Asian states (particularly the ASEAN nations) will
emphasise the need for a sustained US military and strategic presence
in the Asia-Pacific region.60 In turn, the United States is likely to
maintain its forward military presence in the western Pacific in order
to enable its forces to operate in such out-of-area zones as the Indian
Ocean and the Middle Easf to contain militarism on the part of lapan,
China, and Russia; and to ensure American political inlluence over
the long term.61 In this particular stage of US dominance in the region,
China does not expect to clash directly with the United States any
time in the near fufure. Over time, however, some Chinese experts
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have written that a'collision between power politics and the defence
of sovereignty' could occur, although they do not specify that such a
collision, if it ever occurs, will be between China and the United
States.62

The problem

of

American preponderance

is

partially

alleviated by a strategic hend that, in China's view, supports rather
than hinders China's interests in Northeast Asia and the region at
large: growing multipolarity.63 However, tension is probably
inevitable between the United States and China because the primary

purpose of US strategy in East Asia is to 'prevent China from
becoming developed and powerful while making sure that Japan's
influence will not gtow' so that the United States will be the only
power in the region with the overall capacity to maintain a shategic
balance.s

Unifieil Korea
As the geoshategic template of Northeast Asia begins to shift in
earnest and South Korea ponders long-term strategic choices, the
major questions are threefold. First, what are the key sources of
instabifity which could adversely affect the regional equilibrium and
South Korean security? Second, how will Korean unification impact
on regional stability? And third, what are the core elements of South
Korea's long-term national security strategy? Today, regional security
is based largely on four major pillars: a continuing US security
guarantee to |apan and South Korea; fapan's willingness to accept
limits on its military power; China's tacit acceptance of a US rolei and

South Korea's active participation in maintaining a US military
presence. South Korea's fufure strategic calculations simply cannot
ignore the unification factor. Korean unification could result in a
significant shift in Northeast Asian dlmamics, since the arrival of a
unified, relatively powerful Korea no longer dominated by China nor
subjugated by |apan would be unprecedented in Korean history. The
possibility of expressions of Korean nationalism coupled with a desire
Military
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for enhanced power-projection capabilities cannot be totally excluded.
Nevertheless, it is crucial to keep in mind that Koreans must have a
clear-headed understanding of strategic realities after unification. A
romantic-nationalistic political framework or a 'Gaullist' security
posture would be unlikely to enhance Korean security, especially as
Korea's neighbours will react to unification with varying levels of
apprehension. Keeping in mind the major powers' historical efforts to
exercise control over the peninsula, it is crucial for South Korea to
begin a process of reassurance to its neighbours that a unified Korea

will not adversely affect the regional equilibrium. Specifically, it
should emphasise the following points.

First, while the pull between autonomy and

security

dependence is likely to increase after unification, it should be kept in
mind that a unified Korea should not challenge the existing'rules of

the game'. In particular, a unified Korea should have a totally
transparent position on the issue of weapons of mass destruction. For
government has indicated that the
December 1991. South-North Joint Denuclearization Declaration
which, among other points, prohibits the two Koreas from designing,
acquiring, manufacfuring, or deploying nuclear weapons, will be in
effect even after unification. South Korea has also agreed to join the
MTCR and has steadfastly adhered to International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) inspection regimes. Second, a unified Korea must
reaffirm its commitment to an open international and regional
economic order. Third, and most importantly, a unified Korea should
remain unequivocally allied to the United States, not only for its own
security but also to help maintain regional equilibrium.

its part, the South Korean

High-ranking US officials have stressed the desirability of
maintaining US forces in Korea even after unification.6s Indeed,
President Kim Dae Jung has reiterated the need for sustained US
military engagement and presence in the region and in Korea even
after unification. As the only forward bases located in the Asian
Prior to and during an official visit to Seoul on 10-L1 Aprl7997, US Secretary
of Defense William Cohen stated that US hoops might still be necessary for
regional security even after unification (Washington Posl, 9 April 1997). Former
Secretary of Defense William Perry also suggested the desirability of
naintaining US forces in Korea after unification.
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mainland, US bases in Korea have served a unique function since the
1950s. So long as a credible military threat exists from the North, the
United States has reaffirmed the need to forward-deploy some 37,000
US troops. Nevertheless, it may be difficult to sustain the deployment
of US ground forces at current levels after unification. Both sides
should address the characteristics of a US deployment in the long run,
although a number of factors are likely to influence the question of
post-unification deployments, including domestic political sentiments
(in both Korea and the United States) and the question of command
arrangements. For example, operational conhol over the ROK forces
should be fully restored to the Korean government, perhaPs even
before unification. The current command structure is an outgrowth of
the Korean conflict and the Cold War and while improvements have

been made, such as the reversion to South Korea of peacetime
operational control in December 1994, a move to a thoroughly binational command structure (akin to the arrangement currently in
place between the United States and fapan) could be considered as an
alternative.
But discussions between Seoul and Washington should not be
overly concerned with structures or institution buildingpe/ se. Rather,
the emphasis should be placed on a conceptual and shategic
discourse. In an era of rapid political fluctuation, rigid institutional
arrangements are not the answer. Instead, the two sides need to
articulate clearly and dispassionately their respective security
concelns as Korea heads into unification. Throughout the history of
the U9ROK alliance. both the United States and South Korea have
agreed on the desirability of a democratic and unified Korea. While
this basic objective remains unchanged, the context in which it is
being perceived has been transformed. The dangers posed by a North
Korean collapse or implosion have resulted in an expansion of US and
South Korean policy towards North Korea.
Since 1993, even as the United States retains key deterrence and
defence assets ais-ri-uis the North, it has also explored a range of
avenues to further engage Pyongyang. While retaining the 1994
nuclear accord with North Korea remains at the core of US policy
toward the North, Washington has also entered into discussions over
the missing in action (MIA) issue, North Korea's ballistic missile
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programme, and humanitarian assistance. South Korea has also
supported these initiatives and the two sides continue to stress the
'extremely close' nafure of the alliance. However, it also cannot be
denied that as US efforts to engage North Korea have increased, this
has created anxiefies in South Korea. As a case in point shortly after
the North Korean submarine intrusion last September, then Secretary
of State Warren Christopher called on'all parties' to exercise restraint,
implying that both Seoul and Pyongyang were equally responsible for
the incident. Or, as the Nezu York Times editorialised on 13 November
1996, despite the negative impact of the submarine incident, the
United States has two things going for it in its effort to prevent a
breakdown in the peninsula: a long record of US support for South
Korea, and its capacity to provide a diplomatic dirnension that the
South'could not hope to provide for itself'.

For the United States, the most significant benefit from

sustained engagement with the North is that it buys time on four
central fronts: 'locking in' North Korea's commihnent to the Agreed

Framework; preventing provocation by the North by providing a
series of political and economic incentives; maintaining the existing
peace structure on the peninsula (such as the armistice agreement
until the conclusion of a permanent peace treaty); and building an
environment which would facilitate a 'soft landing' for North Korea.

To the extent that the possibility of a North Korean collapse has
added a sense of urgency to implementation of a North Korea policy
encompassing elements of deterrence, engagement and reconciliation,

South Korea has also emphasised a dual-track policy: facilitating
exchange and cooperation with North Korea but also preparing for a
range of possible contingencies. When the Korean peninsula
ultimately emerges from the 'unification tunnel', its success will be
measured not only by the creation of a unified and democratic state
but by the defining characteristics of its security and economic
strategies. A nationalistic surge is quite possible, compounded by
political pressures to pursue a more autonomous foreign and defence
policy. But unification will also mean that a foreign policy which is
premised primarily on the desire for greater security autonomy will
have direct consequences, some of which could prove to be
detrimental to Korea's national interests. All of the major powers will
devote considerable attention to the actions of a unified Korea,
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particularly its development of military capabilities. While China has
carefully cultivated ib political and economic relationship with the
South ever since it formalised diplomatic ties in August 7992, a
unified Korea under South Korean auspices may result in shifting
strategic priorities for Beijing, which in turn could conflict with South
Korea's long-standing alliance with the United States. If a unified
Korea'tilted' towards China, anxieties would rise sharply in Japan,
and a 'Korean-Chinese' strategic entente would also be perceived
with suspicion by Russia. Such a turn of events could spur a new
arms race in Northeast Asia, with the Korean peninsula once again
poised as a target for major-power comPetition. At a time when
Korea's attention would be turned inward to meet post-unification
challenges, renewed major-power apprehension based on a potential
'Korean threaf would be the worst possible strategic outcome for it.

if the USROK alliance was born and sustained by
the United States and a unified Korea must continue to be
allied by choice. No other major power except the United States can
extend a security guarantee to a unified Korea without endangering
regional equilibrium. However, the alliance's 'common language',
based principally on the requirements for joint defence planning, will
need to give way to more expanded communication channels with a
wider range of issues. Policy coordination may also reflect
increasingly multilateral tendencies, if only because both the United
States and a unified Korea will have to address issues beyond the
immediate boundaries of the alliance, including the growing
regionalisation and globalisation of security threab (such as the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction) and other transnational
issues (such as environmental protection and transnational crime). In
this respect, maintaining a conceptual and political core to the alliance
even as it considers essentially 'out-of-area' issues will emerge as a
new political challenge.
Therefore,

necessity,

Conclusion
The overall security environment in East Asia today, and into
the foreseeable future, is going to be dominated by the demands
posed by the economic crisis. If the economic situation worsens
considerably, social and political unrest cannot but increase, with the
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potential for localised and even regionalised spillovers. Nonetheless,
despite the gravity of the economic crisis and a compelling need to
enact strucfural reforms across the political and economic spectrums,
the fundamental trends that were evident before the outbreak of the
economic crisis are unlikely to be signicantly altered.

On the one hand, the dissolution of the Soviet Union, a more
pragmatic China, a United States that continues to be deeply engaged
in the region, and a |apan that pays more attention to regional
security issues, have combined to reduce the threat of major conflict
among the major powers. Nevertheless, the region also exhibib
disruptive security haits. Two of the more pronounced potential
sources of conJlict - Korea and Taiwan - are in Northeast Asia. In

addition, a North Korean collapse spurred by severe economic
dislocation, if this occurred, could spell disaster for security planners

throughout the region, but particularly in South Korea and the United
States and also, to a lesser extent, in Japan. Major power cooperation
hinges on shared net assessments and corresponding responses, but
national perceptions could deviate sharply over endemic territorial
disputes, regime collapse and resultant regional security fallout, and
acquisition of more advanced weapons systems. The strategic entente
that is being nurtured between the United States and China could

become increasingly head-to-head despite the emphasis that
continues to be placed on the strategies of engagement and
enlargement.
These developments have contributed to the modernisation and
expansion of regional military forces. To be sure, rising domestic
political pressures to cap additional defence spending cannot but
curtail acquisitions and procurements for at least the next several

years. But the important point is that East Asia today already has
fairly robust military capabilities and many of these weapons systems
have shategic applications, such as guaranteeing national
sovereignty, protecting sea lines of communication (SLOCs), and
backing territorial claims. Growing economic competition and the
need to guarantee constant flows of energy supplies have meant that

attention has focused naturally on acquiring advanced naval
plafforms. Although defence spending is one of many indicators,
from 1990 until 1995, with the exception of the United States and
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Russia, the defence expenditures of |apan (87.5 per cent), China (23
per cent), Taiwan (29.9 per cent), South Korea (35.8 per cent),

Indonesia (73.3 per cent), and Australia (53 per cent) have also
registered increases in terms of percentage change. Clearly, defence
spending projections over the next five to ten years are likely to be
profoundly different from 1990-95. Nevertheless, China's continuing
emphasis on force modernisation, North Korea's WMD threat, the
possibility of an intra-regional arms competition spurred by strategic
uncertainty, and the predominance of the region's maritime theatre
mean that China, lapan, and South Korea will progressively
strengthen and modernise their navies.

in this
woes
pronounced
of
economic
chapter is the notion that despite the
the region, East Asia still has the potential to become the key
The cenhal proposition that has been emPhasised

geopolitical and geo-economic epicentres into the twenty-first
century. Unlike any other region in the world, East Asia's security
makeup has unique characteristics that serve both as a source of
stability and also hold potential for conflict. Perhaps one of the most
serious of the security threab that have to be addressed is the
potential for a security vacuum that, left unattended, could result in
destabilising major-power competition. In particular, if the possibility
of a gradual, peaceful and multilaterally consultative transition is
precluded, local strong powers could be faced with the unpalatable
choice of being dominant.6 However East Asia emerges from the
economic downturn, the fundamental shategic trends are unlikely to
be significantly altered. If this holds true, a gargantuan effort must be
made to match capabilities with responsibilities and also to begin to
really understand the long-term consequences of strategic choices.

Roy,'Assessing the Asia-Pacific "Power Vacuum"', p.54.

J

THE SECURITY ENVIRONMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

|oon-Num Mak
This chapter attempts to provide a broad understanding of
what drove Southeast Asian security over the past L5 years, and what
might possibly drive it over the next 15 years.l The emphasis is
therefore on trends rather than country studies. The basic hypothesis
is that the ASEAN core of Southeast Asia has always been inwardlooking with regard to defence, with the exception of Singapore. As a
result, it has not developed any real external defence capability.
Instead, Southeast Asia has relied on the US presence to provide a
stable regional balance. This, too, will be likely to be the case with an
enlarged ASEAN in the future. The region's contribution to regional
security is institutions-based. ASEAN Southeast Asia has used
various domestic and regional institutions (the best examples of the
latter being ASEAN, and the ASEAN Regional Forum) to manage
domestic, inha-regional and exha-regional security. This choice of a
non-military approach to external security allowed Southeast Asia to
devote scarce resources to economic development. The absence of
any imminent external threat, combined with the current financial
and economic crisis, makes it unlikely that ASEAN will attempt to
stand on its own militarily in the medium term. Instead, it is most

The definition of Southeast Asia is borrowed from that used by the Allies in
the Second World War. The South East Asia Comrnand included Burma, the
Netherlands East Indies (Indonesia), Malaya, British North Bomeo, Thailand,
the Philippines and French Indo-China. ASEAN Southeast Asia is therefore
taken to include Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, the Philippines,
Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and Viebram. ASEAN will probably
include Cambodia as its final member by the year 2015. Moreover, the original
ASEAN core would do its best to socialise the newer'continental' members
and the original six will set the regional agenda for the association as a whole.
Thus Southeast Asia will probably be synonymous with ASEAN. However,
the term Southeast Asia is used in the geographic sense, while ASEAN refers to
the institution itself. Southeast Asia will also be regarded as a reg'ion in its
own right, and not as a subregion of the Asia-Pacific.
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However, this institutionalist approach will be complicated by
the inclusion of the newer, less democratic members of the
association, who have yet to be completely socialised in the 'ASEAN
way'. This complicates the consensual approach of ASEAN.
Moreover, the key tenet of the 'ASEAN way' - non-intervention in the
domestic affairs of another state - is being challenged by tensions
within the ASEAN core itself as a result of the economic crisis
triggered off in1997, as well as political developments in Myanmar
and Cambodia. At the same time, the likely shifts in the Asia-Pacific
balance, which hinges on the UgChina-fapan relationship, will bring
the effectiveness of ASEAN's institutional approach increasingly into
question. It remains to be seen whether the multilateral,
institutionalist approach taken by ASEAN in security can remain
effective amidst all these new challenges.2 The instrument of ASEAN
conflict management, the 'ASEAN way' of consensus and
consultation, will similarly face the test of time.

The chapter also posits that the second security pillar of
ASEAN Southeast Asia is that of domestic security, underpinned by
continued economic growth with stability - that is, performance
legitimacy. The present economic crisis therefore poses another
challenge, because it threatens to undermine this basis of Southeast
Asian domestic security and the legitimacy of many of the region's
regimes.3 To weather the present crisis, states ' may have to
accommodate to neoliberal external pressures and become more oPen/
transparent and democratic. The more authoritarian Southeast Asian
states, which are resenfful of these Pressures, might, therefore, find
that they have more in common with China's developmental and
social norms than with those of the West. This, of course, assumes
This institutionalist, or constructivist, approach has been likened to a 'slow
dance'. l,arry M. Wortzel, The ASEAN Regional Forum: Asian Secuity without
an American Llmbrella (Suategic Studies Institute, US Army War College,
Carlisle Barracks, December L996), p.79.
Regime is used here in the simplest sense of the word to mean a system of
govemment or administratioq leaving out non-state actors. See Iain Mcl-ean
(ed,.), Oxford Concise Dictionary of Politics (Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1996).
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that China will have become a regional economic superpower,
without adopting neoliberal democratic values, by 201,5. Thus there is
the possibility that the more authoritarian states of Southeast Asia
would be drawn even more into the sphere of Chinese in{luence 15
years from now. The more democratic states would then find more in
common with the United States and Europe. The chapter concludes
that this need not necessarily lead to a clear Southeast Asian cleavage.
In fact, neutrality might become another viable option again, as
'accommodation' is very much part of the ASEAN political culture.
Moreover, no matter what the political ideology of the Southeast
Asian regimes, all of them would still have to focus on economic
growth and stability to survive in the years to come. This common
domestic interest would therefore be likely to help to sustain the 'noninterventionl norm.
Analytical Framework
John Girling's concept of three levels of security provides a
useful analytical and organisational framework for understanding the
security dynamics of ASEAN Southeast Asia.a His three levels, or
instruments, are:

Technical (emphasis on military power, either
potential predators or to be a predator oneself).

to ward off

Instjtutional (leaders mobilising institutions). Domestically,
these would include the bureaucracy, armed forces and nongovernmental organisations (NGOs). Externally, they would
rnclude regional bodies such as ASEAN, the ARF, and
internationally the United Nations, the World Bank, the IMF.
Societal (creating a satisfactory social environment for all). This
encompasses economic development, issues of growth and
distribution and, ultimately, domestic politics.

John Girling,'Security in the New Era' in Stephen Chee (ed.), kadcrship and
Secarity in Soutluast Asia: Institutional Aspects (Institute of Southeast Asian
Studies, Singapore, 1991,), pp.779-87.
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The value of this framework is that it goes beyond the
haditional international relations assumption of the unitary, rationalactor state, which ignores the role of domestic politics. These three
levels of security, moreover, provide a better analytical lens for
examining the ASEAN concept of comprehensive security.
Comprehensive security emphasises the'non-military instruments of
security policy' operating at three levels: inha-state or domestic, intraASEAN and in the rest of the region.s Understanding how, and
which of, the three security instruments are used to address the three
arenas of security is essential for an understanding of Southeast Asian
security priorities. Michael Leifer, while not explicifly using the term
comprehensive security, described ASEAN security as conceived of
primarily as a domestic problem. This domestic focus is the halhnark
of Southeast Asian security perceptions, which go beyond military
defence to include: 'vulnerabilities that threaten, or have the
potential, to bring down or significantly weaken state structures, both
territorial and institutional, as well as the regimes that preside over
these structures ...'.6
Seen in this light Southeast Asia's principal perceived threats
were internal, a result of economic and social weaknesses that would
facilitate subversion and insurgency. Development, it was felt would
neutralise these challenges, and at the same time provide the
underpinnings of a stable political order.T Ruling 6lites believed in
this direct linkage between development and security, hence their
focus on economic growth.

As noted, Southeast Asian external security was based on
institutional security, with ASEAN as the centrepiece. The definition
of institutions is fraught with complexities.8 However, for the
f

Andrew Mack and Pauline Kerr,'The Evolving S€curity Discourse in the Asia-

6

Pacific', Tle Washington Quarterly, Winter 1995, p.134.
Mohamrned Ayoob, 'The Security Problematic of the Third Wotld', World

7

Michael Leifer, ASEAN and the Secaity of South-East Asia (Routledge, London,

Polifics, Vol.43, No.2, January

1,99'1,,

p.259.

1989), p.48.

Organisations are distinct from iirstitutioru. Organisations are technical
instruments designed for specific goals and'judged on engineering prendses'
and are expendable. Institutions, whether conceived as groups or practices,
may be partly engineered, but they also have a natural dimension. 'They are
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purposes of this chapter, regional and international irutitutions
include formal organisations, such as the United Natioru, as well as
'informal understandings and regimes that govern relations between
states on particular issue areas'.e ASEAN is a good example of a
regional institution where informal understandings and norms of
behaviour are as important as formal proceCures. The success of
ASEAN in managing intra-regional conflicts has been well
documented.lo This institutionalised multilateralism led ASEAN to
pave the way in the setting up of another, but larger, regional
institution, the ASEAN Regional Forum.11
Domestic instifutions are harder to define, depending on the
sociological, political and economic context. In the context of
Southeast Asian domestic securilr, institutions can be defined as
organisations where social ideals and expectations converge, but with
'rules of conduct in organisations, routines, and repertoires of
procedures' embedded within.lz This Weberian interpretation, with its
emphasis on rules, shuctures, codes and organisational norms, is
useful because it argues that actors in organisations are kept in line
through a 'variety of controls such as hierarchies, sanctions, rules,
procedures, and reward structures'.1s Implicit in this definition is that
the state has 'captured' domestic institutions. The state, arguably at
the top of the institutional 'food chain' in Southeast Asia, therefore
used domestic institutions to ensure desired outcomes. This state

l0

products of interaction and adaptation; they become the receptacles of group
idealism; they are less readily expendable': Philip Selznick, kadership in
Administration: A Sociological lnterpretation ftIarper & Row, New York, 1957),
p.21, cited in Chee (ed.), Icadership and Secui$ in Southeast Asia, p.6.
John Baylis and N.J. Rengger (eds), Dilemmas of World Politics: lnternational
Issues in a Clanging World (Oxford University Press, Oxford, "1992), ppJ,aa,s.
See Leifer, ASEAN and tle Secuity of South-East Asra; Amfinn Jorgensen-Dahl,
Regional Organisation and Order in South-East Asra (Macmillan, Basingstoke,
1982, 1984 edn); Mely Caballero-Anthony, 'Mechanism of Dispute Settlement:
The ASEAN Experience', Contemporary Southeast Asia, Vol.20, No.1, April 1998,
pp.38-66.

Michael Leifer, TIe ASEAN Regional Forum, Adelphi Paper No. 302 (Oxford
University Press for the Intemational Institute for Shategic Studies, Oxford,
1.996), pp.21,-31..

t2

l3

C. March and Johan
New York, 1,989), p.27.

James

Thomas

A.

Sociology',

P.

Olsen, Redlscooering lnstitutions (Free Press,

Koelble, 'The New Institutionalism

Comp aratiue P oli tics, Y o1.27, N o.2,

in Political

January 1.995,

p.?j3.
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domestic institutions provided a key plank for
authoritarian rule, with institutions such as the judiciary, labour
unions, banks, the media and police being used to suPPress
dissension or prop up regimes. This chapter, however, will not look
at domestic institutions in any detail because this would require

capture

of

detailed country studies.
Technical security has to do with the accumulation of coercive
power to ensure desired outcomes, both domestically and externally.
The recent modernisation of the armed forces of Malaysia, Thailand
and Singapore apparently underlines the importance these states
attach to technical security. However, only Singapore is really serious
about external defence. It was clear from the outset that the original
ASEAN members aimed to rely not on military pacts and military
arsenals but on building up national endurance.la This de facto
doctrine still stands because the regional balance has remained
unchanged, and because there are still no perceivable external threats
to the region. Military force therefore had more utility in suppressing
internal dissension. Its utility for external defence was only marginal.
These levels of security are not exclusive but, as

Girling points

out, the relative emphasis on each level varies with changing
conditions. The three levels are therefore interdependent' The next
15 years might see a different emphasis on the various levels of
security in the region.
ASEAN Security in Retrospect
The present security situation is characterised by three features,
reflecting ASEAN's responses to its overall security environment:

.

The reliance on external guarantors and/or an external Power
balance. This is reinforced by the belief that imminent threats
to the region are not likely.

The late Tun Adam Malik, former Foreign Minister of Indonesia, ASEAN Nears
Bulletin, Vol. II, Nos. 8-10, August-October 7974, p.4, quoted in JorgensenDahl, Regional Organisation and Order in South-East Asia, p.77'
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introspection, with the focus on domestic security underpinned
by economic growth.

.

ASEAN's attempts to use diplomacy and institutions to regulate
both the external and intra-regional security environments to its
advantage.

It is the interplay between the three levels and the three arenas
of security that will, hopefully, provide us with insights into the
future. Most of the Southeast Asian states are still focusing their
resources on domestic (societal) security, simply because all of them
are still in the process of nation building. Overall, Southeast Asia is
facing a period of political transition. States such as Cambodia and
Myanmar are still highly authoritarian because they have deep
political fissures. Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei are semiauthoritarian, with regimes still highly reliant on performance
legitimacy. The Philippines and Thailand are two nations which
appear to be firmly on the road to democracy. However, as the
experience of democratic transitions in South America and Asia
shows, the process in newly democratised countries can easily be
rolled back if incumbent governments fail to meet the expectations of
the people. In short, they must possess the 'capacity to implement
sustainable growth-oriented policies'.1s I argue that this is because
electorates in most new democracies have been used to the outcomesoriented approach of authoritarian rule, and do not value the

democratic process per se. Performance legitimacy will therefore
remain important for all Southeast Asian regimes in the next decade.

Giving the populace a stake in the status quo through economic
development will still be crucial even for democratic regimes,
otherwise there could be a return to authoritarianism. The present
economic crisis therefore poses both short- and long-term challenges
for the entire region.

15

Stephen Haggard and Robert

R. Kaufman, 'The Political Economy of

Democratic Transitions', Comparatiue Politics, April 1,997, p.279.
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Technical Secaity

Southeast Asian external security essentially hinges on the
Northeast Asian security environment, and is premised on a
continued US presence. This is because Northeast Asia is the location
of military power in the Asia-Pacific, while Southeast Asia is a
military lightweight. Because of the relative stability of the AsiaPacific power balance during and after the Cold War, Southeast Asia
found it unnecessary to expend scarce resources on external defence.
That the region has no real conventional defence capability today is
therefore not surprising. Indonesia, for instance, essentially relied on
a guerrilla-war-in-depth shategy to stop external attacks. Malaysia,
the Philippines and Thailand all, to varying degrees, depended on a
system of implicit and explicit defence arrangements for their external
defence. Myanmar and Cambodia continue to be preoccupied with
domestic unrest and dissent. Since the 1991 Paris Peace Accords,
which marked the withdrawal of Vietnam from Cambodia, even the
Indochinese states have not been paying any great attention to
external defence. Viebram, with the advent of doi moi (renovation), is
concentrating on economic development because it no longer faces
any serious external security threat.16 The result is that the region as a
whole tended to rely on the security umbrella which the United States
continues to provide. As a consequence/ Southeast Asia remains
highly permeable to the defence dynamics of Northeast Asia.
Despite the high-profile defence modernisation of the 1980s and
1990s, Southeast Asia did not really address the issue of external
defence seriously because of the relatively benign external security
environment. The priority of most states was therefore to concentrate

on regime maintenance, underpinned by policies of state-directed
developmentalism. It has been argued that the defence acquisitions of
the ASEAN members in the late 1980s and early 1990s were driven by
the end of the Cold War; a generally more stable and benign internal
security situation with the end of domestic insurgencies in Thailand,
Malaysia, and the Philippines; and the region's own rapid economic

growth of the last decade, which provided the funds for the arms
l6

in Vietnamese Foreign PolicyContemporary Southeast Asia, Vol.19, No.3,

Zachary Abuza,'Institutions and Actions

making:

A

Research Note',

December 1997, p.31,0.
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acquisitions. Finally, defence modernisation was often seen as a
hedge against a resurgent and powerful China.lz With hindsighf
however, the response of the individual ASEAN counhies to shategic
uncertainty was paradoxically too much and, at the same time, too
little: It was too much with regard to intra-regional challenges,
because the ASEAN conflict-management proccss was still effective in
managing intra-ASEAN tensions.ls As a response to external threats,
it was too little because no ASEAN member then, or now, could
afford an arms race with China.
On the whole, ASEAN defence modernisation had little to do
with the development of a real external defence capability.le This is
reflected in the fact that most of the ASEAN members have not
developed doctrines and strategies to underpin the employment of
their armed forces in conventional defence, or purchased equipment
that is optimal for the Southeast Asian defence environment. In fact,
the defence acquisitions of the ASEAN members over the past decade
and a half had been somewhat haphazard, with plafforms bought in
'penny packets', or demonstrator lots, with little attention paid to the
'changes in military culture that are required to handle different
concepts of warfare'.20

Thus it can be argued that regional dlites had concluded early
on that they could not afford a purely technical approach to managing
the external security environment.2l The ASEAN members,
individually and collectively, continued their attempts to manage

potential conflicts

1't
18

l9

20

2l

-

especially

with China - through diplomacy by

Mack and Kerr, 'The Evolving Security Discourse in the Asia-Pacific', p.131.
ibid., pp.134-5.

See J.N. Mak, 'The ASEAN Dilemma: Intemal/Regime Securifr versus
External Defence' in Asian Defence Doctrines (nstitute of Defence and Strategic
Analysis (IDSA) and Copenhagen Peace Research lnstitute (COPRI),
forthcoming).
Paul Dibb,'Defence Force Modemisation in Asia: Towards 2000 and beyond',
Contemporary Southeast Asia, Vol.L8, No.4, March1,997, p.357.
Kusuma Snitwongse,'ASEAN's Security Cooperation: Searching for a Regional
Orde{, The Pacifc Reuian, Vol.8, No.3, 1995, p.525.
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undertaking yet another institutional approach with the establishment
of the ARF rn1994.22
External defence was also given lower priority than domestic
stability because the sanctity of state boundaries has been deemed
inviolable by the international community after the second world
War. This 'territorial covenant' ensured that state boundaries, with
very few exceptions, were not changed through the use of force.a
ASEAN, in particular, jealously guarded this principle of territorial
inviolability through its emphasis on the non-intervention norm.
However, this principle has been increasingly violated, in the eyes of
many southeast Asians, by the humanitarian and counter-terrorist
interventions and cross-border strikes undertaken by the United
States and its Western allies since the end of the Cold War'24

Overall, the conventional defence forces of the ASEAN
members, so far as regional 6lites were concerned, had very limited
roles to play in maintaining regional stability. These forces were
useful for handling low-level contingencies and constabulary tasks,
such as maritime enforcement and control of illegal migration, and to
show a presence in disputed maritime zones. The ASEAN members

22
23

ASEAN diplomats often acknowledge that the AM was primarily set up as a
means to get China involved in a multilateral security forum.
Robert H. Jackson and Mark W. Zacher, The Territoial Cwenant: lntemational
Society and the Stabilization of Boundaries, Working Paper No.15 (lnstitute of
Intemational Relations, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Jlrly 7997),
p.10. The key elements of the'territorial covenant' are:
o
Only existing interstate borders are legitirnate and legal.
o
If borders are to be changed, all states affected by the change must

o
.
o
o

give their consent.
Change of borders by force is illegitirnate and illegal.
The only recognised nation-state is the political nationality defined
by state juridical boundaries.
Colonialism is illegitimate and illegal.
to be discouraged by the members of the society of

Secessions are
states.

Robert M. Cassidy, 'sovereignty versus the Chimera of Armed Humanitarian

Intervention', The Fletcher Forum of JA/orld Affairs,Yol.2'l', No.Z Surrmer/Fall
1997, pp.4743; Michael Hoffrnan, 'Drawing on Custom: Future Prospects for
International Humanitarian l-'aw', Haraard lnternational Reoiew, Vol.20, No.3,
Summer 1998, pp.5853.
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increased their expenditure on conventional armaments in the last 15
years/ up to the start of the'1,997 financial crisis, for these purposes.

However, as noted earlier, the primary role of most Southeast
Asian armed forces was the maintenance of internal security. The
expansion of the Indonesian armed forces in the absence of any clear
external threats, for example, was attributed to the fear of the Suharto
regime that the population increases and social changes that go along
with economic development would 'create a crisis of expectations
which will threaten the regime and the integrity of the country'.2s
Defence modernisation therefore had more to do with domestic
security, patrimony and regime survival than with acquiring any
significant capacity to deal with external threats. Malaysia's Mahathir
Mohamad had made it clear in 19U, three years after he became
Prime Minister, thaL 'Malaysia's first line of defence is not its military
capability. The first line of defence lies in its national resilience ...'.26

This position fundamentally still holds. When the ASEAN
members were hit by the economic downturn of late 1997, mlhtary
programmes were virtually the first national projects to be sacrificed
by Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand.2T This is illushative of the fact
that hi-tech hardware are still not considered to be essential in the
defence of these countries. Nevertheless, there is a limit to how deep
defence cuts can go, since cuts can affect the loyalty of the politicalmilitary 6lite.28 Singapore is the sole ASEAN exception, in that it takes
external security threats seriously. Hence, it is the only country with a
clear defence doctrine backed up with a logical arms acquisitions

policy.

Significantly, Singapore made

it

clear that its defence

Bob Lowry, 'Indonesia's Defence Policy Matrix' in Derek da Cunha (ed.), fhe
Eaolaing Pacifc Pmuer Structure (Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,
Singapore, L996), p.97.
26

)1

to the Global Community Forum Malaysia 1984, Kuala
Lumpur, 3 December 1984.
When the association's members were hit by the economic downtum, virtually
the first thing they did was to freeze or cut back on their defence programmes.
See feffrey Bartholet, 'No Funds, No Guns: East Asia's Great Weapons Bazaar
Goes Broke', Newrateek,22 fune 7998, pp.22-3.
Haggard and Kaufman, 'The Political Economy of Democratic Transitions',
Keynote address

p.268.
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acquisitions programme would not be trimmed despite the regional
economic crisis.

Given this context, the acquisition of military technology,
indushial know-how, offsets and even weapons systems was seen as
important for a country's indushialisation programme and ib
economic progress. For some neopatrimonial regimes, weapons
acquisitions were an additional source of funds to sustain the
patronage network.2e Hence, in the absence of clear external threats,
weapons systems were chosen not for their potential contribution to
defence, but for the funds they could inject into the patronage
network of the ruler. Equally importantly, defence modernisation
also maintained the prestige of the military in the region, thus keeping
them satisfied. Since the military played key roles in regime
maintenance in Southeast Asia, this was a crucial factor behind the
defence modernisation.
The financial and economic crisis of 1997 is bound to reinforce

the defence inhospection of the ASEAN members in the medium

29

The ruler of a patrirrronial state does not have complete coercive power to
enforce the acceptance of his

rule. He is therefore forced to win the allegiance

and loyalty of key sections of the political-military €lite by satisfying their
aspirations, usually through the disbursement of largesse. Authority is
maintained through this network of personal patronage, rather than through
ideology or law. At the same time, the ruler must ensure that he, and only he,
has continued access to resources to maintain the patronage network. As
networks grow, so does the need for more resources. Politics thus become an
inha4lite struggle as factions fight to gain dominant influence with the ruler
and gain the rewards of office. This system is sustainable so long as the masses
are politically quiescent, and rivalry between 6lite factions is contained so that

infighting does not undermine the regime itself. Today's neo-pakimonial
states are increasingly challenged by modemisation and economic change,
which has created new social groups and classes with different political
interests. Neoliberal economic development, in particular, will inevitably
undermine the monopoly of rulers to distribute rewards in return for political
Ioyalty. Hence neopatrimonial states tend to adopt the neomercantilist model
of development which ensures that states srill have substantial control over the
allocation of economic resources. See Harold Crouch, 'Patrimonialism and
Military Rule in Indonesia', Worlil Politics, Vol.31, No.1, 1978, pp.571.-2;
Richard Snyder, 'Explaining Transitions from Neopatrimonial Dctatorships',
Comparatiae Politics,YoL24 , No.4, July 7992, p.379. For a readable explanation
of the basic tenets of neo mercantilism, see lames Fallows, Looking at the Sun
(Vintage Books, New York,'1,995), pp.177 -24O.
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term.il The crisis, coupled with the seemingly irreversible tide of
globalisation/ means that most regimes will still be forced to deal with
issues of economic and domestic security, nation building and regime
legitimation. Two developments could lead Southeast Asia to pay

more attention to external defence. The first would be

the

establishment of liberal-democratic governmenb in Southeast Asia
that would not face continual domestic challenges for regime change,
together with the creation of true nation-states that would see a
congruence between nation and state. Governments enjoying
unconditional legitimacy would then be able to concentrate on
developing armed forces tailored for external defence rather than

regime maintenance. The second development would be a
destabilisation of Northeast Asian security which would impact
directly on Southeast Asia, and the appearance of a serious external
threat. Either of these two developments might persuade Southeast
Asia to be more self-reliant in defence.

lnstitutional Secuity

The region's most important security contribution was the
setting up of ASEAN and the ARF, together with all the institutional
norms and expectations associated with these two bodies. The

reasons

for setting up ASEAN and the ARF are very well

documented, with virtually all analysts agreeing that the focus of both
ASEAN and the ARF is on conJlict management and prevention. The
effectiveness of the ARF, APEC and other regional institutions will

not be covered here since a vast literature on the subject is readily
available.3l

The point that needs to be made here that is that institutional
security was 'the name of the game' for ASEAN in managing the
external security environment. Institutions - and not military power -

were the primary instruments used by regional
30
3l

For instance, Philippines President Joseph Eshada made

it

states.

clear that the

Philippines would have to continue relying on the United States for its extemal
defence because of an economic slowdown: 'Eskada: Philippines Must Rely
on US for Defence', Nao Straits Times, 27 August 1998, p.19.
Simon S.C. Tay and Obood Talib, 'The ASEAN Regional Forum: Preparing for
Preventive Diplomacy', Contemporary Soutleast Asia, Yo1.L9, No.3, December
7997, pp.252-68.
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Fundamentally, ASEAN rested on two pillars: first, its insistence on
non-intervention and state sovereignty; second, its refusal right from
the start to consider collective defence or security as an option for the

association. Instead, ASEAN adopted a political-institutional
approach, consciously eschewing the use of force and military
ulliu.r".t to manage the security environrnent. This, in effect,
constituted the'operational security doctrine' of the association'32

ASEAN developed the concept of a Zone of Peace, Freedom
and Neuhality (zoPFAN) and, subsequently, the southeast Asia
Nuclear weapons-Freezone (SEANWFZ). These were instruments of
the militarily weak, and this fact must be recognised. The ARF has
been described as an ASEAN attempt to maintain a balance of power
without collective defence, with the United States as 'makeweight'.sa
Another interpretation is that the ARF was, among other things, a
device to keep the united states engaged in Asia.s Either way, it was
an acknowledgement by ASEAN itself that the association had neither
the capability nor the inclination to deal effectively with the post-Cold
War security situation through military meeuls.

ASEAN regines also manipulated and 'caPtured' domestic
institutions for their own ends, some more successfully than others.
ln Malaysia, for instance, political institutions are dominated by the
ruling party,the media effectively belongs to the regime, while the
judiciary is no longer completely independent. Indonesia under
Suharto also employed a host of organisations and institutions, the
most significant being Golkar and the state secretariat (sekneg), to
ensure political outcomes favourable to his regime.3s However, it is
beyond the scope of this chapter to examine the role of domestic
institutions and regime security in any great detail.

5Z

Le{er,The ASEAN Regional Forum, p.LS'

JJ

ibid., p.19.
Alice Ba, 'The ASEAN Regional Forum: Maintaining the Regional Idea in

34

Southeast Asia', lntcrnational lournal, Vol.3, No.4, Autumn 1997, p'637;

Wortzel, Thc ASEAN Regional Forum, p.8.
Richard Robison,'Indonesia: Tensions in State and Regime' in Kevin Hewison,
Richard Robison and Garry Rodan (eds), Southcast Asia in the 1990s:
Authoitaianism, Demooacy and Capitalism (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1993),
pp.47-8.
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Societal Secaity: National Resilience, Regional Resilience and
Comprehensia e S e curity
Ethnic and linguistic ties between the various Southeast Asian
nations, and the presence of historical tensions amongst them, led to

fears of subversion and destabilisation of regimes by

close

neighbours. This fear was clearly reflected in one of the key founding
principles of ASEAN - that of non-interference in the domestic affairs
of ASEAN member-states by other members. ASEAN regimes felt
that their states could be easily undermined and their authority
challenged by outsiders; hence they worked at a modus uiuendi to
ensure that they would be left alone to manage - or mismanage - their
own states. This realisation of their fundamental vulnerability, it is

argued, was the principal reason why ASEAN elevated the
unexceptional international norm of non-interference to the stafus of
virtually an ASEAN doctrine.36

In addition, ASEAN developed the concept of national and
regional resilience to deal specifically with the problem of
maintaining domestic and regional stability. 'National resilience'
entered the ASEAN lexicon by way of '.he Indonesian concept of
lcetahanan, which is to be distinguished from pertahanan. Pertahanan
means defence, whereas ketahanan connotes the ability to withstand or

or resilience. National resilience therefore involved
strengthening the people and nation, so that the latter could
withstand all manner of domestic and international pressures.
Ketahanan was therefore not about armed might, but involved a
comprehensiv6 socio-economic approach to enhance internal security
through development.3T Domestic stability would eventually result in
endure,

36

Amitav Acharya, Soaereignty, Non-lnteroention and Regionalisn, CANCAI5
Paper No.15 (Canadian Consortium for Asia Pacific Security, York University,
Toronto, October 1997).
See

See Donald K. Emmerson, 'lndonesia, Malaysia, Singapore: A Regional
Security Core?' in Richard J. Ellings and Sheldon W. Simon (eds), Southeast
Asian Secaity in tlu New Millennium (M.8. Sharpe, New York, 1996), pp.37-9.
In this sense, the multidimensional threats to the ASEAN members called for a
comprehensive response (political, military, economic, and sociocultural).
National resilience was therefore both a conditiory and a tool to achieve
comprehensive security. See Muthiah Alagappa,'Comprehensive Security:
Interpretations in ASEAN Countries' in Robert A. Scalapino et al. (eds), Asian
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regional resilience,

in what Michael Leifer has described

as

'addressing security through a presumed synergy between national
and regional resilience'.ss Thus dirigisme economic growth became a

key goal of the ASEAN members. Many Southeast Asian regimes
therefore came to rely on performance legitimacy, based on economic
growth and law and order, to justify their authoritarianism:
Asian officials have emphasised that social stability and
economic growth leading to the satisfaction of such basic needs
as food, housing, and clothing are basic human rights which
... some

sometimes must be satisfied, even if that means that a
government must use more authoritarian means than that
desired by the United States.ss

This emphasis on law and order for the public good was selfserving in that it justified the use of force. From the perspective of
southeast Asian governments, anything that could dsstalilise and
delegitimate incumbent regimes was a threat, and threats could be
domestic or external in origin. This realisation led most Southeast
Asian regimes to concentrate on economic growth as a key instrument
to keep their populations politically quiescen! neutralise potential
threats, and attain political legitimacy.4
However, il one defines legitimacy as meeting the four criteria
of shared norms and values, conformity with established rules for
acquiring power, proper and effective use of Power, and consent of
Security Issues: Regional and Global (Institute of East Asian Studies, Universit5r
of Califomia Berkeley, 1988); Donald E. Weatherbee, 'ASEAN: Pattems of

National and Regional Resilience' in Young Whan Kihl and l,awrence E.
Grinter (eds), Aslan-Pacifc Secui$: Emerging Challenges anil Responxs
(Archives Publishers, New Delhi, 1987).
38

I*iler, Tle

39

Wortzel, Thc ASEAN Regional Forum, pp.l2-13.
Some scholars, such as Samuel Huntington,

40

ASEAN Regional Forum, p.75.

in refuting the modemisation

theorists of the 1950s and 1,960s, have, however, argued that integration,
economic growth and political growth could best be carried out by
authoritarian regimes. Authoritarianism therefore creates the basis for
capitalism and, in the long terrn, for democratic instifutions. Richard Robison,
Kevin Hewison and Garry Rodan,'Political Power in Industrialising Capitalist
Societies: Theoretical Approaches' in Hewison et al' (eds), Southeast Asia in the
1.990s, pp;1,2-13.
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the governed, then a number of Southeast Asian states still do not
enjoy unconditional legitimacy.al While external military intervention
is deemed quite unlikely, the lack of unconditional legitimacy makes
these states vulnerable to indirect and 'soft' or ideological, and
increasingly economic, intervention. The Western test of good
governance, specified in terms of democracy, tuman rights and a free
market economy,a2 therefore threatens many Southeast Asian regimes
by potentially delegitimising them even more. This latter threat is
seen as more dangerous than that of outright military attack. The US
presence is therefore regarded with ambivalence by most of Southeast
Asia except for Singapore, which still sees the presence of an external
guarantor as vital for its long-term survival and prosperity. Today,
two related developments threaten to loosen the grip of
authoritarianism. These are the US policy of engagement and
enlargement, and the ongoing process of globalisation.
The Future of Southeast Asian Security

To sum up, the Southeast Asian security environment was
marked by:

.

The direct impact of security developments in Northeast Asia.

This is because the locus of military power remains in
Northeast Asia, with the U9China-Japan relationship being the
k"y.

.

The preoccupation with domestic and regime security. Most
ASEAN members were happy to concentrate on economic and
societal security so long as the external environment remained
relatively benign. However, the current economic crisis is
threatening this basis of domestic security.

.

The absence of any real technical capability to deal with
external defence by the states themselves.

+l

Muthiah Alagappa (ed.), Political kgitimacy

^1

University Press, Stanford ,1.995), p.75.
ibid., p.48.
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reliance on institutional, non-military, approaches to manage
the regional power balance, and to prevent conflicts.

us' The first is the
will be its nature,
What
future of the Ugfapan-China relationship'
ASEAN members
the
is
whether
and how will it evolve? The second
or whether they
security,
with
regime
will continue to be preoccupied
the issue of
remains
will be more externally oriented. Finally, there
whether ASEAN will continue to rely on its non-military institutional
approach to security, and whether such an aPProach can remain
eifective in the next generation. The factors which are likely to shape
the future of Southeast Asian security can, again, be roughly grouped
into domestic, regional and extra-regional developments. These
would include globalisation, both economic and political; the
enlargement of ASEAN itself; and the evolving pattern of the U9
China-f apan relationship.
There are therefore several questions before

The China anilUS Factor

There are two scenarios with regard to Northeast Asia. They
both assume that China will eventually become a regional
superpower. The first scenario, however, PresuPPoses a growing
estrangement between the United States and its allies on the one
hand, and China on the other. The second scenario would be that of
an internationally responsible China in'normal' competition with the
rest of the world.

A China in direct rivalry with the United States would lead to
In turn, that would make it much harder for ASEAN's
politics.
bloc
to work effectively, simply because blocs tend
of
engagement
policy
to see political ties as a zero-sum game. However, it is difficult to
envisage that southeast Asia will abandon diplomacy for outright
collective security under such a scenario. This is because the region
consists of still militarily weak states, which are incapable of creating
credible defence forces for the next 10 years without substantial
economic and human resource inveshent, or massive aid from
external powers. In the current climate, with the emphasis on
economic development and trade, and with the economic difficulties
presently faced by counhies in the region, it would be unlikely for
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Southeast Asia to pay serious attention to defence for the next five or
10 years. Southeast Asia simply cannot afford both military defence
and economic development.
Defence inhospection will also be reinforced by the problems of
regime security, legitimation and nation building. This will be the
case particularly in Myanmar, Indonesia and Cambodia. These
countries are unlikely to want, or to be able, to consider contributing
to regional defence. Under such a scenario, the ZOPFAN concept
would enjoy a revival. Steering a middle or non-aligned course
between big powers would be the preferred approach. However,

ASEAN's present dochine of institutional power balancing, while
attractive because of its relatively low-cost approach, would become
marginally effective at best. Non-military power balancing would
require the big powers to play the game as well, and that is unlikely to
happen with superpowers in confrontation. And if Indonesia remains
in turmoil, ASEAN will have to soldier on without the undivided
support of its principal member. Developing the norms and influence
to regulate great powers would indeed be highly problematical. This
will mean that ASEAN will no longer be in the ARF's driving seat.
Indeed, the ARF itself, in its present form, will most likely become
irrelevant. A mechanism to regulate the interactions of the great
powers themselves would appear more appropriate, which could
mean an ARF with a very different agenda.a3

The second scenario, that of a benign and accommodating
'normal' China, would hold better prospects for the continued
relevance of the ARF in one form or another. There would also be the

prospect of positive ASEAN-China engagement. However, whether
China becomes a benign, responsible state or attempts to become a
regional hegemon, Southeast Asia will come under the ambit of China
once it becomes a superpower. This is because China is the largest
resident power. It will not go away, unlike the United States whose
commitment to Asia is still the subject of endless debate today.

Moreover, there are certain perceived shared norms between the
region and China, such as interpretations of human rights,
democracy, civil and political rights, and the neo-mercantilist
Amitav Acharya, 'A Concert of Powers in the Asia-Pacific' in da Cunha (ed.),
Tlte Eooloing Pacifc Power Structure, p.39.
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approach to economics.s while the present economic crisis might
hlve discredited the statist developmentalist policies of East Asia, it is
still too early to presume that it is dead. Indeed, it has been argued
that there could be an East Asian backlash to current attemPts to
impose neo-liberal Anglo-American-style economic systems on Asia's
ailing economies.as In addition, China's publicly announced intentions
not to devalue the Yuan for as long as possible in the midst of the
current economic crisis has also found a responsive cord in Southeast
Asia. Southeast Asia will therefore continue to engage China, with
the possibility that it will increasingly be on Beijing's terms. This will
be more the case if there is a drawdown of the US Presence in the
years ahead.
EnI arganott

anil Glob alis ation

ASEAN enlargement with the entry of Myanmar, together with
the currency crisis of 1997, highlighted the problems ASEAN might
have to face in the future. At the institutional level, the new members
will bring along with them their own agenda and interests. The
consensual ASEAN approach will become even more prolonged as
the members tackle issues of varying priorities.a5 The norm of nonintervention was recently undermined by both Myanmar's entry into
the association and the financial crisis of 1997. The issue of the
'constructive engagement' by ASEAN members was first raised by the
Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia, Anwar Ibrahim' ln July, Thai
Foreign Minister Surin Pitsuwan raised the issue of 'flexible
engagement' in Manila at a golf tournament of ASEAN foreign
ministers. His suggestion was backed by Philippines Foreign Minister
Domingo Siazon. Although Surin's suggestion was not accepted in

principle,

the foreign ministers agreed to have

At the Vienna Conference on Human Rights in

45

46

'enhanced

1.993, the conference split
through the middle on regional lines on the subject of political and civil rights,
with several Asian govemments reiectinS the recognition of the latter notions.
Amartya Sen,'Universal Truths: Human RiShts and the Westernising Illusion',
Haruard International Rniew, Vol.2O No.3, Su.mmer 198, p.40.
Richard Hggott, 'The Asian Economic Crisis: A Study in the Politics of
Resentnrenf, New Political Economy, Vol.3, No.3, 198.
Bilson Kurus, 'ASEAN-izing Southeast Asia' in da Cunha (ed.), The Eaolaing

Pacifc Power Structure, pp.7G7.
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interaction'.47 This marks the first time that ASEAN's sacrosanct
principle of 'non-interference' had come under pressure from within
the association itself. Hun Sen's coup also delayed Cambodia's
ASEAN membership, leading him to accuse ASEAN of interference.s
The financial crisis, as well as the forest fires in Indonesia, revealed
the limits of ASEAN's ability to act decisively as a regional
organisation. The former, however, also led to the creation of a
regional surveillance mechanism, which implies a degree of
intervention. The current friction between Singapore and Malaysia
has been athibuted by one source to the financial crisis, which could
have implications for the Five-Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA)
and regional security.ae

The opposition by Western countries to the admission of
Myanmar into ASEAN/ over the issue of human rights abuses, is
indicative of the likelihood of economic and liberal 'value svstems'
dominating foreign relations. ASEAN will have to deal *ith t"o
dominant themes, connected with the US policy of engagement and
enlargement.so The first is the globalisation trend, embedded in the US
Thailand and the Philippines are the two Southeast Asian nations where
democracy is most advanced. 'ln the Bunker: Southeast Asian Foreign
Ministers Are Discomfited by a New Take on an Old Principle', Far Eastern
Economic Reaieut, 6 August 1998, p.24.
48

49

50

Acharya,'Sovereignty, Non-Interventioru and Regionalism', pp.8-10.
An Asiaweek report claimed that Malaysia's request for an indirect 'loan' from
Singapore kept on increasing in size until Singapore decided to say no.
'Money Is behind the Bittemess', Asiaweek, 28 August 1998, p.10. Malaysia
subsequently postponed taking part in FPDA military exercises until the end of
1998 'because of the economic slowdown'. 'Minister: War Garnes off until
Better Times', Stnr, 28 August 1998.
President Clinton's policy of engagement and enlargement is to secure US
strategic interests by enlarging the community of 'democratic and free market
nations'. Enlargement is envisioned not only to include govemments, but
private and non-governmental groups as well. The issue of human rights is
particularly touchy for Southeast Asia. This is reflected in the furore created

when ASEAN pressed ahead with the admission of Myanmar into the
association n 't997, One writer has characterised the Western concept of
human rights as essentially 'adversarial', the individual against the state,
whereas individual rights are taken care of within the group under the

C. Hsiung (ed.), Human Rights in East Asia: A
Cultural Perspectiue (Paragon House, New York, L985), p.14, cited in Wortzel,

'Confucian model'. James
The ASEAN Regional Forum

,p.12.
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enlargement policy, in economics and financial flows and America's
advocacy of the Anglo-American economic model. The second is the
attempt by the West to foster liberal-democratic regimes in the AsiaPacific. Some of the authoritarian, less democratic Southeast Asian
regimes will resist these trends, for they imply a loss of sovereignty,
and control, over both economies and national politics. That US
'enlargement' is seen as a threat is ironical because ASEAN economic
growth was based on an exportJed strategy, with the United States as

the primary market. ASEAN export-led industrialisation

also

depended substantially on foreign inveshnent, both long and short
term. This dependence meant that the ASEAN countries had to
maintain relatively open economies with regard to trade and
investment. At the same time, many governments attempted to
control and direct other sectors of the economy in what has been
described as a 'mediated neo-liberal economy'.sl There is thus the
dilemma of ASEAN consciously fostering an export-oriented
economy, but without the political underpinnings of a free market.
Instead, rrany Southeast Asian economies incorporate large elements
of the East Asian developmentalist model, with the state conholling
what it considers crucial sectors of the economy, esPecially with
regard to resource allocation.

However, other regimes that are already becoming more
democratic, such as those in the Philippines and Thailand, might be
more able and willing to accommodate these hends. Arguments have
been put forward that the conditionalities (involving domestic
structural reforms) imposed by the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) on Indonesia, Thailand and South Korea would surely force
most Southeast Asian states to make the transition to the neo-liberal
Anglo-American model. However, this outcome is not inevitable.
Thailand and South Korea could deal with the IMF conditionalities
better than their neighbours because more democratic systems had
been put in place just before the 1997 financial crisis. The argument
5l

Helen Nesadurai, 'Accommodating Global Markets: Malaysia's Response to
Economic Crisis', paper prepared for an intemational conference on Beyond
Uberalisation: Making Economic Policy in Europe and the Asia Pacific Comparisons, Regions, Linkages and L,essons, Florence ltaly (forthcoming), in
Marcus Miller (ed.), The Global Financial Cisis: A CSGR Perspectizte, al
<http://www.r'alwick.ac.uk/f ac/soc/CSGR./glob-l'rn/html>(April 1999).
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here is that the more authoritarian a state is, the more concerned

about the potential loss

of

national sovereignty, and

'1,2'1,

it

is

the

accompanying inability to direct and control economic development
and distribution, and political outcomes.s2 Thus there could develop
different developmental models within ASEAN itself in the years to
come. These different levels of economic and political development
would mean that the association could lose its cohesive core. For
instance, while the economic crisis has undermined the performance
legitimacy of the Indonesian and Malaysian regimes, the more
neoliberal Thai government found it less politically difficult to
accommodate to IMF conditionalities.

The more authoritarian Southeast Asian regimes, Myanmar
being the prime example, will still be unable, or unwilling, to provide
for leadership change in an orderly, predictable manner because of
weak democratic institutions, public resentment over wide income
disparities, and the existence of significant disadvantaged groups
within society. Coercion, together with domestic institutions such as
the media, police and judiciary, will therefore continue to be used to
keep these regimes in power. Post-Suharto Indonesia is still in a state

of flux. But whatever the type of regime, economic growth and
development will continue to constitute a key component of domestic
legitimacy for Southeast Asia. Even the democratic Southeast Asian
states will be judged by their electorates on their ability to deliver
growth, together with law and order.
On the whole, the present economic crisis appears to threaten to
change the ASEAN paradigm of domestic security achieved via
economic growth.53 If Southeast Asian economies continue to perform
poorly, this will lead to political and long-term structural adjushnents.
This is because economic crises tend to undermine the'authoritarian
bargains' reached between rulers and key segments of the private
sector, 'exposing rulers to defection from within the business sector
and protest " frombelow"' .s However, there is no simple relationship
52

ibid.

)J

Paul Dibb, David Hale and Peter Prince, 'The Strategic Implications of Asia's
Economic Crisis', Suntfual,Yol.40, No.2, Summer 1998, p.15.
Haggard and Kaufman, 'The Political Economy of Democratic Transitions',
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pp.266-7.
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between economic crisis and regime change. Regimes could become

more authoritarian or more democratic depending on particular
national circumstances, although economic crises tend to make
authoritarianism more difficult to sustain. What is certain is that the
economic crisis will make the next decade a period of political
transition.

There is also a likelihood of increasing strains between the
ASEAN region and the West. It is unlikely that there will be any
rollback in the'enlargemen( of the Anglo-American model of market
economies in the medium term. The European Union and the United
States will also probably continue with their human rights and
democracy crusade. The Anglo-American model of economic and
social development is based largely on self-determination, or the
primacy of the individual. Human rights, democracy and free
markets all revolve round the individual as the most important
component of society. The East Asian approach, however, shesses the
primacy of the state in economics, with society coming first before the
individual:ss
China's political culture makes its people feel that the stronger
the State mechanism is, the more secure an individual or a
smaller community should feel, and the more power that the
central government gains, the more independence the nation

should enjoy.s5

At a point in time when globalisation has made Europe and
America think in regional and universal terms, Southeast Asia is still
obsessed with sovereignty and national power. The very different
developmental models could well lead to an East-West estrangement.
Some Southeast Asian states will find the developmental model that
they share with China more attractive (more 'natural'?) by the year
2015. On the other hand, the more democratic states would find the
For a more detailed account of this debate, see Eero Palmujoki, 'EU-ASEAN
Relations: Reconciling Two Different Agendas', C-ontemporary Southcast Asia,
VoI.1.9, No.3, December 1997, pp.276-9.
Wang Jisi, Comparing Chinese and American Conceptions

of Secarity, NPCSD

Working Paper No.17 (North Pacific Cooperative Security Dialogue Research
Programme, York University, Toronto, September 1992), p.6.
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US and European neoliberal model more acceptable. This has all the
makings of a potential regional divide. However, the ASEAN
experience of accommodation would probably result in nonalignment and neutrality rather than intra-ASEAN confrontation.
One important norm of ASEAN, after all, is about accommodating
states with very different political agenda and sometimes even values.

Overall, in the medium term, unless there is another 'Asian
miracle' that resuscitates regional economies, ASEAN Southeast Asia

will not be

inclined to consider another phase of defence
modernisation. There will be an economic disincentive to furning to
technical security as an alternative to institutionalism. At the same
time, certain ASEAN members, especially Myanmar and Cambodia,
be still struggling with nation building and regime legitimation.
The greatest danger to ASEAN, of course, is that Indonesia will
continue to remain economically and politically weak. An unstable
Indonesia is not only a danger to ib neighbours, but will leave
ASEAN with much less political clout. Indonesia, the largest and
most populous ASEAN member, played the key role in ASEAN, and
ASEAN without active Indonesian participation would be much less
effective. At this point, it is still difficult to predict in which direction
Indonesia will turn, and whether it will become more democratic or
revert to authoritarianism.

will

Australia's RoIe

What can Australia do? Here, there are a few choices that
Australia will have to make. Australia is unlikely to give up the US
alliance. Seen from the Southeast Asian perspective, that could well
mean that Aushalia will be part of the US strategy of engagement and
enlargement, part of the'plot' to undermine the sovereignty of Asian
states, and to disempower them economically. As this chapter has
tried to argue, security in Southeast Asia is increasingly seen in terms
of economic performance and the maintenance of political and social
stability. Democracy and democratic practices are therefore often
discounted as luxuries that could actually undermine law and order.
Australian commitment to US strategy could be a double-edged
sword.
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Given the non-military dimension of Southeast Asian security,
it would appear that the Australian Defence Force has a very limited
role to play in engaging southeast Asia. Certainly its representatives
should carry on with training and technical missions, but most
probably this will be appreciated only by their opposite numbers in
the Southeast Asian militaries. The Department of Foreign Affairs'

role is therefore potentially more important in securing Southeast
Asia for Australian interests. Here, there is a political and moral
dilemma. In the event of a schism between the Anglo-American
model of development and that of East Asia, which side will Australia
declare for? Will it be in favour of authoritarianism and law and
order, or will it push for democratic regime changes from within in
Southeast Asia? The latter is a long-haul Process with no guaranteed
results. The point here is that Aushalia cannot take Western norms
for granted where Southeast Asia is concemed. The second set of
choices is whether Australia wants to link its future with Asia, the
United States, or Europe. A tri-polar approach is possible, but with
limited resources priorities must be set.
Australia, in a sense, is already engaging Southeast Asia using
the 'ASEAN way'. The various multilateral second-track forums
(CSCAP is probably the best example) have been derided by some
analysts as literally just so much hot air. However, if one believes in
the constructivist theory of creating identities, then this engagement
will have positive results. This approach is finely argued by Ramesh
Thakur.sT Thus capacity building and the establishment of true civil
societies in Southeast Asia are goals that Australia should seriously
consider.

Conclusion
The economic turmoil, ASEAN enlargement and globalisation
are all challenges to the institutionalist approach taken by Southeast
Asia. However, whether ASEAN can carry on with its present form
of consensual multilateralism remains to be seen. From within, the
Association will have to cope with the wider agenda and more varied
scope resulting from its increased membership. At the same time,
See Ramesh

Thakur,'Aushalia's Regional Engagement', Contzmporary Soutleasl

Asia,Yol.20, No.1,

April

1998, pp.1-21.
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neo-liberal developments being pushed by the West, with the United

States at the helm, will mean that ASEAN members will be
accommodating to these pressures at varying paces, with different
results, and differing degrees of resenknent. This will be a dilemma
for some Southeast Asian states, since the fundamental foundation of
ASEAN domestic security, that of economic growth, will be
undermined unless their political economies become more open. At
the same time, too much opermess will leave their regimes vulnerable
to domestic political challenges as they lose control over the means of
domestic resource allocation. All these pressures could make China's
developmental norms more attractive for the less democratic
Southeast Asian regimes. This could lead, once again, to a cleavage in
Southeast Asia - this time with states sympathetic to China ranged on
one side, and those empathising with Western values on the other.
This, however, need not lead to a political cleavage as one ASEAN
norm is that of accommodation.

In the interim, economic security could become the core
of ASEAN, compared with its present focus on political
security. The knock-on effect for the ARF could result in the latter
becoming a more economic-oriented forum. However, since APEC
already exists, it is more likely that Southeast Asia will continue to use
the ARF as its primary instrument for regional security management,
while ASEAN itself devotes more time to economic issues. The one
central issue that ASEAN will have to deal with head-on is the
political transition that will result from the impact of Western
'enlargement' embedded in the globalisation process. No one can be
sure of the oirtcome at this moment. Southeast Asian regimes could
therefore become more democratic, or even more authoritarian than
they are right now. But whatever the colour of the regime, all of them
will have to deliver economic growth and law and order if they wish
to remain in power. Democracy will therefore remain fragile in
Southeast Asia, subject to its ability to 'perform' and deliver. The
democratic process will remain less important than economic
outcomes for most Southeast Asians until a civil society (and not a
civic society) is firmly rooted in the region.
business

Given this central focus on domestic growth and development
amidst uncertainty, the ASEAN norm of non-intervention is unlikely
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to collapse. It is also unlikely that Southeast Asia will, as a matter of
choice, become militarily more independent. There is the issue of
resource constraints as defence equipment and plafforms inevitably
become more expensive. The perception that the widening capability
gap between the top military powers of the region - fapan, the United
States and China - and Southeast Asia will be abnost impossible to
narrow is yet another disincentive to seeking strictly independent
military solutions. This inplies that Southeast Asia will put defence
modernisation (in the real sense of the word, not just buying military
loyalty) on the back burner and continue to rely on diplomacy to
manage the regional balance. Alliance politics could also be diluted
as China grows stronger, and if the US presence diminishes, making
neutrality a viable option again for Southeast Asia.

6

THE REVOLUTION IN MILITARY AFFAIRS (RMA)
Frangois Heisbourg

Definitions
Sometimes it seems that there are as many definitions of the
RMA as there are people talking about it. Indeed, some analysts offer
several definitions. Given the multifaceted nature of the RMA whatever definition one cares to give to it - and its interaction with
other momentous developments (such as the end of the Cold War), it
is only natural that the RMA should be much like Kipling's elephant:
a rope here, a wall there, and a tree yet elsewhere.

I will also provide a definition, which lays the emphasis on the
operational consequences of the RMA rather than on the means used
to produce them. If there were a contest to provide such a definition
in 35 words or less, here would be my entry: 'The revolution in
military affairs is the affordable and integrated capability to apply
firepower from afar in a discriminate, effective and timely manner
against a broad array of meaningful and well-identified targets'.

Allow me to comment on some of these words, indicating
passant what distinguishes them

.

en

from the pre-existing order of things:

'affordable': the investment and operating costs of
capability compare favourably

with those of

the

pre-existing

capabilities;

.

'integrated': the conduct of operations is

electronically
coordinated in close to real time; all-sources data are similarly

fused and redistributed; hence: primacy of networking and
software.

'from afar': firepower can be applied at stand-off ranges/
reducing one's vulnerability to human and material losses;
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.
'discriminate': collateral damage can be reduced in a major
fashion when striking a given target-se! this result is secured
both through the greater accuracy of the weaPons used and
through improvements in the detection and identification of
prospective targets;

.

'effective': lethal or incapacitating force produces the desired
military resul!

.

'timely': a high tempo and strong momenfum of operations
allows for speedy (and hopefully decisive)resulb;

.

'broad array': unlike the limited use of precision-guided
munitions (PGM) from the First World Warl onwards, the RMA
now allows increasingly comprehensive target coverage;

.

'meanin#ul and well-identified': irnprovements in data
collection, fusion and dishibution provide a greater target
discrimination capability.

Naturally, there can be a great distance between the wineglass
and the lips, as we say in France. But the RMA is a new brew when
compared to the indiscriminate mass firepower (and mass armies)
characteristic of the previous two cenfuries.
Before looking into the relevance of RMA, allow me to say also

what the RMA is not, or should not be:

.

The RMA is not the same thing as what Lawrence Freedman
calls the revolution in shategic affairs (RSe;z - yet another
acronym! - and to which he athibutes greater significance than

The sinking of the Italian battleship Roma in September 1943 by a remotely
controlled I400 FX glide-bomb is an early example of the successful use of a
PGM.

Lauence Freedman, The Reoolution in Strategic Affairs, Adelpfu Paper No.318
(Oxford University Press for the lntemational Institute for Strategic Studies,
Oxford, April 1998).
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to the RMA. I do not know about this issue of

relative
importance (only time will tell, although Freedman may well be
right in his hierarchy given the strategic earthquake of 1989-90):

but he is certainly correct in establishing the distinction
between the RMA on one hand, the strategic setting on another;
nafurally, these two categories interact.

.

The RMA should not simply become an'easy out' for political
leaders who seek the appearance of the decisive use of force
while making the avoidance of any risk the primary objective of
an operation - thereby conveying a lack of will which is selfdefeating in that contest of wills known as'war'. The sort of hitech pyrotechnics which some of our American friends are fond
of (such as the cruise missile attacks of August 1998 against
terrorist training camps in Afghanistan) would be more
convincing if there were a coherent link between the means

employed, the objective targeted and the policy followed.
Under certain circumstances, the RMA can actually favour the
signalling of weakness of resolve.
Relevance

The RMA is of widespread but not of universal relevance.
Certain types of conflict will be amenable only in a limited manner to
the tools of the RMA. Such is in particular the case of conllicts whose
principal war aim is the deliberate and wholesale extermination of
civilians: genocide in Rwanda, ethnic cleaning in Bosnia - for such
purposes, the reduction of collateral damage may be undesirable, to
put it mildly. To massacre unarmed men, women and children does
not usually require the tools of the RMA - even if some twentiethcentury C3 can unfortunately help even in that task. The 7994
genocide in Rwanda was greatly assisted by the Hutu government's
use of the country's civilian radio broadcast network.

Irregular warfare, and its symmetric, counter-insurgency
warfare, will benefit from some (but not all) of the tools of the RMA:
data fusion, high-quality C3I, and on occasion precision-guided
weapons (remember the Stingers in Afghanistan) can be of relevance
in such conflicts. The RMA actually played quite an important role in
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Bosnia. The appearance of the irrelevance of the RMA in
unconventional warfare is parfly due to the fact that often neither of
the adversaries has RMA tools at their disposal - such is, for example,
the case today in the Congo civil war. But that does not mean that
some of the RMA instruments would not give a real advantage to the
party which could dispose of them (as Stingers gave the muiaheedin).

However, conventional warfare is clearly the form of conflict which
stands to be the most heavily in-fluenced by the RMA. This is hue
whether one is talking about limited or major conflict. The RMA can
be equally relevant to limited war (such as the Gulf) or all-out war (a
conflict akin to the First World War). However, the impact of the
RMA will naturally differ if there is a strong asymmetry of war aims:
one man's'limited intensity conflict' (for exarrple, the Americans in
Somalia) may be another man's struggle for life (for example, Aideed
in Mogadishu) - and if the asymmetry is large enough, the RMA will
not make up for lack of willpower, as we saw in Somalia. But this
tells you little about the RMA and everything about the strategic
context.
The RMA is of greatest potential utitity to those counhies which
share all or some of the following characteristics:

.

comparatively small populations: this gives a strong incentive
to reduce attrition of scarce human resources - it is no surprise
in ttris respect that Israel is probably the country which has
exploited the RMA the most thoroughly, even at a time when
'affordable' was not yet part of the definition (as in the Bekaa

valley n1982);

.
.

an adverse space-to-population ratio: this leads to focusing
resources on the intensity, range and mobility of firepower;
a high level of technological and systems-integration

These criteria

fit Australia to

a tee.

skill.
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Consequences of the RMA

As do all hue revolutions, the RMA has a significant imPact on
all aspects of the broad field in which it occurs: operations, naturally,
but no less so force size and structure, logistics, military hierarchies,
procurement (programmes, but equally process).
Operutions
The first operations in which the RMA played a decisive role at
the level of a theatre of operations - as far back as the Bekaa valley air

of 1982 (as a fragmentary but highly integrated early
illustration), and more recently the Gulf War (still characterised by
predominance of pre-RMA organisation and weaponry) and Bosnia
(operation Deliberate Force in particular) - Provide some fairly clear
operational lessons:
battle

o

{

country that gets its blow in first (and a fortiori, one that gets

in its blow in contrast to an adversary that does not) has a
major advantage: pre-emption will be a great temptation. This,
by the way, is not necessarily good news for the West any
country with a comparatively rustic RMA strike capability can
strongly benefit therefrom (hence scenarios in which a US
carrier group gets 'sunk' along the Chinese coast); cruise
missile proliferation is a particular worry.

.

Comparatively slight differences in sophistication between
similar forces will confer a maior advantage in the battlespace
(this is what the Bekaa valley was about: more than eighty
Syrian combat aircraft destroyed without a single Israeli loss,
after the comprehensive, pin-point, destruction of the Syrian
air-defence system).

.

Although a fully-fledged RMA is a priori ntore desirable than a
fragmentary version thereof, even extremely limited pieces of
the RMA jigsaw (such as anti-aircraft PGMs) can be of great
utility. Introducing the RMA can therefore be a gradual
process: an osmosis rather than a 'Big Bang' - essence
preceding being?
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What is much less clear are the implications of the RMA
between evenly matched adversaries (such as the massive conllict
between Iran and Iraq,1980-88). In a sense, our understanding of the
operational consequences of the RMA is not dissimilar to our
knowledge ninety years ago of the impact of new technical
developments: the machine-gun, barbed wire, the U-boat, aircraft,
etc. All these existed, indeed some were already in operational use.
But it took the Great War of 7914-18 to measure their combined effect
on evenly matched adversaries. I would not care, at this stage, to
draw the conclusion that an'RMA war' would necessarily be a short
war.
Force Size and Structure

The same prudence needs to be applied when analysing the
of the RMA on force size and structure. It does not
necessarily follow from the precise, discriminate, and integrated
nature of the RMA that'RMA war' cannot be a total war: in an all-out
contest between desperate contenders even an RMA-dominated
conflict could still be a mass war involving the total mobilisation of
society. However, the RMA does at least create the presumption of
something rather different from the repetition of the mass slaughters
of the twentieth centurv.
consequences

The RMA makes it possible to opt for non-mass armies or, at the
very least, to reduce the size of the force structure: to the extent that
precise and discriminate firepower can achieve a given result with
fewer people and fewer plafforms than in a non-RMA setting, the
force structure can be downsized. This applies particularly to land
forces, which have of necessity emphasised mass. Indeed, in armed
forces which are well on the path of the RMA this is the prevailing
hend, independently of opportunities for downsizing offered by a less
threatening strategic context. Here again, Israel is a good example: its
strategic setting today is not less threatening than it was ten years ago
(before the intifadah), yet the standing force structure of its army has
shrunk considerably (see Table 6.1).
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Table 5.1: Israeli Standing Armed Forces
Year

Land

Sea

Air

1987

134 000

9 000

3 200

1997

104 000

9 000

28 000

Total
175 000
141 000

Source: The corresponding versions of Tlre Military Balance (Oxford University Press
for the Intemational Institute for Strategic Studies, London).

For a giuen amount

of

fnancial resources, the RMA will deliver

effective firepower at force levels which are substantially lower than
those of the old mass armies: to deliver similarly effective, but
indiscriminate, firepower, it has hitherto been necessary to have larger

and more costly force establishments. Operating and maintaining
cruise missiles (a typical RMA weapon) will normally call for fewer
military personnel than delivering the same result by aircraft with
'dumb' bombs. Therefore, although the RMA does not a priori
exclude total war of the 1914-1,8 or 1939-45 variety, it will call for a
lesser degree of militarisation of society at any given budget level.
Smaller forces will also be different forces. Force structure
change in at least four ways:

will

.

'Colour purple': the divides between land, sea and air forces
will become somewhat less stark, (a) because many of the
weapons used will be identical (for example, Tomahawks are
launched by air force bombers and navy vessels); and (b), more
fundamentally, because large-scale integration of operations
(and operations planning) calls for jointness.

.

'Nerds vs. grunts': stand-off weapons are remotely launched
and/or controlled; in some cases 'pilots' will be (or, in the case
of some drones, already are) flying their aircraft from the
ground. This calls for a different mix of personnel.

.

vs. cannon fodder': all-volunteer forces tend to
become the norm except in societies which are both highly
threatened and short of manpower (such as Israel, but even in
'Professionals
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that case there is a debate about the most appropriate use of
what has become an excessive number of conscripts). Thus
France and Spain are moving to all-volunteer forces, and it is
only a question of time as to when Italy and Germany will join
the trend.

'New management': given the technologies involved,
maintenance will tend to occur upstream (in a civilian,
industrial setting) rather than close to the front line: 'if it

doesn't work, send it back and have it replaced'. This trend
should not be exaggerated - I pity the army which would have
to operate on a'just-in-time' basis - but it is there. Since the
RMA is largely a child of the information technology (IT)
revolution, the managerial consequences of the IT revolution
will also spread - including phenomena such as outsourcing
and delayering. This will contribute to further reductions in
force size and structure.

Logistics

I have already begun to touch on logistics. One of the RMA's
major consequences will indeed be in the logistical arena. 'Tooth-to-

tail' ratios will be both differently weighted and

differently

composed:

.

The sheer numbers and weight of 'dumb' weapons - from
artillery rounds to iron bombs - currently weigh down the
whole logistical chain: extra fuel, extra transport aircraft and
vehicles, extra storage facilities, extra manpower, extra time,
extra cost.

'Brilliant' weapons will do the job in much smaller numbers.
Individually, they also tend to impose a comparatively more
modest logistical burden (for example, pilotless aircraft or
cruise missiles entail a different and lighter logistical burden
than manned aircraft). All together, they will represent much
less of a burden; buL with the RMA, maximum efficiencv will

i-ply highly integrated logistical support.
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increasingly

respond to a civilian mode of maintenance and repair, executed
to a major extent by non-military specialists far from the area of
operations.

Military Hierarchies
Since the RMA is like IT, the chances are that it will have to
produce in the military the counterpart of yet another revolution: that
in managerial affairs, leading to relations based on nehaorking and
matrixes rather than on vertical hierarchies; and delayeing (a corollary
of the previous).
Needless to say, this does not come easily to the heavy military

structures born of two total world wars and frozen by the Kabukistyle slow-motion shadow-sparring of the Cold War. And, of course,
this sits even less well with cultures which value conformity and

authority,

if not authoritarianism:

the RMA will be more readily

digestible in Australia than in Mahathir's Malaysia.
Procuremmt
Procurement under all of its aspects - programmes/ Process/
defence industrial base - is naturally one of the primary areas of
change under the RMA.
Programmes

In looking at the programmatic aspects, I will avoid describing
the'whizz-bang' weapons which are the most visible, but not always
the most importanf manifestation of the RMA (integrated C3I and the
related software are at least equally of the essence). I will simply lay
out some of the generic programme priorities which are part and
parcel of the RMA, after mentioning Moore's Law. Those who are
familiar with information technology - which is the technical heart of
the RMA - know that the computing capability of a given surface of
silicon doubles every eighteen months or so, along with a halving of
the cost this process has been going on since the invention of the
transistor exactly fifty years ago. In other words, over a half-century,
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Moore's Law corresponds more or less to an increase in digital
calculating capability of 2 to a power of 33. At such a rate, a motor car
would cost about $10 (Australian!) and run 100,000 kilometres on a
litre of petrol. Furthermore, this rate of progress has not yet reached

its theoretical and physical limits. And when those limits

are

will still take a few decades for
the full potential of previous progress to be generalised as actual
applications (if a PC is the functional equivalent of a $10 car, it still is
also the often disfunctional equivalent of a 1925 Ford Model T). This
is ultimately why we have an RMA resembling the industrial
eventually reached (L0 years ? 20 ?), it

revolution:

a long drrwn-out, comprelunsiuely transforming process.

The RMA will call for programmes which capitalise on the
information revolution, along with other technical developments
(such as major strides in propulsion technology, stealth, the use of
outer space for naaigation and intelligence purposes, nano-eg"ineering,
etc.):

high-accuracy stand-off weapons borne
plafforms;

on a variety

of

extension of new capabilities to unmanned vehicles, not only in
the air (UCAVs) but also on the ground (robot vehicles);

rehofitting, rather than er nihilo developmenf of plafforms;

of low-cost high-accuracy navigation and
guidance devices to existing'dumb' weapons (for example, a
general-purpose bomb can be made'brilliant' for a cost of less

strapping-on

than US$15,000);

use of civilian communication networks,
incorporating firewall technology developed for civilian users
who require standards of security at least equal to those of the
military (such as on-line banking transactions);
widespread

widespread use of dedicated or generic space-based assets for
communication, nagivation and intelligence: unit costs have,
and will continue to, come down to earth.
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Process

Because the RMA rides on the back of rapidly changing systems
(what is the half-life of one's personal computer?), the acquisition
process will have to change in at least two major ways:

.

First, the reduction of the time

it

takes to conceive of a new

system and its effective deployment in the force structure. One
of the jokes in the Pentagon is that the F-22 is called that,
because that is the number of years it will take to get it from the
drawing-board (CAD/CAM was still in it infancy when the
programme began) to the front line! Somehow, we have lost
our way over the decades: the US Navy developed the Polaris
missile in a handful of years some forty years ago; and it took

the French only seven years to move the Mirage IV shategic
bomber from concept to operational unit. Less gold-plating,
less specification-instability, more competition geared to
fulfilnent of objectives and less to the spelling out of how these
are met: these are some of the recipes which have led to major
improvements in the United States and in the United Kingdom.
But one of the major avenues for the reduction of the
acquisition cycle flows from the second area of change.

.

Second, the improvement of the capability to absorb available
civilian technology. This is not simply a device for saving time
but, more fundamentally, it is the way to absorb the state of the
art when it still is the state of the art. Unlike the first sixty years

of

the' cenfury, when military requirements were driving
- from jet engines to mainframe computers - the
information age is characterised by the primacy of civilian
requirements and applications. Commercial off-the-shelf
procurement, otherwise known by the resfful initials COTS, is
eminently sensible. Reducing the scope of 'milspecs' is a
corollary; but over time it is probably just as important to create
a more 'civilian friendly' security environment. But in saying
that, I am also pointing out one of the trade-offs which the
RMA will force us to face, between efficiency and security. If
we are going to have maximum civilian industrial involvement
we are going to have to accept a more relaxed environment in
technology
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terms of security conhols: oPenness and fluidity cannot be
purchased by maintaining the same degree of conbol as during
the Cold War.
D efence I n dus

trial

B ase

In view of these trends, the defence industrial base will have to
change correspondingly:

.

First-tier defence contractors

will

have every incentive to

encompass civilian or dual-use technological business close to
their military competence. This is indeed the trend in the

United States and

in Europe. A

broader Perimeter
encompassing core-business-related civilian activities will be
desirable as a resulf hence size will matter even more than it
would otherwise.

o

Cross-border mergers or parbrerships will also be desirable,
since generic technologies will tend to have sources and
markets which do not coincide with the confines of mediumsized nation-states and their defence ministries.

.

Systematic competition and civilian-military intermingling

will
entail management organisations and styles comparable to
those of ordinarv IT business.

In Conclusion: the RMA and Alliances

Given its integtated nature, the RMA places a massive
premium on force intra-operability (within services and between
services) and on inter-operability (between allied forces). The
problem in itself is not new: NATO spent much of ib time during the
Cold War working on such issues. But with an electronically
integrated battlespace, the magnitude of the problem changes. We
have all heard stories about the problem of intra-operability during
the Gulf war, when helicopters had to ferry floppy disks from shore to
aircraft carriers, because data linlc between services were
incompatible: real-time warfare this was not. This state of affairs
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poses two sets of challenges to the medium-sized allies of the United
States, whether in the Asia-Pacific or in Europe.

First of all, US standards are necessarily going to prevail: it
would be vain for Australia or France to pretend to dictate the norms
which will govern inter-operability between partners of a U9led
coalition. The best that can be done is to attempt to influence the
Americans to set standards (1) which we are aware of (this is not a
foregone conclusion!); and (2) which are congenial to our defence
needs and choices. This in turn implies that US and allied planning
processes be in close contact. Such interfaces naturally exist for
NATO, we have SACEUR and SACLANT with their multinational
planning machinery. However, I am far from convinced that this
provides sufficient entr6e into the specifically US force planning
system: in the Gulf, we were under CENTCOM's operational control,
not that of NATO - and we were very fortunate to have had a few
months in which to hammer out a modicum of inter-operability.

The second challenge flows from the fact that small and
medium-sized countries will want to maximise their role in coalition
warfare. Therefore, in an RMA contexf each ally needs to carefully
select those areas of strength which will give it maximum influence in
an alliance context. Australia has made some very impressive choices
in this respect. Keeping this comparative advantage is all the more
necessary and may become more demanding as the United States
integrates its forces more tightly: our choices will have to be interoperable with their forces, if our selection of niches is to be of value in
a coalition.

This observation applies whether the United States will be
acting in the framework of a pre-existing permanent multinational
command structure (such as NATO in Bosnia), in a standing bilateral
relationship (such as the'hubs and spokes' arrangements between the
United States and its Asia-Pacific parbrers) or in ad hoc coalitions (as
in the Gulf). Indeed, it should be somewhat easier to establish a
satisfactory modus operandi with the Americans if permanent and
strong common planning structures do exist (as within NATO) - than
to try to adapt while lining up, helter-skelter with the Americans, in
an impromptu coalition. In the first case, RMA benefits can be shared
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or at least made to work in tandem; in the second instance, partners
run the risk of being reduced to the role of expendable cannon-folder
attached to America's RMA force. That risk exists even if the partners
are themselves heavily into the RMA: but in a U$led coalition that
may count for little if the upsbeam inter-operability and division of
labour has not been worked out beforehand.

7

THE RELEVANCE OF THE KNOWLEDGE
EDGE TO AUSTRALIA
Paul Dibb
The comparative advantage that now counts is the application
of knowledge.
Peter Drucker

Australian defence thinking is undergoing an important
change. It recognises that, if Aushalia is to fight and win in the
combat environment of the twenty-first century, it must have a
decisive advantage. That advantage will no longer lie in the
sophistication of its military plafforms but - so official policy
proclaims - it will rest with'the knowledge edge'. What is meant by
this catchy term? Does it provide credible guidance for the future
force structure? Are we pufting too much emphasis on this idea and
risking some of our more traditional force structure priorities? How
comprehensive is the concept of the knowledge edge as a force
structure priority? Can it form the basis for the Australian Defence
Force (ADF)'s operational doctrine? And what are its implications for
the organisation, structure and education of the ADF?

This chapter is not concerned with describing the technological
characteristics of the future. Rather, it focuses on the defence policy
issues of what is important, and what is unimportant, in planning the
ADF for the next century. It begins by examining what has been said
in the public domain about'the knowledge edge'. Is it a satisfactory

definition? How are the knowledge edge and the so-called
'revolution in military affairs' related? Do they differ? Next, it
analyses Australia's future strategic environment and regional
technological trends to determine the relevance of the knowledge
edge. What levels of conflict, and intensity of military operations,
does Australia credibly face? The final section of the chapter
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describes the operational and organisational changes that
required to make the knowledge edge effective'

will

be

This chapter is part of a longer study into the revolution in
military affairs and security in the Asian region.l Contrary to the
expectations of some theorists, the revolution in military affairs will
not equalise power among states in this region: if anything, Australia
stands to benefit from the opposite effect.
The Knowledge Edge and Australian Defence Planning

Australia has long sought to have a margin of military
superiority over any credible military threat. Invasion has been
judged to be incredible. But less serious military contingencies,
involving direct threat to Australia or its vital interests, have been at
the core of Australian defence planning for more than two decades.
The Howard governmenfs defence policy envisages regional
contingencies further afield, and at higher levels of conflict, that could
have an influence on force planning.2

ln all these potential situations, it is recognised that Australia
could not afford to take heavy casualties in combat or lose substantial
numbers of plafforms. The relatively small size of its population base,
and the demanding nature of Australia's geograph/, have placed a
premium on having a small but potent defence force on regional
standards.
197Os, at least, defence planners in
traditional advantage - in
Australia's
Canberra have recognised that
- was being eroded.
ADF's
plafforms
the
terms of the sophistication of
should use
Aushata
The 7976 Defence White Paper stated that
'suitably high technology' in ib weaPons systems, equipment,
baining and support and should aim to maintain its 'present

But ever since the late

See Paul Dibb, 'The Revolution in Military Affairs and Asian Security',
Suruioal, Vol.39, No.4, Winter 197-98, pp.93'll6; and Robert O. Keohane and
|oseph S. Nye, 'Power and Interdependence in the Information Age', Foreign
Affairs, Y o1.77, No.5, September/October 198, P'89.
!fu. Australia's Strategic Policy (Deparhent of Defence, Car$ena, 1997)'
especially chapter 4.
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relatively favourable position, and be prepared to increase selectively
the technological level' of its forces.3
The 1987 Defence White Paper gave priority to the concept of
defence in depth and observed that in many cases 'the ability to apply
advanced technology effectively provides the only real solution to
many aspects of defending our vast continent and our interests in
surrounding maritime areas'.4 It went on, however, to note that this
does not always imply the acquisition of the most advanced'state-ofthe art' equipment Australia should favour advanced technology
where it confers an operational advantage, reduces manpower or lifecycle costs, avoids early obsolescence or the need for additional
equipment, simplifies operation and support or where it is otherwise
particularly suited to Australia's strategic circumstances.s The White
Paper warned that the cost-effective use of technology requires
specialist expertise to discriminate between alternative technological
options, to modify equipment and in some circumstances to develop
indigenous equipment.6

The 1987 Defence White Paper acknowledged that there are
some important Australian defence requirements not readily met by
systems available overseas. For the first time, the indigenous
development of intelligence, surveillance and sensor equipment,
together with associated command and control systems, was
identified as a priority.T But the White Paper failed to give clear
guidance in this regard when it came to force structure priorities.
Thus, whilst intelligence and surveillance were given the first priority
for the ADF and its development, command, control and
communications came last and there was little attention to the details
of how Australia was to retain a technological advantage as distinct

Australian Defence, White Paper presented by the Minister for Defence the Hon.
Parliament (Australian Govemment Publishing Service,
D.J. Killen
Canberra, 1,97 6), p.1, a.
Tle Defence of Australia, a Policy Information Paper presented to Parliament by
the Hon. K.C. Beazley (Aushalian Govemment Publishing Service, Canberra,
1,987), p.37.

to

5
6
.7

ibid., p.69.

ibid.
ibid., p.70.
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from having superior combat aircraft, submarines, surface ships and
battlefield helicopters.8
The 1994 Defence White Paper focused heavily on the economic
growth of Asia and what this implied for the technological capabilities

and military potential of the region and for the scale and intensity of

combat which could be sustained against Australia.e It was
foreshadowed that the range of military options available to many
regional nations would grow quite quickly.lo And, as a result, the
planning and development of Australia's defence effort would need to
take account of the increased capabilities which could be brought to
bear against Aushalia.ll This focus on capabilities rather than threab
enabled the ADF to give priority to the demands of so-called shortwarning conflict, as capabilities in the region increased. Planning was
based on the judgement that increasing military capabilities in the
region would be maintained, and may accelerate. In particular, 'the
greater accuracy and lethality of weapons systems demands greater
attention to stealth, deception and self-defence capabilities,
particularly of key assets'.l2 It was noted that the range at which
engagements can occur is increasing, that the demand for accurate
and timely information is becoming greater, and that effective
command and control of force elements will be necessary for
survivability (and that the vulnerability of essential command and
conhol systems to countermeasures is increasing).l3

The 7994 Defence White Paper stressed that, because of these
developments, Australia could no longer sustain a technological edge
over the full range of capabilities that could be brought to bear against
it. Therefore, the ADF would have to become more selective about
identifying those areas in which it needed to maintain a decisive lead
and give priority to them.la Among the key areas where excellence

9

Tle Defence of Australia, pp.3444.
Defending Australia, Defence White Paper
Publishing Service, Canberra, 199\, p.9.

10

ibid.

8

p;t7.

11

ibid,.,
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ibid., p.25.

13

ibid.

14

ibid,p.27.
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needed to be developed, and which were needed to give Australia a
'decisive edge where it counts most', were:ls

.
.
.
.
.

intelligence, evaluation and distribution;
surveillance and reconnaissance;
command and control;
key weapons and sensors; and
electronic warfare.

In particular, command, control and communications were seen as
areas in which Australia needed to maintain a high degree of
excellence.l6

The military trends identified in the 1994 Defence l4lhite Paper
regard to potential regional capabilities were emphasised even

with
more

in the new

government's 1997 defence policy document,
Australia's Strategic Policy.rz Maintaining Australia's relative strategic
standing is seen in this document as'an historic challenge' because of
the growing economic strength of regional countries and the
expectation that this would give rise to strongly growing defence
budgets and greatly improved military capabilities.ls As in the 1994
Defence White Paper, these trends were seen as having an impact on
the scale and intensity of combat which could be sustained by
regional forces, which would widen the range of military options
available to them.

This was seen as significant for Australia's force planning and
gave rise to an important change in force strucfure priorities (see
Annex 1). Greater emphasis is given in the 7997 defence poliry
document to defeating attacks in Australia's maritime approaches and
less emphasis is given to defeating attacks on land'1e More priority is
given to strike and amphibious operations and air Power is given
much greater emphasis. All this reflects a different strategic approach
I'

ibid.

15

ibid., p.34.

t7
1.8

Australia's Strategic Policy. Tl'frs policy document is not described as a White
Paper.
ibid., p.16.
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ibid., pp.434.
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by the Howard government (which sees forward regional military
operations as more likely), but it also shows serious concern about
technological developmenb in the region and the capacity of putative
adversaries to operate with greater combat intensity in Australia's

neighbourhood. Hence, combat aircraft, submarines and surface
combatants (in that order), supported by well-developed intelligence,
surveillance and command and control systems, are seen as
Aushalia's first line of defence and ib highest priority.2o
The Knowledge Edge and the RMA

Which brings us to the concept of the so-called 'knowledge
edge'. This term, which was first used in public in the 1997 defence
policy documenf Australia's Strategic Policy, is meant to be different
from the American concept of the revolution in military affairs
(RMA). The US concept of the RMA, which Admiral Bill Owens and
Joseph Nye have described as 'the system of systems',2l is an
extremely high-technology, expensive and comprehensive approach
to modern warfare. It was demonstrated, but in a fairly basic way, in
the 1991 Gulf War. Since then, both the technologies and the concepts
of using precision, real-time weapons have moved on considerably.

But it needs to be understood clearly that the US concept of the
RMA/system of systems is not necessarily entirely relevant to
Australia's strategic circumstances/ even as a scaled-down version.
Every Australian defence planner needs to remember that there are
limib to Australia's defence capability and that marching down the
American RMA path, except in a highly focused and discerningway,

will lead to a force structure that is too ambitious and too expensive.
As usual in defence planning, it all comes down to affordable
priorities.
The 1997 defence policy document recognises these challenges

by referring to the need to set benchmarks based on the military
capabilities likely to exist in the region over the next 15 years, as a
reasonable guide to the types of military capabilities Australia should
20

ibid., p.45.

21

See Joseph S. Nye and William A. Owens, 'America's
Foreign Affairs, Vol.75, No.Z March/April 7996, pp.20-36.
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be able to counter.z The haditional assumption that Australia's forces

will have an automatic technological edge over others in the region is
no longer plausible. Individual plafforms and weapon systems will
now need to be carefully assessed against the leading regional
capabilities likely to be operational over the next

1.5

years or so.

Australia cannot expect to be the leader in everything: for
example, Australia does not need to excel in heavy armoured warfare
if it does not expect to operate in that environmenf either in the north
of Australia or overseas . Australia's Strategic Policy identtfies two
priority areas where Australia needs to prevail:

.
.

having the capability to deny our sea and air approaches to any
credible regional force; and
maintaining a strong regional presence as a maritime power.23

In both of these areas the key to maintaining an Australian
military superiority is having better intelligence, surveillance and
command and control arrangements.
Australia's Strategic Policy in fact gives the highest priority to
these three force elements. It identifies Australia's ability to use and
manage information technology as one of the areas where Australia
can maintain and aspire to continuing excellence.,o My own research
shows that compared with other countries in the Asia-Pacific region
(except the United States), Australia can aspire to excellence not only
in these areas but also in systems integration skills and integrated
logistic support (ILS;.zs These are two little-understood but crucial
areas if a country is to succeed in the RMA. And, in general, the

region

is highly deficient in

these

skills: to

excel

in systems

integration and I[S, regional countries will have to encourage a much
more challenging and innovative approach to defence development.
In Japan and Singapore there seems to be some recognition of this
fact, although there are deep-seated social (and political) factors
resisting the kind of radical change that is needed.
22

Australia's Strategic Policy, p.47,

23
24
25

ibid.
ibid., p.ss.
See Dibb,'The Revolution in Military Affairs and Asian Security', pp.'10'1.4.
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One of the major policy problems for Australia is that as
America's closest ally, and the country in the Asia-Pacific with the
most advanced military and technological skills in these key areas, it
needs to keep up with the demands of interoperability with US forces.
There is a balance here between the demands of interoperability and
the priority task of the defence of Australia and its vital interests. The
latter may not always be synonymous with those of the United States.
Aushalia's defence policy recognises that achieving the lower
levels of interoperability with the United States can be relatively
inexpensive and need have no direct inlluence on wider capability
development decisions.26 But this will only deliver a modest capacity
to cooperate and limit the combined capability of cooperating forces.
Close cooperation with the United States will require a wider range of
communications links and, at the higher end of cooperative
engagement concepb, common or comPatible systems and plafforms
and shared logistic capabilities. Developing interoperability with US
RMA-capable forces will be expensive, particularly in
communications, sensors and signal processing. The 1997 defence
policy document notes that as combat capability is increasingly tied to
continual real-time communication of intelligence, suryeillance,
command and control, the interoperability of these systems will
become more important to achieving effective tactical cooperation,
especially in air and naval forces.27

Britain is already finding it demanding and expensive to
maintain interoperability with US forces, as the pace and complexity
of US invesbnent in such systems continues to grow. Although
Australia is clearly prepared to make significant investments to
sustain interoperability with the United States as new systems are
introduced, it is far from clear what this means for its own force
characteristics. For example, how far should Australia go with
upgrading its combat aircraft now (F/A-18s in particular) as distinct
from taking a decision to replace them sooner than planned? How
capable should be the upgrades for its surface fleet (FFGs and Anzacs)
and how survivable will they be when operating with US forces in

26

Australia' s Strate gic Policy, p.47

27

ibid., p.48.
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high-intensity theatres? Is it worth investing Australia's scarce
defence dollars in current plafforms, or should Australia wait a while
and make a technological leap forward to a new generation of
capabilities, incorporating stealth, long-distance cruise missiles, and
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)?
The Future Strategic Environment
Crucial decisions about Aushalia's force structure priorities will
depend to a significant extent on assessments about its future strategic
environment out to about 2015. Obviously, there is a great deal that is
unpredictable about looking forward through such long time frames.
If, for example, we look back an equally long time - to the early 1980s
- we see a different world. In the early 1980s, Australia's strategic
assessments were overwhehningly concerned with the apparently

relentless rise of the Soviet Union's military power. Official
assessments were predicting that the USSR would become a greater
military power than the United States.a Australian defence planning
was struggling with how to balance these questions of the apparent
rise of Soviet global military power with the need - for the first time in
its history - to develop independent concepts for the defence of
Aushalia.
During this period of great global tension, it was apparent that
Australia needed to contribute more to alliance burden-sharirg by
developing more modern forces and being able to conbibute more
effectively to the security of its own region. As already mentioned,
there was a reahsation that this would become more difficult as
Australia's advantage in military plafforms was being eroded. The
need for a 'knowledge edge' can be traced back to that time of
considerable strategic turbulence.

One of the key force planning tools that was used was to
analyse the abiding nature of Australia's geography - particularly the
vast geographical expanse of the north of the continent and the
archipelago stretching down from Southeast Asia to the South Pacific

in the Fraser govemment's pronouncements in the
early 1980s and in official intelligence assessments.

These views were reflected
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- to see what characteristics it would generate in terms of the demands

of range, endurance and mobility for the ADF.2e Another planning
tool was to concentrate more on generic regional capabilities than on
specific threats or contingencies. Modern combat aircraft, surface
combatants and submarines were being acquired by regional powers,
together with more capable missile systems. And it was envisaged correctly - that this trend would continue, and probably accelerate,
through the 1990s. A policy decision was made that Australia should
seek to maintain an advantage, where it was cost-effective.
The question arises whether a similar methodology can be used

in terms of applying the knowledge edge through to 2015. The
answer is that it probably can but that the task facing the ADF is
going to be much harder. First geography itself is changing under
the impact of higher speed, more accurate missiles, which will
effectively reduce the time taken to traverse and locate targets in
Aushalia's northern approaches. Second, the ready availability of
satellite photography with a resolution of one metre will enable any
country to identify and classify military plafforms. (Synthetic
aperture radar will provide a less accurate picture but at night and
through foliage.) These trends in satellite capabilities, together with
the availability of long-range and high-altitude UAVs and advanced
long-range radars (over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) and surface wave)
will make Aushalia's land mass and maritime neighbourhood much
more hansparent. Australia will still have a distinct advantage in key
areas of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance but will not be
so immune to regional capabilities as in the past. Its geography will
become more compressed and more transparent although the vast
approaches to its north will still provide crucial defence in depth, if it
manages its response effectively.s

will be to
regional military

One of the important elements in Ausbalia's response

monitor key technological developments

in

*e

The Defence of Australia, chapter 3 and Paul Dibb, Rniew of Australia's
Report to the Minister for Defence (Australian Govemment
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1985).
Defence Capabilities,

For an outline of Australia's future tedmological requirements, see 77r
Knowledge-Ba*il Battle Field (Science Policy Development Branch, Defence
Science and Technology Organisation, Canberra, 1997).
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capabilities, so that it is not surprised when new capabilities are
fielded. This will become more challenging as the region acquires
more sophisticated capabilities (such as overhead satellites,
supersonic cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles with chemical or
biological warheads) and has much more ready access to foreign

military technology.
One of the more disturbing hends in the post-Cold War era is
the readiness of foreign military suppliers to transfer previously
highly classified and/or high-performance military capabilities to any
purchaser with financial means. It is, of bourse, still the case that the
most sensitive military technologies are restricted for domestic use or
for close allies, especially in the United States. But Russia in
particular faces a desperate economic situation and arms exports will
loom even larger as one of the few areas where it has a comparative
advantage.

Already, we have seen the importation into the region of
Russian supersonic cruise missiles and wake-homing torpedoes, as
well as advanced beyond-visual-range (BVR) air-to-air missiles. In
the future, technologies such as high-powered microwave weapons,
offensive lasers, advanced submarine-detection technologies, phasedarray radars and millimetre radars, as well as ballistic missile
technologies, will probably be exported from Russia. Over the next
decade, China, Israel, European countries and the United States will
have to compete with this Russian challenge in the region, as well as
competing with each other.
For Australia, maintaining its access to weapons systems from
United
States, the United Kingdom, and some European suppliers
the

will remain vital to developing its knowledge edge. In the

past,

Australia has not had ready access to the source codes that enable it to
change the performance characteristics of weapons purchased, even
from its closest allies. All that will have to change if the self-reliance
aspect of the so-called knowledge edge is to have any meaning at all.
Building up Australia's own defence industry capabilities in this key
area, in cooperation with the Defence Science and Technology
Organisation (DSTO), should be a clearly identified strategic priority.
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The most difficult challenge, however, in analysing the future
strategic environment is identifying the range of credible outcomes
facing Australian defence planners out to 2015. Strategic history over
the last two decades should have taught us not to rely on comfortable,
shaight-line exhapolations of past experiences. The collapse of the
USSR and the Warsaw Pact and the Asian economic crisis (as well as
the removal of the Suharto regime) suggest that Australian defence
planners need to encourage a greater diversity in forecasting the
future.31 Predicting a single strategic future - which Australia has
tended to do in the past - is no longer acceptable. This must not be an
excuse, of course, for speculative, worst-case scenarios.

Part of the knowledge edge, itt *y view, should lie in
Australia's more skilful strategic analysis and relating its assessments
about credible alternative futures to what these could mean for its
force structure priorities. Performing the latter with the same sort of
intellectual rigour as has been applied over the last 20 years to
determining force structure priorities for the defence of Australia will
not be easy. The reasons for this are simple: the number of possible
permutations for force structure options rises directly in proportion to
the number of regional scenarios, the intensity of conflicts considered
credible, and the different geographical and operational conditions
pertaining in each case. Having said tha9 the realities of limited
resources and the small size of the ADF will discipline those who
dream about aircraft carriers and expeditionary forces for high-level
conflicts.

None of this is to argue that Australia's shategic circumstances

will always remain stable. Possibilities exist for the economic collapse
of the entire region, as well as for a radical shift in the balance of
power.32 Australia cannot merely plan on a benign strategic outlook,
where cataclysmic events never occur. Even a peaceful and stable

31

32

In fact, some excellent work is being done by the Department of Defence in
analysing alternative fu tures.
See M.S. Dobbs-Higginson, Asia-Pacifc: Its Role in tle New World Disorder
(Williarn Heinemann, Melboume, 1993); Kent E. Calder, Asia's Deadly Tiangle
(Nicholas Brealy, London,796\; and Paul Di.bb, Totaards a Nau Balance of
Pouter in Asra, Adelphi Paper No.295 (Oxford University Press for the
Intemational Institute for Strategic Studies, Oxford, 1995).
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region may not necessarily be in Aushalia's defence interests rt, for
example, it means domination by a regional hegemon or a strategic
parbrership between the United States and China. As Donald Kagan
has observed: perceiving the source of a new war in a time of peace is
a difficult task.33 A stable international order has yet to be built in
Asia: who is to argue that the power of nationalism based on
linguistic and ethnic ties will not deshoy the peace here as it has done
elsewhere in the world? Unexpected changes in the balance of power
have occurred throughout recorded history: conflict between the
major powers in Asia may be hard to conceive but not incredible.

This is not the place to analyse such scenario planning
techniques. It is sufficient for our purpose to note their relevance to
Australian defence planning and the knowledge edge. I do not accept
the sort of overly optimistic view of the future that is reflected in the
argument that there has been a paradigm shift in international affairs,
which foresees that low-level conflict and terrorism have replaced
major war as the defence planning tool of the fufure.s Lawrence
Freedman argues that a 'revolution in strategic affairs' has taken place
in which major powers appear less likely to go to war with one
another than they are to intervene in conflicts involving weak states,
militia groups, drug cartels and terrorists. Freedman concludes that
the RMA may be less suited to conllicts such as these.3s In fact, of
course, RMA-type capabilities in such areas as situational awareness
and precision attack do have relevance for military operations other
than war - not least by reducing collateral damage. But the more
important point is that Freedman's narrowness of strategic vision
overlooks the fact that major war could well occur in Asia - for
example in Korea and across the Taiwan Strait - in which the United
States and its allies would almost certainly use RMA warfighting
capabilities and cooperative engagement concepts (CECs). Moreover,
for a regional middle power, such as Australia, the knowledge edge
offers precisely the sort of military advantage that most regional
JJ
34

Donald Kagan, On the Oigins ofWar (Dor$leday, New York,1995),p.567.
Martin van Creveld, TIe Transformation of War (The Free Press, New York,

See

1991).
35

l.awrence Freedman, The Reuolution in StraEgic Affairs, Adelphi Paper No.318
(Oxford University Press for the Intemational Institute for Strategic Studies,
Oxford, 1998), pp.73-8.
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countries lack - and will continue to lack.36 The facts that Australia is
America's closest ally in the entire Asia-Pacific region, and that the
most advanced elemenb of the RMA will not be widely disseminated
oubide the alliance, only sbengthen this argument.3T
Where Freedman has an important point - to which Australian
defence planners need to give more attention - is the prospect of a
regional adversary, which is not RMA-capable, resorting to such
asymmetric responses as chemical and biological warfare and the use
of ballistic missiles.s One methodology that could be used here is to
consider non-standard contingencies and so deternine where ADF
force responses might be deficient.3e

Organisational Change and Operational Imperatives
So far, we have considered the nature of the knowledge edge

and the relevance of ib technologies for Australia. The previous
section suggested that an integral element of the knowledge edge
requires giving more careful attention to analysis of Australia's fufure
sbategic environment. We must not be caught by surprise by having
inadequate forces for the regional tasks that lie ahead. Given the
Iikely recovery of the region economically,40 and therefore of regional
military capabilities, Australia needs to be careful not to proceed with
upgrades to existing plafforms now that could be leapfrogged
technologically by regional capabilities in 2015.

Dibb, 'The Revolution in Military Affairs and Asian Security',
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Freedman, The Revolution in Strategic Affairs, chapter 3.
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For a powerful insight into the problems for small powers in achieving security
without an alliance policy, see Robert L. Rothstein, Alliances and Small Paaers
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Naturally, considerable attention is being given at present to
acquiring the enabling technologies for the knowledge edge.rt
Expenditure in these key areas (including command and control
systems, communications, information and surveillance systems,
electronic warfare projects and a range of new, smart weapons), is
planned to be quite large: about 30-35 per cent of future investment
(see Annex 2). This excludes plafform improvements for combat
aircraft, surface combatants and submarines. It is difficult, therefore,
to place a precise figure on the costs of the knowledge edge in terms
of equipment, hardware, sensors and software. The fact is that the socalled knowledge edge will account for a varying slice of most future
ADF acquisition programmes and should be seen as a'whole of ADF'
output.

The other key area that is difficult to quantify with any
precision is how much the knowledge edge is costing, not just in
information systems but in reorganising and training the ADF. For
example, the creation of key positions such as Commander Australian
Theatre, and other operational commands such as NORCOM, is
designed not only to improve unified command authority but also to
quicken decision making. Similarly, the ADF Imaging Centre and the
foint Intelligence Support Environment project are designed to
improve the intelligence analysis and advice cycle, which will feed
into the ADF foint Command Support Environment Project (JP203q.a
There will have to be some trial and error. The ADF already
ranks as the most jointly operated force in the region: it has a clear
advantage here. But a new area of focus is how also to achieve
superiority in the military and political decision-making cycles. The
knowledge edge will provide real-time information and precision in
military operations but this will be to no avail if appropriate, timely
4'l

See Ken Anderson and Paul Dibb, Strategic Guidclines for Enabling Research and
Deoelopment to Support Australian Defence, Canberra Papers on Shategy and

Defence No.115 (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra,'1. 996).
JP2030 seeks to develop a command support system (CSS) to assist with the
collection, processing, storage, rekieval and display of information for the
ADF command. It will provide the necessary analytical tools, databases, maps,
displays, communications and office automation in a secure operating
environment.
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decisions are not taken. The knowledge edge is critical to attaining
decision superiority: a concept that has been termed 'knowledge
operations'.a3 Knowledge operations depend on two main concepts:
the availability of accurate, timely information and the ability to make
appropriate decisions quicker than the decision-making cycle of the
adversary. This in turn can be enhanced by a range of knowledgemanagement mechanisms, including training, simulation, technical
reforms (for example, integrated logistic support) and organisational
reforms (such as joint force headquarters). Knowledge operations
requfue not only information superiority in the command, conhol,
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (CaISR) areas but also an advantage in information

operations. The latter involves protecting sensitive Australian
information and also the ability to influence or deny the adversary's
information (what are somtimes termed defensive and offensive
information operations).s
This implies that knowledge operations will need to extend to
Australia's overall national capabilities (not just those of the ADF),
including the national crisis management machinery: decision
superiority in the miltiary/defence area will need to be paralleled by
decision superiority at the national shategic level. I{hat will have to
be avoided, however, ir *y temptation for politicians to reach down
into military operational decisions. The tendency will be there - given
the availability of real-time information and the transparency of the
theatre of operations - for politicians (and bureaucrats) to run the
tactical battle.

Which brings us to the associated issue of organisational
hierarchies. Military skuctures are traditionally highly hierarchical
and conservative: there is a recognised chain of command and
authority. The ability of the ADF's hierarchical structure to respond
to a technology that relies on networking is perhaps a bigger

43

u

I

am indebted to the Head of the Strategic Command Centre, RADM P.D.
Briggs, for these thoughts.
See AVM Peter Nicholson, Controlling Australia's Information Environment or
Decision Superion$ and War-Fighting (Air Power Studies Cenke, Canberra,
19e8), pp.s-L3.
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challenge than absorbing the technology.as Networking of forces

will

The Releaance of the Knowledge

permit dispersed yet integrated operations with excellent situational
awareness: the current 'tokens' of defence capability (divisions,
aircraft squadrons, the surface fleet) are rapidly becoming less
relevant, while globally netted command, control and
communications and globally netted reconnaissance, surveillance,
tracking and acquisition of targets are becoming dominant factors in
capability.a6 Traditional views of lines of command will also need to
be rethought as Australia moves into knowledge operations:

The new strucfure of warfare integrates and synchronises
redundant, multiservice warfighting systems in simultaneous
attacks on the enemy throughout his entire depth and in the
space above him as well. All of this means that in future
conflict the three levels of war, as separate and distinct loci of
command and functional responsibilities, will be spaced and
timed out of existence.a7

Australia must be careful, however, not

to let the US

preoccupation with the RMA drive our own force doctrine too far although that will be difficult to avoid if coalition operations are seen
to be Australia's defence priority. Australia cannot afford to have two

forces: an RMA-high force for coalition operations in mid/highintensity warfare and a knowledge operations force for the defence of
Australia and lower level regional contingencies in Australia's more
immediate neighbourhood.

In eithef case, however, there will have to be organisational
change with flatter hierarchies and more responsibility given to
operational commanders in the theatre, who will need to analyse realtime information and react quickly in compressed time scales.
Headquarters staffs in Canberra will have access to the same data and
will need to refrain from the temptation to micro-manage the battle.
45
46

ibid., p.20.
Paul K. Davis, David C. Gompert, Richard J. Hillestad and Stuart Johnson,
Transfotming the Forcc: Suggestions for DoD Strategy (RAND Santa Monica Ca,
1,998), p.2.

Douglas MacGregor, 'Future Battle: The Emerging Levels of War', Parameters ,

Vol.22 No.4,

W

nter 7992-93, p.42.
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Equally, however, modern warfare will be rarely exempted from the
need for firm political direction and sensitivity to targetting (a
precision strike that misses a military target and creates large civilian
collateral damage is a case in point). Naval and air combat
engagements may be somewhat easier to manage in this regard than
those of land forces.s

In this modem, information age the education demands on
officers and other ranks will increase. This may well have
implications for the size and strucfure of reserve forces, especially as
the military will be competing with the civilian sector for precisely
those technically educated people who are in high demand for the
knowledge edge. This should involve some more flexible
arrangements between the indushial/commercial world and the
ADF. Distinctions between the civilian and militarv sectors will be
blurred.
Operationally, the ADF will have to make sure that its current
preoccupation with the operational level of war and devising yet
another new 'military dochine', and its tendency to create new
headquarters and theahe staffs, do not end up building the wrong
sort of structures and hierarchies for fast-moving knowledge
operations. An opponent who uses information and communications
networks to coordinate dispersed activities, perhaps without any
formal organisation or even central headquarters leadership, will

deprive Australia of shike and decapitation attacks. Rather, the
opposition may assume the role of fighting networks with'swarms' of
attacks coming in from different directions and with different forms of
attack, rather than a direct offensive.ae

In Australia's case, a tension arises between the sort of higher
intensity operational demands which are perhaps more likely in
coalition operations at some distance from Australia and the prospect
that for some considerable time to come its putative regional
Although, as Freedman points out, 'search and deshoy' operations will
become redundant if the enemy can be found elechonically and destroyed
from a distance (Freedman, The Reoolution in Stratzgic Afairs, p.73).
folrn Arq.ifla 21d David Ronfeldt, The Ailaent of Nefarar (RAND, Santa Monica
Ca,1996).
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adversaries are more likely to operate in less conventional ways.
Being highly knowledgeable about regional trends in this regard -

which involves much more than just knowing about
- is an essential part of

characteristics of military plafforms
analytical knowledge edge.

the
the

Conclusions: The Need for a Holistic Approach
This chapter has argued that Australian defence planning needs
a more complete concept of the'knowledge edge' than appears in the
government's 1997 document, Australia's Strategic Policy. There, the
knowledge edge is discussed in terms of intelligence, surveillance and

command and control systems. These are certainly key elements for
Australia's future force structure and they must be given appropriate
emphasis compared with the ADF's more traditional concerns with
acquiring new or replacement plafforms. In Australia - as elsewhere combat plafforms will be retained in operational service for much
longer and, as a result, there will be very substantial expenditure on
upgrading them.so

We have argued here that as important as C4ISR and sensor
capabilities are to the ADF, they will not provide Australia with the
advantage it seeks - even when accompanied by enhanced combat
plafforms - if a more overarching approach is not taken to the entire
question of the knowledge edge. The knowledge edge for Australia
must include organisational and operational changes that will be as

revolutionary in their impact on the ADF as the hardware and
software demands of the RMA. This is, perhaps, obvious: but
bringing about change in these areas against entrenched, conservative
interests will not be easv.
Not so obvious is the need we have referred to for superiority

in Australia's analytical capabilities in relating the demands of

the

future strategic envfuonment to the knowledge edge, while doing this
in a manner that is affordable.

The ADF is planning to spend some $A5 to 6 billion on upgrading its combat
aircraft, surface ships and other major platforms.
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We have also argued that Australia must have superiority in its
decision making, both at the military operational level and at the
national crisis-management level. This too will require important
change. The new systems will bring with them the danger of

information overload: information must not be confused with
knowledge. And although the call will be, rightly, for flatter
strucfures and more devolution of command authority, it must never
be forgotten that war is a political act.

For Australia, as a middle power with limited defence capacity,
there are a number of key policy issues to which this review of the
knowledge edge has drawn attention. They include:

.

Deciding which elements of the force structure need to
advance the most into the higher realms of the knowledge
edge. Obviously, this will include sophisticated sensors and
advanced, secure communications, but what about decisions
regarding the replacement of fighter aircraft and the
survivability of surface combatants? Having a combat
advantage means that the ADF cannot afford to lose many
plafforms in conllict therefore, the balance between
upgrading and replacing is a hicky one for Austrata's future
force strucfure.

The demands of interoperability and cooperative engagement
concepts with the United States, at the higher end of the
knowledge edge spectrum, compared with the more modest
requirements of the defence of Australia and neighbourhood

contingencies, will also require careful management.
(Interoperability with New Zealand may become increasingly
questionable as Aushalia proceeds down the knowledge edge
path.)

By about 2015 there will be a severe conflict in resource
demands between the need to replace a whole range of
obsolescent ADF plafforms (F/A-18s, F-111s - supposedly by
2020 - P-3C Orions, FFG-7s and - much earlier - DDGs, most
army equipment) with what by then may well be rapidly
increasing demands of keeping in front with the knowledge
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region that has well and huly recovered

economically.

Developing the organisational structures and operational
concepts that will allow Australia to prevail in regional
conflicts will be very demanding. There is a potential conJlict
of military management between command and control
arrangements, which are hieararchical, and information
transactions, which are best suited to networks. Attaining
decision-making superiority will require a whole-ofgovernment approach, as well as further progress in joint force
and integrated deparhnental decision-making structures.
Australia will need better analytical techniques for knowing
potential adversaries and playing to their weaknesses in
knowledge operations. Nicholson observes that cognitive
mapping of the opposition may well provide the ultimate
knowledge edge.sl Australia's analytical edge should enable it
to identify its own critical weaknesses, as well as being able to
benchmark the ADF more precisely against regional military
capabilities.

The need for sophisticated and well-focused analysis will
become more demanding as the region becomes more
disparate militarily. Some regional forces will be quite
mundane in the sense that they will be equipped with
conventional forces not dissimilar from today's. Others will
have moved some way down the RMA/knowledge operations

path but often with hybrid force structures. Yet others will
have rejected the RMA path and will have focused on
asymmetric responses/ which will greatly complicate
Australian defence planning.

Australia's defence procurement effort will have to become
more integrated with the national effort as we become more
dependent on software specialists and systems integration
engineers, and as the information technology innovation cycle
Nicholsory Controlling Australia's lnformation Enoironment ..., p.2.
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becomes shorter than the defence procurement

hends suggest

a

greater use

of

cycle.

These

commercial off-the-shelf

technologies and a more imaginative use of reserve forces.

The very complexity of Australia's future

strategic

environment and the range of contingencies to which
governments may want to commit the ADF - ranging from
lower level operations to mid- or even higher intensity conflict
- suggest that Australian defence planners need to plan more
for non-standard contingencies. This will demand the uhost
attention to the allocation of scarce resources if Australia is to
avoid falling into the trap of having an overly ambitious
strategic concept and too few resources.

r

fi

stepwise approach to the knowledge edge/knowledge
operations might be needed across the spectrum of likely
conflict (see Figure 7.1). What is implied here is that the
knowledge edge will apply to the entire range of ADF
operations and force structure planning, but that Australia even with US assistance - cannot afford to be'knowledge edge
high' in everything it does. Neither, however, is it the case that
the knowledge edge is of little relevance to lowlevel
contingencies. Therefore, Australia needs to adapt its
knowledge edge force across the spectrum of credible
contingencies.

.

It should be possible to

re-engineer the ADF so that smaller
units take on the functions that previously were accomplished
by larger units (such as brigades taking on division functions).

Other functions (such as running ships and submarines)
should be possible with fewer people.s2
What all this suggests is that there is no one simplistic solution
to Australia's knowledge edge requirements. Planning for the ADF of
2015

will require more consideration of a

outcomes than in the past.

range of non-standard

A much more integrated approach to the

Paul K. Davis, David Gompert and Richard Kugler, Adaptiaeness in National
Defen*: The Basis of a Naa Framaaork (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,7996\,

p.ll.
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knowledge edge, which embraces organisational change and
operational doctrine, is also needed. This kind of adaptiveness in
Australia's force planning will be far from easy, given the limited
financial resources that are likely to be available,s3 But for Australia
there is no choice: if it does not move down the knowledge edge path
it risks having a defence force that will be incr:easingly vulnerable in
the twenW-first century.

Australia's future defence expenditure, in current dollars, between 1999 and
2015 will amount to less than $4,190 billion, with about $90 billion on
personnel, $45-50 billion on operations, and some $50 billion on capital
acouisition and facilities.
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Figure 7.1: The Knowledge Edge and the Contingency Spectrum
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Annex 1: Comparative Force Structure Priorities in the Defence
White Papers fot 1987 , 7994 and,7997

1987

1. Intelligence & surveillance
2. Nuclear, biological

and

chemical warfare
3. Strike and interdiction

Maritime warfare
Air warfare
Land warfare
Command, control and
communications

4.
5.
6.
7.

1994

1. Command,
control and
comunications
2. Intelligence collection
and evaluation
3.
Surveillance of
maritime
areas and northern
Australia
4. Maritime operations

5. Air defence
6. Land operations
7. Strategic strike
8. Support of the force

1997

1. The Knowledge edge

a)
b)

c)

intelligence

command arrangemenb and command support
systems

surveillance of maritime approaches

2. Defeating threats in the maritime approaches
a)
air superiority

b)

defeating ships

3. Strike
4. Land Forces

a)
b)
c)

defeating hostile land forces
surveillance of land targets
respor.se
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Annex 2: Knowledge-Edge-Related new Proiects, 199&2003

1. Command and Control, Communications and Intelligence Proiects
DEF

7013

lP 42
IP 6s

IP 2008
IP 2025
JP 2030

lP 2043
IP 20M
IP 2047
JP 2056
JP 2065
JP 2067

Joint Intelligence Support Environment
PARARE Digital Topographical Support

PARAKEET Communications Network
for Mobile Deployed Forces
MIISATCOM Satellite Communications
IORN Over the Horizon Radar Network
Joint Command Support Environment
HF Modernisation
Space-Based Surveillance
Wide Area Communications Network
Deployable foint Force Headquarters
Integrated Broadcast System
Personal Communication System (LBand LEO)

JP 2058

Defence Communications Network
Operations Cenhes (NOCs)

JP 2069

IP

il08

IP 8001

Speakeasy Replacement

(secure

telephony)

GI€ Enhancement
Headquarters Australian Theatre

LAND 75

AUSTACSS (automated

LAND 128
LAND 131

command support system for land forces
CURRAWONG (combat net radios)
CARNKA (EW for Army)
Digital Hydrographic Database

SEA 1430

SEA7M2

tactical

Maritime Communications

and

Information Management Architecture
Modernisation (MCIMAM)
2. Land Force Proiects

IP

729

Airborne Surveillance for
Operations

Land

(the soldier as

LAND 125

WIINDURRA

LAND 134

integrated combat system)
Combat Training Centre

an
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3. Maritime Projects
AIR5276
JP 204s
JP 2070

SEA

11OO

sF./^1.412
SEA 1418
5F,41,424
SEA 1428

sEA1,429

SEA7432

4. Air Defence Projecb
AIR
AIR
AIR
AIR

5333

5375
5400
5405

P3-C Enhancement (EW Self-protection
and IR protection
Maritime Mining
Lightweight ASW Torpedo
Low Frequency Active/ Passive Sonar
Maritime Warfare Training Centre
Maritime Ranges
New Generation Minesweeping
Evolved SEASPARROW Missiles
Heavyweight Torpedo
Acoustic Mine Imaging System

Air

Defence Command and Control

System
Air Defence Ground Environrnent

Air to Air Weapons (BVR)
Replacement Mobile Control and
Reporting Unit

5. Strategic Strike Projects
AIR
AIR

5391
5398

EW SeU Protection for Aircraft (F-111s)
Stand-Off Weapons (land and maritime

shike against hardened targets

and

multi-purpose targets)
AIR

5409

AIR 5412
6. SupportProjects
AIR 5413

Bomb Improvement Program (improve
accuracy and range)
F-111G WVR Missile Capability

Manned Simulation Facility (real time
simulation for aircrew and aircraft
systems)

Source: Defence New Major Capital Equipment Proposals, 1998-2003 (Department oI
Defence (DPUBS), Canberra, 1998), pp.27-56.
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DEFENCE PLANNING IN AN ERA OF MILITARY

REVOLUTION AND TRANSFORMATION
Paul K. Davis

In this chapter I take the view that the principal objective of
American defence planning should be to assure that future presidents
and regional commanders have robust, flexible, and adaptive military
capabilities fully adequate to their needs - needs related not only to
warfighting, but also to military Presence and stability missions. This
may seem like a rather straightforward matter, but the objective is

quite difficult to achieve - not just because of the expense involved,
but also because of formidable intellectual, organisational, technical,
and political obstacles. The paper reviews how colleagues and I have
been thinking about the new challenges of defence planning' Most of
the paper is about American issues, but the last section paints some
more general conclusions and speculations'

Key Elements of Defence Planning
Factors
Defence planning depends on many factors, as suggested in
Figure 8.1.1 US values, interests, and broad national security strategy
(top right) change only very slowly over time' Many core values can
be traced to the Constitution and most interests have been recognised

for decades. At any given time, however, there are important
specifics to be decided regarding strategy, forces, posture, doctrine,
and the defence budget. Decisions on these reflect not only the

This section is adapted from my'Ptanning under Uncertainty Then and Now:
Paradigms Lost and Paradigrns Emerging' in Paul K. Davis (ed.), Near
Chatlenges in Defen* Planning: Rethinking How Much Is Enough (RAND, Santa
Monica Ca,l994).
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enduring considerations, but also (left side) an'appreciation of what
the uncertain future might hold, the baseline of strategy and
programmes, and mid-term economic and political considerations.
Which factors dominate depends on era. During nearly all of the
twentieth century, US defence budgets fluctuated largely as a function
of perceived 'threat'. Today, the budget is at least consistent with a
long-term strategic view rather than a sense of imminent threat.

Figure 8.1: Elements of Defence Planning
'Aoorsciation'of an

0icertdn frrture

Arrent silratery,
ptoglatTnt,lo|r6t
(the-bcelirr)
Mdterm eco-

noric and politicd consicbrations

t\

budget

\_
\

Assessnpntsof optims
I
I

*

lbcisions, acfions

Which Comes Eirst, Strategy or Budget?

A

perennial debate exists about whether the particulars of

defence strategy should follow or precede the setting of the budget.
The debate is a bit silly, because - although budgets can hardly be set

in a vacuum - so also

defence planning cannot truly begin with a
detailed expression of shategy and 'requirements'. These must be
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outputs of top-level decision making accounting for all of the items in
Figure 8.1, including economic factors. The nation might reasonably
/pay any price' for security if it were sufficiently endangered, but the
dangers today are not quite so great nor, for that matter, were they
during most of the Cold War. Thus, decision makers must judge'how
much is enough?' in economic terms and then ask defence ministries

to do the best they can with that constraint. The decision about
budget is ultimately one of political-level judgement inlluenced by a
general sense of need, the persuasiveness and shrillness of demands
for higher defence budgets, and the persuasiveness and shrillness of
demands from other claimants for the federal dollar. As suggested by
the dashed feedback arrow, the judgement process is inherently
iterative. It is also part of democracy and is not marked by precision.

As we approach the year 2000, the United States appears to
have reached a political consensus on holding the defence budget
level in real terms. Some within the defence realm continue to insist
that budgets must go up, but the budget is already so large in
absolute terms, and so large relative to those of other nations, that the
Department of Defense (DoD) will be lucky to hold at constant real
dollars. Thus, it will need to fit shategy and programmes into a
budget that foreign observers might think should obviously be ample
(an understatement), but that seems inadequate to those within the
American military establishment who realise that the budget cannot
maintain the current force structure. The principal culprit here is the
set of political constraints that make reforming DoD's 'business
practices' difficult. Closing bases, outsourcing, and streamlining are
all painful, controversial, and difficult to bring about despite the
inefficiencies in infrastructure that they would remedy.2 Defence
planners, then, should be extremely interested also in re-engineering
the combat forces and support forces to reduce manPower while still

David C. Chu 'What Can Likely Budgets Sustain?' in Zalmay Khalilzad
and David Ochmanek (eds), Strategic Appraisal 1997: Strategy and Defenx
Planning for tle 21st Century (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,'1,997); and Carl J.
Dahlmarur and C. Robert Roll, 'Trading Butter for Guns: Managing

See

Infrastructure Reductions' in

ibid.

These authors, the US govemment (and I)

all assumed n'1996, as these articles were written, that the US growth rate
would be smaller and pressures on the defence budget greater than has Proven
to be the case. Most of the articles' discussion, however, is still valid.
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maintaining or improving the ability to accomplish national missions.
As it happens, there are also other profound reasons for'transforming
the force': As discussed below, the forces needed in future decades
will be substantially different from today's.
The Ubiquity of Uncertainty

What forces will be needed depends, of course, on an uncertain
future. During the Cold War the majority of US defence planners
were in a chronic state of denial about uncertainty. It is customary
these days to claim that the Cold War was easier for planners because
uncertainties were low. Such claims might be called post-traumatic
denial of denial.
Examples of

Huo

the PastWas Uncertain

In truth, the future was not very predictable. Consider just a
few of the evenb that proved quite important to security issues, but
were neither predicted nor, probably, predictable:

.

the Korean war;

.

the Soviet aggressions in the 1950s that led to NATO's buildups

in the 1960s;

the emergence and failure of ballistic missile defence in the
796Os;

the Egypt-Israel peace agreemen!

the schism between the Soviet Union and China, and the
'opening' of China by President Nixon;
the Viebram war;

the fall of the Shah of lran;
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the more recent collapse
of Afghanistan into Islamist chaos;
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.

the spectacular economic success of many Asian nations;

.

the growing acceptance worldwide of basic tenets of liberal
democracy.

This list omits the demise of the Soviet Union and restructuring
of Europe, the greatest shock of all! And yet people claim that the
Cold War was a period of relative certainty. It is not clear what planet
they were living on.
The reality is that uncertainty is ubiquitous when one attempts
to do strategic planning. Since many authors claim that this is 'new',
and thereby fan the scepticism of those who see discussion of
uncertainty as potentially a mere ploy to keep defence budgets up,3 let
me provide some historical anecdotes based on personal experience.
Planning Under Uncertainty Is Not a Gimmick Inaented for the Post ColdWar Era

My own views on this subject trace back some twenty years, at
which time I was a senior executive in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD). I was assigned - against my better judgment - to
worry about an obscure region called Southwest Asia. My colleagues
and I were hard put to identify imminent threats, but the United
States had major security interests in the region and we could see
many ways in which those interests could become endangered. No
one seemed 'likely', but the sef of potential problems suggested the
need for new,capabilities and deterrent actions. In 1979 we issued a
report called 'Capabilities for Limited Contingencies in the Persian
Gulf'.a The report was an early effort at capabilities-based planning that is, building capabilities that would be useful n a diuersity of
plausible contingencies. It considered prominently the contingency of

Carl Conetta and Charles Knight, 'Inventing Threats', Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, March/

April

1998.

This was widely known as the Wolfowitz Report, since it was accomplished
under the general direction of Paul D. WoUowitz, who later became
Ambassador to Indonesia and Under Secretary for Policy. The sfudy was
commissioned by the National Security Council as part of a strategic review in
1997.
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an Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, along with a number of others.

s

Our

follow-on work in 1980 and 1981 helped establish the Rapid
Deployment Joint Task Force, which became US Central Command,
and many programmes generating capabilities that proved valuable
in Desert Shield and Desert Storm.

My next experience on the uncertainty issue came some years
later at RAND, when I worked on assessing and improving the
conventional force balance in Europe, and on assessing the merits of
alternative approaches to conventional arms control in Europe (CFE the Conventional Armed Forces in Europe Treaty). I found myself
dismayed by the widespread tendency of officialdom to focus on one
or two stereotyped invasion scenarios rather than a diversity of
possibilities. There were ryclical debates over time about whether
planning should assume, for example, 30 or 15 days of warning, and
there were long and downright nasty academic debates in
lnternational Secuity about whether the balance was disashously bad
or moderately good. It seemed to me rather clear that the whole
concept of balance was hopelessly muddled, and that one needed to
address the issue with multiscenario analysis.

Using this construct, the balance turned out to be a mixed
story:6 NATO was probably a good deal more capable than often
realised for defending in long-mobilisation cases, but a good deal less
capable - and even vulnerable to early and catastrophic
breakthroughs - in short-mobilisation scenarios. In any of the
scenarios we posited, however, outcomes depended on a myriad of
factors. There is a reason commanders and historians have long

Many officials disparaged the possibility of an lraqi invasion of Kuwait and

deplored the DoD even considering it. Another contingency considered - even
rnore widely denigrated as of mid-1979 - was a Soviet invasion of Iran. After

December 1979, conventional wisdom suddenly flipped

and

focused

exclusively on the Soviet scenario. This continued trntil about 1989. Even
thery that the United States tumed its attention to possible lraqi scenarios was
probably due in no small degree to Paul Wolfowitz, who had overseen the
earlier study, becoming Under Secretary for Policy. The lesson here is that
conventional wisdom, even among strategic thinkers, is often short-sighted.
Good planning under uncertainty does not come'naturally'.
See Paul K. Davis and Robert D. Howe, The Role of Uncertainty in Asxssing thc
NATO-Pact-Czntra!-Region Balance (RAND, Santa Monica Ca, 1998).
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talked about the fog of war and been sceptical about mathematicians'
pronouncements. The optimists in the balance debate tended to
assume many conditions that simply could not be counted upon,
whereas the pessimists consistently assumed away factors that would
probably have worried an invading Soviet commander a great deal
(such as reliability and military prowess of ncn-Soviet Warsaw Pact
members).

I emerged from this work convinced that standard threat-based
analyses built around negotiated'Goldilocks' scenarios (not too hot

not too cold) were fatally flawed, and that better planning required
treating uncertainty as fundamental. This was not merely an aesthetic
judgmen! it reflected my observation that taking uncertainty seiously
changes the results - that is, it changes recommendations for strategy, policy,
and programmes.T

I

belabour this matter because of the natural tendency to pay
mere lip service to uncertainty. This has changed - even more so at
the top of DoD than in the trenches. Senior people understand that it
is a mistake to begin with a specific threat, and even worse to begin
with a specific threat scenario, and then develop alleged requirements
around which to optimise planning. Doing so has about as much
logic as a football coach painting a picture of a particular game
against a particular opponent with a particular strategy and array of
players, and then telling his scouts to recruit to optimise against that
image of a football game.8

This was evident from OSD's work on the Persian Gulf and RAND's work in
support of the CFE negotiations, which had substantial impact (see James A.
Thomson and Nanette C. Ganlz, Conuentional Arms Control Reaisited:
Objectiues for tle New Pftase (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,1,987); and Paul K. Davis,
Touards a Conceptual Framework for Operational Arms Control in Europe's Central
Region (RAND, Santa Monica Ca, 1988).
Secretaries of Defense have almost always understood this intuitively. It was
the bureaucratic 'system', not the Secretaries, that came to take threat-andscenario-based planning to illogical extremes.
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Why lJncertainty-Sensitiae Planning ls Neither a Blank Cheque nor

Cause

for Paralysis

Before describing uncertainty-sensitive planning, let me
comment briefly on several arguments levied against highlighting
uncertainty in defence planning. These arguments are quite common
and represent legitimate concerns.
The first and best argument is that although uncertainties exist,
much is zof particularly uncertain. There is a baseline, there are
strong trends, and there are enduring interests and relationships. Our
planning should exploit these sources of stability and predictability

rather than obsess about the demons of uncertainty.e However, there
are exhemes of worrying not at all about uncertainty and being
obsessed about it. My observation over the years is that ministries are
singularly good at working with conventional wisdom, best estimates,
and trends, and not nearly so good at dealing with uncertainty. This,
I believe, is deeply rooted in the nature of government organisations.
Thus, I am among those who focus a good deal of energy on

uncertainty and 'off-design scenarios' sometimes said to be
addressing'asymmetric strategies', responsive threats, or attacks on
US Achilles' heels. One of the roles that my RAND colleagues and I
have is that of 'wortiers'. There are many other worriers, of course,
and some worrying is even institutionalised in R&D-oriented
organisations such as the US Defense Science Board, but complacency

is often the norm. Hence, I like to think that we 'worriers' have a
useful role. At the same time, I like to emphasise that uncertaintysensitive analysis also tends to reveal numerous opportunities for US
strategy and tactics, because many uncertainties work potentially in
the United States' favour. On balance, uncertainty-sensitive work is
much less a'force builder' than a means for assuring that one focuses
resources where they would be most valuable.

A

second concern is that taking uncertainty too seriously can

lead to paralysis: this ls the'curse of dimensionality' known to all

This view is well articulated in David Ochmanek and Stephen Hosmer, 'The
Context for Defence Planning' in Khalilzad and Ochmanek (eds), Sfuategic
Appraisal 1997.
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analysts. This, however, is no excuse for trivialising uncertainty and
limiting one's thinking to a few convenient scenarios and
assumptions. To use the football metaphor again, any coach would be
discharged who argued to owners that'I can't worry about all the
ways our competitor teams might play; I am going to assume that they
will all adopt [a particular style]'. Nor would most of us fly in the
product of an engineer who said 'Gee, there are so many nonlinear
effects in the real behaviour of aircraft that I need to simplify. I am
going to design my airplane assuming that things are a lot simpler, as
they are in most flight circumstances'. Both of these examples also
demonstrate that, in other walks of life, people have in fact learned to
deal very well with uncertainty without being paralysed. Neither
coaches nor engineers are so foolish.

A third argument against overdoing uncertainty is more
technical. Here the claim is that one should focus on bounding
scenarios. When US defence planning first came into its modern form
under Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara it turned out that some
scenarios were useful bounding cases. In particular, a bolt-from-theblue nuclear strike (a very unlikely event) proved useful as a test case
to measure the survivability and worst-case value of US strategic
nuclear weapons. Further, it promoted a policy that saw survivability
as desirable for reasons of crisis stability. More typically, however,
allegedly bounding-case scenarios, as well as allegedly best-estimatecase scenarios, are quite mischievous. This

assessing forces

is particularly hue in

for 'real' war, rather than nuclear

exchanges.

no single scenario can be
bounding in all the dimensions. Also, in practice the scenarios are
negotiated and turn out to be a bizarre mix of best-case, worst-case,
Scenarios are too multidimensional and

and best-estimate assumptions.lo

The last argument against emphasising uncertainty is that
doing so can become a plea for blank cheques - a plea for an
unbounded military budget.ll The worry here is that the military can

10

See

my 'Planning for Adaptiveness' in Davis (ed.), Nazr Challenges in

Defense

PIanning.
L1

One expression of this is Connetta and Knight, 'lnventing Threats', which
refers to me and RAND colleagues as'uncertainty hawks', a colorful and apt
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always find some hypothetical circumstance under which a given
weapon system might be uniquely valuable. Thus, we could end up
buying all weapon systems.

Although it makes a point, the argument seems to me
overdone. In our 'real lives' we all worry about uncertainty, but we
do not write blank cheques. For example, most of us are well insured
for auto accidents that could be expensive. But many of us accept
large deductibles so that the insurance premiums are affordable. That
is, we balance likelihood of problem against severity of problem, we
look at cosb, and we make reasoned judgmenb. So also can this be
done in defence planning. Doing so is a fundamental element of
capabilities-based planning, as discussed later. First, however, let me
review briefly a basic approach to planning under uncertainty.
Uncertainty-Sensitiae Planning as a Methoilology for Strategists

A considerable literature exists on strategic-planning methods,
although a few fundamental ideas recur in many forms.12 My own
efforts in this regard began about a decade ago when the Cold War
was coming to an end and the future was particularly fuzzy.r3 A few
simple concepts seemed pivotal (see Figure 8.2):

.

The future is not yet written and can be influenced, although
not controlled. Thus, strategy should have a proactive
component that might be called enaironment shaping.la

phrase. I sympathise with many of their concerns about how the theme of

t2
t3

L4

uncertainty can be abused, but I disagree with their shategic judgements.
See Paul K. Davis and Zalmay Khalilzad, A Composite Approach to Air Force
Planning (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,-1,996).
Some of this early work on'uncertainty sensitive planning' was done for OSD
and the loint Staff in the late 1980s in collaboration with Paul Bracken of Yale
(a RAND consultant). It is described in my'Protecting the Great Transitionj in
Davis (ed.), Ntw Challenges in Deftn* Planning.
As obvious as this idea may seem, it conhasted sharply in 1988 with the
respond-to-threat mindset then prevalent, and to the handwringing that
resulted from spending too much time on alternative scenarios of the future
without recognising that their relative probability is not entirely exogenous.
Among the many triumphs of foreign and defence policies that might be

referred to here as environ:nent shaping, consider the Marshall Plan, the
development of NATO and ANZUS, and the m.rny reasonably successful UN
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Despite best efforts to shape the future favourably, however, the

future will remain quite uncertain. The principal method for
dealing with this reality should be a combination of operational
and strategic adaptioeness.

is achieved by having building-block
for dealing with a broad range of challenges and
detailed circumstances at any given time. This is usually
Operational adaptiaeness

capabilities

preferable to having a narrower set of capabilities optimised for
particular purposes.
Strategic adaptiaeness relates to having the capacity to change,
over a period of a few years, military posture and capabilities in
response to developments in the environment that cannot be
foreseen with confidence today. Shategic adaptiveness is high

rt the

changes

that might prove necessary could

accomplished at low-to-moderate cost and
rapid time scale.

be

on a sufficiently

Preparing for adaptiveness can usefully distinguish between
two classes of uncertainty: those involving well-known issues
that will resolve themselves at 'branch points', and a much
larger set of issues that take the form of potential 'shocks' (for
either good or evil) that may to some extent occur at any time
and in any order, and that are too numerous and abstract to be
huly focused upon in the sense of developing detailed
contingent plans. That is, one can build contingent plans to deal
with branched uncertainties (what some call 'scheduled
uncertainties'), but preparing for shocks depends on having
developed appropriate building-block hedges. The list of
unpredicted events given earlier was a list of shocks.

interventions

for peacekeeping. Or consider the very large number of

instances in which the arrival of US and allied'presence forces' helped contain
or avoid crises. In the past, the United States could perhaps do such things

with forces bought for warfighting. Now, we may need to budget them
explicitly for environment shaping.
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problems across a large globe. For example, American forces
are unlikely to be based in precisely the same places in twenty
years as they are today, particularly in the Asia-Pacific reglon'
New notions will emerge about the character, quantity, and
location of forces needed to maintain stability, and about
arrangements for cooperation and burden sharing.

Figure 8.2: A Schema for Uncertainty-Sensitive Planning
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The New Framework for Military Strategy
A Moilest Proposal in L996
With this background of ideas, my colleagues and I proposed a
new framework for defence planning in7996.15 Many of the ideas
were neither new or unique and most were in play within the
government to one degree or another,l6 particularly in the office of the

Assistant Secretary for Policy (Shategy and Requirements), Dr
Edward Warner, with whom we worked closely. However, there
were two particularly important issues that it seemed had not yet
been internalised by the DoD. The first was that 'environment
shaping' is not merely nice to do, but is rather at the very core of what
defence planning should now be about. Similarly for strategic
adaptiveness. To be sure, policy speeches talked about shaping and
engagement, and R&D components worried about future capabilities,
but mainstream US military strategy still revolved around threatbased planning and specific scenarios.lT

Our proposal was to overturn this structure and instead to
elevate to the same level of primacy concern three classes of
investment (Figure 8.3). We argued that defence planners should see
their problems as akin to porffolio management in the financial world.
Investing in the three areas would involve a mix of extrapolative
planning, contingent planning to deal with foreseeable branches,

IJ

16

17

Paul K. Davis, David Gompert and Richard Kugler, Adnptiaeness in National
Defenx: The Basis of a Nau Framework (RAND, Santa Monica Ca, 1,996).
The concept of 'environment shaping' had been taken into govemment in 1991
by colleague Zalmay Khalilzad, where it appeared prominently in Secretary
Cheney's expression of regional strategy. Secretary perry later used different
words, but was strongly supportive of a proactive approach - paficularly on
issues such as counter-proliferation and control of nuclear weapons - and

continues to pursue related ideas at Stanford.
General Colin Powell encouraged a very loose form of capabilities-based
planning in the early 1990s, but Secretary Aspin's Bottom Up Review - and
related actions - in 1993 focused on more specific scenarios and assumptions.
See l,es Aspin, Secretary of Defense, The Bottom-Llp Reaiao: Forces
for a Neut Era
(US DoD, Washington DC, 1993).
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hedging, and a'building-block' approach to military operations and
force planning to assure operational adaptiveness.
Figure 8.3: A Portfolio Framework for Defence Planning
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Shape, Responil, Prepare

In early \997, the DoD had extensive in-depth discussions
about what form a new post-Cold War shategy should take. It
emerged in the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) with an articulate
concept written for the long term and encapsulated in the slogan

Now. For the first time, the'Shape' mission
was front and centre, which expticitly legitimised a wide range of
activities (for example, naval Presence, forward deployment of air and
ground forces, and peacekeeping/peacemaking) that had
traditionally not had a comfortable position. As an example here, it
was customary within the PPBS Process for many participants to
propose major cutbacks in naval presence, using arguments such as
the relative irrelevance of carrier battle groups to war in Western
Europe. In the new strategy, however, forces useful to shaping had
an explicit legitimacy. Indeed, the classic force-sizing problem now
Shape, Respond, Prepare
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depends at least as much on shaping needs as on capability for well-

defined wars.l8 As indicated in Figure 8.4, one can argue that the
relatiae stringency of warfighting and shaping needs changed
substantially with the end of the cold war: wars plausible in the nearto mid-term are smaller and less demanding, but US presence
missions and small-scale contingencies (SSCs) have only increased.
They are now the limiting factor in demands for total force structure.
It is crucial to note, however, that technology and changes of
organisation should make it possible to accomplish most missions
with much smaller units than currently comprise US forces. That is,
the conclusion suggested in Figure 8.4 should not be used as a defence
of stasis.
The Two-War Bugaboo

A few words may be useful on the two-major-regionalcontingency/two-major-theatre-war (MRC/MTW) issue. As
Secretary Cohen has pointed out, the United States does not have a
two-MTW strategy. Rather, being able to fight two MTWs
concurrently is one among a number of very desirable capabilities. The
distinction is important. The shategy is Shape, Respond, and Prepare
Now, a major change from the past. Those who continue to
characterise US strategy in two-MTW terms confuse the issue.
This said, the two-MTW'requiremenf remains controversial.

The problem is not at the level of high strategy, where the
'requirement' has a sound basis in logic (What would be the quality of
deterrence for a first contingency if everyone knew that the United
States could deal effectively with only one? What would then be the
likelihood of the United States being willing to intervene in anything
less than a huly vital contingency?), but rather at the level of
operational tempos. Current US forces are being driven hard because
of a constant stream of SSCs and other non-war missions, resulting in

18

This was strongly argued by the Joint Stalf during the QDR, based significantly
on'dynamic commitrnent' games directed by Major General Mark Hamilton of
the Joint Staff to understand better the cumulative effect of a continuing stream
of 'random' smaller scale contingencies, on top of a requirement to be prepared
for a maior theatre war.
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Figure 8.4: Changes in the Relative Stringency of Force-Sizing
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Paul K. Davis and Richard Kugler, 'New Principles for Force Sizing' in
Khalilzad and Ochmanek (eds), Strategic Appraisal1997.

a variety of retention and readiness problems. This is part of what has

led to suggestions for eliminating the two-MTW requirement.
However, in my view, the two-MTW 'requiremenf, properly
interpreted, should refer to a potential capability - the capability to
fight effectively in two MTWs if nothing much else is going on and
the circumstances (warning time, allied capabilities, and so on) are
'moderate'.1e It is quite another matter whether the United States
should posture its forces on a day-to-day basis for a two-MTW
situation'tomorrow'. That would have little strategic logic. Instead,
at any given time in history, the US president may well choose to tie
up some of that capability in SSCs or peacekeeping operations that are

part of shaping efforts with the potential to build a better world.
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Paul K. Davis, Richard Hillestad and Richard Kugler, Strategic Issues and
Options for the Quadrennial Defenx Reaiau (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,1997).
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There is a high price here, because it takes several units of force
structure to support one unit engaged in such activities. Nonetheless,
that price may be worth paying. If strategic warning suggests an
increased likelihood of major wars or increased demands for related
deterrence, then the United States may opt out of 'optional'
peacekeeping/peacemaking activities and posture itself again for two
MTWs'tomorrow'. Figure 8.5 suggests this notionally.
Figure 8.5: 'MTW Capability'Can Be Adjusted Over Time
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The'Prepare Now' Component of Strategy (Strategic Adaptizteness)

Secretary Cohen was quite serious about the Prepare Now
portion of the QDR strategy, but that part was ignored by many
pundits and insiders. The QDR talked about the need to ltransform
the force' for the years ahead, but this seemed more like rhetoric than
serious intention. In the wake of the QDR, however, the emphasis on
transformation increased through the efforts of the National Defense
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Panel demanded by Congress and by Secretary Cohen's strong views
on the matter. In 1998 the department has moved toward a shategy
for transformation. An important step was taken in assigning CINC
US Atlantic Command the mission of conducting joint experiments in
support of the transformation effort. It is likely, but by no means
certain, that transformation-related issues will be front and centre
when the defence plan is reviewed again in 2001. The next sections of
this chapter are about what'transforming the force' might mean and
how we might think about it.

The Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA)
Angels, Pins, and RMAs

Transforming the force is usually connected in rhetoric to the
'revolution in military affairs', or RMA. This suggests that we should
know what an RMA is and, more particularly, what the current RMA
is. We run into houble here because'revolutions' are best declared in
rehospect by historians and philosophers. When they are declared by
protagonisb of change, they may represent little more than parochial
desires. Many revolutions are declared but then disappear without a
trace. Some may still remember the'pentomic division' of the 1950s,
when the United States flirted with doctrine for fighting effectively in
tactical nuclear war. All of us can remember the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI) of the 1980s, which surely depressed the Soviet
government and may have helped in its collapse, but which had the
embarrassing defect of being not yet technologically supportable.
Both were discussed by proponents in revolutionary terms.

It follows that people argue about whether we ate in fact in the
midst of an RMA. Whole conferences have been devoted to debates
on the matter. My reaction is a mixture of impatience and
anthropology: irnpatience because we should be more concerned
about pressing on with important changes than with whether the
result will be anointed as an RMA by future historians, and
anthropology in that I observe with some interest who is on what side
of these issues, and how the side they take tends to be correlated with
their attifudes on other matters. Innovators, movers, and shakers are
often over-dramatic, and often talk about revolutions: it'goes with
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the turf'. Such people need more sober-minded pragmatists to make
something real of the rhetoric, but without the innovators - and their
enthusiasms - change would be slower and perhaps even more

difficult.
Associated with the RMA, then, is a good deal of hype.
Nonetheless, several milit ary - te chni c aI r ev olutions are certainly taking
place. It remains to be seen whether the United States and other
nations will soon harness them in ways that fundamentally alter the
ways of doing military operations as required for an RMA.20 Because
of inexorable forces, one or more RMAs will be likely to occur, but despite the efforts of military visionaries and civilian scientists - they
may occur decades from now, after a disastrous war, rather than as
the result of more intellecfually driven decision processes in the near
and mid-term. Or it may be that our future adversaries will reap the
benefits of revolution. Regardless of how the changes occur, I suspect
that many future historians will prefer to describe the revolution(s) as
the cumulative effect of numerous more evolutionary developments.
So much for philosophy. Let me now suggest a definition and
proceed.2l

Defining the RMA
The closest approximation to an agreed definition of RMA is
one ascribed to Andrew Marshall, OSD's Director of Net Assessment.

He describes an RMA as a major change in the nature of warfare
brought about by the innovative application of technologies which,
combined with dramatic changes in military doctrine and operational
concepts, fundamentally alters the character and conduct of
operations 2

Richard Hnndley, Past Reaolutions, Future Transformations: Wut Can the History
of Reoolutions in Military Affairs Tell Us about Transforming the U.S. MilitaryT
(RAND, Santa Monica Ca,1.999).
Some of the material that follows is adapted from material used also in
Gregory Treverton et al., Toward. the 21st Century: Trends in Post-Cold War
Intemational Security, unpublished paper, July 1998.
See Jeffrey R. Bamett, Future War: An Assessment of Aerospace Campaigns in 2010
(Air University Press, Maxwell AFB, 1996), for a good survey that reflects
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Arguably, the technology for RMAs is already with us, or at
least within grasp. What is less clear is whether various military
establishmenb will make good and dramatic use of it'
Some historical examples of RMAs are:

.

The Infantry Revolution, in which foot soldiers achieved

a

dominant role over cavalrY;

.

The Revolution of Sail and Shob

in which

naval

vessels

transformed into sail-powered gunnery plafforms;

.

The Fortress Revolution,
artillery appeared;

'

The Gunpowder Revolution, in which firearms for foot soldiers

in which fortifications

adapted to

evolved;
The Napoleonic Revolution in logistics and organisation;
The Naval Revolution of steam, iron, and submarine;
The Nuclear Revolution;
The introduction of the crossbow;
The Artillery Revolution; and

much work done for the Office of Net Assessment

in the Department of

Defense. Official discussions of the RMA and the related need to'hansform the

force' can be found

in the Department of

Defense's L997 Report

of

the

Quadrennial Defenx Rniao (William S. Cohen, Secretary of Defense, May
1997) and the Joint Staf(s loint Vision 2010 floint Chiefs of Staff, Washington
DC, 1995). See also Jarnes Blaker, A Vanguard Force: Accelerating the Ameican
Reaolution in Military Affairs (Progressive Policy Institute, Washington DC,
1997); and Strategic Asxssment '1.996: lnstruments of U.S' Poaer (Institute for
National Shategic Studies, National Defense University, Washington DC,
1e95).
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The introduction of aircraft carriers, with the demise of the
battleship.23

No such list is universally accepted and writers can be
disputatious about what was and was not an RMA. In the 1980s,
Soviet military thinkers such as Marshal Ogarkov worried about the
RMA that is probably underway today, although they referred to it as
a military-technical revolution. They wrote of the emergence of
precision weapons, reconnaissance-shike complexes, and other
matters they found interesting - and worrisome, since they correctly
doubted Soviet capability to match the United States in these
domains. More recent writings have developed the themes further,
especially in light of the 1991 Gulf War.2a
Disagreemenb about RMAs are even more widespread once
one gets beyond historical cases. For example, some observers heat
stealth technology as central to the continuing RMA, while others
dismiss it as merely further patchwork on old systems.s It is perhaps
not surprising that what is associated with'the RMA' often depends
on whether the commentator is air-force, naval-force, or ground-force
oriented.

See

An&ew Krepinevich, 'Cavalry to Computer: The Pattern of Military

Revolutiorrs', The National lnterest, Fall 1995; and Hundley, Past Reaolutions,
F uture Tr an sformations.
See Vladimir I. Slipchenko,

'A Russian Analysis of Warfare kading to the
Sixth Generation', Field Artillery, 1 October 1993; and Benjamin Lambeth,
Desert Storm and Its Meaning:

Tle

View

ltom Moscou (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,

1,e92).

Stealth technology illustrates that time scales for change are large, and that
even major changes involve evolution. It was twenty years ago that the
Departn:rent of Defense announced the existence of stealth technology
rendering haditional air defences obsolete. Some stealthy aircraft already
existed at that time, although they had been highly classified. As of 1998, only
a small fraction of even US air forces are stealthy. How much stealth is enough
is a raging debate in ongoing US discussion of modemisation options.
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Key Elements

Defining the RMA concretely may in fact be hopeless, but in
any case the yincipal enablers seem to be distributed, ubiquitous, and
immensely powerful information technology; ptecision u)eapons; and what
some call'systems of systems'.26

The most important changes will probably be organisational
and doctrinal - especially the networking of forces for dispersed yet
integrated operations. The current'tokens' of defence capability (for
example, numbers of classic versions of divisions, wings, and carrier
batfle groups; or, worse, end strength) are rapidly becoming less
relevant, while globally nefted command, conhol, communications/
computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR) is
becoming a dominant factor in capability. To be sure, the United
States will also need new plafforms and weapons over time: aircraft
with much greater range, unmanned combat aerial vehicles, relatively
stealthy surface ships operated with small crews, Iighter and faster
combat vehicles, new varieties of short-take-off-and-landing afucraf!
and both stand-off and direct-attack precision weaPons among others.
But, again, the most fundamental changes will be organizational and
doctrinal changes driven by information technology.
RMAs Neeileil for Eras A anil B

It is useful to distinguish between what I call Era-A and Era-B
RMAs.27 The time periods for these overlap (see Figure 8.6), but we
can think of Era A as from now until 2005-2070, with aspects of Era B
already recognisable today (such as the threat of small chemical
attacks), and many more becoming important by 2010 or so.

following material is adapted from PauI K. Davis, David Gompert,
Richard Hillestad and Stuart Johnsoru Transforming tlu Force: Suggestions for
DoD Strategy (RAND Santa Monica Ca, 1998). See also, for example, Stuart E'
'fhe
fohnson and Martin C. Libicki (eds), Dominant Battlespace Knowledge:
Winning Edge (National Defense University Press, Washington DC, 1.995),
especially the essay by Admiral William Owens, then vice chairman.
Davis, Gompert, Hillestad and fohnsory Transforming the Force.
Some of the
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means exploiting within-reach

technology to address understood near- and mid-term problems. The

United States should be able to greatly reduce its vulnerability to
Achilles' heels in both Persian Gulf and Korean conflicts (for example,
reducing its vulnerability to base-access problems and current-

generation WMD threats to forward bases).B And, on the
opportunity side, US forces should be able to increase their lopsided
advantages. Further, Era-A changes will permit re-engineering the
force to reduce personnel and related costs while maintaining and
even extending functional capabilities. That is, divisions, wings, and
battle groups will shrink in personnel or be displaced by different
units, but US abilities for forward presence and warfighting should
only improve. These changes will require modernised forces, but not
drastically new plafforms. That is, the stealthy F-22 at force fighter,
advanced Comanche helicopter, long-range rotorcraft V-22, and the
navy's planned new cruiser are by no means dinosaurs merely
because they are aircraft and ships.

Era B is a different story, and is longer on necessity than
opportunity for change. In the long run, the WMD and missile
problems will only worsen, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
This will endanger forward-operating US forces and could force
further changes of both force structure and broad strategy. For
example, China may be able to interfere with US operations in East
Asia and rogues could pose threats to the US homeland in hopes of
undermining American will to intervene against their misconduct.
Because of the nature of Era-B threats, Era-B options should include
currently 'exotic' concepts such as speed-of-light defences against
large cruise-missile attacks, large submarines with land-attack
capability and marines/ more long-range bombers and possible
'arsenal aircraf{, and much more use of space and unmanned combat
aircraft. Both regional and national missile defence may be essential.
Because of uncertainties, Era B is difficult to fathom and preparing for

Paul K. Davis, Richard Hillestad and Natalie Crawford, 'Capabilities for Major
Regional Contingencies' in Khalilzad and Ochmanek (eds), Strategic Appraisal
1997; and Transforming Defense: National Security in the 21st Century, Report
frorn the National Defense Panel (Department of Defense, Washington DC,

Den.
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it is a matter of luitging. Preparing for it is essential,

because

it will

determine the long-term viability of US strategy and the developed
world's current mechanism for maintaining the peace.
Figure 8.5: There areTwo RMAs to Worry About
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Emergent Ghina

Threats to US homeland

The Need for a Two-Track Approach

The two-era model suggesb a two-hack approach. Era-A work
lends itself to fast evolution driven by well-defined programmes' Era
A's efforts must have considerable visibility because of the need to
achieve organisational buy-in and funding, and because of the
importance of such changes for the re-engineering needed to maintain

functional capabilities within a constant-dollar budget.ze If Era-A
investments and innovations are made appropriately, they will be
stepping stones into Era B.

Davis, Hillestad and Kugler, Stratcgic Issues and Options for tle Quadrennial
Defen* Ratiant.
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Era-B work needs to be more exploratory with multiple paths,
multiple knowledge-building experiments, and more'failures' than in
Era-A work. Work for Era B will require supporting and protecting
special people (so-called worriers and conceivers), perhaps in a
number of 'skunk works' devoted to exploration and advanced
development. This work must go beyond studies to include
experiments to discover and learn, not just to demonshate or verify,

Unfortunately, the tracks are

in conflict. The 'worriers'

concerned with Era B tend to see Era-A procurements as old-think
systems that could squeeze out resources for more innovative
changes, while those hying to exploit Era-A opportunities see the

of Era-B RMA as threats to their
programmes. I see the need for both tracks. A decisive factor i. -y
thinking is that even worst-case threats of Era B will probably arise in
only one or a very few regions. They will require special counters, but
appropriate Era-A systems and their adaptations should be effective
more radical discussions

for most missions for a very long time.
Transforming the Force

ls

Possible but

Dfficult

The difficulties of transformation can scarcely be exaggerated,
study of revolutions in business and military affairs demonstrates.
Some of the most common keys to transformation are the threat of
imminent bankruptcy, a recent debacle, or some other clear-andpresent threat such as a fierce business competition (see Table 8.1).
Other keys have been a strong, visionary, long-term leadership
insistent on 'change, having some operational slack to permit
experimentation, and having some budgetary slack to support
experiments without threatening existing organisations.30 The US
Department of Defense has none of these factors working in its favour
as

For historical insights I have drawn on RAND work for the army fleff Isaacson,
Christopher Layne and John Arquilla, Predicting Military Innooation (RAND
Santa Monica Ca, 1998) and OSD (Hundley, Past Reaolutions, Future
Transformations). M-y other materials are available that draw on history for
insight and inspiration. See especially Arthur K. Cebrowski and John f.
Gartska,'Network-Centric Warfare: Its Origrn and Future', US Naval Institute
P r o ce e din gs, J Nruary 1 998.
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Table 8.1: Historical Factors Versus DoD Context

Historical Keys To
Transformation
Imminent

bankruptcy

DoD's Context
Comforting budget agreement

Recent debacle

Military at top of game

Clear and present threab

No peer on horizon

Visionary, powerfuf longtenure leadership intent on

Decentralised power and frequent
turnover of leaders

change

Operational slack

Leaders

and forces at

high

operational tempo

Underfunded programme with

Budget slack

problems building
P r ofe

s

si

o

n

aI

m o tiu

ation s

Forward-Iooking officer corps;
technologically ambitious recntits;
belief in 'learning organisation'
culture

(and allies are even worse off). Indeed, a disinterested observer
might well bet against transformation happening until some disaster
occurs.

There is some good news/ however, as indicated at the bottom
of Table 8.1" in italics. The United States has the world's finest military
establishment with a highly motivated officer corps schooled in the
concept of 'learning organisations'. There is no shortage of good
ideas, initiative, and motivation for change. The obstacles to change
lie elsewhere. Another positive feature of context is the dramatic
testirnony to the potential value of change offered by the Gulf war
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and the achievements of those American companies
exploited information technology.

that

have

There is more good news in the sense that the Department of
Defense has many organisations to call upon to help stimulate
innovation and change. Andrew Marshall's Office of Net Assessment
took an early lead by sponsoring a series of RMA war games, which
affected the thinking of many military officers. Later, Joint Vision
2010 embraced a strongly forwardJooking vision. And there now
exist many studies by the Defense Science Board, Naval Studies
Board, Air Force Science Advisory Board, Army Science Board, think
tanks such as RAND, and the National Defense Panel - albeit, most of
them stronger on'concepf than detail. The US defence communit5r is
intellectually healthy.
Dffirences betueen Rhetoic and Reality
Nonetheless, rhetoric on the RMA and transformation remains
far ahead of reality, with many viewgraphs but little depth. Some of
the signs of this are severely underfunded modernisation; continued
Achilles' heels problems in even near-term major theatre wars (such
as base-access problems, short warning, WMD); slow and uneven
changes of dochine; a programming and budgeting system still
geared toward marginal decisions about classic measures of
capability, rather than strategic decisions focused on the character of
fufure warfare; and continued preoccupation of services with budget
share and end-strength.

Transforming the force

will

be no minor undertaking, even for

the United States.

Transformation and the Economics of Capabilities-Based Planning

There is much activity within the US defence community
related to change. It remains to be seen how much will be reflected in
programmes even though, in the long run, it is the programmes that
may determine what the nation's de facto strategy is. Unless the
United States is able to put DoD's money where the rhetoric is,
transformation may simply not occur - until, sometime in the future,
disaster strikes.
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changes are actually to occur, related decisions

be needed in the DoD's Planning, Programming, and Budgeting
System (PPBS). Expenditures on Procurement will have to increase
markedly, as noted in the QDR and National Defense Panel's report.3l

will

There are, however, strong budget demands related

to current

readiness needs and a myriad of peacetime missions'

If the shift to investing in the future occurs, then it will be a
classic example of adjusting a porffolio in the sense discussed earlier.
Indeed, one of the virtues of the new strategy is that - when expressed

in a way that hanslates into a porffolio framework for decision (a
more detailed version of Figure 8.3) - it can help lead decision making
in wise directions. That is, decision makers should be making choices

about the marginal dollar (or marginal billion dollars) while looking
at analysis that assesses the relative payoff for investments in various

gpes of warfighting capability, capability for

smaller-scale

contingencies, environment shaping (for example, presence), and
future strategic adaptiveness (for example, fielding small numbers of
advanced systems which, if needed, could be procured in quantity).

With this in mind, colleague Richard Hillestad and I have
developed and are now applying new tools for that purpose.3z The
principal tool (DynaRank) is a relatively simple spreadsheet decisionsupport system that uses conclusions from war games or other
sfudies, and simple embedded models, to evaluate the worth of
alternative adds to some baseline Program (which can be smaller than
the current program). DynaRank then uses costs and the shategicporffolio structure to help clarify where invesbnents should be made.
It will be quite a challenge to move such a tool into 'the system', but
my own view is that it could be quite useful. In a sense, it could help
'shame' decision makers into making rational choices. The resulting
priorities depend, of course, on many value judgments and
assumptions, but in many cases the rank order of prioritised

31

Transforming Defen*.

32

See

Richard Hillestad and Paul K. Davis, Resource Allocation for tle Natt Defenx
Tlu DynaRank Decision Support System (RAND Santa Monica Ca,

Strategy:
1998).
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initiatives is remarkably insensitive to 'reasonable' differences of
opinion. Indeed, it is this fact that makes the analysis useful.

In any case, if capabilities-based planning is to work, it must
explicitly confront the economic issues. If properly applied, it will
take much of the emotion out of decisions such as how many F-22s to
buy (my answer is that having some has a big payoff, especially as a
hedge, but that buying a great many is currently hard to justrfy).
Success will depend, however, on the development of innovative
force packages and new 'tokens'. If analysis assumes that capability is
measured by numbers of traditional divisions, wings, carrier battle
groups, and amphibious groups, then the results will be mischievous.
The United States needs new'tokens'. Further, so do our allies,becatse
(1) it is absurd foreign policy to measure the effectiveness of a military
commitment of overseas forces by personnel (for example, the
commitments for 100,000 personnel in Europe and Asia) when
technology and doctrinal change should allow the United States to
maintain or increase capability with fewer people; and (2) most
nations could benefit a great deal by using technology to substitute
capital for labour in their defence establishments.
With that background on defence planning in an era of possible
transformation, let me now make some broad observations and
speculations.
Some Broad Conclusions and Speculations

Gmeic lmplications for the

US

Military

The generic implications of the RMA for the US military are
many and profound (if only transformation occurs). The first is that
forces will be reorganising to operate syncronously from great
distances, depending on information networks

for everything from
command and control and subsequent
guidance of weapons. Instead of massive concenhation of armies or
navies at the point of battle, the emphasis will be on concentration of
fires, cotpled with simultaneous operations in 'cyberspace' (such as,
information-warfare attacks on command and control). Forces will
sifuation assessment

to
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ordinarily be dispersed, not only because they can be - promoting
will become vulnerable if not dispersed.

efficiencies - but because they

For the US Army and Marines, this'demassification'will mean
new and smaller units and a wholly different style of warfighting. It
will call into question the appropriateness of multiJayered command
hierarchies. Another major consequence for the US military relates to
the inherent'jointness' of the advanced operations made possible by
the RMA. In case after case it becomes evident that mere coordination
of air force, naval, and ground-force operations makes no sense: what
is needed is something much closer to a true integration, as one seeks
in systems of systems in industry.33 This, needless to say, represents
an enormous challenge and threat to established ways of doing
business, since the US military is organised around the separate
services.

Another generic feature of change for US forces is that
capabilities for CaISR are becoming increasingly global or, to put it
differently, the global capabilities are becoming more robust and
better integrated. No other nation will soon choose to invest the
enormous resources necessary to achieve comparable capabilities.
Instead, they will act as free riders to some extenf and skim some
cream by exploiting commercial space systems. All this is inevitable,
but the United States will need to work with allies on burden sharing.
Generic Significance to NATO and Other US Alliances and Coalitions

An important issue for nations that may be operating militarily
with the United States is, of course, the extent to which their forces
will be able to do so effectively - given that US forces are introducing
more new technology and attempting to exploit the RMA. Here it is
crucial to distinguish between small-scale contingencies such as
peacekeeping and even peacemaking, and major-theatre-war
operations such as those against Iraq in 1991.

See Davis el al. , Transforming the Force,

for elaboration.
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Coalitional Dfficulties Can Be Managedfor Some SSCs

History and logic suggest that it should be possible for allies to
work effectively with the United States in SSCs if merely commanders
and command posts are sufficiently well in tune.s This requires close
cooperation at the political level so that cbjectives and rules of
engagement are in consonance and it may also require opportunities
ahead of time for the senior military figures to meet and learn to know
each other well. Communications inter-operability is, of course,
necessary. In contrast, it is less critical that weapon systems and lowlevel units be as closely matched across the board. As some special
capabilities emerge, such as the capability to backtrack sniper fire or
detect human-sized movement behind walls, it is likely that allies will
either have access or will be able to provide for it themselves, without
having to re-equip or retrain entire armies.
Dfficulties WiIl

Be

More Profound in Dangerous Aises and MTWs

In warfighting circumstances, however, I believe that a
substantial gap between US and allied forces will create serious
difficulties. For example,'fu ll-dimensional protection' is an important
American goal for next-generation forces, but achieving that requires
a complex of defences in depth that probably cannot be achieved
without a high degree of technical inter-operability down to the level
of relevant platforms and small units. Similarly, future forms of
manoeuvre are likely to involve rapid highly parallel operations
because maintaining concentrations of force will create vulnerabilities
and because new doctrine tends to emphasise shock rather than
gradual attrition. However, for allies to participate in such operations
may require a high degree of inter-operability not only at the level of
radios, but at the level of tactical prowess and doctrine.
One troublesome problem relating even to more difficult SSCs,
let alone MTWs, is that the United States could prove to be the only
nation able to conduct some of the more dangerous and critical
operations. This could be politically divisive in crisis. As a related

See Michele

Zanini and Jenniler Taw, Force XXI: lmplications for Multinational

Force Compatibtltfy

(RAND, Santa Monica Ca, forthcoming).
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it might be politically difficult for a US president to employ

US forces in potentially dangerous ways (such as manPower-intensive
patrols or shows of force). A US commander might prefer to depend

on long-range standoff weapons, armed unmanned aerial vehicles, or
highly dispersed forces that mass only with fires, whereas allied
forces might have no capability for such operations, and would want
US forces to share the risks of close exPosure. Thus, even in an SSC
where traditional operational procedures 'ought' to be sufficien|
there could be quarrels about unnecessary exPosure to risk.
Regional lmplications

Turning now from generic implications to more region-specific
ones, let us first consider Europe. Were Europeans to embrace the
RMA more enthusiastically, an obvious consequence would be to
substantially reduce total military manpower. The aggregate number
of Europeans in uniform greatly exceeds the military needs. The

savings from such reductions could be used to modernise what
remains and create new capabilities, making it possible for European
forces to participate in alliance or coalition operations'out of area' (for
example, in thg Gulf). Currently, the bloated European force
structure could provide large numbers of soldiers for the most
implausible of operations, but very little capability for operations of
real significance. The issues here relate to support structure,
including structure for dealing with fuel, ammunition, food and other
supplies, and repairs. In addition, there is no current way for
European forces to move quickly to a crisis area without relying upon
US airlift and, in some cases, sealift. While there is no reason to turn
European armies into expeditionary forces generally, there is need for
them to have sufficient expeditionary capability to permit European
nations - and developed, like-minded nations worldwide, such as
Australia - to play a partrership role with the United States for larger
regional security issues.3s There is, in fact, a long tradition of this, but
it was perhaps easier during the Cold War.

of these issues have been discussed by Richard Kugler and others in a
variety of RAND works, such as David C. Gompert and F. Stephen Larrabee
(eds), Anerica and Europe: A Partnership for a Nao Era (Cambridge University

Some

Press, Cambridge and New York,1,997).
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Asian-Pacific Problems Are Different
There

will

also be important implications in East Asia and other

portions of Asia, but they will be different. The principal factor, of
course, is the future development and behaviour of China (and India).
On the one hand, advanced technology and the RMA may have
salutary effects on the ability of Japan, a unified Korea, and Taiwan to
provide for their own defence with assistance from the United States.
Certainly, it would seem that we are in an era in which large-scale
long-distance invasions by concentrated armies is a bad idea, and an
era in which imagining huge amphibious invasions is perhaps even
more ridiculous. However, one can imagine missile duels and a series
of developments that would undercut American capability to provide
the level of defence that some might expect. This said, the most
important security-related activities in the Asia-Pacific region will be
related to the engagement of China. A primary goal of developednation foreign policies should be encouraging and assisting China to
become a full-fledged member of the community of developed
nations that share to a substantial degree norms of political and
economic behaviour.
RMAs and the Strategic Enaironment

It is always dangerous to

extrapolate

from

military

developments to grand views of how the world as a whole may be
affected. On the other hand, it is worthwhile to at least speculate
about possibilities, without attempting to reach conclusions. In the
following paragraphs, then, my purpose is to note that there may be
some striking strategic-level consequences of the RMA, which go

beyond what people usually talk

about. However, there

are

alternative futures here, and none seems more certain than the others.
Dominance of the Defence

It is plausible that conventional deterrence will be much
stronger in the future because even small or middle-sized states will
be able to raise substantiallv the costs and risks of traditional
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mechanised invasions.36 Relatively inexpensive indirect-fire weapons/

coupled with suitable terrain and adequate C4ISR, could profoundly
reduce the confidence of would-be invaders interested in quick and
painless victory 37 So far, we have not seen strong trends in the
direction of investing in'smarf defences, and in fact many candidate

users

of such technology continue to put greater stock in very

expensive but allegedly'prestigious' weapon systems (such as F-15s,

If nations did begin moving in
this direction, the overall effect might be stabilising. Although

F-15s). However, this could change.

'defensive defence' was largely discredited after extensive analysis in
the 1980s, the analysis dealt with different operational circumstances
(for example, an intra-German border bristling with front-line forces)
and older concepts of warfare. A revised version of defensive defence
for deterrence armoured invasion may make a good deal more sense
now for many countries. AIso, a defender with high-technology
network-centric forces and CaISR might have a substantial capability

against more diffuse forms of aggression. That, of course, is of
considerable interest to Aushalia.
Dominance of the Modern Ofence

There is a contrary possibility, to the effect that

with modern

forces an aggressor could quickly collapse an entire nation's defences.
This image of the offense-defense balance tends to be accompanied by

an emphasis on missiles, first-shike opportunities (for example, to
destroy the opponent's air forces and perhaps to close airfields and
ports), and very rapid parallel warfare, including information
warfare.s This primacy of the offence is perhaps most plausible when
the country attacked depends on but does not adequately protect key
systems such as aircraft with precision weapons. In theory, the
For general discussion of deterrence, see National Research Council, Post-Cold
War Confict Deterrence (National Academy Press, Washington DC, 1997).
Some of my personal work on deterrence is summarised in Appendix J.
My observation here is based in part on work of colleagues Randall Steeb and
fohn Matsumura, some of which is included in a Defense Science Board report
on Technology for 21st Century Military Superiority (1996,2 vols.). See note
39, below.
See John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt (eds), In Athena's Camp: Preparing for
Confict in the Information Age (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,1997).
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potential for crisis instability is significant. As in the era of shategic
nuclear confrontation, there should be a premium on highly lethal
forces that are also invulnerable to first strikes. It is no accident that
some nations, such as Iran and North Korea, have placed great
emphasis on deep-underground missile systems, or that other nations,
such as the United States, look to longer range aircraft, more stealthy
ships, dispersed forces, and so on. My own view, however, is that the
stability issues will be less significant than the increased defensive
capabilities, because follow-up to a first strike would still be very
risky and manpower-intensive. A first strike in this context is not like
a nuclear attack.
RoIe

of Tenain in Strategy

Although advanced US research includes experiments with
radars that penehate foliage, discriminate between military and nonmilitary targets to some degree, and so on, it will probably continue to
be true for some years that the RMA will have the least dramatic
effects in conflicts involving urban sprawl, jungles, or rugged
mountains with cover. Based on recent work RAND has done for the
Defense Science Board, it seems that even'mixed terrain' can severely
degrade the effectiveness of long-range fires - more so than one might
have expected.ee This means that aggessors will avoid exposing
themselves for long in open terrain and exploit the cover of rugged
terrain (including that of cities) as quickly as possible. We should
expect more emphasis on sudden dashes, perhaps to considerable
depth using helicopters, and much less emphasis on traditional
concentration, athition, breakthrough, and reinforcement. In some
regions, such as Aushalia's, plausible threats would take a different

form anyway, but at least the ocean is large and

large-area

surveillance is feasible.

John Matsumura et aL, Analytical Support to tle Defenx Science Board: Tactics
and Technology for 21st Ccntury Military Supeiority (RAND, Santa Monica Ca,

Dgn.
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Ubiquitous Sunteillance anen in

Dfficult Terrain, and lncreasedWillingness

to Intercene

While many observers would heat this as unlikely, one can
imagine that some of the developed countries will develop effective
intervention tactics even for circumstances such as peacemaking (not
mere peacekeeping) in areas with difficult terrain. This could be
based on the proliferation of small and inexpensive sensors, netted
information systems, capabilities for rapid and precise raids on enemy
forces (even terrorisb or guerrillas), and cooperation with friendly
ground forces providing the manpower needed for securing large
areas. It is plausible that survivability of opposition forces would
require a degree of dispersal that would render them ineffective
except for occasional (albeit potentially destructive) acts of terrorism.
Feasibility of Intentention and the RoIe of Political and Economic Detenence

On the one hand, as suggested above, it is plausible that an
RMA will improve prospects for peace and stability, in part by
rendering obsolete traditional continental forms of invasion with large
mechanised forces. However, to the extent that aggressors can conhol

waming time, conquer neighbours with little depth, avoid open
terrain, and either deter or delay the use of American forces by using
weapons of mass destruction, smart mines, and use of unconventional
forces in rear areas with shoulder-fired anti-aircraft weapons, and to
the extent that high-confidence defences against both ballistic and

large numbers of cruise missiles prove illusive, it is possible that
great-power intervention will become so risky as to be not politically
viable except in the more dire of circumstances, which are very
difficult to imagine. In this world, instabilities might actually be
greater than today unless much more effective inshuments - and
shategies - for use of political and economic instruments are
developed. Unforfunately, theory tells us that deterrence is most
effective when the 'threat' and 'sticks' are well understood
beforehand, rather than developed in the midst of crisis or/ even
worse, after initial aggression has failed. This suggests the need for
very painful 'automatic' political and economic sanctions against
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aggressors, something very difficult for current-day policy makers to
contemplate.ao
D i sinte gr ation in

to Chao s

The most depressing image of the future may be the one in
which a variety of nations - or non-nation actors - conclude that the
only effective way to pursue their goals is with weapons of terror,
particularly biological weapons, applied to urban areas. While there
are those who discount the potential here - noting the existence of
some vaccines, the recent investment in antidotes and vaccines, the
potential use of massive antibiotics for treatment, and the short
effectiveness time of many biological agents - my own view is more
sombre because it is feasible for a variety of nations or non-nation
groups to develop and disperse agents for which there are no known
vaccines, that would be immune to antibiotics, that would not
disperse or wear out quickly, and that would be highly effective for
terror. This may never come to pass, but if so, it will not be because
mankind is universally unwilling to use such weapons. Indeed, the
evidence to the contrary is strong: individuals and groups always
exist that are capable of the most obscene forms of attack on those
they perceive to be enemies. The subway event in fapan in March
1995, which reflected an organisation with a billion-dollar bank
account (the Aum Shinrikyo sect), should give us pause. There is no
single solution to this security problem, but it seems likely that
developed nations will have to endure a degree of activity by
shadow-world police and intelligence organisations that civil liberties
would cause us to rule out if at all possible.al Controlling such
activities in democratic societies will be a crucial issue.

For some elaboration, see my Appendix J of National Research Council, PostCold War Conflict Deterrence.
41

The recent attack by the United States on a chemical plant in Sudan is
instructive here. It remains to be seen whether the intelligence underlying the
decision was valid. Even if it was, however, much world reaction was
negative because the evidence was not obvious and the American act of selfdefence was seen as anti-Islamist. There are two awesome difficulties here for
developed-nation foreign policies: fiodiog the terrorist grouPs so as to make

strikes possible and dealing with the perception problems associated with
response. This will not be an easy era for decision makers.
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Final C-omments
To conclude this essay,I can do little bethr than to reiterate that
writFn. There are enormous challenges ahead for
the nations of the developed world. Perhaps the most important are
those involving environment shaping. Not far behind are challenges
the future is not yet

with the transformation of forces for the next century,
including the challenge of maintaining and strengthening effective
alliances and the pobntial for effective ad hoc coalidons. One feature
associated

of the future is predictable. It should be interesting.

9

PLANNING FOR MILITARY OPERATIONS OTHER THAN
WAR: LESSONS FROM US ARMY EFFORTS
fennifer Morrison Taw
Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW)
Definitions
The focus of most US defence planning since the Second World
War has been on conventional warfare. Despite the end of the Cold
War, there are no signs of this changing. The US Army, for example,
pays rhetorical heed to military operations other than war,1 but is
nonetheless focusing the bulk of its efforts on the development of
Force XXI and the Army After Next (AAN). The high-tech, rapidmobility, stand-off capabilities in development are not appropriate for
combatting guerrillas, keeping the peace, or providing disaster relief;
they are explicitly intended to enhance US conventional combat
capabilities in war. Indeed, for a while the army was calling those
parb of the force which were not being ouffitted with Force XXI
upgrades the 'Legacy Force', borrowing ingenuously from the
business community a term which had until then been used in
reference to obsolete computer hardware and software. These'legacy
forces', by any name, are the part of the army most likely to conduct
MOOTW.

Oryrations, Field Manual (FM) 100-5 (Headquarters, Department of the Army,
Washington DC, 1993), chapter 13, pp.13-0 to 13-8. Joint Publication (JP) 347,
loint Doctrine for Military Operations Other Thnn War [oint Staff, Washington
DC,7994) defines MOOTW as 'Military actions, except those associated with
sustained, large-scale combat operations. These military actions can be
applied to complement any combination of the other inshuments of national
power and occur before and after war'. In addition to lP 3-07, there are fP 307.3, loint Tactics, Teclmiques, and Procedures for Peacekeeping Operations (Joint
Staff, Washington DC, 1,994), JP 347.6, Foreign Humanitarian Assistance (Joint
Staff, Washington DC, 1994), andJP 3-07.7, Domestic Support Operations [oint
Staft Washington DC, 1994), among others.
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Yet, despite the US Army's apparent indifference towards
ib obvious fascination with major theatre
war (MTW) and the associated assortment of increasingly
sophisticated and deadly gadgeky - the service began ib history with,
and has continued to steadily conduct, a variety of MOOTW.2 The
insurgent operations of the early Americans against the British,3 the
frontier wars and aspects of the US Civil War would be classified
today as MOOTW in US joint doctrine. The special operations of the
Second World War and the counter-insurgencies, noncombatant
evacuation operations (NEOs), and security assistance of the Cold
War period, to mention just a few, would all be classified as MOOTW.
The 'war on drugs', the humanitarian assistance, and the flurry of
peace operations and engagement efforts from the late 1980s to the
MOOTW - in conhast with

present are all MOOTW.

lndeed, the category of operations is as broad as its name
suggests, defining specifically and rather narrowly what the
operations are not rather than what they are. Thus, MOOTW include
peacekeeping, peace enforcement, counter-insurgency, foreign
internal defence, counter-terrorism, NEO, arms control, support to
domestic civilian authorities, humanitarian assistance, disaster relief,
security assistance (including, among other things, foreign military
sales and international military education and haining), nation
assistance, shows of force and attacks and raids.a

The breadth of the category reflects the low priority accorded to
military operations other than war.s As the US military establishment

3
4
5

For a sense of US Army involvement in OOTW see John M. Collins, America's
Small Wars: Itssons for the Future (Brassey's, Washington DC.,7991); Barry M.
Blechman and Stephen S. Kaplain et al., Force without War: U.S. Armed Forces as
a Political lnstrument (Ihe Brookings Institution, Washington DC,7978).
Notable leaders of such operations included Francis Marion, the'Swamp Fox',
and thm-Major General Nathaniel Greene.
Operations, FM 10G5, p.134.
This allocation of priorities is codified in joint MOOTW dockine, where it is
written that'MOOTW include a wide range of challenging missions for which
US forces need to be prepared it is expected that US Armed Forces will
increasingly participate in these operations. However, commanders must
remember that their primary mission will always be to prepare fox fight and
win America's wars. This is the US military's most rigorous task and requires
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focused increasingly on preparation for big wars, everything else
became subsumed in a catch-all category of 'lesser included cases' those kinds of operations that an army resourced and prepared for
major war could do on the side. By the 1980s, this category was called
'low-intensity conflict', or LIC. That term proved problematic
however. Not only was its meaning unclear, but the words
themselves were perceived by many as discounting the threat in some
of the more intense LIC missions (counter-insurgency, foreign internal
defence and counter-terrorism, for example) and according them
lower priority.

became involved in bigger and more
conventional such operations in the early 1990s, it became clear that
new doctrine and more precise terminology were needed. The term
LIC was discarded in favour of MOOTW; though, in the interim,
several alternative terms were used and ultimately rejected.
Documents of the period therefore may refer to nonconuentional
operationq noncombat operutions, peacetime contingency operations,
military operations short of war (MOSW, humanitaian military operutions
other than war (HMOOTW), cises and lesser conflicts, Iesser regional
contingencies (or conflicts) and, simply, operations other than war
(OOTW. In 1993 the army finally codified MOOTW as the official
term in Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operations, followed by Joint
Publication 3-07, loint Doctrine for Military Operations Other Than War,

As the military

rn1994.6

Although MOOTW as a term is more palatable than LIC, many
of the same problems remain. The category is sirnply too broad to
guide planning. Not all MOOTW share force shucture, equipment
and haining requirements. Preparations for NEO, for example, do
little to prepare the military for prolonged peace operations. Nor is
planning for attacks and raids relevant to security assistance efforts.

nothing less than top priority when haining and equipping our forces'. fP 307, loint Doctrine for Military Operations Otler Than War, p.l-6.
Smaller scale contingencies (SSCs) was introduced as a term in the US 1996
Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), to replace OOTW and complement
MTWs.
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Ironically, it also becane clear that, as dissimilar as the
MOOTW activities are from each other, they are not altogether
dissimilar from - indeed are beginning to blend with - the one thing
they are nof supposed to be: war. Technological development and
proliferation, and increased intemational interdependence and
oversighf have led many MOOTW to be characterised by
sophisticated weaponry and internationalisation. Likewise,
urbanisation and population growth have politicised and civilianised
conventional warfare down to the tactical level and imbued it with
humanitarian responsibilities. In both MOOTW and war, the United
States is likely to operate as a coalition partner; civilian agencies will
be present near or on the battlefield, refugees will require attention
and care; and force protection will be a key requirement. Thus, a
category classifying operations as everything but combat actually
draws far too sharp a line.

In recognition of this, with lessons learned from operations as
diverse as fust Cause in Panama and )oint Endeavor in Bosnia, the US
Army developed the concept of stabilig aod support missions,
categories of actions to complement offensive and defensive missions.
Inhoducing this approach in a draft version of FM 100-5, Operations

(798), the army acknowledged that many MOOTW and combat
activities have become inter-related and interdependent, can be
undertaken simultaneously in the same operation, and require explicit
planning and preparation as such.7
WlrV

AII

the Attention to MOOTW?

If the US Army has always done MOOTW, why is it suddenly
important to plan for them more seriously? The answer lies in a
confluence of factors, including the drawdown of US Army personnel,
resources and infrastructure; ongoing trends in the nature of conflict
in general; and the changing requiremenb of MOOTW themselves.
The US Army has been drawn down between 1989 and 1998

from 16 active divisions to

ten.

The ten extant divisions

are,

Preview EditiorU Third Editio4 Revised Find Draft, FM 100-5, Operations,
1998.
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furthermore, understaffed - institutional loyalty to force structure and
flags means that units were preserved during the drawdown despite a
shortage of soldiers to fill them. Deployments of any kind thus have a
ripple effect throughout the force since personnel frequently must be
cross-levelled (shared across like units) to fill the deploying units,

leaving the lending units without key personnel and, often,

equipment.
Moreover, whereas the army was stationed worldwide during
the Cold war, today it is a power-projection force stationed mostly in
the continental united states (coNUS). In 1989, 423 per cent of the
force was based outside CONUS (OCONUS). By 1997, only 24'8 per
cent was based ocoNUS.s This shift has implications for relative
ease and costs of deployments, as well.
Thus, one reason why more attention must be paid to MOOTW
planning today is that there are simply fewer available resources,
ionshaining the army to make hard choices about how its resources
are used. Indeed, even as it is being tasked with increasing numbers

of MOOTW deployments, it is being charged with 'hollowness' by
those concerned that it is not adequately manned, trained, or
equipped for war.e At a time when any deployment can undermine
piiorury mission readiness, the army can no longer afford to treat
MOOTW as

,lesser included cases'. The army must carefully consider

how to incorporate MOOTW into unit mission-essential task lists
Togo D. West, Jr and Gen. Deruris J. Reimer,'A Statement on the Posture of the

United States Army, Fiscal
chapter2htm> (February 1997).

lear

1998',

at

<httP://www'army'mil/aps'

Theie has been a rash of articles about possible hollowness in the force,
including, among many others, 'Hollow Force, or Ready?', Army Tirnes, 6 JuJy
1998, p.i4; Nita Thurman, 'U.S. Military Should Pull out of Bosnia, Hutchison
Says',-Dallas Morning News, 19 July 1998; Emest Blazar, 'lnside the Ring: TinCup Soldiering' , Waihington Times, 30 JuIy 1'998, p.I2; Jon R' Anderson, 'Cohen
Takes Aim at Readiness: Leaders Fear Retum to Hollow Force Days" European
Stars and Stripes,5 May 1998; Lt.Col George E. Rector Jr, 'support and Stability
Triage', US Naval Institute Proceedings, December 1997, p'54; Richard J'
Newman,'Can Peacekeepers Make War?', LI.S' Neus and World Report, 19
Continue',
January 1998; Sean D. Naylor, 'Readiness Problems Expected to
Army Times, 5 January 1998, p.1'8; Steven Lee Myers, 'U'S' Shifts A-Bomb
Readiness to Focus on Smaller Conflicts', Nr(a York Times, T December 1997'
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(METLs),10 how to resource them, and how
efficiently and effectively as possible.

to undertake them as

There are also trends in the nature of conflict which make
increased MOOTW planning important. The army cannot afford to be
surprised by media on the battlefield, by the Presence of nongovernmental organisations, or by the influence of civilian agencies.
It needs to be prepared for politically driven (as opposed to missiondriven) operational requirements (for example, the decision to
undertake a coalition effort where a unilateral operation might be
more rapid and effective; ceilings on manpower and equipment
allowed in a theatre; pre-determined withdrawal dates; or force
protection rules). It must be ready to operate on urban terrain; it must
anticipate the presence of civilians in the area of operations; it must
bring adequate resources to respond to humanitarian crises or
compensate for inadequate local infrashucture (or both); it must be
able to coordinate with foreign military contingents; it must be able to
be a 'neutral' player; it must be disciplined and creative enough to
respond to rapidly changing circumstances without over- or underreacting.

Although the army has shown remarkable flexibility in
responding to these and other requirements in the post-Cold War era,
can do more long-term planning for them. It can now begin to
institutionalise lessons learned from operations conducted over the
last decade; it can determine what skills must be in units' METLs; it
can write dochine that takes MOOTW seriously; it can begin to adjust
force structure to allow for MOOTW deployments while minimising
their effects on MTW readiness.ll The army has already collected the

it

data describing the changing nature of conllict and the increased
political oversight. It is time, now, that it start using the information
to plan deliberately for future MOOTW.

10
11

METLs list what tasks each unit must train for.
For more on the effects of peace operations deployments, specifically, on MTW
readiness, see Jennifer Morrison Taw, David Persselin and Maren Leed,
Meeting Peace Operations' Requirements while Maintaining MTW Readiness
(RAND, Santa Monica Ca, 1998).
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There are, finally, trends in MOOTW themselves which require
the army to do more advanced planning'12 In the past most of the
MOOTW the army conducted were very specialised and required that
the army employ mostly 'fringe' capabilities such as the special

operations foices (SOF) The post-Cold War period, however,
introduced bigger, more conventional, MooTW. The peak number of
US Army soldiers deployed to somalia for operation Restore Hope,
for example, was 9,608; in Uphotd Democracy in Haiti, the army
supplied,lt the peak, 1'l',563 soldiers; 3,530 US soldiers participated in
ttre Utt mission in Haiti (UNMIH) between April1995 and April1996;
and between December '1995 and August 1996 nearly 25,000 us
soldiers were present in Bosnia for ]oint Endeavor.l3
MOOTW are not only bigger and more conventional: they are
also more confusing. Many MOOTW in the past were driven by the
exigencies of the cold war ideological competition. Today, however,

it is difficult to
forces will be
US
circumstances
anticipate where and under what
it is more
are
engaged,
forces
called upon to respond. Moreover, once
has been
an
objective
when
difficulf than in the past to determine
absence
in
the
when,
achieved, when the mission has been successful,
of victory, an oPeration is - or should be - over. This, too, poses
challenges for the army which must be anticipated in planning'
thJ pohtical imperatives are harder to gauge;

Despite all this, however, the US Army's preference is still to
treat MOOTW as lesser included cases and to maintain its focus on its

primary mission: fighting and winning the nation's wars' The
motiva-ting assumption is that being unprepared for MOOTW
involves much less risk to the soldiers and the nation than being
unprepared for MTW. while the assumption is true, it ignores a basic
faci: the army has been and will continue to be called upon to
conduct MooTw, from engagement to counter-terrorism to peace

12

The authors outlined changing OOTW requirements and the US Army's

t3

Taw, Persselin and Leed, Meeting

response as part of Jenniler M. Taw and Alan Vick, 'From Sideshow to Center
stage: The Role of the Army and Air Force in Military operations other Than
WJ in Za1^ay l(halilzad and David A. Ochmanek (eds), Strategic Appraisal
1997: Stratcgy and Defense Planning for tle 21st Century (RAND, Santa Monica
Ca, 1997), pp.17 9 -211'.
Peace

Operations' Requirements " ', p'4'
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operations to raids, and most of these deployments can no longer be
undertaken without affecting some aspects of the army's readiness for
MTW. Simply ignoring MOOTW in favour of MTW will not work as

it did in the past,

because

in a

more constrained

resource

environment, MOOTW will eat into MTW capabilities. Moreover, the
shifting nature of conJlict almost guarantees that any MTW will also

have a MOOTW component which must be anticipated in force
planning and preparation. The'lesser included case' model has been
overtaken by events and the army must now begin systematic
planning to ensure that it can conduct both MOOTW and its primary
mission.

Thus, the army needs to plan for both MOOTW and MTW at
the same time; it needs to be able to conduct one without vitiating its
ability to do the other. To this end it must consider the implications of

the trends outlined above for doctrine, force strucfure, training and
equipping. It must think not in terms of two sets of forces - Force XXI
or AAN and the 'Legacy Force' - but in terms of a single, integrated
force capable of operating, in its own terms, across the'full spectrum'.
MOOTW Planning Requirements
Doctrine
US Army doctrine is intended not as an operational template,
but as a purveyor of lessons learned and analysis, as a haining guide,
and as a planning resource. MOOTW has long been relegated to the
margin in army doctrine. In the early L990s, as it became apparent
not only that MOOTW were changing, but also that the army was

being tasked with more of them, army doctrine began to focus on
MOOTW in earnest. One of the first documents was FM 100-20/ AFP
30-20, Military Operations in Low lntensity Conflict (1gg0), followed
quickly by FM 842, Health Operations in Lotn-lntensity Conflict also in
L990, and then, a couple of years later, by FM 63-5, Combat Sentice
Support in Low-Intensity Conflicf and FM 7-98, Operations in Low
Intensity Conflict. 14/hen FM 100-5, Operations, the army's keystone
manual, was updated in 1993, it included a brief chapter (about 8
pages) on MOOTW. Then, as the army gained experience in
MOOTW, it produced the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL)
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for the Soldier in Military Operations Other Than War
(MOOTW in fuly 1994, and, a year later, FM 700-23, Peace Operations.
At the same time, the army was already in the Process of reviewing
and rewriting FM 100-5 for 1998, in the early draft versions of which it
sought to replace the catch-all MOOTW category and introduced in its
Handbook

place the concept of stability and support operations (SASO)'

Despite the strides the US Army has made in incorporating
MOOTW into dochine, it continues to struggle with balancing
MOOTW and MTW requfuements. The 1998 version of FM 100-5 has
gone through numerous rewrites, capturing MOOTW (or SASO, or
stability and support missions or actions) in a variety of different ways/
accorded a variet5r of different levels of emphasis. The final version is
not due until the first quarter of 1999. In the meantime, doctrine
writers have postponed completion of the rewrite of FM 100-20,
formerly Military Operations in Low Intensity Conflict and currently
ntled Stability and Support Operations, until the concepts are formalised
in FM 100-5. Indeed, early draft versions of FM 100-20 were based on
chapter 13 in the 1993 version of FM 100-5, and appeared to have
changed little but terminology: at that poin! SASO was being used
ahnost interchangeably with MOOTW.

In

whatever form the doctrine finally arrives,

it

should

accomplish some new things with regards to MOOTW:

.

it

.

it should be complementary to - and coordinated with - other

should acknowledge that MOOTW and MTW may take
place simultaneously as different Parts of the same operation;
services', joint, and NATO MOOTW doctrine;

.

should address the trends in conJlict that affect all
operations, whether combat or MOOTW, including
requirements for coalition operations, the presence of the
media, the presence of civilians (both locals and nongovernmental organisations), political micromanagement at

it

the tactical level, and so forth; and
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should identi$ precisely where MTW and MOOTW

in terms of intelligence, for example
(human intelligence is often more useful in MOOTW than
electronic or satellite intelligence), or in terms of basic tactics
and techniques, such as patrolling or room clearing (patrolling
in many MOOTW is an overt activity intended to establish
presence, whereas it is usually covert in MTWs; room clearing
in MOOTW usually requires knocking on doors and finding
out who is in a room as compared with room-clearing in
MTWs, which is usually accomplished with a grenade).
requirements diverge,

These recommendations are compatible with the findings of an
after-action review (AAR) held at the US Army Peacekeeping Institute
to examine the planning and preparation, deployment and early entry
operations of Operation foint Endeavor (OJE) from a US perspective.
Among the findings of that AAR were:1a

Current Army doctrine may not be broad enough to ensure the
full integration of civilian organizations, i.e., non-DOD, UN,
International Organizations (IOs) or Non-Governmental

Organizations (NGOs), into planning for peace operations.
Specifically, although units involved with Haiti developed close
relationships when planning/executing peace operations, the
same can not be said of OIE. This coordination and'mindset' of
bringing these organizations in early during planning and
execution does not appear to be instifutionalized throughout
the Army. Also, there appear to be inconsistencies in peace
operations doctrine between foinf Army, NATO (in draft), and
UN publications. (Issue #4)
Problems experienced during foint Endeavor stem from a lack
of staffs who understood third party logistics, could plan for it

and then implement and manage

it.

This reflects not only

doctrinal deficiencies, but also deficiencies in formal training for

third party logistics planning/employment/management.
(Issue #7)
't4

US

at

Army Peacekeeping Institute, 'Bosnia-Herzegovina After Action Review',
<http://carlisle-www.army.mil/

usacsT/

frame/bosrep2a.html> (September 1998).

org/ pkJ/ mllitary / aars/bosnia
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C2 and support of US service members serving outside US
sectors is extremely challenging. Our current doctrinal roles of
the operational and service chains of command may not be
appropriate for multinational peace operations. Dochine for
providing Title 10 support for US units and individual service
members deployed outside US sector is limited, poorly
understood and rarely, if ever, practiced. (Issue #9)

A

strategic level review of our force protection policies and
dochine is required to ensure that we have a ProPer balance of
force protection and operational freedom. (Issue #L0)
We must continue to redefine and develop both Army and joint
civil-military doctrine. We should consider adding the terms
Ciuilians along with the term Troops in doctrinal concept of
METT-I found in our capstone manual FM 100-5. (Issue #13)

If FM 100-5 and 100-20 are rewritten to meet the general
requirements described above, and address the specific issues
identified during the OJE AAR, then th.y - in addition to other
relevant doctrine such as FM 100-8, The Army in Multinational
Operations (November 1997) - will be effective tools to help US Army
planners avoid past problems and incorporate lessons learned into
tuture MOOTW.
Eorce Stnrcture

MOOTW force structure requirements vary substantially, from
the limited specialised forces required for non-combatant evacuation
operations to the thousands of soldiers necessary to conduct peace
operations. Yet, there are some consistent differences between
MOOTW and MTWs. All MOOTW require tailored forces: the
organisation of the US Army into corps and divisions is optimal for
MTWs, but inappropriate for the specific needs for MOOTW, which
are smaller, lighter operations than MTW and need a different mix of
skills and capabilities. MOOTW also require more immediate access
to special operations forces and combat support/combat service
support (CS/CSS) personnel such as engineers, doctors, and military
police than do MTW - but the force is shuctured for rapid access to
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combat forces, with many of the SOF troops and support elements in

the reserves (there is only one active civil affairs battalion, for
example, with the bulk of civil affairs residing in the reserve
component) or maintained at echelons above division or above corps
(such as the vertical construction engineers who are necessary to
many MOOTW).
These distinctions between MTW force structuring and
MOOTW requirements have implications for MOOTW planning. The
required forces may not be immediately available, or may not be
available in sufficient depth to allow for rotations, or may never be
available in the appropriate force mix (such as when there is no callup of the reserves and operations must rely on volunteer reservists).
These problems must be anticipated so that workarounds can be
found (such as reliance on private contractors, on foreign military
contingents for certain skills, on other services) or so that they can be
resolved in advance of operations (for example, through creative force
tailoring, modularity, development of new reserve call-up policies).
But there are additional force structure challenges that may
arise for MOOTW planners, especially in peace operations or complex

contingencies,

the four most important of which

are:

unclear

objectives; a huge variety of possible missions; potential for prolonged
operations; and politically motivated force shucture decisions (such

limits). That is without mentioning the two hends likely to
complicate planning for any deployment, MOOTW or MTW: the
need to conduct multilateral operations (sometimes under the
auspices of a regional or global organisation such as NATO or the
United Nations); and the presence of civilians (governmental, nonas troop

governmental and local).
Planners therefore may not even know how many forces will be
employed, how long the operation is likely to last, what other players
will be involved (with what implications for the US Army, such as lift
or logistic support protection, command and control coordination
requirements, and so on) or even what ends must be attained for the
operation to be considered a success.

War 279
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Peacekeeping Institute's OJE review. For example, participants
looking at'Issue 3, Force Design and Adaptation', noted that:

Pol-Mil constraints hampered planners' ability to revise initial
estimates and adjust the force to reflect operational
considerations.

The mission was not clear, the 'enemy' did not exist Per se,
terrain was difficult to recon, available resources were unclear,
and time-available was not decided.

The political process delayed the provision

of

necessary

political guidance in a timely manner to complete the plan. As
a result initial estimates were not refined before political
approval was given to the plan' Authority to execute the
Presidential Selective Reserve Call-Up G'SRC) was delayed by
the peace process which impacted on the execution of the force
package. The Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) imposed a
limitation on the number of reserve component (RC) personnel
to be mobilized which placed constraints on the commanders
and the limited flexibility of the force design.

Deliberate plans for peace should be developed to enhance and
assist the force design Process as current'war plans' may not
suffice for this purPose.
Other relevant observations throughout the course of the AAR
included:

Current Army force shucfure is based on Defense Planning
Guidance to respond to the two Major Regional Conflict (MRC)
scenario. Present Army force strucfure is configured so that
U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) and Army National Guard (ARNG)
combat support and combat service support (CS/CSS) forces
are essential to execute any MRC. However, availability of
these forces is dependent upon both national will and a political
decision making process. Their use in contingency operations is
subject to the same constraints. (Issue #8)
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Another problem is that these organizational and structural

concepts date from a World War II design and thinking' We
need to look at new ways to organize and meet contemporary
requirements. (Chapter 5, Topic #1)

In the briefing we gave examPles of how' late reserve unib can
effect deployment and planning phases if the I€RC is not
decided early. The military could not be perceived as being'out
in front' of the political Process. Media plays into this. An
RC/AC (Reserve Components/Active Components) mix relook
is the answer. (Chapter 5, ToPic #2)

Although similar issues were raised

in AARs from OJE,

Operation Restore Hope in Somalia, Operation Uphold Democracy in
Haiti, Operation Provide Comfort in northern Iraq, and even analyses
of Operation fust Cause in Panama, most strategic force stuucture
planning continues to focus on big war requirements. optinistic
assessments continue to be made about the timing requfued to move
forces from a MOOTW to an MTW should that be required; and very

few plans actually integrate MOOTW and MTW

personnel

requirements in the event that a contingency with elements of each
takes place. Force XXI and the AAN, moreover, aPPear to be solely
combat-focused, with an emphasis on hading Personnel for forcemultiplying technologies. Nonetheless, if the 1.998 version of FM 1005 livei up to its potential, there may be more impetus for integrated
MOOTW-MTW force structure planning.

Training
There are a few central t""ining issues relevant to MOOTW:
how much and what kinds of traimng soldiers require to be prepared
for MOOTW; how much those kinds of training differ form MTW
training; and how much MOOTW training can be incorporated into
standard unit METLs.

Of course, the answers vary across kinds of MOOTW but, for
the most part, they are reassuring. Some MOOTW (such as counterterrorism, counter-insurgency, noncOmbatant evacuation operations)
demand specialised forces trained over time in unique skills, but most
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MOOTW arguably require little more than tailored pre-deployment
training since they share most of the same tasks with MTW. Indeed,
CS/CSS and SOF personnel are likely to conduct the same tasks in
MOOTW as in MTW and even combat soldiers' tasks are similar,
including identifying belligerents and equipmenf preparing and
occupying an observation post, conducting countermine operations
and so forth.ls The fundamental requirement for success in MOOTW
is disciplined, professional soldiers.l5

a disciplined force is all the more important when
compensating for the key divergences in MTW-MOOTW haining
Such

requirements: conditions and standards. MOOTW, for example, may
require soldiers to conduct overt rather than covert patrolling or to
react with restraint rather than overwhelming force to hostile
contact.lT MOOTW are often highly politicised (it is frequently noted
that in MOOTW a tactical decision can have strategic implications).
In MOOTW, objectives may be unclear or changeable; there may be
no distinction between'good guys' and'bad guys'. MOOTW are also
more likely to involve civilians - local, governmental, and nongovernmental. These are the asPects of MOOTW wherein the training
- and planning - challenges lie. As one soldier from the 1.st Armored
Division in Bosnia said:

For a sense of the tasks involved

in MOOTW see 7th Army

Training

Command, 'Mission Training Plan for Military Operations Other Than War:
Peacekeeping Operations' (Combat Maneuver Training Center (CMTC),

L6

17

Hohenfels, Germany, White Paper, Coordinating Draft, December 1994).
Notably FM 100-23, Peace Operations (Headquarters, Department of the Army,
Washington DC, 7994) comments explicitly that 'Peace operations are not a
new mission and should not be treated as a seParate task to be added to a
unit's METL ... For planning PurPoses, units require from 4 to 6 weeks of
specialized haining'.
Observers at CMTC found that'well trained units and soldiers can readily
adapt and become highly proficient at peace enforcement operations [as long
as they retain] METL-based, performance-oriented training, adapting it to the
different conditions found in PEO as necessary'. Peace Enforcement Operations,
kssons Leamed Newsletter No.1-95, MOUNTAIN EAGLE 95, USAREUR, p.2.
See, for exanple, 7th Army Training Center, Mission Training Plan '.., pp.ll-C39 and II-D-2, which describe the tasks, conditions, and standards for,
respectively, providing command and control and building searches.
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Our training was to maneuver and take the enemy out. Here
we've had to learn a different concept. We had to learn not to
shoot because you don't really know who your enemy is. You
have to sit back, watch, and try to keep the peace.18

In the US Army's experience, such challenges can be met, for
the most parf through just-in-time haining, including the use of Peace
Operations Training Support Packages at home station, situational
exercises, and rotations through exercises such as the MOOTW
rotation at the Joint Readiness Training Center fRTC) or the Combat
Maneuver Training Center (CMTC). Mobile training teams can even
be dispatched to the deploying unit to PrePare it for the specific
requirements of the contingency,

All this requires planning, however. Despite experience and
knowledge gained in Somalia and Haiti, the training system
established for Bosnia was ad hoc and, consequently, it was plagued
until well into the operation with inefficiencies and redundancy.
Moreover, it tended to focus on refreshing basic combat skills rather
than on more relevant topics such as mine awareness, local Politics,
and operating with civilians.le The US Army needs to have in place a
set of planning guidelines for pre-deployment MOOTW training; it
needs to determine in advance which skills cannot be imparted with
just-in-time training and therefore should be incorporated into
various units' METLs; and it should consider standardising some
MOOTW haining requirements across unib'20
18

Sue Palumbo,

'Unit Moving on out - and Heading Home',

European Stars and

Stripes, '16 August 1996, p;17.

79

These problems mirrored those encountered in other peace operations'
Specifically, a June L995 interim CALL report found that units designated to
deploy to peace operations spent most of their time executing thei standard
operating procedures (SOPs) for deployment and little on specialty kaining for
the mission. The CALL report is cited in US General Accounting Office, Peace
Operations: Effects of Training, Equipment, and Otler Factors on Unit Capability
(General Accounting Office, Washington DC, October 1995), p.26.

Currently MOOTW is incorporated into units' METLs at the discretion of the
corps commander - thus, the 18th Airbome Colps has incorporated MOOTW
at the corps level but did not include it in subordinate units' METIT, including
those of the 10th Mountain Division (Light), the 82nd Airbome Division, or the
101st Airbome Division, despite those units'frequent MOOTW deployments.
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Again, these observations are borne out by findings of the US
Army Peacekeeping Institute's OJE AAR:
The Army should emphasize mission analysis, estimates and
assumptions for peace operations in training, schools and
exercises. (Issue #3)

It may

be time for the Army to recognize the peace operations
. Adding Peace oPerations tasks to at
least some unit METLs will ensure the Army is better Prepared
to conduct these types of operations in the future. This would
are not going to 'go away'

enable at least some units to deploy in a crisis ... exportable
training programs, with associated POI, would be invaluable to
units preparing for deployment. Adding Peace oPerations to
the METLs of selected units would not create specialized peace

operations units, but units
operations skills. (Issue #4)

with the appropriate peace

We must irnprove our schoolhouse and unit training

on

multinational operations to include how to ensure that effective
support and C2 relationships are developed. (Issue #9)
... in addition to unit training, there are Programs that must be
vitahzed, such as the Foreign Area Officer (FAO) Program/
language training, and exchange Programs with civilian
governmental and non-governmental organizations that
provide individual haining and experience valuable to peace
operations. (Theme #1, Chapter 4)

Or, as one of the observers at the AAR cogently summed up the
problem:

The Army strategy for Peace Operations training currenfly is
'train for rvar and adapt for peace'. You need to have an
adaptation game plan and METL for that. That game plan
needs to be applicable to any Army

unit. (Topic #1, Chapter

5;zr

US

Army Peacekeeping Institute,'Bosnia-Herzegovina After Action Review'.
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Equipment

Some MOOTW, such as counter-terrorism, have unique
equipment requirements.z For most MOOTW, however, standard
equipment and/or over-the-counter purchases are likely to suffice.
For the US Army, equipping for MOOTW has been problematic not
because of the types of equipment needed, but because of how much
is available, where it resides in the force structure, and the
implications for MTW readiness of using it in MOOTW.
The first issue is typified by reverse-osmosis water Purification
units (ROWPUs), technology used to make potable water. Such units

are in short supply - their procurement was based on anticipated
requirements for US soldiers involved in two near-simultaneous
MTWs, not for locals, foreign military contingents, and others present
during smaller scale contingencies in resource-scarce environments.
In planning for MOOTW, demand for such low-density capabilities
must be anticipated, gauged, and addressed with Procurement where
possible, but with alternatives when necessary. Several civilian
agencies, non-governmental organisations, and even other militaries
have ROWPU units, for example; the army can therefore plan in
advance with these other actors to coordinate their efforts in order to
collaborate efficiently on the ground in the provision of water.
The second issue mentioned above is related,

in the United

States, to how the force is structured. Although most MOOTW are
small-unit operations (even the largest are led by division-level task
forces), some MOOTW-relevant equipment resides at echelons above
division (EAD) and echelons above corps (EAC). Similarly, unit types

are designed and ouffitted for combat, not for MOOTW; thus light
infantry units have typically been deployed for Peace oPerations, but
they lack both sufficient vehicles and adequate engineering
equipment for such operations. Problems have therefore arisen in

recent peace operations, for example, when divisions' forward
support battalions did not have in stock parts required by attached

Many of these unique equipment requirements are met in the United States by
the US Special Operations Comrnand (USSOCOM), which has its own
purchasing authority separate from the services'precisely because specialised
equipment tended to'fall off the services' procurement priority lists'
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EAD units. Planners need to foresee these kinds of problems,
especially in relation to engineers, aviation, artillery, air defence and
signal units, and should identify resupply chains before deployment.

This ls particularly likely to be important in peace operations,
humanitarian assistance, disaster relief and complex contingency
operations.

The third MOOTW-related equipment issue facing the US
Army is how use of equipment affecb readiness for MTW.
Equipment sustains wear and tear and is also sometimes modified for
MOOTW, so not all equipment would be immediately redeployable
directly from MOOTW to MTW.23 Moreover, units have left
equipment behind for follow-on units, the United Nations,
contaactors, or even local use; these items have not typically been
replaced in a timely manner.24 Planning therefore requires
recognition of lag-time between deployments to MOOTW and MTWreadiness, especially for engineering equipment, helicopters and
ground vehicles.

MOOTW equipment challenges are likely to increase, rather
than decline, for the US Army, especially as the 'revolution in military
affairs' continues to take place. Plans for Force XXI and the AAN

For examples of this, see Taw, Persselin and Leed, Meeting Peace Operations'
Requirements ..., pp.47-9; US Center for Army Lessons Learned, U.S. Army
Operations in Support of UNOSOM II, Izssons lzarned Report (Center for Army
Lessons Leamed, Fort Leavenworth, 4 May 7993-37 March 1994), p.I-5-11; US
General Accounting Ottice, Peace Operations: Heoay Ux of Key Capabilities May
Response to Regional Conllicts (General Accounting Office, Washington

Affect

DC,199s), p.a8.
24

The GAO reported that although over US$44.2 million worth of equipment
items was sold to the United Nations during the transition from Operation
Restore Hope to UNOSOM II, 'Prior to the sale and lease of these items the
Army, which owned most of the items, studied the irnpact of these transactions
on unit readiness and concluded that they would not lessen unit readiness'.
US General Accounting Office, Peace Operations: Withilrawal of U.S. Troops from
Somalia (General Accounting Office, Washington DC, ]une 1994). Nonetheless,

the autho/s own research and other literafure suggests that, at least in some
unit readiness is degraded for some time. See, for example, Lt.Gen.
Henry Shelton, Impact of Operations Other Than War on Training and
Readiness as Related to Recovery Time, unpublished memo to Gen. Dennis J.
Reimer, 22Febntary 1,995, pp.54.
cases,
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of equipment with little

relevance to
is more
important than satellite intelligence and where face-time is more
important than stand-off capabilities, the technological advances the
army is currently developing will be out of place (not to mention
prohibitively expensive). The two areas of technological development
likely to be most applicable to MOOTW are non-lethal weapons
(currently being developed under the proponency of the US Marines)
and defensive and clean-up capabilities for use where weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) may be a threat. Teltingly, non-lethal
weapons continue to regularly 'fall of( the services' procurement
priority lists.

MOOTW. In

contingencies where human intelligence

Equipment issues will also flow from the coalition aspect of
many MOOTW, in terms of inter-operability and - at the other end of
the scale - some foreign contingenb' and non-governmental
organisations' reliance on the US military for logistics assistance and
even the provision of some key kinds of equipment.
Long-term MOOTW planning will require attention to a variety
maintenance of state-of-the-art specialised
equipment stocks; advance efforb to ensure access and adequate

of equipment issues:

support in cases of force tailoring; early coordination with allies,
potential coalition parhrers, and myriad groups of civilians (including
the United Nations, US governmental agencies and non-governmental

organisations)

in planning for the provision of logistics and low-

density equipment types; and recognition and consideration of
MOOTW requiremenb as the army modernises.E

Equipment issues were only peripherally discussed at the Army Peacekeeping
Institute's OJE AAR, and tended to focus exclusively on coalition and militarycivilian logistics issues. The key findings along these lines were: 'Review
current logistics relationships with NATO, other intemational organizations,
Partners for Peace, and other potential coalition partners. Simplify.' (Issue
#5); and'Recognize third party logistics as an integral part of both deliberate
and contingency operation planning processes.' (Issue #7).
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Conclusions

of

these observations regarding MOOTW planning
requirements are new. Each of them could have been made in
reference to previous operations in Panama, northern Iraq, Somalia,
Haiti, and Rwanda. Many of them even pertain to earlier operations,
such as the one in Lebanon, despite the much larger US Army and
different international security environment then in place.

None

With a wealth of data and experience over the past decade, US
Army planners can now be fairly certain what problems are likely to
arise in MOOTW. Their challenge is to find ways to resolve or work
around them within daunting constraints: the relatively low priority
accorded such operations within the army, from haining to budgeting
to force structure; the political imperatives affecting many MOOTW
(including requirements for coalitions, neutrality, limited-to-zero
civilian or even military casualties, limited infrastructural damage,
and so on); and the uncertainties pervading such operations
(including how long they will last, what outcome will be satisfactory,
who will join a coalition with what criteria, how the public will react,
what political limitations will be placed on the operation).
Unfortunately, the first constraint can be paralysing. Most US
Army planning - like most US military analysis overall - continues to
be bifurcated: the bulk of attention and long-term strategic planning
is focused on MTWs; there is some limited operational planning for
MOOTW. Fortunately, if FM 100-5 lives up to its promise, that
hurdle, at least, will be lowered. Army planners will be given leave to
finally think in terms of operations rather than war and eoerything else.
Whether budgets and procurement and force structure will fall into
place is doubtful, at least in the short term, but minor, marginal
adjustments in leader education and unit and individual haining
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should allow for more foresight and creativity in meeting MOOTW
requirements.6

For more on MOOTW planning see: IP 347, loint Doctrine for Military
Operations Other Than War, cJtap@t IV, 'Planning for Military Operations Other
Than Wa/, pp.IV-1 to W-1? Paul K. Davis (ed.), Nero Challenges for Defen*
Planning: Rethinking How Much ls Enough (RAND, Santa Monica Ca, 1994),
especially chapters 7 (Richard L. Kugler, 'Nonstandard Contingencies for
Defense Planning'), 9 fennifer Morrison Taw and Bruce Hoffrun, 'Operations
Other Than War'), 15 (Bruce W Berrnett, Sam Gardiner and Daniel B. Fox, 'Not
Merely Planning for the Last War'), and 17 (Margaret Cecdrine Harrell and
Robert Howe, 'Military Issues in Multinational Operations'). This boot
interestingly, reflects the very bifurcation mentioned above. There is a single
chapter on MOOTW; there are nany on MTW; and there are a few which
describe operations in a more integrated fashion.

10

THE COMING REVOLUTION: AUSTRALIA'S
DEFENCE IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
StewartWoodman

The dilemma which defence planners are facing as they
approach the twenty-first century was neatly summed up by Gerald
Hensley, New Zealand's Secretary for Defence, when he noted:
Defence planning is a black art. You are required to plan how to
meet an unknowable challenge in an unforeseeable location by
means you cannot predict. It might be compared to drawing an
outline on black paper in pitch blackness with a felt pen which
does not work.1

It was certainly an image intended to challenge those who
would attempt confidently to predict the future and argue for
radically different policy solutions. 'Uncertainty', as Hensley
suggests,'is undoubtedly the dominant strategic paradigm'.
Yet it is open to question whether that characterisation is quite
correct. The situation that strategic planners face might be described
more accurately as twilight, not total blackness. There are vague
shapes out there - players and issues. Some are relatively familiar,
some are more unknown. The challenge is not that planners cannot
see but that they cannot see clearly enough to make judgemenb as to
the priority to be accorded particular issues and as to their possible
impact.

In such circumstances, the temptation is to cling tightly to the
known - to the familiar friends and structures that seem to offer an
element of stability in an uncertain world. Uncertainty can also
I

Gerald Hensley, Govemment Policy and Force Skucture, speech to the Royal

Aeronautical Society, 5 March1998, at <http://www.defence.govt.nzlnews/
releases/royal.htm> (September 1998), p.1.
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become a crutch for 'worst casing' and trying to keep all options open,
not least because there are no concrete grounds for dismissing them.

In reality, the impact of uncertainty is much more complex.
This is best illustrated by looking at a generic model of the defence
planning process (as set out in Figure 10.1 below). Normally, planners
work on the assumption that guidance will flow down from an
assessment of the strategic environment (with its identification of
possible threats and the time scales that may apply to them), through
into the determination of national defence policy and strategy, and
ultimately to the implementation of that policy in areas such as
capability development and the conduct of defence force operations.
Figure 10.1: The Defence Planning Process
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There are two critical linkages in this Process. The first lies
between the assessment of the strategic environment and the
development of defence policy. Ideally, the assessment of the
environment allows key security issues to be identified, their relative
funportance weighed, and judgements made as to the likely warning
time for, and indicators of, their occurrence.
On that basis, decisions can be made as to the best policy course
which a nation should pursue, including the extent of defence self-

reliance and the most appropriate security parbrers to engage.
Planners also seek to allocate priorities to particular issues or
objectives, generally on the basis of how soon they might occur and
how serious their possible consequences would be for the nation's
security.

The second, and in many resPects most difficult, step is to
translate that policy into detailed guidance for the development and
employment of the force. The difficulty here arises because this is
where the flexibility and short time frames applying to policy need to
mesh together with the longer term, more integrated and ultimately
more cumbersome dynamics of existing force strucfure and doctrine.
In times of uncertainty, this Process changes quite dramatically.
The linkage between the strategic environment and policy weakens
significant$ as the former is unable to provide the clear direction and
ordering of priorities that planners so desperately crave. Without that
focus, the emphasis in planning switches to the policy area and the
principal means for pursuing that policy. The concern is no longer to
identify who the potential enemy might be but how best to position
the nation to:
make sure that its strategic position does not slip;

maximise its capacity to shape the future strategic landscape;
and

keep its options open to be able to accommodate alternative
strategic futures.
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The key question is not whether planners can predict the future
with any confidence, but whether the nation has the tools to play the

game. This places the emphasis squarely on the nation's own capacity
and its ability to engage others, and it is those elements which become

the key policy drivers. But as nations approach the twenty-first
century, questions are even being asked as to whether those
established tools of strategic management can be approached with the
same confidence as in the past.

There are suggestions that traditional alliance arrangements,
previously underpinned by shared values and a common enemy, may
be supplanted by shorter term marriages of convenience in response to
specific incidents. The future of regional security cooperation in the
Asia-Pacific remains unclear. No nation has yet significantly altered
its defence posfure or capabilities in response to the new multilateral
dialogue regimes and confidence-building measures. The Asian
economic crisis has tended to refocus the attention of many regional
nations on internal economic, political and social issues. The United
Nations has stuttered in its efforts to re-establish itself as the custodian
of the'new world order'.
Ultimately what this means is that the ability of nations to play
the game is being increasingly determined by their effectiveness in the
traditional policy implementation areas in the planning chain,
particularly the availability and employment of forces.
Essentially, the impact of strategic uncertainty has been to turn
whole
the
defence policy development process on its head and make
the judgements about what is important quite different. There is now
much more emphasis on the appropriateness of capabilities to fulfil
certain short-term roles and to provide an image of the nation's
relevance and value as a player in the game. The balances between
capability development and operations and between short- and longterm objectives have become far more complex.

Without the 'top down' leads provided by the

strategic

environment, the difficulty is that the nation cannot commit itself to a

carefully staged set of objectives. Instead, planners must make
iudgements about ib relative position and seek to ensure that defence
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policy and capabilities have the flexibility and adaptability to move
with a continuously evolving agenda. And if that challenge is not only
complex but takes defence planners well outside their traditional
comfort zone, it is rapidly being made even more complicated by the
new chalenges emerging from the'bottom up'.
Both the impact of new technologies, especially those reflected
in the'revolution in military affairs' (RMA), and constrained budgets
raise the very real speche that warfare in the future will be very
different from the way it has been conducted in the twentieth century.
For all but the largest powers, the prospect of aspiring to or
maintaining a balanced, conventional defence force with advanced
technologies will not be a realistic option.

Thus, as defence planners approach the twenty-first century,
they are left with the situation that'flexibility' and'adaptability' have
become the important flipside of the uncertainty coin, but even the
traditional 'bread and butter' of defence planning (capability and
operations), which is the key to delivering that flexibility and
adaptability, is under increasing pressure. Perhaps Gerald Hensley
was right after all - the night is dark indeed - and planners can only
hang onto the known and seek to keep options open.
That approach would, of course, be acceptable if one expects the
current uncertainty to be relatively short-lived and that the strategic
tomorrow will be broadly similar to today. But an examination of the
trends that are starting to emerge in defence planning suggests that
neither of those assumptions hold true. In the past two years/ a
'second generation' of strategic reviews and Defence White Papers has
been published

in the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia

and New Zealand. They are all much more considered than the hasty
rethinks of policy undertaken in the early 1990s to halt the significant
inroads that calls for a peace dividend were making into defence
budgets.

The reviews are important not only because they seek to develop
guidelines out to 2015 but because in doing so they recognise to
varying degrees the problems created by shategic uncertainty,
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Figure 10.2: The Impact of Uncertainty on Defence Planning
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resource realities, and the impact of new technologies. Each nation is
quite different not just in terms of size and geostrategic circumstances
but also in the current state of their defence planning. What is
interesting are the similarities in terms of the dilemmas Posed, the key

issues identified and the new directions that are being embarked
uPon.

What then are the themes that are beginning to emerge in
defence planning?

(i) Firsf there is a distinct shift away from a narrow focus on
developing capabilities primarily for national defence tasks to
emphasising the importance of seeking to manage strategic change in
order to avoid that prospect arising. Definitions of capability are
becoming less tied to geography and determined more by the tasks to
be performed.

Accordingly, a much higher priority is being accorded to
available, deliverable capability and to force preparedness. As the
United Kingdom's Strategic Defence Reaieut noted, the 'challenge is to

move from stability based on fear to stability based on active
management of those risks'.2 A key element of the British force
structure in the future will be a substantial first echelon at very high
readiness for 'early entry operations'. Similarly, Australia's Strategic
Planning 1997 gave in its definition of national security interests a high

priority to preventing instability occurring either within its immediate
neighbourhood or throughout the Asia-Pacific more generally.3

(ii) The second theme is a strong emphasis on'joinhress' as an
essential organising principle in future defence planning. The British
defence review in particular is replete with references to a foint Fixed

Wing Force, a foint Helicopter Command, a Deployable Joint Force
HQ, a Joint Defence Centre for the development of doctrine and the

UK Ministry of Defence, Strategic Defence Reuieu, }uly 1998, chapter 1, pata.'l'O,
at <httpt/ /www.mod.uk/policy /sdr> (September 1998).
Australia's Strategic Policy (Department of Defence, Canberra, December 1'997),
p.8.
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role of the Chief of Joint Operations is to be

considerably

strengthened.a

While enhanced jointness has undoubtedly been an evolving
theme for many defence forces in the developed world for a number
of years, what is different is that it has now moved from operational
command arrangemenb, through the provision of more efficient
logistic and administrative support, to being a significant determinant
of combat capabilities.

The reasons for this are several. One of the irnportant impacts
of the new enabling technologies - grouped euphemistically under the

term C4ISR - has been increasingly to create a
envelope within which all force elements interact.

full operational

There is the reality that, with the way the costs of advanced
technologies are escalating, there will be fewer items and more
common platforms in future, but those plafforms will be capable of a
wider range of roles with precision guidance permitting stand-off

missiles to be delivered with greater confidence from different
plafforms. British and European investment in the Eurofighter, plans
for a common new generation frigate to replace intermediate surface
ships and the joint strike fighter which the United States is proposing
must have the flexibility to meet rather different army, air force and
marine needs,s all bear witress to this hend.
Finally, it has been recognised that structuring and organising
a joint force basis can provide much greater operational
flexibility as the overall size of the force (and of individual force
elemenb) becomes smaller. This is a particularly important
judgement in maintaining the capacity for independent national
capabilities on

operations.

Strategic Defence Reuiao, chapter 5, and Supporting Essays Six (Future Military
Capabilities) and Eight (foint Operations).
Bill Sweetman, 'JSF: A Revolution across Three Services', lane's lntcrnational
Defense Rniew Quarterly Reporf, No.1, 1998; Brendan Mathews, 'Plane Crazy:
The Joint Strike Fighter Story', Bulletin of tle Atomic Scientists, May/lune 1998,

pp.26-33.
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Britlsh forces in the future will be 'built around a pool of
powerful and versatile units from all three Services ... available for
operations at short notice'.6 The concept is of two foint Rapid Reaction
Forces able to put together force elements to get'best force packages'
for particular circumstances. As a result, the British will be able to
provide at short notice a maritime task group, an air power package,
lead battle groups of land and amphibious force, special forces and a
joint task force headquarters.

(iii) The third important theme that is emerging in

defence

planning is a redefining of the conflict spectrum. On the one hand,
those lower level military operations previously referred to as
operations other than war (OOTW) are gaining a new legitimacy.
Spurred on by the complexities of peace enforcement operations
where consent is not forthcoming and the peacekeepers themselves
are easily portrayed as partisan, defence planners are acknowledging
that 'units committed to peacekeeping ... will be structured like
conventional combat forces'.7 The United States' Quadrennial Defense
Review (QDR) introduced the term smaller scale contingency (SSC)
operations to 'encompass the full range of joint military operations
beyond peace engagement activities but short of major theatre warfare
It was under no misapprehension that this was a passing
phenomenon. Demands for these commitments, it asserted, are
'expected to remain high over the next 15 to 20 years'.

On the other hand, when planners step beyond the peace
enforcement line into the realm of more significant conventional
conflict, a whole series of complex problems are beginning to emerge.
This is the area in which the revolution in military affairs potentially
offers so much but it is also the one that poses some real planning
dilemmas.

6

Strategic Defence Reuiao, chapter 5, para.92.

'l

The Shary of New Zealanil's Defence, A White Paper (Minisky of Defence,
Wellington, 7997), p.27.
William S. Cohen, The Report of the Quadrennial Defense Reuian (Department of
Defense, Washington DC, Muy 1997), 'Defence Skategy', p.7, at
<http: / / www.defenselink.rnil / pubs / qdr / ndex.html> (July 1999).
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Even the United Kingdom, with an annual defence budget of
€34 billion, has begun to express the concern that:

Such possibilities also raise difficult long term questions. How

much should we invest in improving'enabling technologies' at
the expense of weapons numbers? How can our equipment
plans keep up with the pace of change? How do we and our
Allies retain interoperability with U.S. forces given the radical
changes they envisage? And will technological changes also
require radical changes in the way our forces are organised and
fight? ... And where we (and our Allies) exploit technology to
shengthen our existing superiority in conventional weapons, our
potential adversaries may choose to adopt alternative weapons
and unconventional (or'asymmetric') strategies ...e
Clearly, there is no longer the known'strategic tomorrow' - the
large conventional battlefield - the prospect against which so many of
today's activities have in the past been justified. The traditional
concepts of waming, force expansion and national mobilisation are
being assigned to the scrapheap. The emphasis in the future will be
much more on the possession of short-term, surge capability and the
ability to adapt to new weapons systems and tasks.
Perhaps the only misleading part of the British analysis is ib
judgement that these issues are essentially long term. The United
Kingdom itself is proposing to cut its Territorial Army from 57,000 to
42,000. The US Army Reserve is being pruned by 45,000 and its
functions are being shifted more into shorter term surge and
sustainment and combat support roles,lo Missiles and unmanned
aerial vehicles are firmly on the agenda to replace the Royal Air
Force's Tornado strike aircraft and similar capabilities have been
mooted as possible successors when Austrata's F-11Ls reach life-oftype. There is also a move towards alternative procurement strategies
where plafforms are acquired and brought into service quickly but
their combat systems and technologies more frequently upgraded
during service.ll
9
10

ll

Strategic Defence Reaieu, chapter 2, para.34.
The Report of the Quadrennial Defense Reuiaa, 'Forces and Manpower' , pp.5-7.
Strategic Defence Reaiao, chapter 8, para.156.
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(iv) Linked to the changing nature of conIlict is a resurgence in
the concept of coalition warfare. If nations are going to be involved in
major war in the future, Planners are increasingly accepting that such
commihnents will be with others and that they will be providing
specific force elements rather than across-the-board capabilities. The
important need will be to ensure that whatever capabilities they
provide link in effectively with their 'coalition partners. What is
different from the more ordered strategic environment of the Cold
War is that those parbrers may vary from the United States, to regional
coalitions, to the United Nations, to immediate neighbours.

At the same time, the rising costs of weaPons plafforms, the
need for them to be supported by a more comPrehensive C4ISR
architecfure, and conshained resources mean that forces will shrink in
size, athition will become a key dimension of deployment and the
operating costs of many advanced weapons systems may well be too
high to use for day-to-day and some lower level tasks.
To achieve a suitable balance between the quantity and quality

of weapons systems, 'differential force structuringl will become the
norm. That is, the level and sophistication of capabilities both within
individual services and between the services will be determined
according to different criteria. The trick will be how to achieve that
while keeping everyone on side but without risking significant
disaggregation and even dislocation within the overall combat
capability.
(v) Finally, at least for small and medium Powers, overall force
composition will change. Generally forces will be smaller in size, will

be quite selective in the way in which they exploit advanced
technologies, and the possession of appropriate combat-enabling
capabilities - especially intelligence, surveillance and command and
control - will be the key to their operational effectiveness.
The extent of the prospective downsizing is already evident in
the force reductions announced by the United States tnthe Quadrennial
Defense Reoinu. Its agenda includes reducing the number of major
ships from 128 to 116; submarines from 73 to 50; defence personnel by

50,000; the Army Reserve by 45,000; and cutting substantially the
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number of future aircraft to be acquired, Proposed production of the
F/ A-18 E/F will fall from 1,000 to 548, the state-of-the-artF-22 from
438 to 339, and even J-Stars numbers from 19 to 13.12 What is
significant about the US cuts is that the smaller production runs will
impact significanfly on the unit cosb of those weapons systems for
smaller nations,

In

summary, current trends

in

defence planning reveal a

genuine attempt to master flexibility and adaptability. Strategies are
becoming increasingly proactive and, rather than attempting just to
keep options open, decisions are being made as to priorities and,
ultimately, on setting aside certain capabilities. The emphasis is very
much on playing the game and, in turn, giving a much higher priority
to deliverable capability and readiness. Joinbress is seen as the key to
maximising overall capability and flexibility within available
resources. In such an environment independent planning criteria
with clear priorities linked to national objectives are essential.
The important question is how that changed defence planning
environment impacts on Australia's strategic circumstances and the
adequacy of its current planning.
There can be no doubt that Australian defence planning has
come a long way in the last decade from the fairly narrow and
inflexible policy construct developed (albeit then for good reason) in
the 1987 Defence White Paper. Australia's strategic vision has
expanded not only to encompass stability in Southeast Asia and the
South Pacific but also to recognise the impact of strategic change
among the major regional powers. Current activities to promote
security have begun to compete for attention with the longer term
insurance provided by force development.

There has been considerable rationalisation of defence
functions, including merging of support, commercialisation of noncore functions, and reliance on the wider national resource base. The
joint planning process has been substantially shengthened,
culminating in the establishment of the new joint Defence
12
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Future', pp.8ff.
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Headquarters following the conduct of the Defence Efficiency Reaiar in
1997. Mostrecently, moves to embrace the new technologies dangled
tantalisingly by the revolution in military affairs have been captured
in the concept of the'knowledge edge'.rs
Yet, for all this progress, several key question marks still hang
defence planning. Despite the promised efficiency
Australia's
over
dividends, resources have not kept pace with the rapidly expanding
defence policy agenda. This situation will become even more difficult
as moves to acquire the next generation of combat capabilities gather
pace in the next decade. In prospect is the block obsolescence of many
of the Australian Defence Force (ADF)'s major combat capabilities.
Yet, while the problem was first identified as early as the 199'1, Force
Structure Reaian,la Australia's Strategic Planning n1997 again deferred
the issue as it moved to adopt the new systems required to gain the
'knowledge edge'.
In many respects, however, the critical issue is not the particular
level of resources provided by government. Rather, it is the failure of
defence planners to recognise that resource realities may mean that
they have to do business differently in the future, rather than continue
to'hang on by their finger nails'.

In current circumstances, where the emphasis is much more on
'deliverable capability', continuing to base planning on an exPectation
of additional resources within several years is a risky shategy' This
was well illustrated by the experience of recent deployments to the
Gulf and subsequent moves to set aside the past practice of fitting
capabilities 'for but not with' certain sensor and weapons systems.ls
Such an approach also prevents planners looking seriously at what
Australia's position really is.
The second question mark concerns the inability thus far to
develop a coherent nexus between policy, capabilities and operations'
This tinkage, as noted above, is the key to introducing genuine
13

l4
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Australia's Strategic Policy,

pp5640.

Force Structure Reuiew, Report to the Minister
(Department of Defence, Canberra, 1991), pp.3940.
Australia's Strategic Policy, pp.3940.
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flexibility and adaptability. Yet the Department of Defence has now
been struggling for over a decade to come to terms with this aspect of
planning. Australia's planners have tried broad operational concepts,
operational concepts linked to specific roles, and strategic concepts
and tasks. What they have kept shying away from is addressing'how'
the ADF was going to conduct its operations.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the Defence Efficiency Reaiew noted
that there was great confusion about the role of operational or
strategic concepts in the planning process and recommended that they
be replaced by more advanced modelling techniques up to 'complete
battlefield' and 'man in the loop' simulations.r5 Unfortunately, the
review made no suggestions about what needed to be modelled. In
the past two years, a lot more work has gone into this area with the
development of a series of subordinate strategies, which might then be

integrated into a national defence strategy, but the really difficult
- that is, tackling the operational dimension - is only just
beginning.

work

Third, current defence planning provides limited criteria for
determining priorities and setting boundaries as to how much is
enough in particular capability areas. The key strength of the 1987
Defence White Paper as a planning document was that it did aftempt
to set boundaries. These were based upon the size of the ADF's
potential area of operations, the level of regional mittary capability
that could be realistically be applied against Australia, and the
anticipated time frames before any resort to more substantial conllict
might occur.
Since that time, policy has pushed out the boundaries in
relation to possible, more distant deployments. The involvement of
ADF units in higher level conflicts is admitted. Inter-operability with
United States forces is back on centre stage. What has not been
addressed is which units these new planning criteria apply to. If the
1997 sfrateglc review's enheaty is taken literally - the objective is to

l6

Future Directions for the Management of Australia's Defence, Addendurn to the
Report of the Defence Efficiency Review: Secretariat Papers (Defence Centre,
Canberra, 1997), pp.87 -2.
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give government the widest possible range of strategic optionslT - the
answer is clearly as many as possible.

But in how many areas can the ADF really hope to keep pace
with the Americans and what other areas of capability will need to be
given up to achieve this? Does the new'maritime concept' espoused
in the strategic review mean that naval and air assets will flit from one
international trouble spot to another while the army simply plans for
lower level conflict at home? In attempting to answer this question, it
is not likely that there will be a return to the 'dog-eat-dog' interservice rivalry of the late 1.970s. Joinbress has developed too far for
that. The more critical question is how defence Planners maintain
coherence and balance in the force structure and make informed
choices on priorities.
These significant omissions in the current policy framework are
of particular concern because the next decade will be about making
some tough choices - including, where necessary, both prioritising and

discarding certain options and capabilities.
The reality is that up to now, despite the extent of change that
has occurred, the defence organisation has not had to make any really

tough choices that affect its core business and major combat
capabilities (at least not since the aircraft carrier debate in the late
7970s'1. The focus of reform has been very much on improved
organisational efficiencies and the merging or outsourcing of the softer
support and non-core functions. The objective has been to put the
additional resources back into the major capital equipment
Programme.

What are these tough decisions and trade-offs that

will have to

be made? They fall into several areas:

.

There are the different operational demands of defence of
Aushalia as against wider regional and alliance commitments.
Clearly, the ADF cannot expect to match US defence capabilities
in particular across the board. The key questions are what
capabilities should be selected to give the nost effective

t7

Australia's Strategic Poliry, p.55.
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leverage and how would plafforms geared to fit in with a US
C4ISR architecture relate to regional cooperative activities or
joint ADF operations?

What is going to be the balance between capability
development and preparedness - betwcen the insurance and
promotion
debate in
tasks and
made will

aspects of defence policy? There has been significant
the United States on the balance between current
the acquisition of new capabilities.ls The choice
affect the balance between personnel and operating

costs and the capital equipment vote.

But it can also have a significant irnpact on force strucfure
priorities. The change away for 'fitted for but not with' has
already impacted on the force structure programme. It may
also affect the priority for the acquisition of certain capabilities
and require the maintenance within the ADF of a more
available and deployable combat support capability. That is an
area that defence has been hading off in its quest for cost
savings over the last seven years.

The relationship between combat and

combat-enabling
capabilities will also need to be resolved. The correct balance
was certainly a concern raised by the United Kingdom in the
Strategic Defence Reuiao. There are two issues. First, a
comprehensive CaISR architecture is resource-intensive. The
level and timing of its introduction must be matched with the
national capacity to produce the corresponding combat'teeth'.
Yet, in Australia, the'l.,997 strategic review's decision again to
delay tackling the coming 'bow wave' of major combat
capability replacements while acquiring the new 'knowledge
edge' does not suggest that the balance has been properly
thought through.

l8

William T. Pendley,'Mortgaging the Future to the Present in Defense Policy: A
Commentary on the Bottom-Up Review', Strategic Reoiew,Yol.22, No.2, Spring
1,994, ppJ,5-25; Defense in the Late 1990s: Aooiding the Train Wrecl< (Report of
CSIS Polihcal-Military Studies Program, Washington DC, 1.995\, pp.3-25.
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in a period when positioning and managing of the
strategic environment is a priority, many combat-enabling
capabilities are assuming a life and value of their own. In
Aushalia's case, this is not least because they are areas in which
ib contributions to cooperative security operations are most
valued as a middle-sized Power with quite advanced
technological skills. The k"y role which Australian
communicators played in the Cambodian peacekeeping
operation is a case in point. Indeed, it may be necessary to
introduce separate criteria to determine the appropriate level of
enabling capabilities within the force sfructure, rather than that
being simply a product of the size and characteristics of the
Second,

combat force.

The issue of quality versus quantity will be similarly difficult.
Take the simple example of combat aircraft. Australia acquired
738 Mirages and subsequently 75 F/A-18s. But how many of the
next generation of fighter atcraft, theF-22 for example, might it
seek to buy at US$160 million a copy? And in what
circumstances would the ADF be prepared to use the F-22,
especially when athition would become such a critical factor?
To overcome this dilemma, would the best choice be a less
capable plafform (such as the Eurofighter) or a small number of
very high-tech plafforms plus some lower technology aircraft,
such as additional Hawk light combat/training aircraft?

Extending that example more broadly across the force, how
does defence selectively introduce higher level technologies into
the force without destroying its coherence? And it is not just a
question of affordability. Many of the most crucial stabilitypromoting capabilities may be lower level ones, such as those
appropriate to peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations.
Their relevance and priority would be determined according to
quite different criteria.

Finally, there is the question of how far more immediate
planning objectives should be qualified by the possibility of
more serious challenges in the longer term. One critical
foundation of Aushalia's defence planning has always been the
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capacity to expand during anticipated warning to respond to a
more serious threat. A careful reading of Defending Australia
'1994 would suggest that this is what that document implied by
the term'adaptability'.1e

The question is, how realistic are concepts of large-scale
numerical expansion in the future, especially now that technology is
supplanting the common foot soldier in major wars and the
proMeration of missile capabilities takes away much of the
justification for nations to develop time-consuming and expensive
conventional power-projection capabilities? Can the general reserve
forces continue to be justified as a priority and how much importance
can be attached to maintaining the structures, dochine and
organisation for larger scale independent theatre-level operations? At
the same time, popular British reaction to the proposed cuts to the
Territorial Army shows how strongly that judgment runs in the face of
tradition and public perception.2o

Clearly, they is a series of choices with the potential to pull
Aushalian defence planning in different, even contradictory,
directions. The critical question is how to develop an effective defence
planning framework for bringing all these issues together and
allowing the appropriate balances and priorities to be determined.

One option would be simply to sidestep the problem by
adopting a narrower policy focus, for example a stricter definition of
self-reliance or a move back to a closer strategic alignment with the
United States. But that is hardly an approach calculated to maintain
flexibility and to maximise Australia's ability to position itself and
influence developments. After all, Australia's blend of self-reliant
defence capabilities, regional location and links to the United States
and the West continues to be one of its greatest shategic strengths.

The only real solution is finally to put in place the planning
tools which will provide an informed linkage between policy and
more specific capability and operational guidance. That, of course,
19

20

Defending Australia, Defence White Paper 1994 (Australian Govemment
Publishing Service, Canberra" November 7994), pp.32-3.
Ian Kemp, 'A Cut Too Fat', lane's Defence Weekly,24June 1998, pp.2}-21..
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will

be no easy task. Defence planners have already been trying for
ten years to achieve that, but with limited success. Furthermore, they
now have to take into account several new elements. There is the
likely need for differential force structuring - that is, different sections

of the force pitched at different levels according to the likelihood of
and priority accorded to particular tasks. There is the crucial
importance of risk management as the size of the force contracts,
making it simply not possible to keep all options open.

In addition,

planners must take into account the need for
inherent flexibility in both handling a range of short-term tasks and
being able to adapt to a moving feast of possible strategic futures. The
advantages of accelerating the defence planning cycle (including in
relation to capability upgrading and doctrinal development) to keep
pace with technological change and the changing nature of conflict
have increased greatly. The objective of being able to operate inside
the decision-making cycle of a potential adversary is now a strategic
judgement.
That certainly sounds like a daunting agenda, requiring a great
deal of detailed analysis and a hierarchy of planning documents. But

in detailed plans is the death knell of
flexibility. What Aushalia's defence planners need to do is the
opposite - th"y need to step back from the detail and rethink the
primary tools and structures by which they do their planning. And if
of course, burying

oneself

they do that, the way ahead through this complex range of issues and
balances is much simpler.

There are three key elements in the way ahead:

(i) The first is the need to develop an effective operational
strategy for the ADF that embodies the principles of flexibility and risk

management. The reality is that defence has never developed a
proper operational shategy for the ADF - that is, one that gives
genuine guidance as to'how' the ADF will be used across its range of
operational roles. Instead, planning has tended to oscillate between
broader politico-military strategies such as'defence in depth' or even
'influence and control' on the one hand, and quite specific scenariobased plans on the other. It has always shied away from the key steps
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of showing how capabilities relate to each other and how the ADF
would expect to use them.
What then might such an operational strategy look like? There
are undoubtedly several approaches to this but the advantages which

this step offers to planning and its potential force
implications are well illustrated by one possible option
extensively last year.21

sbucture

I wrote about

it needs to be appreciated, left
Australia with a quite fixed policy construct. Defence-in-depth
The 1987 Defence White Paper,

required the ADF to plan up to the level of regional capabilities and
across the full expanse of Australia's north and the White Paper's
judgmenb on the numbers and types of plafforms reflected this (see
Figure 10.3). Within a few years, however, constrained resources and
the new demands of regional cooperation were placing significant
pressures on the force structure programme, rendering the ADF
increasingly hollow, yet still constraining the force's ability to
contribute to wider regional stability.

If, however, one makes the not unreasonable assumptions that
attacks across the whole breadth of northern Australia would be most
unlikely without significant warning and that, if that situation
occurred, the ADF could not afford to remain defensive, then a whole
range of different strategic options arise.

The suggested approach was a strategy of threshold
in which Australia should identify

management or tripwire response

the points at which the nature of conflict would play to Australia's
geostrategic weaknesses rather than its strengths. For example, if the
ADF was being forced to defend more than three or four out of seven
key focal areas across the north, then issues of small force size,
attrition and the difficulties of logistic support suggest that it would
have no option but to undertake more offensive operations. Both the

2l

Stewart Woodman, 'Unravelling Australia's Shategic Dilemma' in Ian
McLachlan, Michael O'Connor, Stewart Woodman and Derek Woolner,
Australia's Strategic Dilemmas: Options for tle Future (Australian Defence Studies
Centre, Australian Defence Force Academy, Canberra, 7997), pp.3848.
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of the impact of

hostilities on Aushalia and effective
exploitation of the political dimensions of the conflict would free the
ADF to undertake such operations even if enemy activities were kept
extent

at a relatively low level.

The impact of adopting such a strategy on the ADF's force
structure would, as Figure 10.4 illushates, be to:

.

provide the ADF with the ability to handle the most credible,
shorter term national defence tasks;

.

free up substantial resources to contribute to regional stability
and to acquiring new technologies; and

.

constitute a flexible but operationally effective core that could
expand in a number of different directions depending on future
trends.

(ii) The second challenge is to rethink how Australia structures
and plans its defence capabilities. In one sense, Australia has made
substantial progress in this regard. Since the Tange Review in the
eaily 1970s, the separate single-service organisations have been
brought progressively closer together by shared C3, shared support
training and logistics; and (with the environmental commanders) a
blurring of the edges between the services (see Figures 10.5 and 10.6).
For some, the only remaining questions are'if and 'when' the services
will merge. Yet, the sensitivities of going 'purple' suggest that that
hurdle is in the short-to-medium term too high to attempt'
But in terms of defence planning for the twenty-first century,
that issue misses the point. The real questions are somewhat different.
What the defence organisational arrangements as they stand really do
is hold in place:

.

the dominance of the combat element - the'sharp end' - over the

combat-enabling and support elements. Yet in reality that
distinction is now being blurred as the combat elements become
more the servants of sophisticated CaISR architectures in
dominating the modern battlefield.
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Figure 10.5: Structure of the ADF prior to the Tange Review
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Figure 10.6: Structure of the ADF in 1998
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the role of traditional military doctrine and the operational level
concepts.
The danger here is that doctrine and the operational level of war
represents accumulated military experience and hence cannot

of war in determining capabilities and operational

easily be a flexible and innovative area of plarming. Yet
dochinal flexibility and innovation that many are claiming
be the key to exploiting successfully the RMA.

it is
will

What this suggests is that an effective, flexible force planning
model for the future might look rather more like that illustrated in
Figure 10.7. The anchor points or 'glue' would be the enabling hunk
together with the joint force roles and tasks identified through the
operational strategy process. It is not by chance that the United
Kingdom has developed the concept of a pool of capabilities that can
be mixed and matched into various joint task forces, a step which adds
considerable sophistication to the relatively simple accumulation of
tasks which they first adopted for force structuring in the early
7990s.2

For Australia to adopt this approach does not mean the end of
the single services. What it does mean is that which force elements go
within each service 'box' and the concepts for their employment will
be determined by the tasks to be performed and the combinations of
capabilities across the force as a whole. It does not mean that military

dochine will not continue to be important. Rather, it means that
doctrine will need to be developed and interpreted in context and to
be constantly reviewed for its relevance.
The barriers to making such a transition are, of course, very
substantial. The proposed approach fundamentally reverses some
deeply embedded defence planning assumptions. But if Australia's
planners are not prepared to think outside the box, flexibility and
innovation are likely to get little more than lip-service. Another
advantage of this approach is that it is possible to engage in
differential force structuring without losing overall force planning
Defending Our Future, Statement on the Defence Estimates 1993, presented to
Parliament by the Secretary of State for Defence, July 1993 (HMSO, London,
1,993), pp.7-?3; Philip A.G. Sabin,'Britain's New Defence Planning Framework'
in Brasxy's Defence Yearbook 1.994 (Brassey's (UK), London, 199\, pp36a8.
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Figure 10.7: Alternative Structure for the ADF in the Twenty-first
Century
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coherence. That differential force structuring could entail both
planning for some combat elements to be at higher levels of capability

than others, perhaps for alliance commitments, and employing
different determinants for combat and combat-support capabilities
and numbers.

(iii) The third key concept in reshaping Australia's defence
planning is 'progressive force structuring'. This may sound like a
rather obvious concept but, in fact, covers some fundamental planning
shifts. So much of Australia's defence planning in the past has been
based on the idea that there is a definable 'shategic tomorrow' and
that the ADF would be able to expand within available warning time
to cope with more serious situations. It is one of the ways planners
seek to give confidence to decisions to buy plafforms which may have
an operational life of 20-30 years.
That 'strategic tomorrow' is now an increasingly contested
concept. Will it be large-scale conventional warfare, missile
proliferation or asymmetric warfare, such as terrorism or information
warfare? Planners have to accept that large-scale national
alelilisation as in the old War Book days is a thing of the past.

Furthermore, these alternative fufures mean that defence
planners cannot use the tools of warning in the same way as
previously to conshuct a time-sensitive series of force development
targets. Strategic geography is a less fundamental conditioner of
Australia's security than in the past and alternative futures have
different time scales and indicators attached to them. The games of
positioning also mean that involvement in different strategic contexts
at short notice and in conflicts of different intensity remains a real
possibility. The recognition of a distinction between 'crisis warning'
and'capability warning' in Australia's Strategic Planning 1997 is a first
step towards recognising this reality.a

The challenge for force structure planners is to maximise
'deliverable capability' now; to have the capacity for surge at short
notice; and to review continually how that capability might be
upgraded or adapted to meet emerging needs. The key question in
23

Australia's Strategic Policy, pp.37-8.
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the future should be how Australia maximises its available capability
in five years' tbne, and in ten years' time. The priority will be on
reliable modular plafforms matched to the continually upgrading of
sensors and weapons systems.

Of course, that approach may not necessarily fit comfortably
with the purchase of the most sophisticated and integrated US
systems. The flexibility to upgrade frequently will be more important
than the ultfurrate performance edge at a particular point in time.
Adopting this approach to capability development would give a very
different flavour to the Five Year Development Program (FYDP).

Ausbalia, like other middle powers, is facing the prospect of a
fundamental revolution in its defence planning and force structuring
process. It is a revolution likely to turn many traditional assumptions
on their heads and to discard or modify significantly established
planning tools. Clearly it is a future that defence would like to put off
as long as possible but well before 2015, planners will begin to face
the tough choices and balances noted earlier in this paper.

As it stands today, Australia does not have the strategic and
defence planning tools for dealing with these challenges. All the effort
that has gone into defence planning in the last decade in Australia
would suggest that the ADF should be well placed to meet the twentyfirst century. In reality, the real revolution is yet to come.

1,1

THE FUTURE OF ALLIANCES:
AUSMIN AS A'CASE STUDY'

William T. Tow
The viability of Australia's alliance politics over the next fifteen
years will depend upon how effectively it coordinates the future of
the Australian-American defence relationship with its foreign policy

identity as an increasingly independent strategic actor in Asia.
Integrating the roles of 'good ally' and 'independent middle Power'
will be critical for Aushalia's security and can best be assured if a
wider policy consensus among policy officials, independent observers
and the Australian electorate-at-large is achieved. At presenf such a
consensus is lacking. The annual Australia-United States ministerial
consultations (AUSMIN) will survive in at least some form because
there is not - and cannot be - any other policy instrument which will
ensure the realisation of those strategic interests shared by Australia
and the United States until greater consensus is achieved within the
international community on what should constitute a new
international security order.r However, the extent to which AUSMIN
reconciles seemingly countervailing requirements during the interim threat-response and order building - will largely determine its future
relevance within and beyond the Asia-Pacific region over the next two
decades.

This chapter

will initially review the changing

context of

alliance relations as we move from the end of the Cold War to the
dawn of a new cenfury and how several key factions concerned with
alliance policies interpret such change. It will then consider the
emerging geopolitical setting against which AUSMIN's contemporary

1

Paul Dibb, Alliances, Alignments and the Global Ordcr: The Outlook for the
Asia-Pacifc Region in tle Next Quarter Century, Working Paper No. 317
(Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Aushalian National University,
See

Canberra, 1997), pp.8-9.
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importance can be assessed. Recent alliance theory offers some useful
insights for considering this setting and will be briefly considered.
Arguments for supporting and for abandoning AUSMIN will then be
assessed, relating such postures to both Australia's and the United
States' key national security interesb. A concluding section will apply
the chapter's observations on the geopolitical setting and alliance
viability to its major argument - that AUSMIN must remain most
relevant as a power-balancing mechanism until a comprehensive
multilateral regional security framework can be devised and
implemented.
The Alliance Policy Debate
Several major factions in Australia are competing to shape
policy debate on Australia's alliance relationship with the United
States. The Howard government and a sizeable number of
independent analysts support the'realis( proposition that economics
and security are closely intertwined. If East Asia's - and more
specifically Southeast Asia's - financial crisis is to be a protracted one,
Australia's survival as a viable, independent strategic polity could be
threatened. Australia should thus maintain a 'regionally significant

defence force' and simultaneously shengthen security ties with
Washington to hedge against any weakening of Southeast Asian
stability which would directly affect Australia's 'northern
approaches'.2

This type of thinking has been attacked by various critics in
academe and elsewhere, however, as reflecting nothing more than the

rhetoric and thinking of Cold War politics at a time when Australia
should be pursuing an independent cultural and strategic identity
rather than becoming more dependent on Washington. At a
As argued by the respected Australian joumalist Greg Sheridan. He further
asserts that that such guarantees may be needed because the US shategic
position and involvement in Southeast Asia has been weakening in recent
years. Sheridan,'Why We Need Uncle Sarr.', Australian, 10 June '1.997, p.15. For
an 'official view', which largely coincides with this assessment, see In the
National Interest: Australia's Foreign and Tradz Policy, White Paper (Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra,1.997), pp.37-9.
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minimum, they insist, long-standing and comfortable presuppositions
about the benefits of alliance affiliation need to be challenged if
Australia is to build a'genuinely independent profile' in the world.
The power-politics assumptions regarding international security
which have fuelled Australia's continued security affiliation with the
United States have, they conclude, actually stifled genuine debate
within Aushalia about where its national interesb actually lie and to
what extent the American connection has impeded their realisation.3

A third,'regionalist' school of thought, especially predominant
when Gareth Evans was Australia's Foreign Minister (1988-96),
asserts that Australia should focus more on its regional security
relationships, emphasising institution-building and cooperative
security as the best means for establishing and maintaining regional
securit5r.a This faction values the US security tie but as a supplement

Typifying this approach are the essays contained in Graeme Cheeseman and

Robert Bruce (eds), Discourses of Danger anil Dread Frontiers (Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 1996). See especially Simon Dalby, 'Security Discourse, the ANZUS
Alliance and Australian ldentity' in ibid., pp.108-33' Many of the booKs
contributors are Part of what has become known as 'the critical theory school'
in intemational relations. This group argues that the discourse and conceptual
reference points of traditional shategic studies are flawed, leading the
Aushalian policy establishment to repeat past mistakes by remain happed into
accepting and applying limited and outdated paradigms for meeting national
interests which are transformed frequently by both domestic and extemal
factors. For a less theoretical but no less forceful 'anti-alliance argument'
written near the end of the Cold War and anticipating some of the same
conceptual problems subsequently raised by the critical theory school of
thought, consult Gary Brown, Breaking tle American Alliance: An lndependent
National Security Policy for Australia, Canberra Papers on Shategy and Defence
No. 54 (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra,1989).

The seminal document remains the Ministerial Statement by Senator Gareth
Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australia's Regional Secarity
(Deparknent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 6 December 1989). For
an assessment of this posture's significance, see Greg Fry (ed.), Australia's
Regional Seraity (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1991). More recent manifestations
of this line include Stephen Fitzgerald and Michael Wesley, Should Australia
Haue an East Asia Doc*ine?, Discussion Paper (Asia-Australia Institute,
University of New South Wales, Sydney, 1998). See also Stuart F{arris, Will
China Diaide Australia and the llS? (Australian Centre for American Studies,
University of Sydney, Sydney, 1998), especially pp.86-90. Harris, however,
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for a regional 'community of shared strategic interests' rather than as
either a barometer for, or constraint against, Australia's development
of independent security ties with East/Southeast Asian states. During

the Australian election held in early 1996, the Liberal-National
Coalition parties attacked this orientation as 'short-changing' the
central importance of the American alliance and they moved quickly
to rectify this perceived imbalance after winning government.s
Not surprisingly, little consensus has yet been forged from
these diverse outlooks. However, the current rationales for
maintaining the Australia-US alliance - initially known as 'ANZUS'
when it was established in September 1951, but more recently labelled

'AUSMIN' (after the bilateral Australia-US Ministerial Talks
established when America's defence relations with New Zealand
were suspended in 1986) - have at least been clearly stipulated.
AUSMIN's luly 1996 Sydney Statement declares that'the alliance will
remain forward-looking and responsive to fufure challenges'.6 It
designates specific conditions which the alliance must meet to ensure
continued alliance relevance: ensuring Australia's right and ability to
defend itself against non-shategic regional threats; encouraging a
continued US shategic presence in the region through joint training
exercises as well as intelligence and high-technology collaboration;
and facilitatiog u prosperous, democratic and stable Asia-Pacific
securit5r communitSr. What it does not spell out is how the AUSMIN
allies' bilateral cooperation in the region will be reconciled with the
interests of other regional actors, and how AUSMIN will adjust to the
forces of regional change.

envisions a greater American role in shaping China's regional policy agenda
than do Fitzgerald and Wesley.
'Aushalia's Defence', Coalition Defence Policy Statement, Canberra, February
1,996 and, Russell Trood, 'The Aushalian-American Alliance: Beyond
Demystification' in William Tow, Russell Trood and Toshiya Hoshino (eds),
Bilateralism in a Multilatural Era (lapan Institute of Intemational Affairs, Tokyo,
and Centre for the Study of Australia-Asia Relations, Griffith University,
Brisbane, 1997), pp.132-3

This document can be seen at <http://www.state.gov/www/re$ons/
eaplasean/ sydney.html> (January 1999).
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The Changing Alliance Context

The policy implications of the need for such reconciliation are
viewed by both AUSMIN's supporters and detractors as critical to its

future relevance. Regionalists should be mostly satisfied with

AUSMIN's evolution; the alliance has been transformed substantially
during its nearly half-century of existence to assume a more
cooperative security profile. At the outset of the Cold War, for
example, Aushalia was an outPost of Eurocentricism which viewed
ANZUS simply as an instrument for implementing its forward
defence posture. At presenf Australia is - and must be - an
increasingly multicultural society which faces the challenge of how
AUSMIN can be applied as a relevant component in the country's
'comprehensive engagement' strategy directed toward the AsiaPacific region.T

In 1951, Japan was regarded by Canberra as a potential enemy,
of remilitarising and threatening Australia's key littorals.
Currently, that country is Australia's most important trading parbrer
and, arguably, its most valued security parhrer after the United States
and Indonesia. When ANZUS was created, the Soviet Union posited
a global challenge against the world's indushial democracies for
ideological and geopolitical supremacy. But Moscow's power base
was eroded by the Sino-Soviet rift in the 1960s while ANZUS
strategies of containment and strategic denial in Southeast Asia and
the South Pacific gradually yielded to more liberal blueprints,
emphasising parhrership in nation building and economic
development. Even the extended deterrence guarantees which
Washington regarded as the very core of its ANZUS commibnent
have been gradually modified. Both Aushalia, through the Canberra
Commission, and fapan, via the Tokyo Forum, are on record as
favouring the exploration (if not necessarily the immediate
capable

Gareth Evans has argued in Ausbalia's Regional Security that comprehensive
engagement is best attained through 'a substantial and mutually beneficial
range of linkages [particularly] with the South-East Asia region' thereby
minimising the motivation and intention of outside regional Powers to attack
Aushalia and to strengthen'both Australia and its security parhrers'.
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implementation) of nuclear weapons.s Indeed, contemporary alliance
deliberations focus as much on issues of globalisation, trade and

resource politics as

on traditional alliance preoccupations with

strategic balances and regional flashpoints.e

never

of

Such adaptability has not satisfied alliance critics, and perhaps
There are always dissenters who exploit the ebb and flow

will.

international security politics

to

press their own dissenting

agendas; the history of Australian-American security ties reflects this
inevitability. Visible strains in the relationship have emerged
intermittently to test the fabric of the alliance, and a vocal minority of
academics, journalisb, environmentalists and other interest groups
have asserted and presently assert their genuine democratic right to
oppose Australia's strategic affiliation with the world's most powerful
democracy.
Some of these criticisms have penetrated into more influential
sectors of the Australian public arena. Questions have been raised by

various Aushalian public figures who have been generally

sympathetic toward the alliance but who now question its continued
relevance to their own countr5r's national economic and security
interests. Two former prime ministers, for example, have recently

challenged America's alliance motives and commitments. In an
address to the New South Wales Ethnic Communities' Council in fuly
7997, Malcolm Fraser observed that the alliance is outdated because it
was originally implemented to contain a regional communist threat
which no longer exists and because Australia's relationship with East
Asia'is going to ... create increasing tensions with our United States
relationship ... it may not be a good thing to do what the Americans
ask us to do'.10 Paul Keating contended in an address delivered in
of tle Canberra C-ommission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons
(Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 1996) and a Kyodo teport
on the inaugural meeting convened by the Conference on Urgent Actions for
Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament in Tokyo, 30-31 August 1,998, as
reprinted in FBI9EA998-243, 31 August 1998.
For a sophisticated inventory of globalisation concepts, see Jan Aart Scholtg
'The Globalization of World Politics' in fohn Baylis and Steve Smith (eds), The
Globalization of World Polifics (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1,997), pp.1,3-30.
Address by the Rt Hon. Malcolm Fraser, AC, CH presented at the 22nd
Anniversary Dinner, Ethnic Communities' Council of NSW, Saturday 26 Jrtly
See Report
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March 1998 that the United States remains primarily a Eurocentric or
Atlanticist power, due to both congressional and public indifference
about how Asia effects the United States.11

Even Australian government officials have intermittent$
expressed their frustration over the mechanics of Australian-US
bilateral relations. During the July 1998 AUSMIN summit, Australia's

Trade Minister, Tim Fischer, lashed out at newly established
American humanitarian aid programmes to Indonesia. He argued
that the inclusion of Indonesian wheat imports from the United States
in that initiative was merely a guise for displacing Australia's wheat

market

in

Indonesia.l2 Criticism from the most novel source,

however, was levelled by media baron and newly established baseball
magnate Rupert Murdoch, who warned Austratans in July 1998 to be
wary of an America'torn between realism and idealism' and capable
of succumbing to economic and strategic isolationism.l3 None of
these criticisms have seriously dented Australian-American security

relations nor the steady 70-plus per cent of Australia's electorate
which supports the relationship. Yet none can be dismissed as mere
ruminations emanating from traditional sources of alliance dissen!
they represent serious efforts by leaders in business and public life to
interpret how their countTy's alliance posfures measure up at a time of
extraordinary international change.

1997. Transcript provided to the author by the Parliamentary

Research

S€rvice, Parliament of Australia.
11

'Although the [Clinton] administration has been heavily involved in seeking
solution to the current [Asian] econorric crisis, it is hard in the post-Cold War
United States to find congressional or public acknowledgment of the link
between American prosperity and the rest of the world, or, indeed, much
interest in the outside world.' Paul Keating, The Perilous Moment: Indonesia,
Aushalia and the Asian Crisis, public lecture at the University of New South
Wales, 25 March 1 998, at <httpt / / www.unsw.edu.au/ Keating-perilous.htnrl>

t2

flanuary 1999).

The Indonesian wheat sales controversy is covered by Diane Stott, 'Fischer:
Durrrped What Is Not Aid', Sydney Morning Herald,3l luly 1998, p.7 and by
Greg Sheridan, 'Tururel Vision', Australian,l.- 2 August T998, p.22.

Murdoch's 30 June 1998 speech to the American-Aushalian Association in
New York is reprinted as'Message From the US: Stop Being Supine' in the
Sydney Morning Heralil, 2Jnly L998, p.17.
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There has likewise been no real American opposition to
continued alliance with Australia; in fact Australia is generally
viewed by Americans as an amiable and stable Commonwealth
culture now adjusting to its Pacific geography and destiny. Those few
American analysts who have written critically about the alliance
embrace a historical American disillusionment with entangling
alliances. The CATO Institute's Doug Bandow, for example, has
recently argued thal the AUSMIN alliance is irrelevant in the
absence of a specific regional threa! Americans should adopt a
'distant balancing strategy'; and regional security dialogues should be
assigned greater priority over alliance maintenance.la Although his
argumenb represent those of only a small minority in the United
States, they could assume greater weight if the mood of the US
Congress and American electorate gravitates back toward America's
historical preference for isolationism. Writing specifically about
Australian-American security relations, Robyn Lim has recently
observed that '... (i)t is difficult for the United States to mobilise
political support for abshactions such as the balance of power, and
the American disillusionment with alliances is likely to grow with
evidence that their allies pursue self-interest at the expense of shared
concerns'.ls Unlike many of their European counterparts, Americans

Bandow,'US Alliance Has Passed Its Use-by Date', Australian Financial Rettiew,

30 July 7998, p.13. Also see rejoinders to Bandow's article by Caspar
Weinberger, William Tow, Stuart Harris and Joseph Nye Jr, 'In Defence of the
Alliance with the US' , Australian Financial Reoiew,3 August 1998, p.17.
Lim, 'Australian Security after the Cold War', Orbis, Yol.4l, No.? Winter 1998,
p.102. Distant power balancing has a visible appeal for the American
isolationists. This is exemplified by an analysis of US 'minimalist grand
shategy' which could be directed toward East Asia, offered by Christopher
layne, 'L.ess Is More', Tle National_Inferesf, No.43, Sprngl996, pp.&-78. ln a
thoughtful essay on the United States' reluctance to engage in continuous
power balancing, David Calleo notes that if a 'China threat' materialises in
Asia, the United States will opt to increase burden-sharing pressure on its
allies in the region. See Calleo, 'A New Era of Overshetch? American Policy in
Europe and Asia', World Policy lournal, Vol.15, No.1, Spring 1998, p.19.
Another recent example of American neo-isolationist thought which has
generated widespread discussion is Eugene Gholz, Daryl G. Press and Hawey
M. Sapolsky, 'Come Home America: The Strategy of Reshaint in the Face of
Temptation', International Secarity, Vol.2l, No.4, Sprng 1,997, pp.5-48. The
presidential candidacies of Ross Perot and Patrick Buchanan (in 1992 and1996,
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are not inherent geopoliticians; yet, AUSMIN's future relevance is
largely predicated on several geopolitical factors, to which we now
must turn.
The Geopolitical Setting

No real agreement exists among regional policy makers or
independent analysts over how to conceptualise the Asia-Pacific's
contemporary regional landscape. Realists argue that the region lacks
consensus over what constifutes an accePtable regional power
balance. Without the superpower overlay which dominated the
region's security politics during the Cold War, an increasingly
multipolar collage of great, middle and small regional Powers is thus
'ripe for rivahy'.ro Other analysts describe Asia-Pacific geopolitics as
conforming to one of two conceptual offshoots of realism: American
hegemonism; or a United States' role as a 'distant balancer'.lz
Regionalists counter that the Asia-Pacific's preoccupation with
accruing wealth (and, since the outbreak of the that region's financial
crisis, with recovering it) and its use of informal networks within and
outside its existing institutions are more pre-eminent trends than the
realists care to admit. Existing Asia-Pacific security arrangements and
burgeoning regional security consultative networks (such as the
ASEAN Regional Forum) do exhibit conflict avoidance tendencies,

and are potential foundations for building greater

strategic

reassurance.18
respectively) displayed such isolationist tendencies, as did the 104th US
Congress in regard to protectionist legislation and anti-UN sentiment. For a
sophisticated survey, see Bruce Vaughn, Domestic Foundations of US AsiaPacific Strategy, unpublished paper, Canberra, August 1997, pp.1'6-17.
Aaron L. Friedberg,'Ripe for Rivalry: Prospects for Peace in a Multipolar Asia',
lnternational Secaity, Vol.18, No.3, Wtnter t993/94, pp.5-33. Also see Barry

17
18

Buzan and Gerald Segal, 'Rethinking East Asian Security', Surciaal, YoI.36'
No.2" Summer 1994, pp.3-27; and Paul Dibb, Towards a Nr.u Balance of Power in
Asi4 Adelphi Paper No.295 (Oxford University Press for the Intemational
Institute for Strategic Studies, Oxford, 1995).
Specifically, [-ayne,'Less Is More'.
The definitive statement remains James L. Richardson, 'Asia-Pacific: The Case
for Geopolitical Optimism', Tle National Interest, No.38, Winter 1994/95, pp.28'
40. Also see Brian L. Job, 'Multilateralism in the Asia-Pacific Region' in Tow,
Trood and Hoshino (eds\, Bilateralism in a Multilateral Era, pp.l60-9.
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Several geopolitical elements, however, are central to the AsiaPacific geopolitical setting and will be instrumental in determining

AUSMIN's relevance for some time to come. These include but are
not limited to: ongoing systemic changes in the'Eurasian' balance of
power; access to and stability within the Asia-Pacific's key httorals
and chokepoints; rapid economic and political change taking place in
many Asian, and particularly Southeast Asian societies; and hightechnology developments in the region's overall military balanceEurasian Land Mass Eqctors

AUSMIN is directly affected by recent shife

in Eurasian

geopolitics ('Eurasia' is considered here as encompassing the totality
of the European and Asian continents, rather than the more 'strict
constructionisf designation to connote greater Central Asia or what
Russians deem to be the'Near Abroad'). The rise of China to world
power stafus, the decline of Russia from a superpower to a frustrated

and impoverished nuclear power, the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction and the means to deliver them to Northeast and
South Asia, and NATO's preoccupation with its expansion of
membership and with the Balkans are all important components
shaping the United States' contemporary alliance postures. The
intensity and scope of Washington's future commitments to AUSMIN
will be less related to any threat confronting Australia than to how
Canberra can facilitate an American strategy in the Pacific which, in
turn, fits into the larger international arena.
This cold but fundamental reality has been described succinctly
by Stephen Walfs theoretical proposition on why alliances endure or
collapse.le Strong cenhifugal tendencies in an international security
system generate major changes in an alliance leader's threat
perceptions and its willingness to exercise hegemonic leadership.
Walt concludes that '... major external changes affect the leader's
interests - and thus its willingness to pay a disproportionate share of
alliance costs - but additional burdens of alliance leadership will
eventually erode the asymmetry of power on which such leadership

19

Stephen M. Walt,

'Why Alliances Endure or Collapse', Suroiaal, Vol.39, No.1,

Sping'1997, pp.'156-79.
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depends'.zo Alliance durability is thus directly related to an alliance
leader's willingness to preserve that relationship during times of
historic systemic change and the alliance partner's willingness to
shategic
support the alliance leader in the achievement of

ib

objectives.

If this

theoretical interpretation

of how alliances work

is

correct, AUSMIN's future relevance to international securlty relations
hinges on several key factors: Australia's willingness to support
American global strategic interests beyond the Asia-Pacific as well as
within iU and Aushalia's capability to underwrite those interesb by
providing effective diplomatic, and selective but effective military,
support to the United States in regional contingencies which affect the
global balance of power and in extra-regional situations which are
linked directly to US vital interesb.

This involves some potentially very difficult choices for an
Australian leadership if one projects conllict scenarios out to the year
2015. Australia's participation in a UN coalition force defending
South Korea against another North Korean invasion may coincide
with Washington's interests and uphold regional postulates regarding
international norms. If North Korea has deployed nuclear or chemical
warheads on ballistic missiles capable of reaching Australian targets,
however, the choice to support American military action in Northeast
Asia may be much more difficult. Other contingencies involving
equally hard decisions can be readily surmised: involvement in future
Middle Eastern, South/Cenhal Asian or Persian Gulf contingencies
where perceived aggressors are capable of launching retaliatory
strikes against US and allied targets; participation in peacekeeping
ventures in southeastern Europe, the Soviet successor republics or
other locales where intense ethnic divisions intensify the risks of
substantial casualties among participating Australian forces, and
accelerated terrorist operations against Australian territory or
Australian citizens abroad in retaliation for Australia's 'guilt by
ibid., p.155. For a dissent to the state-centric realist approach in explaining
how such'centrifugal' challenges to Eurasia have intensified in a posFCold
War context, see John Fitzpatrick,'The Soviet Break-up and the New Eurasian
Geopolitics' in Richard Leaver and James L. Richardson (eds), The Post-Cold
War Order: Diagnosis and Prognosis (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1993), pp.51-68.
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association' with American security posfures and operations. In all

such instances, Australia would be compelled

to weigh the

cost/benefit ratio of sustaining AUSMIN, and in each case US policy
makers will measure Australia's response in the context of how the
AUSMIN relationship reinforces or detracts from the United States'
own global security interests and agendas.
Perhaps the most difficult question in reconciling East Asian
and American interests relates to the People's Republic of China
(PRC). Asia-Pacific geopolitics is predominantly about China - a
frustrated regional power not capable of challenging American
primacy in the Asia-Pacific region for at least another decade, China
has deployed a relatively sophisticated regional nuclear force and is
gradually acquiring great-power military projection capabilities.zl Its
current political leadership, however, is undergoing a significant
legitimacy crisis; its economic growth is predicated upon
infrastructures which must undergo wholesale change if the country
is to escape runaway unemployment and inflation. China's historical
and cultural reach are its greatest assets for attaining regional
primacy; these must be weighed against the enduring suspicions
directed against the PRC by its Asian neighbours.

AUSMIN's clear interest is to avoid involvement in longstanding Asian rivalries involving China while simultaneously
engaging the Chinese in important regional security questions. The
Hawke/Keating and Howard governmenb have both found this
balance difficult to achieve when tensions between Washington and
Beijing have intermittently sharpened. In mid-1994, Australia sided
with China against Washington's efforts to irnpose hade sanctions in
response to Beijing's human rights record and to gain leverage against

its marketing practices which had produced a major Sino-American

For excellent if somewhat diverse updates, see Richard Fischer and Paul H.B.
Godwin, 'Defense Policy and Posture I'; John Culver and Michael Pillsbury,
'Defense Policy and Posture II'; and Michael Nacht and Tom Woodrow,
'Nuclear Issues'; all in Hans Binnendijk and Ronald N. Montaperto (eds),
Strategic Trends in Cftina (Institute for National Shategic Studies, National
Defense University, Washington DC, 1998), pp.59-90.
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hade deficit in China's favour.z The perception of at least some
American policy observers was that Keating was too eager to promote
a'false choice' between Australia's newer economic relationships in
Asia and its traditional security relationship with the United States.
By risking such a linkage, one American critic surmised at the time,
the hard question needed to be asked: 'To which Asian country
would Australia entrust its security' rt Canberra's intensified
regionalism spilled over into the security context?ts Certainly China
would have little interest in assuming a security commitment toward
Australia sinilar to that Canberra has enjoyed with the United States.

Yet, the question's context assumes that the main threat to
Aushalia remains inter-state war precipitated by a regional actor. If
'threats' were defined differently (for example, an unstable Indonesia
or an independent but furbulent East Timor), current alliance interests
and affiliations might appear less sacrosanct. Moreover, the dangers
of Australia appearing to be insufficient$ sensitive to Chinese
geopolitical concerns could be just as counter-productive. The
Howard govemment discovered this soon after taking office when
announcing it intended to'reinvigorate' the American alliance and the
Chinese understandably queried 'to what end?'.2a Labelling fapan
and Australia as the northern and southern 'claws' of a renewed
American containment strategy directed against Beijing, Chinese
analysts were able to use the alliance reinvigoration rhetoric as
leverage against the 'China threafl faction which they (correctly)
viewed as dominating the US Congress in the aftermath of the March

?3

Gary Klintworth, 'Aushalian Interests in the Region' in William Tow (ed.),
Australian-American Relations: Looking touard tlrc Next Czntury (Macmillan,
Melboume, 1998) p.153; Henry S. Albinski,'Australia and the United States'in
F.A. Mediansky (ed.), Australian Foreign Policy: lnto the New Millennium
(Macrrillan, Melboume, 7997), p.'1,91,; and Colin Mackerras, 'Australia and
China' in lbid., pp.22o-1,.
Franklin Lavin, 'Don't Trade in Your Long-Time Friends', Australian, 13 May
L994, p.15.

24

A representative Chinese statement is Tang Guanghur,'Behind the Warming of
Aushalia-US Relations', Shijie Zhishi [World Affairs], No.20, 1.6 October 1996,
pp.19-27, as translated and reprinted in FBI9CHI-97-O21,, 3l Jan:uary 1.997.
Also see Klintworth, 'Australian Interests ..!, p.152; and Mackerras, 'Australia
and China', p.221.
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crjsis. Accentuating its difficulties with China by
electing to be the only American regional ally to forcefully and
publicly support the US deployment of aircraft carriers in the East
China sea at the height of the Taiwan crisis, Australia suddenly found
itself unwittingly involved in a Sino-American dispute in which it had
no real interests or control. By the November 1996 APEC summit,
some semblance of Sino-Australian cordiality had been restored and
Howard was invited to visit China; his government had become wiser
re China, however, through a learning Process which, in refuospect,
1996 Taiwan strait

may have been avoidable.

The lesson of Australia's recent China policy is that Canberra
does not usually need to make a choice between sustaining its
American alliance and recognising China's rising geopolitical
importance. Australia is nof compelled to exhibit deference toward
china's interesb because it is a distant middle power, more naturally
oriented toward Indonesia and the Malayan peninsula - a geostrategic
orbit over which the Chinese still have little control and no evident
will to contest for years to come. China is well aware of this reality
and so is only concerned about Australia when the latter signals it
adheres to the'China threaf school of thought by explicitly stating so
in ib intermittent defence posture statements or by gravitating toward

Washington in ways which emit strong negative signals to the
Chinese. Correspondingly, Australia is not required to risk American
irritation by unilaterally declaring its adoption of a distinctively 'East
Asian doctrine' as a premature hedge against American hegemonic
decline, or by taking Positions simply designed to reduce its selfconsciousness regarding its shategic affiliation with US global
power.E

FitzGerald and Wesley, Should Australia Hwe an East Asia DoctrineT; and Paul
Dibb, TIp Future of Australia's Delence Relationship with the United Statcs
(Australian Cenke for American Studies, University of Sydney, Sydney, 1993).

FitzGerald, Chairman of the Asia-Australia Institute, was Australia's fust
Ambassador to the People's Republic of China. While by no means 'antiAmerican', Dibb, a former Deputy Secretary of Australia's Department of
Defence and perhaps Australia's best-known independent defence analyst,

fervou/ to democratise
Asia in its own irnage and that Aushalia 'needs no longer to subordinate its
own defence effort to the strategic imperatives of its allies'.
argues that Australia must avoid American'messianic
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Asian-Pacific Factors

Of more immediate consequence to AUSMIN's strategic
relevance is Australia's regional security role and how it coincides
with or differs from that of the United States. At the outset, it is
important to emphasise that points of both convergence and
divergence exist in the Australian-American geopolitical calculus.
The key factor in this context is strategic geography, although

this factor is often underplayed in various alliance

assessments.

Aushalia and the United States are both maritime powers/ although
the former country has considerably less strategic reach. Both
Australia and the United States regard the forward projection of
military power as an expression of their continuing vital interests in
remaining key economic and political players in the region. Both
regard this capability to be directly related to defending their own
maritime approaches.25 However, the asymmeky of the alliance
relationship, largely because of the United States' global scope of
strategic reference, tends to modify Australia's importance to
Washington when the entire Asia-Pacific geopolitical circumference is
taken into account. But the relevance of an Australian-American
alliance in this context can be demonshated:
Australia's strategic geography is important to US strategic
planners as one of the two critical anchors of offshore Asia
$apan serves the same function for Northeast Asia).27 Its
northern coast is proximate to key littorals in peninsular
Southeast Asia (the Lombok, Sunda and Timor straits) and to
For a recent Australian statement assessing questions of defending shategic
geogaphy, see Australia's Strabgic Policy (Department of Defence, Canberra,
1997), pp.42-5. An American assessment of the problem in an Asia-Pacific
context is offered by the US Department of Defense, Office of Intemational
Secudty Affairs, Unitcd States Security Strategy for tlu East Asia-Pacifc Region
(better known as the East Asia Shategy Report, 1995) (USGPO, Washington
DC, February 1,995), pp.4-5,10-13.

Cohen,'Geopolitics in the New World Era' in George J. Demko and
William B. Wood (eds), Reordering the World: Geopolitical Perspectiztes on the 21st
Century (Westview, Boulder, 1.994), p.3O; and Stanley B. Weeks, Sea Lines of
Communication (SLOC): Securi$ and Access, CAI€ Papers No.22 (Chinese
See Saul B.

Council of Advanced Policy Studies, Taipei, 1998), especially pp.7-8.
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several critical choke-points

in the sea lanes bridging

the

southeastern Pacific and eastern Indian Ocean.

Australia is an important factor in American strategic maritime

planning for Indian Ocean operations and contingencies.
Hostile control of the Chrishas and/ or Cocos Islands, for
example, could interdict American access to key parts of
Indonesia and the Malayan peninsula, directly threaten US
operations on Diego Garcia and impede US access to the
Persian Gulf.za

Nearly a decade after the Cold War, the AUSMIN relationship
remains the major instrument for coordinating surveillance
and patrolling of the wider Pacific littorals. This remains the
case despite intermittent speculation within the Australian
defence establishment that the geographic scoPe of
reconnaissance, escort and anti-submarine warfare missions
envisioned by the 1951 Radford-Colliru Agreement is now too
expansive. Although it is highly unlikely that any major
hostile power could threaten east/northeast approaches over
the next fifteen years, increased instability in the Pacific island
states could allow larger powers access to their territories,
which could then threaten American (or Australian) air and
sea lifelines.2e

For a graphic illustration of the ramifications of contested littorals in the
eastern Indian Ocean area, consult the map on 'The Indian Ocean: Testing
Ground for a New Geopolitics of Peace' in Martin Ira Glassner, Political
Geography (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1993), p.253. Also see Lim,
'Australian Security after the Cold War', pp.98-9.
William T. Tow, 'An East Coast Perspective' in Sam Bateman and Dick
Sherwood (eds), Strategtc Change and Nrual Roles, Canberra Papers on Shategy

and Defence No.102 (Strategic and Defence Studies Cenke, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1993), pp.115-16; John Dorrance, 'U.S. Strategic
and Security Interests and Objectives in Australia, New Zealand and the
Pacfic Islands' in fohn Dorrance et al., The South Pacifc: Emerging Security
lssues and U.S. Policy, Special Report for the Institute for Foreigp Policy
Analysis Inc. (Brassey's, Washington DC, 1990), p.22; and Richard Herr,
'Restructuring Foreign and Defence Poliry: The Pacfic Islands' in Anthony
McGrew and Christopher Brook (eds\, Asia-Pacific in the New World Order
(Routledge, London, 1998), especially pp.2224, 22C7.
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Nevertheless, in contrast to these considerations, US
perceptions of Aushalia's strategic geography and its overall strategic
utility as an ally appear to have changed little since the early Cold
War period. Australia's loyalty as an ally is more valued than its
-l'952, a joint US State-Defense
geostrategic utility.3o In fuly
Department study concluded that the southwest Pacific's 'global
remoteness' made it an appendage of the more important Southeast
Asian theatre of operations.3l Forty-six years later the 'relevance
factor' is still an issue: Singapore, not Australia, appears to be the
nerve centre for American air-maritime operations in Southeast Asia,
while Washington rejected the Howard government's entreaties for
the United States to pre-position in Aushalian military supplies for
future Persian Gulf or Northeast Asian operations.32

The'loyalty' factor has recently been

assessed

by Pahick Cronin: '... our

bilateral relationship is one of the few near{onstants in a region of certainty ..'
While US alliances with Japan and the Republic of Korea remain pivotal to the
American forward military presence in East Asia, there is no more reliable
relationship than that between the US and Australia'' Cronin, 'The Shategic
Relationship: A US Perspective' in Tow (ed.), Australian-Ameican Relations,
p.48. Also see the testimony of US Under Secretary of Defense for Poliry,
Walter Slocombe, before the House Intemational Relations Committee,
Subcommittee on the Asia-Pacific, 7 May 1998 as reprinted in USIA,
Washington File,7 May 1.998.
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1952-1954, Vol.12, Part 1 (USGPO,

Washington DC, 1984), p.158; and discussed

in Tow, 'An

East Coast

Perspective', pp.1 08-9.

On the Ugsingapore relationship, see Slocombe's testimony before the House
Intemational Relations Committee, Subcommittee on the Asia-Pacific, 7 May
1.998; and Michael Richardsory'East Asia Turmoil Poses Global Economic and
Secudty Risk, Cohen Wams', International Herald Tribune, 16 January 1998, p.4.
Stewart Woodman has observed, perceptively, that the lack of Progress on
establishing some form of forward basing or storage of US military equipment
in northem Australia underscores the reality that AUSMIN is 'a comlortable
relationship but one whose primary focus at Present aPPears to be to keep the
US engaged in the Westem Pacific rather than there being a clear agenda as
how to maxirdse Australia's shategic leverage in Washington'. Woodman,
'Unravelling Australia's Shategic Dilemma' in Ian Mclachlarr et al., Australia's
Strategic Dilemmas: Options for tle Future (Aushalian Defence Studies Centre,
Australian Defence Force Acaderny, Canberra, 1'997), p.29. Australia's
difficulties in developing the Bradshaw Station, the Yampi Sound defence
training area and other northem Australian sites which might be used for such
a purpose have been well documented. See Thomas-Durell Younp 'Enhancing'
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From an opposing perspective/ the underlying strategic
rationales for Aushalian-American military exercises have been
questioned, at least by some Australian political and military
officials.33 During his visit for the July 1998 AUSMIN meeting, the US
Secretary of Defense warned that Australia's future ability to
participate as an effective component of the US global alliance
network could be undercut if the gap between US high technology
and Australian defence capabilities widened much further and if
Australia could not sustain an adequate defence budget.l
These issues relate directly to this paper's major concern: if
alliance confluences and incongruities evolve around the Asia-Pacific
region's marginal littorals (the Indian Ocean entry points into the Gulf
and Indonesia, respectively, and the broader Pacific Ocean areas),

how is AUSMIN relevant? As Australian foreign affairs journalist
Greg Sheridan has recently noted, the question is especially pertinent
because the American strategic position in Southeast Asia has been
weakening over the past decade while it has been simultaneously
intensifying in Northeast Asia.3s In the sub-region closer to Australia,
the United States has withdrawn from its bases in the Philippines, has
reduced ib military assistance to Indonesia and has lost strategic
influence in Thailand at the hands of China. This trend seen$ at least
the Australian-U.5. Defenx Relationship: A Guide to U.S. Policy (Strategic Studies
Institute, US Army War College, Carlisle Pa, November 1,997),pp.L2-1,4.
On joint military exercises, see Australian Joint Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Defence Sub-Committee Visit to Exerci*
Tandem Thrust 97, 12-14 March 1997 (Parkantent of the Commonwealth of
Australia, Canberra, May 1997), p.13: 'Notwithstanding the participation of a
number of ADF elements, and the integration of ADF into its command
structure, Exercise TANDEM THRUST was primarily a US Marine Corps
exercise ... the scenario of an amphibious landing particularly was more
conducive to exercise USMC capabilities, rather than those of the ADF. The
Sub-Com-rrittee would ... like future exercises in this series to be designed to
better match ADF training requirements ...'. Also, consult Brigadier Peter
Leahy's remarks in Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and
Trade, Defence Sub-Committee, ANZUS after 45 Years, Seminar Proceedings,
11-12 August 1997 (Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra,
1,997), pp.107-8.

34

5J

On the high+echnology issue, see Greg Sheridan,'US Wams of Risk to Defence
Ties', Australian, 31 July 1998, p.1.
Sheridan, 'Why We Need Uncle Sam' , Australian,l0 June L997, p.70.
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with Canberra entering into the Agreement on
Maintaining Security (the AMS) with Indonesia in December 1995,
upgrading ib role in the Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA)
:u;.1994 to expand coverage to East Malaysia (although Malyasia has
since declined to participate in FPDA exercises as its relations with
Singapore have become more strained), and initiating occasional
maritime'fleet concentrations' involving maritime units from ASEAN
navies, exercising with their Australian and New Zealand
somewhat at odds

counterparts.36

American naval officials have publicly supported these
Australian initiatives as 'complementing' US strategy in the region.37
Certainly they can be viewed as additive components to the United
States' extensive annual Cobra Gold exercises conducted with Thai
forces, and its agreemenb for access to ports and provisions with
most of the ASEAN countries.s An appropriate longer range
concern, however, is whether Australia's intensification of its ASEAN
military ties should be viewed as a'conduit' for improved ASEAN-US

security cooperation or as a convenient rationale for American
isolationists to justify further strategic retrenchment from Southeast
Asia given Aushalia's success in building a stabilising and cohesive
shategic influence in peninsular Southeast Asia.

Desmond Ball and Pauline Kerr, Presumptiae Engagement: Australia's AsiaPacifc Secaity Policy in tle 1990s (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1996), p.69.
Malaysia's'temporary'withdrawal from FPDA exercises and ban on the use of
its airspace by Singapore's air force culminated a period of rising tensions
between Singapore and Malaysia over the location of customs facilities on their
border and the publication of former Singapore Prime Minister Lee Kuan
Yew's memoirs which included some critical observations on Malay policy.
For the Aushalian response to Malaysia's FPDA pullout, see a Melbourne

Radio Aushalia interview with Australian Foreign Minister Alexander

3/
38

Downer reprinted in FBI9EA998-25Q 7 September L998. Malaysia's Defence
Minister, however, denied there were linkages between bilateral tensions and
his country's defence policy toward Singapore. See a Utusan Malaysia report
as translated and reprinted in FBI}EA998-305,2 November 1998.
Derek Woolner,'Back to Asia: Developments that Shape the Future Australian
Defence Force' in MclacNan el al., Australia's Strategic Dilemmas, p.738.
A point raised by the Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade, Aushalia and ASEAN: Managing Change (Parliament of the
Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, March 1998), p.192.
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Nor is the shategic significance of the Aushalia-fapan maritime
'anchor' explicitly clear within the broader context of American
regional alliance politics. A recent Australian defence posfure
statement argues that 'fapan's strategic interests converge quite
strongly with Australia's' in continuing US strategic engagement,
ensuring freedom of navigation and avoiding Sino-American
hegemonic rivahy.r True enough, but the recent and informal
strengthening of the Australia-fapan bilateral strategic partnership
(the first Australia-f apan Political-Military and Military-Military Talks
were held in February 1996 and such contacts were expanded by a
September 1997 agreement) is hardly of alliance-wide significance. It
remains unclear to all, except possibly a China which has accused
Australia and Japan of collaboratirg i. launching a containment
shategy against itsef how modest security dialogues and limited
intelligence sharing constitute a real-life framework for co-anchoring
a new American strategy for maritime regional hegemony.

The reality is that Japan long ago concluded there is no

substitute for ib American extended deterrence guarantee, originally
viewed as a counterweight against an explicit Soviet threat and now
regarded as a hedge against future strategic uncertainty in the Korean
peninsula and rising Chinese military power. Australia, as a middle
power in another sub.region, cannot - and should not - aspire to
indulge in alliance politics at this level or in Northeast Asia. It can,
however, play a very conshuctive diplomatic role by encouraging
Tokyo to maintain ib support for the US forward strategic presence at
a time when Japan's economic crisis and America's search for greater
allied defence self-reliance could place greater strains on the UgJapan
security alliance. By doing so, Australia would facilitate a more stable
geopolitical setting for pursuing its own aspirations to become an
accepted part of Asia.

39.

Australia's Sbategic Policy, p.24.
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TABLE 11.1: Key AUSMIN-Related Policy Developments, 198&98

Date

Event

AUSMIN Impact

August 1986

AUSMIN evolves from
ANZUS with the US
suspending its security
obligations to New
Zealand

Creates de facto 'dual
alliances' for Australia: a

U9Australia bilateral
defence tie and an
Australia-New

Zealand

counterpart.
September
1987

MOU

between

Initiates process for

Austratan Army and building Australia-US
US Marine Corps on inter-operability in rapid
Exchange of Personnel

deployment

force

onerations.

November
1989

Defence
Support

Logistic
Agreement

signed

Acknowledges cenhal role
of defence technology cooperation in facilitating

Australia's defence

self-

reliance nosture.

April1990

Department

Defense
releases

East Asia

Strategic

US

Initiative
Report

(EASD

Signals

a

possible

US

strategic retrenchment from
the Asia-Pacific and

reinforces
defence
posture.

Australia's
self-reliance
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Philippine Senate votes

to

discontinue

US

basing presence

at

Subic Bay

Accelerates American use
of Australian facilities such

as the Delamere Air
Weapons Range and
submarine ranges off
Western Australia.

fune 1993

Australian Minister for

Trade Senator Peter
Cook links AustraliaUS trade disputes with

future health

of

AUSMIN

February
7994

Admiral Highlights dashed New
Charles Lawson visits Zealand expectations that
Wellington and warns 199L Australia-New
that a moribund Zealand Closer Defence
US CINCPAC

ANZUS could

Relations (CDR) Agreement

become

would be sufficient to
maintain New Zealand's
defence viability.

lead
to
strategicallY

New Zealand
irrelevant
May 1995

Underscores intensified
AUSMIN concern about

Keating government
agrees to collaborate
with US on theatre

March 1996

Although claiming tensions
in the Middle East as the
reason, US Secretary of
State Warren ChristoPher
declines to attend the July
1993 AUSMIN meeting AUSMIN relations reach a
noticeable low point.

missile defence (TMD)

ballistic missile/WMD
capabilities of North Korea

technoloev

and other'rogue states'.

Howard government
comes to power with
pledge to

'reinvigorate' the
AUSMIN alliance

a

Australia shongly backs US
intervention in the Taiwan
Strait crisis, incurring
Chinese hostility and
setting back Sino-

Australian relations for 6-8
months.
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July 1996

foint

Security Upgrades
Declaration issued at

AUSMIN talks
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key aspects of

alliance

cooperation,

including joint training
exercises,
satellite

intelligence gathering at
Pine Gap and collaboration
to advance regional
securitv.

March1997

Tandem Thrust joint
exercise involving

27,000 US and
Australian military

personnel conducted
in central Queensland

Designed to enhance
amphibious
assault
collaboration and inter-

operability - first modern
test of upgraded AUSMIN
tactical capabilities in

responding to a short
warning power projection
scenario.

June7997

US signals greater 1997 AUSMIN summit
emphasis
on reflects difference in US
environment/human
and Australian policy
rights issues over approaches; little real
haditional security progress made.
issues as a hallmark of

AUSMIN relations
July 1998

Americans continue to
press global warming
and human rights
agendas at AUSMIN
summit, although
addressing Australian

Australia

concerns about the
Asian financial crisis

WMD proliferation).

and
defence
technology access

increasingly

directs attention toward

Indonesian and regional
security problems as the US
focuses on global security
issues (ie terrorism and
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Alliance anil Asia's Economic Cisis

Asia's fledgling economic and security institutions are under
threat as more states in the region are becoming PreoccuPied with
their domestic economies and with internal political developments.
The task of underwriting regional stability has thus been rendered to
the Asia-Pacific's major powers by default - and most notably to the
United States.4 Washington has opted to employ the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) to manage policy solutions to Asia's economic
crisis.

AUSMIN's major concern in this regard is Indonesia, a country

on Australia's norttrern doorstep accumulating massive private
foreign debts in the absence of adequate financial regulation.

Malaysia and Thailand are also victims of financial shocks which set
in during 7997 batthe Indonesian rupiah's shocking depreciation rate,

governmenfs loss of power and in
Indonesia's intensifying socio-political disarray, is a comparatively
greater challenge to regional stability. The IMF initially responded
with a tough reform package directed toward Jakarta, demanding in
return for financing a recovery package of US$23 billion that the
Indonesians immediately institute greater banking transParency,
tighter monetary policies, greater private participation in their
country's economic infrashucfure and reduced current account
deficits.ar Without subsequent efforts to soften these criteria, the
stability of the Indonesian archipelago and Southeast Asia's overall
confidence in Western financial institutions would have come under

resulting

in the Suharto

even more serious risk.

1998, Aushalia took the lead in successfully
lobbying the IMF (and its US ally) to relax the original package's
conditioru. In retrospect, Australia's position was proven to be
justified. The IMF has admitted that its initial insistence that
Indonesia meet a rigid timetable for complying with budgetary
measures was a miscalculation, given the pervasive and long-standing

In February

40
41,

Paul Dibb, David D. Hale and Peter Prince, 'The Strategic Irrplications of
Asia's Economic Cisis', Suruiaal ,YoI.4O, No. 2, Summer 1'998, p.24.
Shalendra D. Sharma,'Asia's Economic Crisis and the IMF' in ibid., p.37.
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flaws in that country's management of its financial infrastructure.a2
Australia's Prime Minister Howard, its Treasurer, Peter Costello, and
ib Foreign Minister, Alexander Downer, all lobbied US officials
extensively for a modilication of the IMF package's terms. They
reportedly argued that Australia's familiarity and close relations with
its northern neighbour built up over the past four decades gave it the
best understanding of any Western state of how to manage
Indonesia's economic recovery without that country sinking into a
political abyss during the interim.a3 American officials concurred
with guarded enthusiasm, believing, along with many members of the
US Congress, that a post-Suharto regime in jakarta could be
pressured into adopting a more benign human rights posture toward
East Timor and throughout the Indonesian archipelago.e
The regional - and more specifically, the Indonesian - financial
crisis represents an illustrative case study of how local Australian and

global American strategic priorities can vary on important AsiaPacific issues and the critical need for reconciling those differences
and considering Australia's opinions - if AUSMIN is to 'make a
difference' to regional stability. Australia needed to demonstrate its
'regional' credentials to satisfy important critics such as Singapore's
Senior Cabinet Minister George Yeo, who publicly labelled Canberra a
'marginal' player as the crisis was intensifying during February
1998.45

By conhast, US policy planners were applying a predominantly
global perspective to Indonesia's plight. Their main concerns were
that political instability in Jakarta could impede the shift of US ships
and aircraft from bases in the Western Pacific to the Persian Gulf. The
Shait of Malacca, which largely transverses through Indonesian
territory, is the most direct and quickest route for American units to

42

ibid., p.43.

43

Don Greenlees,'Howard to Lobby IMF for Suharto', Australian,2T-22FebruNy

4
45

1998, p.1,.

Dbb, Hale and Prince, 'strategic Implications ..!, pp.2o-1; and

author's

conversations with US congressional policy advisers, February-March 1998.
Greg Sheridan, 'Australia a Mere Spectator', Australian, 5 February 7998, p.11l'
and Dibb, Hale and Prince,'Strategic Irnplications ...', P.21.
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reach the Gulf.6 The hardline American posture which linked IMF
financial assistance to Indonesia's willingness to underwrite political
reforms also reflected the Clinton administration's global strategy of
'enlargement' or promoting international democratic reform when
given the opportunity to do so.
Washington's calculations appeared to be at least rewarded in
January 1999 when the Indonesian government promised it would
accede to East Timorese independence if its populace rejected its
plans for broad autonomy. Australian priorities regarding Indonesia
have always been less reformist and more pragmatic. As instability
continued to intensify throughout Indonesia under the Habibie
governmenf however, Canberra reversed its long-standing posture of
recognising Indonesian sovereignty over East Timor, announcing in

January 7999 it was now prepared to support East Tirnorese
autonomy. In this instance, AUSMIN policy planners were able to
reconcile American preoccupations with Indonesia's strategic
geography and human rights practices with Australia's
understandable concerns about how to best co-exist with its large
Indonesian neighbour. The key question is the extent to which
Australia was able to convince sceptical Asians that its policy reversal
was the product of its own regional foreign policy rather than an
accommodation with US interesb. Immediate indications were
positive from the 'regionalisf perspective; a long-term sceptic
towards Australia, Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad,
praised the Howard government for understanding Asia's financial
problems while arguing that key policy makers in the Clinton
administration tended to ignore or misunderstand Asian problems.az
Th e

High-T e chn

o I o gy

D im en s i on

The revolution

in military affairs (RMA) is

assuming an

increasingly important role in shaping contemporary alliance politics.
As Paul Dibb has argued in the seminal article on the subject as it
applies to the Asia-Pacific region, sophisticated RMA remains well
46

Michael Richardson,'Unrest a Threat to Indonesian Warship l-ane', Australian,
9 February 7998,p.9.

47

Greg Sheridan, 'Mahathir Labels US Leaders lgnorant', Weekend Australian,3O3L January 1,999, p.7'1.
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beyond the reach of most regional defence establishments.s Australia
is an exception to this precept for at least three reasons: as a middle
power with limited resources, it must be able to pursue 'proactive'
strategies designed to shorten conflicts and to compensate for the
force imbalance which a future regional adversary could establish
against Australia; it musf with such a force imbalance, achieve high
levels of joint force integration and inter-operability; and it must
exploit information technologies to use its limited force capabilities
with maximum effectiveness.4e Despite its often acclaimed objective
of achieving 'defence self-reliance' against most tangible regional
contingencies, Australia lacks the economy of scale and a sufficiently
formidable, indigenous, high-technology base to fulfil these three
objectives on its own. The American alliance provides Canberra with
a potential conduit through which these objectives can be largely met.
A key consideration is: to what extent will ongoing US force doctrine
and capabilities allow the United States to export RMA to Australia
between now and 201.5?

Although by no means inclusive, three RMA components are
potentially critical to future AUSMIN operations in Asia-Pacific
theatres of operation. In the absence of region-wide arms control
breakthroughs in controlling the spread of weapons of mass
destruction (WMD), theatre missile defence (TMD) systems will
become increasingly relevant to deterring state-conholled WMD and
various ballistic or cruise missile capabilities emanating from
Northeast Asia (China and North Korea) and South Asia (India and
Pakistan;.so Increasingly, responding to non-state (terrorist) WMD
capabilities may be enveloped within this general threat category. A
second RMA component is enhanced and time-relevant surveillance
capabilities, specifically in the form of advanced over-the-horizon
radar (OTHR), airborne early warning and control (AEW&C), spacebased and sensor-based systems. Defending Australia's maritime and
air approaches against hostile forces at distant points in the Indian
48

Dibb,'The Revolution in Military Affairs and Asia-Pacific S"c*ity', Suraioal,

49

Vol.39, No.4 , Winter 1997-98, p.96.
Australia's Strategic Policy, especially pp.43-57.

50

On the Northeast Asian dirnension of this probleur, see Stephen A. Cambone,
'The United States and Theatre Missile Defence in North-east Asia', Surufual,
Vol.39, No.3, Autumn 1997, pp.66-84.
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in the South Pacific
may well be dependent upon its ability to apply these types of
capabilities at the outset of crisis.sl The third RMA element is more
secure military information operations. The prospect of crippling
even the most sensitive US computer systems as a precursor to
launching a strike against the United States has been discussed
extensively in recent years.s2 Much less discussion has been directed
toward securing Australia against such a contingency, one classified
government report (the Dudgeon Report) has presumably explored
options for strengthening protection of its national information
infrastructure (NII).53 Until mid-1998, there was little evidence that
extensive AUSMIN coordination in these RMA areas had occurred.
Ocean (proximate to its offshore territories) or

This planning gap was addressed by US Secretary of Defense
William Cohen and his counterpart, Australian Defence Minister Ian
Mclachlaru during the fuly 1998 AUSMIN meeting in Sydney. Interoperability was labelled a 'hallnark of the alliance' and increased
Australian access to US high technology was deemed critical for
Australia to contribute effectively to future coalition operations. An
AUSMIN Defence Acquisitions Committee was created to coordinate
this objective in such areas as submarine warfare, airborne early
warning and control and combat aircraft operations. The upgrading
of a relay ground station at Pine Gap in 1999 was also underscored as
a key aspect of strengthening early warning capabilities. The
AUSMIN communiqu6 underscored the centrality of the 'knowledge
edge' to future alliance military operations with superior intelligence,
command and conhol and access to leading and cost-effective
technologies all being priority objectives.s
51

52

Australia's Strategic Policy, especially pp.59{0.
Recent examples include Roger C. Molander, Andrew S. Riddle and Peter A.
Wilsory Strategic Information Warfare: A New Force o/ War (RAND, Santa Monica

Ca, 1996); and Martin C. Libicki, What ls lnformation WarfareT (Center for
Advanced Concepts and Technology, National Defense University,
Washington DC, 1995).
Adam Cobb, Thinking about the Unthinkable: Australian Vulnerabilities to
High Tech Risks, Research Paper No. 18 (Information and Research Services,
Department of the Parliamentary Library, Canberra, 1998), especially pp.2G9.
See especially Points 23-24 of the 'Joint Communique of 1,998 Australia-U.S.
See

Ministerial Talks',

at

<http://www.usis.australia.gov/ausmin> farrury

1999). Also Greg Sheridan, 'Friendship and the New Security', Australian,3T
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What is striking about this US initiative is Washington's
growing realisation that AUSMIN may become foo one-sided unless
Australia is successful in sustaining a highly credible, if relatively
small, defence force. From the American perspective, Australia will
be a more effective ally if it is capable of supplementing US offensive
operations in future regional contingencies than if it merely Pursues a
more narrow 'burden-sharing' logic by deploying only those
capabilities it believes are needed to defend Australian territory and
its 'area of direct military interest'.ss Australia's evolving defence
posfure now assumes that Australia's shategic interests'are directly
engaged throughout the wider Asia-Pacific region, because events
beyond our nearer neighbourhood could have direct effects within
it'.56 This reasoning coincides with a major argument posited by the
US Defense Departmenfs May 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review:
that the contemporary global strategic environment requires that force
readiness and sustainability be applicable to'a full spechum' of crisis
and contingencies across very wide areas of potential combat
operations.sT

Its access to American military power and technology allows
Australia to realise what the luly 1996 Sydney Declaration termed a
'capability for maintain[ing] and consolidat[ing] Australia's capability
for self-reliant defence'. Australia conducts extensive joint military

56
J/

July 1998, p.13, where Cohen cites 'cyberterrorism' and WMD proliferation as
the two asymmetrical methods of warfare of most concem to the United States
and its allies. Also Geoffrey Barker, 'US, Australia Agree on Intelligence
Body' , Australian Financial Reaiau,'1,-2 August 1'998, p.6.
Defined as: (1) a 4000 nautical mile band from the Cocos Islands in the west to
New Zealand and the Southwest Pacific island states to the eas! and (2)
approximately 3000 nautical miles from the Indonesian archipelagos and
island chains to the north to the southem ocean. Although formally defined in
the 1.976 Dibb Report (Paul Dibb, Reaiew of Australia's Defence Capabilities,
Report to the Minister for Defence (Aushalian Govemment Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1986)), there had been a longer term understanding about the basic
parameters of this defence zone. See David Lee, 'Australia's Defence Policy:
An Historical Overview' in Mohan Malik (ed.), Australia's Security in tle 21st
Czntury (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1998).
Australia's Strate gic Policy, p.10.
William S. Cohen, Tlv Report of the Quadrennial Defense Reaiao (Depattment of
Defense, Washington DC, Muy Dgn, especially chapter 3, at
<httpt / / / www.defenselink.mil / prtus / qdr / index.htrnl> [uly 1'999).
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with New Zealand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand and more intermiftent ones with Brunei and the
exercises

Philippines.s8 The Australian Defence Force (ADF) also drills with
fapanese and South Korean forces under American command during
the biennial Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) maritime exercises in
Hawaii and, more recenfly, the Cope Thunder joint air exercise in

Alaska. But the quality and quantity of the Aushalian-American
bilateral strategic planning, intelligence sharing, and consultative
mechanisms far exceeds any commensurate set of relationships which
Australia has with its regional neighbours. As the Australian Defence
Department's 7997 Australia's Strategic Policy bfuntly concluded: 'Our
alliance with the United States is by any measure our most important

strategic relationship ...

a

complex strategic relationship which

operates at many levels and in many ways'.se

AUSMIN: Benefits and Liabilities

As previously noted, there has been an ongoing debate in
limited sectors of the Australian polity over AUSMIN's ongoing
utility to Australian security interests. There has been no equivalent
discourse on the AUSMIN tie in any meaningful sector of the US
policy-making community, reinforcing the asymmetrical nature of the
alliance relationship. The closest the latter came to becoming
preoccupied with America's security ties in the Southwest Pacific was
in 1985-86 when intense interest developed over Australia's position

in the ANZUS dispute. The attention sPan of the Reagan
administration, the US Congress and, to a lesser extent, the American

public was most focused on New Zealand's perceived alliance
betrayal and its possible effects on American nuclear strategy in
Europe. Even at the height of this crisis, the Australian connection
was assumed by most American observers to be safe and comfortable.

Almost a decade after the Cold War, the AUSMIN security
network remains intac! largely because Australia unquestionably
derives extraordinary strategic access to the world's one remaining
superpower. From both a politico-cultural and shategic

5U
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These are assessed in depth by Ball and Kerr, Presumpthx Engagement.
Australia's Strategic Policy , p.18.
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vantagepoint, only Britain, Canada and possibly Israel are deemed to
be as close to the United States as is Australia. From Canberra's
perspective, the collective goods generated by such access and affinity
continue to outweigh the risk that AUSMIN will somehow lock
Australia into a sustained and demeaning security dependence on US
power.60 To maximise the advantages of this relationship, Australia
has consistently sought to intensify and deepen it in a manner similar
to the process which supports NATO in the absence of an obvious
external threat reinforcing security cooperation by maintaining an
extensive network of joint planning consultations, operational

arrangements, logistical support and intelligence cooperation.
Neither ANZUS nor AUSMIN has developed the formal secretariats
or infrastructures which have shaped NATO policy and aspired to
breathe life into a usually moribund SEATO. With a high level of
shared values and interests, the relatively informal mechanisms
employed to manage ANZUS and AUSMIN relations were effective
enough to sustain the alliance through the Cold War, notwithstanding
the absence of a clear external threat or other obvious alliance
rationale.6l

This type of low-key institutionalisation encourages the
cultivation of adaptive capacities in alliance politics, as with the recent
assimilation by Australia of RMA-directed initiatives and with
American deference (however reluctant) to Australia's leadership in
managing relations with Indonesia during the Asian financial crisis.
The danger, as AUSMIN critics are often wont to emphasise, is that
pursuing functionalism for functionalism's sake may obscure an
actual decline in alliance relevance and credibility. Walt again best
captures the essence of this phenomenon:
Like Oscar Wilde's picture of Dorian Gray, an aging alliance
may appear robust and healthy so long as its formal institutions
continue to operate ... if ministerial meetings continue to issue
innocuous communiques on schedule and if the alliance is not
called upon to do anything, then its members may not be fully

50

A point raised most cogently by

6't

Alliance: Beyond Demystification' , p.136.
Walt,'Why Alliances Endure or Collapse', p.155.

Russell Trood

in 'The Australian-American
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aware of the extent to which their interests have diverged. The
danger ... is that the alliance may be dead before anyone notices,

and the discovery

of the corpse may come at a

very

inconvenient moment.62

AUSMIN, in reality, is still considerably more viable than the
relationship described by this characterisation. It remains unclear,
however, if the Howard government has achieved a genuine alliance
reinvigoration based on converging interests and priorities. Indeed,
even alliance proponents took note of the 'cognitive dissonance'
underlying the policy preoccupations of American alliance officials
during the 1998 AUSMIN summit US Secretary of State Albright
dwelled on human righb in Burma and on global warming. Even
Defense Secretary Cohen linked continued American interesb in
upholding military-to-military relations to the general context of
influencing the Indonesian military's liberalisation in its relations with
Indonesia's political opposition groups. Efforts by Australian officials
to press upon their visitors the historical significance of Asia's
economic crisis for that region's sbategic stability evidently were
frustrated by a perceived American indifference.6
Given this evident variance in policy focus, the time may be
appropriate to take inventory of relative alliance benefits and
burdens. The intent in doing so is not to question AUSMIN's
continuing relevance or viability but to examine ib ongoing
importance to the core shategic interests of its affiliates. The inquiry
is thus undertaken in the spirit of testing this chapter's overall
argument: that AUSMIN will remain critical to the extent that it helps
facilitate the creation of new regional security mechanisms more
appropriate and more enduring than is the current US bilateral
alliance network.

oz

|bid., p.167.

63

Greg Sheridan, 'Tunnel Vision',

Weelcend Australian, T-2 August 7998, p. 22; artd
Paul Kelly, 'Madeleine about You', Australian Magazine,15-16 August 798, p.
22, who concludes that the visiting Secretary of State 'let down' her Australian
hosts and the country's electorate-at-large by failing to address the Asian
financial crisis and AUSMIN's future role in the region more directly.
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Alliance Benefits

The critical factor which has distinguished AUSMIN from
Australia's other defence relationships is its central function in
supporting and preserving an American regional strategic presence
which can balance intra-regional tensions and hostilities. In this
context, the alliance is more about shared interests in achieving
conflict avoidance and regional confidence building than about
deterring specific threats. From Australia's perspective, it is a means
for allowing Australia to play a meaningful intercessionary role
between East Asian states and the world's most powerful nation. The
alliance thus provides Australia with much greater strategic standing
by affiliation than it would otherwise have. Further, it allows
Aushalia to access state-of-the-art military strategy and technology
which it could not possibly develop on its own.e
For the United States, Australia is an important component of

its Asia-Pacific strategy because it is a key maritime state in that
region, able and willing to facilitate a low-key and low-cost US force
presence, even if American ground forces were eventually to be
withdrawn. Strategically, Australia offers basing facilities for training
US forces, helps manage joint intelligence installations which enforce
international arms control agreemenb and, as discussed previously, is
one of only three or four regional powers capable of technologically

supporting the United States' revolution

in military affairs.

Politically, it can, as Prime Minister Mahathir recently emphasised,
serve as an effective interlocutor for bridging (if not reconciling)
American and Asian differences over human rights, trade issues and
disarmament questions.65 Economically, as a committed free-trading
state, it reinforces multilateral instrumentalities such as APEC which
work to make Asia less protectionist. In short, Australia remains a
constructive and supportive American ally at a critical turning
juncture in world politics.

64

I am indebted to Paul Kelly and other participants who initially offered

65

observations at discussions in Canberra, 1 JuIy 1998.
Sheridan,'Mahathir Labels US Leaders Ignorant'.
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Among the tangible mutual benefits of AUSMIN recently
identified as most significant during an Australian parliamentary
seminar assessing alliance relations were:

.

AUSMIN reinforces US strategic engagement in Asia through
providing intelligence and logistical support for US forces. It
thus works against US strategic retrenchment, which could
create a regional power vacuum in the Asia-Pacific;

.

AUSMIN multiplies Australian diplomatic weight

.

AUSMIN serves as a 'force multiplier' for both US and
Australian military units operating in the Asia-Pacific through
enhancing inter-operability and encouraging standardisation,
thereby enhancing the credibility of bilateral operations and
providing a more cohesive foundation for future multilateral

by
encouraging American support for Aushalia's efforts to apply
'niche diplomacy' to such critical areas as WMD nonproliferation and UN peacekeeping/peace enforcement
accountability;

coalition operations;

.

AUSMIN intelligence technology collaboration increases both
Australian and American abilities to function in a hightechnology warfare environment and to enforce global arms
control agreements through enhancing strategic transparency;

.

AUSMIN bridges overlapping Aushalian and American

bilateral networks of defence cooperation with individual
ASEAN states by providing a basis for Australian-American
dialogue and informal coordination of Washington s and
Canberra's security postures in this sub-region; and

.

the alliance thus provides'a foundation for regional and global

multilateral security mechanisms' by relating effectively to
specific issues that concern Asia-Pacific states rather than
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focusing exclusively and more narrowly on Australian and/or
American national security interests.66

Translating such criteria into specific contingency analysis
spanning the next fifteen years is obviously difficult given the
unpredictability of international relations. Yet to do so may also be
useful by highlighting AUSMIN's present applicability to the
fundamental security concerns of that relationship's two affiliates.
Among the most obvious - but by no means exclusive - scenariorelated objectives entertained by alliance planners are:

.

the defence of Australian territory and American access points
from the threat of military attack of such magnitude that US
intervention would be required to either forestall or curtail any
such invasion;

by extension, the deterrence of a nuclear or other WMD shike
against the territory of either ally or against either Australian or
US forces deployed in forward positions throughout the region;

the prevention of a hostile hegemon or great power from
achieving strategic domination over East Asia;
the avoidance of regional hegemonic competition which either
results in the above outcome or that of preventative war;
particularly among the great powers in Northeast Asia; and

the peaceful

of

contemporary Southeast Asian
governments which remain amenable to Australia and the
United States and which are willing to develop and capable of
succession

See the testimony of Doug Paal and the comments of Allan Behm before the
Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Defence SubCommittee, ANZUS After 45 Years, pp.1,27-8, 747 . Paal is an American defence
consultant and former Special Assistant for Presidents Bush and Reagan for
National Security Affairs and Senior Director for Asian Affairs on the US

National Security Council. Behm is First Assistant Secretary, Intemational
Policy, Australian Department of Defence.
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developing more sophisticated and liberalised domestic
political institutions.67

If this itinerary reflects Australian and US defence planners'
ongoing concerns relative to the AUSMIN agenda, where the interests
of Australia and the United States converge in terms of alliance
planning is evident. First, the sea lines of communication (SLOCs)
emanating from the west coast of the continental United States and
extending to the Southeast Asian/Southwest Pacific which can serve
as a vast rear support area for military operations in the Persian Gulf
or (less directly) Northeast Asia must be secured and held.
Australia's geographic position eases the United States' task in
defending the vital chokepoints in Southeast Asia and the eastern
Indian Ocean which are egress points for military traffic heading to
the Gulf or to Northeast Asia's indushial cenhes.6
Second, an AUSMIN deterrence function remains vital because,
as the May 1998 Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests have graphically

underscored, regional tensions and security dilemmas draw into
question the viability of global and regional arms conhol measures for
conbolling the spread of WMD. In the context of hegemonic
competition, this could involve China, India or perhaps Russia
pressing their geopolitical agendas via renewed or accelerated nuclear
buildups. Smaller powers such as Pakistan and North Korea could
apply other types of WMD capabilities to force regional concessions to
their own shategic interests. Certainly AUSMIN security interests
would be better served if potential nuclear antagonists joined and
genuinely adhered to arms control regimes, but the evidence to date
points to the need for continued surveillance and deterrence
capabilities such as those which Pine Gap and other AUSMIN-related
operations provide.
Finally, from an AUSMIN perspective, a 'stable' Asia-Pacific
political environment is one in which domestic political liberalisation
is steadily evolving and political community building is gradually
taking place. Both Washington and Canberra have endorsed

b/
68

testimony of Dr Bill Tow in ibid., p.141.
Lim, 'Auskalian Security after the Cold War', p.98.
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multilateralism through their support of APEC's Bogor Declaration
and as a legitimate and desirable security process, complementing
bilateral security alliances in the region. Most American and
Australian policy planners remain persuaded that the region's best
chance for long-term economic recovery can occur if Asian 6lites resist
imposing Draconian solutions to their politico-economic challenges
and cultivate the gradual socio-political liberalisation of their
societies. For a number of complex reasons, however, various Asian
leaderships prefer to follow different paths to national and regional
development and to view Western cultures through largely zero-sum
lenses. If such hends continue or intensify, coordinating a mufual
approach for responding to it may present AUSMIN with its most
daunting challenge yet. Both allies will be required to look carefully
at those values which constitute the very foundation of their alliance.
How this challenge is met will largely determine how any successor
regional security order to the US bilateral alliance network can evolve.
O

a

er coming

Alli ance Li ab iliti es

The strategic purpose and cohesion of Australian-American
security relations has been questioned by those who have argued that
no rationale other than Aushalia's continued tendency to depend
upon US power remains as a justification for alliance maintenance.6e
The assessments of the previous sub-section refute this premise,
indicating that such rationales not only exist but may have been
strengthened in a post-Cold War setting. Nevertheless, AUSMIN
does confront some serious challenges to its overall purpose and
cohesion. Failing to address these challenges could undermine future
alliance utiliW.

Seminal Australian sources include Brown, Breaking the American Alliance;
Joseph Camillei, Australian-American Relations: The Web of Dependence
(Macmillan, Melboume, 1980); Graeme Cheeseman, Tle Search for Self-Reliance:
Australian Defence since Vietnam (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 1993),
especially pp.1.72-2OO; Graeme Cheeseman and Michael McKinley, 'Mernories
Lost: Prortise, Disappointment and Contradictions in the Australian-United
States Defence Relationship', Australian lournal of International Affairs , YoI.46,
No.2, November 1992, pp.203-20; Denis H. Philips, Ambiaalent Allies: Myth and
Reality in the Australian-American Relationslup (Penguin, Melboume, 1988); and
Alan Renouf, Tle Frightened Country (Macmillan, Melboume, 1979).
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One such challenge is defined by what alliance theorists have
called the 'general interes( of alliance politics. As developed by
Glenn Snyder and Kenneth Wal|ua the concept of general interest
implies there is no close relationship between Policy solidarity and

alliance stability.zo Alliances are the product of the system itself.
Policy differences can thus be largely defaulteo to and managed by a
senior ally. Differences between the United States and Australia over
nuclear politics or various regional security issues such as Taiwan and
lndonesia remained 'manageable' during much of the Cold War
period as long as the general interest of containing international
communism provided a clear purpose for alliance affiliation.

Over the next fifteen years, however, no such prevailing
interest is likely to bind the AUSMIN powers in the same way. The
most serious threats confronting the United States, according to recent
and definitive policy statements by key US officials, are more transregional than state-centric: terrorism; 'rogue state' behaviour; WMD
proliferation; and environmental and humanitarian crises.n There is

no

with these

issues found in
Australia's current security posture statements: Australia's
preoccupations are, overwhelmingly, regional security and
globalisation's effects on the regional economy. This divergence of
emphasis helps explain why the United States tends to be surprised at
intermittent Aushalian bursts of frushation with the United States
over trade issues, democratisation agendas and global warming
preoccupations. Good will and historical affinities still count. It is not
enough, however, to merely share a vague'community of interests' or
a general desire to sustain an abstract international balance of power.
Without rigorous efforts to define and implement an updated general
purpose which can underwrite their alliance, the scenario of
commensurate preoccupation

The concept is developed most thoroughly by alliance theorist Glenn H'
Snyder, 'The Security Dilemma in Alliance Politics', World Politics , Yol.36,
No.4, Sumnrer 1,9U, pp.467-95. Also see Kenneth Waltz, Theory of International
Polifics (Addison Wesley, Reading Ma,7979), pp.L69-70.
See Statement by Acting Director of Cenhal Intelligence George J. Tenet before
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, 'Hearing on Current and
Projected National Threats to the United States', 5 February 1997, at
<http: / / www .odci.gov / cia/ public-affairs/ speeches/ dei-testimony-on0597.h
trnl> flanuary 1999).
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unexpectedly discovering an AUSMIN corpse (to paraphrase Stephen
Walt's analogy cited above) could become a reality.

A second alliance liability is the unfinished business of New
Zealand. The stigma of the'ANZUS dispute' remains a factor well
over a decade after New Zealand's expulsion from the alliance and it
detracts from AUSMIN credibility in several ways.7z New Zealand's
isolation tends to perpetuate an inaccurate and unfair image of an
Aushalia manoeuvring between its two closest postwar allies to
extract leverage from both. It divides Aushalian attention and energy
between maintaining a generally healthy AUSMIN and propping up
an increasingly moribund CDR arrangement with a New Zealand
which is struggling to maintain even minimal levels of defence
spending. Finally, it complicates AUSMIN intelligence and defence
ties by introducing the requirement for Aushalia to'sanitise' the most
sensitive intelligence it receives from US sources prior to sharing it
with New Zealand.T3
Secretary of State Albright's August 1998 visit to Wellington
was the latest in a series of gestures by US officials designed to
'normalise' security relations between New Zealand and the United
States. As long as New Zealand public opinion resists affiliating with
the nuclear component of Washington's extended deterrence strategy,
no American government is likely to accede to a full restoration of
defence relations with Wellington. This stalemate is symptomatic of a

larger problem: the United States has yet to fully reconcile its
traditional collective defence strategies directed toward the Southwest
Pacific, or toward Southeast Asia where anti-nuclear politics is also on

the rise, with its intensifying global strategy of neutralising WMD
proliferation and pursuing greater levels of nuclear disarmament.
72

general overview is provided by Greg Sheridan, 'How NZ Sacrificed Its
ty and Independence', Australian, 4 October 1995, p.1.3.
Stewart Woodman,'Myths and Realities: The Purpose and Rationale for Closer
Defence Relations between Australia and New Zealand in the 1990s' in Robert
A. Hall (ed.), Australia-Neu Zealanil: Cloxr Defence Relationships (Australian
Defence Sfudies Centre, Aushalian Defence Force Academy, Canberra, 1993),
pp.254; and Ramesh Thakur,'Aushalia and New Zealand: Unequal Partners
on the Periphery' in james Cotton and John Ravenhill (eds), Seeking Asian
Engagement: Australia in World Affairs, 199'l-1995 (Oxford University Press,
Melbourne, 1,997), pp.280 -2.
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Australia's own track record of spearheading the Chemical Weapons

Convention, brokering compromises which helped seal the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) and hosting the Canberra
Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons signals sfrongly
that Aushalia is shifting gradually toward embracing the latter policy
approach. To re-enter the alliance as a fully-fledged participant
however, New Zealand would have to embrace sufficiently collective
defence strategies which would allow US leaders to sell a 'revived'
ANZUS to an American defence establishment and to a Congress
within which New Zealand's anti-nuclear legacy still rankles. As
importantly, any such re-entry would need to be finessed to ensure
that past Australian loyalty to ib American alliance is acknowledged
and rewarded appropriately.Ta AUSMIN deliberations on finessing
the New Zealand question would also need to take into account the
reactions of other South Pacific Forum members; how a revived
ANZUS would instil greater levels of sbategic reassurance in their
sub-region and serve their own security interesb would have to be
defined carefully.

Although AUSMIN may now be more 'order-oriented' than
'threat-oriented', it lacks a central organ for administrating the poliry

objectives ouflined in the Sydney Statement and for facilitating
alliance confidence building. Ib informal and highly decenhalised
infrashucture of defence officials and service personnel hardly
coincides with Walt's apt characterisation of NATO's major support
groups: an elaborate network of formal alliance officials, retired
military personnel, and defence policy analysts 'all of whose
professional lives have been devoted to addressing the security issues
facing the "Atlantic community"'.7s Developing any such coterie in
the Southwest Pacific, however, may not be adequate for'telling the
AUSMIN story' to the extent that its rationales and missions can
sustain continued public support at a time when money and resources
are becoming increasingly scarce. An initial effort might focus more
Wellington did announce some rrodest increases in defence expendifures in its
November 1997 Defence White Paper but budgetary reshaints continue to
plague that country's overall defence planrring and procurement. See Russell
Stout, 'New Zealand - An Increase in Defence Spending at Last', Asia-Pacifc
Defence Reportcr (Annual Reference Edition), Vol.24, No. 1, March 1998, pp.G7.
Walt,'Why Alliances Endure or Collapse', p.155.
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on instilling an appreciation for the alliance on both sides of the
Pacilic, but particularly among American command strucfures.
Coordinating alliance objectives and functions more tightly would not
only lead to better AUSMIN force readiness and inter-operability but
to a greater appreciation within the defence forces of both countries as
to why AUSMIN must be maintained. As one long-time American

observer of ANZUS/AUSMIN has correctly observed, 'the exact
extent of defence cooperation is not well known to many American
defence officials'.76

Accordingly, the establishment

of an

alliance standing

secretariat might be considered as a means of synthesising the wideranging and ongoing consultations between Australian and American
defence officials over both 'hard' and 'soft' security issues affecting

alliance relations. Deliberations on training cooperation could be
cenhalised under a secretariat's auspices to ensure that both
Australian and American forces derive equal advantage from bilateral
military exercises. Such a body could also provide a logical structure
for coordinating Australian-American strategy on multilateral
regional security politics. China and perhaps other regional Powers
may initially criticise such an initiative as signifying an AUSMIN
containment posture directed agairst themselves. In fact, an
AUSMIN secretariat would serve Chinese and other regional interests
by shengthening Australia's role as a regional interlocutor tttithin an
alliance contexf allowing Australia's security establishment to
sensitise its American counterpart, which is still regarded throughout
the region as far too Eurocentric. Perceived American misperceptions
about the region could be more consistently and systematically
addressed.z If assigned only a limited and carefully conholled
porffolio and introduced with careful explanation to assuage regional
sensitivities, an AUSMIN secretariat could be gradually accepted as a
contributor to regional stability. In this context, it should not be

76
77

Thomas-Durell Young, 'The Australian-United States Security Alliance' in
Malik (ed.), Australia's Seahty in the 21st Century.
Some of the specific measures envisioned as facilitating this process are
outlined by Russell Trood and William T. Tow, 'The Shategic Dimension' in
Tow (ed.), Australian-Ameican Relations, pp.1l7 -78.
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regarded as undercutting Australia's independent security ties with
ib regional neighbours.Ts

A fourth potential AUSMIN liability is Australia's recent
tendency to accede rapidly to American interests and postures during
successive crises - perhaps less a case of alliance loyalty than one of

alliance obsequiousness. This was apparent in how successive
Australian leaderships ritually offered politico-sbategic support for
American military intervention in and beyond the region (the March
1995 Taiwan Shait crisis and the August 1998 American cruise missile
strike against terrorist targets in Afghanistan and Sudan). Certainly
Australia should back the United States when the two countries'
relative interests are carefully measured by Canberra's policy makers
and are found to be compatible - a condition which is usually met in
this closest of alliances. But there may be instances when Australia
can be a more effective ally by publicly distancing itself from
American policy behaviour until it has had an opportunity to consult
with Washington about the possible ramifications of a particular
American strategy or action. Moreover, Australia often incurs
substantial financial and political risks in supporting American policy.
These must be weighed in the context of how the alliance can
neutralise these most effectively. This has been recently underscored
by Iraq's threats to stop buying a substantial portion of Australia's
total wheat exports, and by terrorist threats of direct reprisals against
unspecified Australian interests at a time when Australia is
particularly sensitive to such dangers as host of the 2000 Olympics.

It is unlikely that trade problems or intermittent differences
over international security policy will precipitate 'spillover' into the
fundamental strategic dimensions of alliance behaviour. After all, the
magnitude of total Australian-American bade volume and the
tensions inherent therein cannot compare to those which have
generated recent fapanese-American trade wars. More
A

recent study co-edited

by this chapter's author concluded that

persistence of AUSMIN, other US bilateral alliances

the

in the Asia-Pacific, along

with Aushalia's independent security ties with Indonesia, Malaysia and
Singapore, all constitute a growing 'interconnectedness' found within that
region's securi$ politics. See William Tow and Russell Troo4'Conclusion' in
Tow, Trood and Hoshino (eds), Bilatzralism in a Multilateral Era, pp.7754.
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fundamentally, as Hugh White, Australia's Deputy Secretary of
Defence for Shategy and Intelligence, has observed, the asymmetrical
nature of the AUSMIN alliance precludes Aushalia seeking any real
leverage from the Americans by linking trade issues to the defence
alliance: 'If it was clear that the United States was getting a lot more
strategically out of this relationship than we were then it would make
some sense to go to Washington and say "If you do not do what we
want in the hade areal we will do something horrible to you in the
strategic area". The fact is if you go to Washington and put that view
to people they will be apt to think you are mad ... in fact, Australia is a
very strong net beneficiary of the relationship'.ze Enjoying access to
highly sensitive intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance data;
preferential access to state-of-the-art US weapons systems and
logistical suppor! and regular interaction with US forces enhances the
combat efficiency of the ADF on an unquestionably cost-effective
basis.so

79
80

White's testimony in Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade, Defence Sub-Committee, ANZUS After 45 Years, pp. 15960.
Two comprehensive - and, at times, contending - perspectives on this issue are
provided by Cronin, 'The Strategic Relationship: An American Perspective',
pp.47-54 and by Young, 'Enlnncing' tfu Australian-U.5. Defense Relakonship.
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Table 11.2: AUSMIN Benefits and Liabilities
FORTHE UNITED STATES
Eaident Benefts
Facilitates a US strategic presence in Asia-Pacific SLOCs and littorals.
Provides training facilities, logistical suPPort and potential basing for American forces.
Comrnits Australia to host US tracking and intelligence facilities.
Encourages Australia to cultivate diplomatic support for the United states throughout

ASEAN and the South Pacific,
Complements Uflapan alliance relations in Northeast Asia.
Bridges the US bilateral alliance network in Asia with evolving regional multilateral
security mechanisms.
Possible Liabili?ies

Renders Australia an increasingly'dependent ally'.
l,acks a clear general interest within overall US'grand strategy'.
Complicates us alliance relations by Australia maintaining defence ties

with New

Zealand.
subordinates emerging'human security'issues due to Ausbalia's regional security
orientahon.
FOR AUSTRALIA
Eaident Benefits
Reinforces US strategic engagement in Asia'
Operates as a'force multiplier'for the Australian Defence Force (ADF).
Enhances Australian disarmament objectives by working to increase strategic
transparency.
Balances aspiring regional hegemons.
Supports ASEAN's long-term security and development by facfitating a US force
presence in Southeast Asia.
Possible Liabilities
Risks excessive strategic and military dependence upon the United States.
Encourages short-sighted crisis behaviour.
Fosters excessive expectations about alliance commitrrents/ guarantees.
Decreases leverage on global trade issues.
Reinforces perceptions of Asian neighbours that Australia is not'Asian'.

Inhibits independent Aushalian security ties with regional neighbours.
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Conclusion

To what extent can Australia succeed in 'bridging' its Asian
policy priorities with its American alliance? Australians can take
some comfort from the fact that Washington has been willing to work
with both Indonesia and Australia to resolve the Asian financial crisis
and to restore economic growth to this part of the world as quickly as
possible. Opinions may vary on the tactics underscoring the IMF
approach; however, as long as the principals agree on the overall
policy objectives, there are realistic prospects that the goodwill shared
by these two allies can contribute substantially to resolution of the
region's economic crisis.

It may be useful to conclude by reflecting how the Coalition
governmenfs announced determination to 'reinvigorate' the
American alliance has affected that alliance. Two key trends can be
briefly considered here. First, the AUSMIN agenda appears to have
remained fairly consistent, reflecting the overall tone of the alliance
despite the rapid forces of change dominating the region. Over the
short term, the alliance agenda will probably continue to emphasise
the financial crisis in light of fapan's and Southeast Asia's very
difficult economic situation. The India/Pakistan nuclear tests will
also be assigned significant attention. It is hard to envision anything
coming out of AUSMIN, however, that will in-fluence either New
Delhi or Islamabad to abandon their zero-sum strategic calculus
applied to the simmering historical and ethnic hostilities on the
subcontinent. Environmental issues will be given some attention but
probably less than the Clinton administration or its possible
Democratic Party successor would desire. It is important that neither
ally feel an absolute obligation to reach consensus on all of these
issues. Agreeing to disagree and to resolve such differences as
peaceably and creatively as possible over time is the real substance of
alliance cooperation.
Second, the premise of reinvigoration advanced by the Howard
government when it initially assumed office may be difficult to
measure. This initiative could be interpreted as nothing more than an
essential antidote for 1996 campaign rhetoric, or as a sincere
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It is not clear that the alliance is in
fundamental repair' The basic geoshategic

expression of AUSMIN support.

actual need

of

compatibilities have already been stated; what incompatibilities there
are appear more inherent to each counhy's particular economic and
strategic circumstances than to any obvious problems in the bilateral
relationship.

Admittedly, greater US energy and resource investment is
directed toward Northeast Asia's indushial Powers - Japan, the
Republic of Korea and China - and toward the Persian Gulf oilfields
which fuel their (and, to some extent, the United States') economies
than toward the sparsely populated and relatively distant southwest
Pacific littorals. Australia could never be designated as one of the
world's most central chokepoints. Yet Aushalia's level of access to
American decision-making channels, technological infrastructures
and social structures is remarkable for a country of 18.5 million
people: it may be confidently asserted that Australia, along with
britain and Canada, truly does enjoy the status of being among the
united states' closest - if not necessarily the most geostrategically
crucial - allies. The whitlam government may have reviewed the
need for alliance in the early 1970s and the Keating government may
have attempted to balance it with its determination to carve Asian
inroads during the early 1990s. But if Australia is increasingly an
Asian 'middle power' - and there are many good arguments for
assuming such is the case - it is doubtful that any bilateral relationship
this country develops with an Asian partner will surpass the cultural
affinity and deeply embedded heritage of mutual interests and
collaboration which remain the halbnarks of Australian-American
relations.El

if there is any AUSMIN 'crisis', it is that much of what
is deemed to be worthwhile about that alliance is assumed but is
hardly ever explicated in the wider public domain. Only those
Perhaps

This is the arEument advanced by William T. Tow,'Introduction' in Tow (ed.),
Australian-American Relations, pp. 1-20. For opposing arguments, see Stephen
Fitzgerald, ls Australia an Asian Country? Can Australia Surciae in an East Asian
Future? (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, L997); and Fitzgerald andWesley, Shoultl
Australia Haae an East Asian Doctrine?.
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implacably and obviously committed to the alliance or those
incessantly opposed to it endeavour to capture the attention of a very
small audience of policy 6lites and observers. American officials at
AUSMIN meetings usually praise Australia's loyalty but too often
ignore or downplay what that country offers to enhance the United
States' specific strategic interests. This creates a misleading image of
bland indifference at best or, more seriously, one of banal irrelevance.

In reality, Australia is hardly the compliant or completely
dependent American ally that AUSMIN's detractors might suggest.
But it does work with the United States to secure mutual AustralianAmerican security interests - this should continue well beyond the
year 2015. AUSMIN contributes to strategic reassurance in an AsiaPacific region which lacks an obvious threat but which

also

how a fufure regional
For
Australia,
it is a relationship
security order can best be shaped.
with the world's most powerful country and one in which the benefits
emanating from such an affiliation still clearly outweigh its risks and
costs. For America, Australia offers a similar, albeit dynamically
evolving, culture with a common frame of geopolitical reference. The
two countries share a heritage of communion in war and an affinity
for promoting democratic institutions in peace, making the alliance
largely immune from the relatively minor policy differences which
often impede relations between other states less trusting of each other.
In the present geopolitical climate of international uncertainty,
Washington could ask for no more but Australia must work harder to
make the Americans understand why they should expect no less.
understandably seeks a long-term consensus on

72

THE MULTILATERAL DIMENSIONS OF
AUSTRALIA'S SECURITY
Joseph A. Camilleri
The interacting and often contradictory processes of integration

and fragmentation in the latter part of the twentieth century are
profoundly altering the way we understand and handle the security
dilemma. Not long ago scholars and policy makers alike announced
the birth of a new world order. They were understandably impressed
by the decline of Cold War rivalries and of ideological bipolarity, the
steady progress in disarmament and arms control negotiations, the
partial if not complete resolution of several regional conflicts, not least
in the Asia-Pacific, and the United Nations' enhanced security role.
Such a reading now appears grossly out of touch with recent
geopolitical trends. Yet, there is no denying the pace or intensity of
change. Territorial disputes, military competition, ethnic conflicts,
and even ideological antagonisms have resurfaced, it is true, as key
features of the diplomatic and strategic landscape. But the dissolution

or transformation of Cold War alliances is an irreversible

process,

whose long-term implications are only now beginning to emerge. To
this must be added the internationalisation of communication and
information systems, the rapid industrialisation of East Asia - the
financial crisis notwithstanding - and the tensions generated by shifts
in the global pattern of economic and financial flows. These are just a
few of the factors that have broadened and reinvigorated the security
policy debate, and drawn attention to the complex and increasingly
important role of multilateral institutions.

Conceptual Framework
To make sense of these diverse trends and counter-trends, and
their impact on Australia's securit5r outlook, it is first necessary
to sweep away a few of the definitional cobwebs that have clouded
assess

our understanding of the contemporary security dilemma. Terms
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such as national defence and national security are especially elusive and
must be subjected to careful scrutiny.l Here a number of obvious but
complex questions immediately come to mind: Who or what is to be
defended? From what? By whom? How? At what cost?

To begin wifh, national interests cannot be reduced to a clearly
identifiable, monolithic and self-contained set of interests. National
defence and even national security can make sense only if grounded
in a multidimensional framework encomPassing yet distinguishing
between different types of threat, different types and levels of
security, different approaches to security, and different institutional
strategies.
So far as threats to security are concerned, we may distinguish

between external military attack; domestic political, religious or ethnic
conflicU economic disturbances, be they internal or external; civil war;
destabilising population movements within and across state

boundaries; piacy; and transnational crime. Security itself may be
associated with any number of interests or public goods, including
defence of territory, defence of institutions, protection of human life,
preservation of values, and protection of the nafural environment. In
terms of subject (who or what is to be made secure) and location

(where security is to apply), we may conceive of individuals,
localities, nations, states, regions and the world system itself as
distinct levels of analysis, each with its own unique role in the
evolution of security discourse. Preliminary attempts to widen and
clarify this dimension of security theory and practice wete made
during the Evans years,z which is not to say that the new thinking
percolated freely throughout the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, let alone the Department of Defence. When it comes to
determining how security is to be achieved, it is useful to distinguish
between collectiae secuity, which ultimately resb on the divide
between allegedly aggressive and peace-loving states; common
secuity, which postulates that the security (or insecurity) of each
contributes to the security (or insecurity) of all; co-operatiue secuity,
1

2

Camilleri,'security: Old Dilerr:nas and New Challenges in the PostCold War Environment', Geolournal, Vo1.34, No.? October 1994,pp.136-9'
See Gareth Evans, Cooperating for Peact: The Global Agenda for tlu 1990s and
beyond (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1993).
Joseph A.
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,
confidence- and security-building measures;3 and
comprehensiae secuity, understood as 'sustainable security in all fields
(personal, political, economic, social, cultural, military and
environmental) in both the domestic and external spheres'.a Finally,
security policy can have recourse to a range of strategies: unilateral
(based almost entirely on the state's own policy priorities, decisionmaking processes and resources); bilateral (attempting to combine or
reconcile the priorities, processes and resources of any two states); or
multilateral (grroirg rise to arrangements and institutions reflecting the
interests of several, most or all states, be it regionally or globally).
whic

pro mo

application

of

Bearing

^"::r:

in mind these distinctions and their complex

interconnections, several propositions readily suggest themselves:

o

there is more to security than the defence of territory or the
defence of military capabilities (whether or not to what extent
and in what way military defence can contribute to
multidimensional security will depend on historical,
geographical and cultural circumstances);

r

small and large states alike will find it increasingly difficulty to

bring military protective capability to bear effectively on the
emerging military and non-military challenges to security
(whether because of financial cost, the nature of technological
change, or limitations of military force with respect to a wide
range of security objectives);

o

the lethality of existing and prospective military capabilities,
the transnationalisation of the security dilemma, and the

ibid.; and David Dewitt and Paul Evans, The Agenda for Cooperathte Secuity
the North Pacifc, Conlerence Report (North Pacific Cooperative Security
Dialogue Research Programme, York University, Toronto, 1993).
Mohamed Jawhar bin Hassan, The Concept of Comprehensive Security, paper
presented at the second meeting of the CSCAP Working Group on Concepts of
Comprehensive Security and Cooperative Security, Kuala Lumpur, 27-29
August "1995, pp.S,9.
See

in
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consequent shifts in public perceptions and attitudes have
made states more favourably disposed to notions of common
and comprehensive security; and

r

both the military and non-military

dirrrensions ot

comprehensive security increasingly dictate the development of
multilateral initiatives and institutions.

Multilateralism is, of course, a highly variable phenomenon,
taking different forms and serving different purposes in different
places and at different times. Multilateralism can operate globally,
but also regionally and sub-regionally, either as a track-one or tracktwo process or a combination of the two, both formally and
informally, in relation to a great many areas of policy. For all its
versatility, multilateralism is no panacea. Security, precisely because
of its multidimensional character, cannot be irnplemented by a single
institutional strategy. A wide range of processes and mechanisms
must be brought into play, not least those that operate nationally,
subnationally, and bilaterally. Multilateralism c.rn nevertheless
perform a number of valuable functions:

.

a normatiae function - multilateral institutions can give content
and legitimacy to notions of common and co-operative
security);

.

an instrumental function - regional and global institutions can
provide an arena for discussion and negotiation;s they can
range across the gamut of security issues (for example, the
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF)), deal with particular conllicts
(for example, the Cambodia peace process) or different facets of
conllict management including early warning and prevention
(for example, the Korean Peninsula Energy Development
Organisation (KEDO)), containment and minimisation of
violence (for example, the South China Sea Workshops), and
termination of conflicf whether through coercion, conciliation,

Muthiah Alagappa, 'Regionalism and the Quest for Security: ASEAN and the
Cambodian Conflict', Australian lournal of International Relations, Vol.47, No.2,
October 1993.
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mediation, adjudication, or other forms of negotiation (for
example, the UN-sponsored talks on East Timor);

.

a coordinating function - multilateral dialogue can encourage
policy coordination on different issues and conflicts, and
prompt the separate ministries and bureaucracies of national
government (foreign affairs, defence, intelligence, police,
immigration, law, health, environment) to integrate and
rationalise their activities, assessments and recommendations;
multilateral dialogue also offers an indispensable link between
regional and global security institutions, in ways which
reinforce their legitimacy, encourage the pooling of resources,
and in appropriate circumstances Pave the way for concerted
action, whether in crisis prevention, arms control, peacekeeping

or peace building.

It remains to say a word about the future, a dimension of time
highly neglected in international relations theory, but highly relevant
to our analysis. The future can be considered an integral part of the
flow of time, distinct from the past yet shaped by it, and distinct from
the present which it nevertheless endows with purpose and a sense of
anticipation. Of the many different ways of conceiving of the future,
three scenarios may be particularly fruifful in our examination of
Australian security in 2015.
The first scenario, understood largely as a continuation of
current trends, envisages little strucfural change. In the context of
Australia's future securitSr, the emphasis is much more on factors
making for stability than on destabilising influences, hence the
tendency to assume 'no foreseeable threats' and to anticipate the
successful avoidance of large-scale inter-state conflict. The second
scenario focuses on the emergence of new trends and the
crystallisation of older ones, and points to significant shifts in the
globaf regional and subregional distribution of power and wealth. It
assumes new sources, and perhaps higher levels, of insecurity, with
the implication that adverse challenges and pressures will exceed the
capabilities of existing institutional arrangements. The third scenario
is predicated on the development of multilateral instruments that are
better equipped to respond to new security challenges, and to contain,
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manage or resolve conllicts which might otherwise cross the threshold
of violence.

First Scenario

In what is largely an exercise in exhapolation, this scenario
identifies a number of potential flashpoints to which are attached
varying degrees of intensity and probability.6 From Australia's
vantage point, the most important among these are normally said to
include:

.
o

the legacies of the Cold War, in particular the division of Korea,
the Taiwan dispute, and the residual Cambodian conflicf

other sovereignty claims to disputed islands and territorial
waters (the Russian-|apanese dispute over the Kuril Islands or

Northern Territories, competing Chinese and Viebramese
claims to the Paracel Islands, the Spratlys dispute);

.

secessionist conllicts (East Timor, Bougainville, Irian Jaya/West

Papua, Aceh); and

o

domestic upheavals associated with resistance to authoritarian
rule (Burma, China).

To these might be added the tensions and suspicions arising
from increased military expenditures on the part of China, Japan, the
two Koreas and a number of Southeast Asian countries.T Apart from
enhanced command, control, communications and intelligence
systems, acquisitions which could have a long-term destabilising
impact include fighter aircraft with maritime attack capabilities,
sophisticated surface combatants, and rapid deployment forces.s

6
7
8

Desmond Ball and Pauline Ken, Presumptiae Engagement: Australia's AsiaPacifc Seadty Policy in tlu 1990s (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 7996), p.42.
Desmond Ball,'Arms and Affluence: Military Acquisitions in the Asia-Pacific
Region', International Secuity, Vol.18, No.3, Wrnter 1993/94.
SIPRI Yearbook (Oxford University Press for the Stockhotn International Peace
Research Institute, Oxford,'1.994,7995 and 1996 edns).
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These looming clouds on the horizon have not normally been
thought to pose a serious threat to Australian security, at least in the
foreseeable future (usually estimated to cover a 15-year time span).
Aushalia's external environment is said to remain essentially benign
for one or other of the following reasons: Australia's defence
capabilities are deemed adequate for dealing with any foreseeable
low-level contingencies; Australia's defence arrangements and
cooperation programmes with Southeast Asian countries establish a
significant buffer against any potential regional threats; the alliance
and associated defence arrangements with the United States act as a
powerful disincentive against any regionally inspired military action
likely to be injurious to Australian interests; America's continued
military presence (and naval supremacy) in the Asia-Pacific is seen as
exercising a powerful stabilising influence; the multilateral dialogue
and the regional and global institutions on which it rests are thought
to provide an increasingly solid framework capable of containing if
not eliminating the major threab to regional security.

While constituting only one of the threads in this complex web
relationships, multilateralism is seen as playing an
important part in Australia's engagement with Asia. Evidence in
support of this proposition is to be found in both the declaratory and
operational dimensions of security policy.

of security

.

Declaratory policy. Numerous ministerial speeches at the United

Nations and other international forums, and a succession of
official statements have consistently reaffirmed Aushalia's
support for multinational security operations and the nuclear
non-proliferation regime, and for the regional policies of
strategic partnership with Southeast Asia and strategic

commitment to the South Pacific.e More recent
pronouncements, even when stressing the importance of

See Gareth Evar's, Australia's Regional Secarity, Ministerial Statement
(Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra,1989); Evans, Cooperating
Peace; Strategic Reoiew 1993 (Department of Defence, Canberra, 1993);
Defending Australia, Defence White Paper 1994 (Australian Govemment
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1994); and Gareth Evans and Paul Dibb,
Australian Paper on Practical Proposals for Secuity Cooperation in the Asia Pacifc
Region (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and Strategic and Defence
Studies Cenhe, Australian National University, Canberra, 1994).
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bilateral relationships (especially evident after the election of
the Howard government), have nevertheless repeatedly
pointed to the critical role performed by multilateral
institutions and coalitions, both regionally and globally, in the
pursuit of national interests and the strengthening of crucial
bilateral relationships.lo

.

Operational

policy. At least in the regional context, Australian

policy has traditionally subscribed to collective security, with
the emphasis on the multilateral defence arr.rngements linking
Australia to the United States, but with the Five-Power Defence
Arrangements (FPDA) also receiving considerable though
fluctuating degrees of support. In more recent years, FPDA
and Integrated Air Defence System (IADS) activities have been
revitalised, partly in response to the modernisation of the
Singaporean and Malaysian defence forces, and the need to
maintain the Singapore-Malaysia nexus.rl An element of
multilateralisation has also inhuded into Australia's defence
cooperation programme (for example, in Kakadu and Kangaroo
exercises). In the diplomatic arena, however, much energy has
been invested in the development of more effective multilateral

security arrangements. Existing institutions, in particular
ASEAN and the ASEAN Post-Ministerial Conference (PMC),
but also the South Pacific Forum, have received consistent and
at times enthusiastic support. Aushalia has been actively
involved in arms conhol regirnes and conflict resolution
mechanisms (for exmaple, the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone,

the Cambodia peace process). It has advocated gteater
institutionalisation of the regional security dialogue (the
proposal for a Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Asia); played an important part in the establishment and
subsequent development of the ASEAN Regional Forum, and a

range

of

proposals

*e ln the National
l1

for trust-building measures,

including

lnterest: Australia's Foreign and Trade Policy, White Paper
(Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra,7997), pp.3&51, 55, 58,
@-1,63,65-7.
Ball and Kelr, Presumptiae Engagement, pp.9L7; and Chin Kin Wah, 'The FivePower Defence Arrangements: Twenty Years afte/, The Pacifc Review, Yol.4,
No.3, 1991.
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exchanges on strategic perceptions, a regional security studies
centre, a regional arms register, and regional maritime safety
and surveillance cooperation agreements,l2 and has shown keen

interest in exploring the potential of track-two forums, both
those directly instituted by ARF and those associated with the
Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP).

Underlying this approach, particularly as it evolved
during the Labor years, was the assumption that these
multiple communication channels and organisational forms including those less direct$ linked to security concerns/
notably the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
forum - could, by virtue of overlapping membership and
careful coordination of efforts, make a valuable contribution
to common and cooperative securit5r. Notwithstanding the
high priority placed on bilateral security cooperation, the
Howard government has itself pursued a rather active
diplomacy in regional institutions, including FPDA, ARF,
ASEAN PMC, KEDO, has continued to seek membership of
the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM), and has maintained a high
profile on a wide range of global multilateral initiatives (for
example, signing of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT), support for a global ban on production, stockpiling,
use and hansfer of anti-personnel landmines).
The security policy shaped during the Hawke-Keating years
has, despite periodic fine-tuning during the early and mid-1990s and
the differences in rhetoric and emphasis introduced by the election of
a coalition governrnenf remained relatively constant. Two key
assumptions appear to have underpinned policy making during this
period: the view that Australia's security relationships now rest on a
well-balanced mix of unilateral, bilateral and multilateral policy
instruments; and the expectation that these policy instruments and
the relationships which they nurture will enable Australia to respond
effectively and constructively to the challenges posed by the end of
the Cold War and the rapid changes in Asia's geo-economic and
geostrategic landscape.

t2

Evans and Dlbb, Australian Paper on Practical Proposals
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The question immediately arises: How valid are these
assumptions? Can the scenario to which they grve rise inspire the
necessary confidence in existing policies and institutional
arrangements? The second scenario is intended to provide the
necessary antidote to such confidence.

Second Scenario

Whatever may have been the validity of the first scenario's
assumptions in the recent past, there are grounds for thinking that
these assumptions will be subjected to increasing pressure in the
future. Any number of factors may contribute to this outcome. Three

may be worth highlighting. First, underlying the present mix of
policy instruments may be latent tensions and inconsistencies which
the pressure of domestic or external events could expose and
exacerbate. Second, these policy instruments may have been
constructed as a response to circumstances which may no longer
obtain in the future, thereby greatly reducing their effectiveness.
Third, the external environment may in the years ahead Prove far less
be.ig than potcy makers previously expected, glving rise to threab
which far exceed the problem-solving capacities of current security
approaches and institutions.

Focusing first on the security implications of what is still a
rapidly evolving international environment, it is analytically useful to
consider these under the two now widely accepted categories:
conoentional and unconaentional security (also referred to in the
literature as'hard' and 'soft' security). Though the two are closely
interconnected with respect to their origins, consequences, and policy
implications, there is, given a number of obvious differences, much to
be gained from treating them, at least initially, as conceptually
distinct.
Un

co

na enti on

al

Se

caity

The following survey is neither detailed nor comprehensive. It
is intended merely to convey something of the quality and magnitude
of the challenges likely to confront Aushalian security planners over
the next twenty years. These challenges are in many respects the
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direct outcome of globalisation trends or, to be more precise, of rising
levels of economic and technological interdependence and of the
diminishing capacity of states - and of the institutional levers at their
disposal - to devise effective responses. These diffuse problems may
not at first sight compare with the destructiveness of major armed
conflicts, but their effects over time are likely to be at least as severe
and even more widespread. They are an integral part of the postCold War security agenda. The specific forms they are likely to take
cannot be predicted with any degree of precision, but the general
hends are not difficult to identify. The emphasis here is on regional
rather than global dimensions, although in many instances the
problem is global in scope, and the global and the regional are in any
case closely intertwined.

.

Enaironment. There is a growing body of evidence that the
present pattern of economic development in many parts of East
Asia may be ecologically unsustainable. In China, water
pollution has reached the point where part of the available
water is no longer fit for irrigation (according to one survey,
more than 11 per cent of the 85,000 kilometres of China's
riversl3), let alone direct human consumption. Equally striking
is the impact on resources. China's annual per capita grain use
is now 300 kilograms/ up from 200 kilograms n 1978 - as a
result, Chinese consumption of all grains now totals 380 million
tons (compared with 245 million tons in the United States) and
will presumably continue to rise with rising incomes. The same
trend is apparent in relation to seafood. Should China one day
consume at the same rate as Japan, it would require L00 million
tons of seafood, slightly more than today's entire oceanic fish
catch. Though China will presumably never reach the car
ownership or oil consumption of Europe or Japan, were it to
continue in the transportation path it has pursued in recent
years, the country's oil requiremenb within fifteen years would
begin to approach the combined total of Europe and Japan.
Even if these limits are not reached, there is no escaping the
heightened political tensions and even strategic rivalries likely

l3

James E. Nickum, Issue Paper on Water and Irrigatiory prepared for the
Shategy and Action Project for Chinese and Global Food Security, Millennium
Institute, Arlington, L 997.
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to arise from increasing pressures on available food and energy

supplies.la Less dramatic but no less relevant are

the

transboundary pressures generated in much of Southeast Asia
through the cumulative degradation of forests. The blanketing
in smoke and haze of Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, southern
Thailand and the Philippines for many months n7997 - and the

enormous volumes of carbon dioxide released into the
atmosphere - is but one symptom of the deeper and more
enduring phenomenon of transnational pollution.

.

Population flotns. Large and uncontrolled population flows are
posing an increasing security risk in East Asia as in other Parb

of the world.ls Recent and contemPorary developments speak
for themselves: the attempted resettlement or forcible
repakiation of Indochinese boat people, the actual or potential
migrations associated with ethnic conflicts (in Tibef Inner
Mongolia, and Xinjiang in China, or East Timor, Aceh and West
Papua in Indonesia), the Periodic cross-border movements of
Cambodians into southeastern Thailand, the already
widespread practice of human smuggling, the large and illegal
flows of people in search of errployment opportunities in other
countries, the large-scale displacement of communities
resulting from environmental catastrophes, the ten-fold
increase in cross-border migrant labour since the early 1980s
(Malaysia alone has been host to some 2 million foreign guest
workers). The sheer scale, complexity and unpredictability of
these and other population movements is grving rise to legal
uncertainty, diplomatic tension and in some cases armed
conflict. In the context of growing political, economic and
environmental instabitty, these consequences are likely to
gather pace and intensify.

.

Terroism. The Aum Shinrikyo's gas attack on the Tokyo
subway in March 1994 has placed terrorism in the forefront of

t4

l.ester R. Brown, Christopher Flavin, Hilary French el al', State of tlu World L998
(W.W. Norton & Co., New York, 1998), pp.11-15.

l<

Alan Dupont, 'Unregulated Population Flows in East Asia: A New Secudty
Dilenrma?', The Pacifc Rniao, Vol.9, No.1, May-june 1997.
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current security concerns.l6 Terrorism has undergone
qualitative change in the 1990s as a result of its choice of
indiscriminate targeb, its access to increasingly destructive
technologies and materials, the growing network of
international contacts and resources at its disposal, and perhaps
most significantly the mushrooming of political, religious and
culfural grievances which the state is unwilling or unable to
manage or accommodate. The net effect of these changes is to

blur the dividing line between domestic and international
security.
Economic conflict. Many of the security issues already
canvassed, not least environmental considerations of pollution,
waste disposal, relative resource scarcity, and global warming

have an obvious economic dimension. But there is more to it
than this. Integral to economic globalisation is the competitive

dynamic underpinning national economic policies

and

corporate strategies. This competitive dynamic, reflected in
part in the scramble for resources and geostrategic advantage,

has given renewed impetus to territorial disputes and the
development of exclusive economic zones. Though the Spratlys
dispute is a multifaceted one, recent attempts by China and
other claimanb to develop their naval capabilities are closely
related to the disputed possession of these islands and to the
wider shategic objective of protecting exclusive economic zones
and gaining access to potential offshore oil deposits and other

marine resources. The inevitable outcome has been the
progressive territorialisation of the seas and the increasing
priority attached to the protection of sea lanes. Even more
destabilising are the long-term implications of East Asian
export-oriented industrialisation, which has resulted in a
massive increase in productive capacity without a
corresponding increase in consumptive capacity. The trade
frictions, which have periodically surfaced between the United
States on the one hand and Japan, China, and South Korea on

the other, may have recently abated largely because of
t6

Christopher W. Hughes, 'fapan's Aum Shinrikyo, the Changing Nature of
Terrorism, and the Post-Cold War Security Agenda', Pacifca Reaiew, Vol.1O
No.1, Februarv 1998.
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America's improved trading performance and the profound
financial and economic crisis now gripping many of the East
Asian economies. But these developments are Srving rise to
new tensions within the Asia-Pacific economy, and are in any
case producing profound domestic upheavals with far-reaching
implications for regional security.
This necessarily brief discussion of non-military threats has not
referred to a great many other actual and potential sources of tension:
human righb violations and conllicting approaches to the meaning,
content and implementation of human rights; cultural and religious

antagonisms within and between societies; the politicisation of
cultural difference (most strikingly evidenced in the recent 'Asian'
versus 'Western' values debate); the rapid growth of the narcotics
trade and transnational crime more generally, and its close links with
corruption at every level of politicaf bureaucratic and military
institutions. The essential point to note is that, apart from their direct
impact on the security of individual countries, Australia included,
these unconventional sources of insecurity have a mutually
reinforcing effect which, if unchecked, can have a sharply corrosive
effect on the security environment at the regional and subregional
levels.

Conaentional Secuity

Though in the post-Cold War period the prospect of armed
conflict in the Asia-Pacific region may have receded, there is no
reason to regard the trend as either permanent or all-encompassing.
Indeed, recent evidence suggests that conflicts which may have been
dormant or simmering could cross the threshold of violence, or at the
very least significantly increase the level of diplomatic hostilities and
to that extent accentuate the threat perceptions. The following list
while not exhaustive, is indicative of the range of possibilities:

o

divided sovereignty claims related to the Cold War legacy
(China-Taiwan, Korean peninsula) but of considerable potenry

given the high stakes and the intractability
involved;

of the issues
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o

latent or overt bilateral tensions, many of them pre-dating or
tangential to the Cold War (Sino-fapanese rivalry, fapaneseKorean tensions, Indo-Pakistani conflict, competing territorial
claims in relation to the Spratlys, the Kurils or Northern
Territories, and Senkaku or Diaoyutai Islands) but impinging
direcfly or indirectly on Australia's regional securityi and

.

unresolved separatist claims (Tibef Kashmir, East Timor, Aceh,
West Papua, Bougainville), many of them involving parties
which loom large in Australia's key bilateral relationships.

Complementing and possibly exacerbating these conflicts are a
number of tendencies which, though they may still be at an embryonic
stage, could within a relatively short period produce a heightened
and generalised sense of insecurity in the region. Rising military
expenditures and acquisition of potentially destabilising offensive
weapons systems and plafforms, of the kind pursued by many East
Asian states in the 1.980s and early 1990s, were interrupted in part by
current financial shingencies but are likely to resume their upward
curve given more favourable economic circumstances. The dynamic

of

nuclear proliferation which, despite the signing

of

the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the indefinite extension of the

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, remains an integral part of the
security equation in both South and Northeast Asia. This dynamic, it
should be remembered, depends not so much on overt acquisition of a
sizeable nuclear arsenal, as on the perception by one or more states
that a potential adversary could with relative ease and at relatively
short notice take up the nuclear option. The growth of research and
commercial nuclear capabilities and the stockpiling of fissile materials
in the region creates precisely this threshold of destabiliri.g nuclear
ambiguity. In this sense the Indian and Pakistani tests may simply be
a taste of things to come. Notwithstanding protestations to the
contrary, the dynamic could engulf one or both Koreas, Taiwan, and
conceivably even fapan.

There is one other and perhaps decisive dimension to the
emerging security environment namely the slow but steady decline
of American influence in the region. This is not to argue that the
United States is not now, or will not remain for some time to come,
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the pre-eminent military power in the Asia-Pacific. Rather it is to
point to the diminishing will or capacity of the American state to
translate that power into an effective instrument of Policy
coordination. The failure of the United States to impose its nonproliferation objectives on India or Pakistan (neither a major military
power, and the second a long-standing ally), to secure at international
forums the desired condemnation of China's human rights record, or
to provide a decisive resPonse to the current East Asian crisis is
symptomatic of a larger and probably irreversible trend. The forward
deployment of US military forces now performs a contradictory
function. On the one hand, it is used to cement existing security
arrangements (whether it be with Japan, South Korea, Taiwan or
Australia). On the other hand, it compels US administrations to place
a high priority on burden sharing, given the need to reduce the
financial drain on the US budget and ease public and Congressional
misgivings about the policy, particularly should military intervention
actually become necessary. To East Asians, however, burden sharing
appears as evidence of the diminishing US capacity to sustain security
commitments. The same qualitative decline of US dominance is
evident in the economic arena, which is why the United States has
progressively abandoned ib former role as'magnanirnous economic
mentor'u in order to protect more effectively its own trading and
other interests in a fiercely competitive world market.
The changing function of America's geostrategic and economic
relationship with the Asia-Pacific region carries substantial, though
still largely unexamined, ramifications for Aushalia's security policy.
It is not simply that the United States may no longer be able or willing
to oversee the region s security arrtrngements, but that it may not wish
to share that role with others even when it can no longer perform that

function single-handedly. Referring specifically to the U$China
relationship, Malcohn Fraser has graphically described the
implications of such a policy drift on America's part:

t7

Williarr H. Overholt, 'shategic Consequences of Pacific Asian Growth' in
jawhar Hassan and Rohana Mahmood (edsl, Quest for Secuity: Proceedings of
tlu Fourth Asia-Pacifc Roundtable (Institute of Strategic and Intemational
Shrdies, Kuala Lumpur, 1991), p.20.
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economically and militarily is already strictly limited. The US
will not want to be pushed off its pinnacle, no great power ever
does. A danger time between nations arises when one country
seeks to challenge the dominance of another or when a country
growing in power believes itself to be unreasonably thwarted
by an older power. Events develop until they feel a need to test
each other's respective strengths.ls

If China, Iapan, perhaps India and Russia, are successful in mobilising
their human and material resources to the point where they wish to
have a major say on future security arrangements, will their demands
be peacefully accommodated? And even if the United States is willing
to adapt to the changing balance of interests, what is the institutional
framework within which these adjustments can take place? To pose
these questions is in itself enough to indicate how wide is the gap
which separates the enormous pressures that are relentlessly building
up and the fragility of the institutions, old and new, which currently
comprise the regional and global security systems.
In Australia's case, the mix of security instruments at first sight
appears impressive and reassuring. Complementing its own
surveillance, early warning and combat capabilities are the defence
arrangements of the Cold War period (ANZUS, FPDA, Manila Pact),
and in particular the multidimensional defence relationship with the
United States; defence cooperation programmes linking Australia
with much of Southeast Asia and the South Pacific; the special defence
arrangements with Papua New Guinea and the recent security
agreement with Indonesiai an extensive range of bilateral security
dialogues with key regional players; the dialogue partnership with
ASEAN; active membership of numerous regional organisations

(most relevantly ARF and South Pacific Forum);

energetic

participation in the UN system; involvement in several multinational
security operations; and sustained advocacy of a more effective arms
control regime, particularly with regard to weapons of mass
destruction. The range of instruments (unilateral, bilateral and

18

Malcolm Fraser, 'US Must Make Way for China', Australian,2 August 1996,
p.11.
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multilateral) and the diversity of approaches (collective security,
cooperative security and even hints of common security) do not,
however, intply an adequate resPonse to the security dilemma as it is
Likely to unfold over the next fifteen to twenty years'

It need hardly be said that Aushalia is not alone in this
predicament. Nor can it by ib own unaided efforts remedy the
deficiencies of the existing security framework' These deficiencies, in
conjunction with the conventional and unconventional security
challenges described above, constitute the distinguishing features of
this second scenario:
there is no substantive or even minimal regional or subregional

institutional infrastrucfure to address many of the most
pressing issues on the security agenda (for example,
transnational crime, human rights);
existing institutions, be they global or regional, are predicated

on a defective analysis of the problems involved (as with
nuclear proliferation) or on forms of representation which no

longer correspond to the changing balance of interests or
distribution of power (for example, the UN Security Council);
such institutions or processes as currently exist are poorly
equipped to prevent the recurrence of crises in bilateral
relations, or to manage (let alone resolve) either regional
conllicts (such as the Spratlys dispute) or intra-state conflicts
with regional security implications (as in East Timor, Burma);
the security approaches used are not mutually compatible or
have not been adapted to rapidly changing circumstances (for
example, the UgJapan security relationship and the effective
incorporation of China and Russia into a regional framework of
common and comprehensive security);
inadequate harmonisation between the unilateral bilateral and

multilateral instrumenb of policy (for exmaple, ratification of
international human rights instruments is not adequately
reflected in domestic and bilateral policies);
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existing multilateral processes and institutions do not have the
necessary legitimacy, either because they unduly privilege the
views of some member-states at the expense of other states (as in
the South Pacific Forum), or they are not sufficiently in touch with
the aspirations or priorities of civil society (in different ways and
to different degrees both APEC and ARF may be said to be
suffering from such a legitimacy deficit); and

there

is

inadequate policy coordination between different

elements of the security agenda, either by national

institutions

(for

or regional

example, between arms acquisitions and

confidence- and security-building measures).

Third Scenario
In this scenario an attempt is made to establish a greater degree
commensurability between the quality of the institutional
arrangements and the security challenges which they will be expected
to address. To this extent, the scenario has an overtly prescriptive
dimension. The emphasis here on multilateral arrangements is not
meant to downplay the continuing importance of unilateral or
bilateral strategies. Almost every threat to security, however defined
and whatever form it takes, will require appropriate policy responses
both domestically and in Australia's bilateral relations. This will be
the case with issues of terrorism, global warming, the trafficking of

of

women and children, the narcotics trade, East Timorese refugees, the
One Nation phenomenon, or renewed tensions and even hostilities in
Bougainville or the Spratlys. Yet in each of these instances, and for
that matter in all of the adverse security challenges canvassed under
the second scenario, action will also be required at the multilateral
level. Indeed, the choice of domestic and bilateral policy inskuments
- and their effectiveness - will to a greater or lesser degree be
governed by the quality of the prevailing multilateral framework. It
hardly needs stating that Australia by itself lacks the intellectual,
moral and material resources needed to design, effectively advocate
and irnplement the very substantial changes which the'Pacific House'
will have to undergo over the next two decades if Australia and the
region are to enjoy acceptable levels of security. In most instances, it
is a case of building incrementally on existing foundations; in others,
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there may be a need for substantial renovation, and at some critical
junctures for more drastic reconstruction.

Unilerlying Pinciples
Essential to the multilateral edifice is the enunciation of the
principles which are to underpin all institutional arrangements.
Several proposals have already been made in this direction.le The
primary function of such a declaration will be to define the norms of
state conduct by giving moral and diplomatic weight to three distinct
but interrelated notions: common and cooperative security, economic
interdependence, racial equality and inter-civilisation dialogue.
Within such a framework each state would accept the multi-ethnic,
multicultural nature of the Asia-Pacific community and of its
constituent units. Equally, it would accept that its security is
inseparable from that of its neighbours and that mutual security can
be advanced only by cooperative behaviour across the spectrum of
comprehensive security issues.

Such

a declaration would also include a number of

more

specific elements. First would be a commitment to the notion of nonprovocative defence. Its purpose would be to place a priority on the
peaceful settlement of disputes, limit the use of force (other than for

multilaterally sanctioned purposes) to situations involving a direct
threat to national security, and then only as an instrument of last
resor! and in strict compliance with the provisions of the laws of war
and of international law generally. Such a commitnent might also
require that in peacetime the non-provocative nature of defence
capabilities be demonstrable in both declaratory and operational
policy.

A second element might be a mutual commitment to confidence

building and transparency across the gamut of conventional and
unconventional security issues. A third feafure of such a declaration
would be an extension of the meaning and application of the concept
t9

Mohamed Jawhar bin Hassan, 'Towards a Pacific Concord: Carrying the
Debate Forward' in David Dckens (ed.), No Better Alternatioe: Towards
Comprelunsiae and Cnoperatioe Security in tle Asia-Pacifc (Centre
Studies, Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington, 1997).
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of regional resilience, with a view to bringing within the purview of
relevant multilateral institutions inter-state conllicts (such as the
Northern Territories and South China Sea disputes), and in exheme
circumstances con{licb regarded by one or other party as an internal
matter (such as in Burma, Indonesia-East Timor, China-Taiwan).
Fourth, the declaration would recognise the value of consultative and
other collaborative mechanisms linking regional and international
organisations (such as links between ARF and the UN Security
Council or other UN organs and agencies). Finally, the document
could incorporate as one of its main planks respect for fundamental
human rights and freedoms (socio-economic as well as civil-political),
and regional cooperative action to minimise and eventually eliminate
gross violations of such rights and freedoms.2o

The foregoing list, though by no means exhaustive, indicates
the main contours of the normative framework which needs to
underpin multilateral approaches to comprehensive security. Even if
not enshrined in a legally binding document, such a declaration can
serve as an effective confidence-building mechanism in its own right.

Institutional Reform
Regional Leuel

If it is to gain coherence and durability, the'Pacific House' is in
need of a solid roof or umbrella. The aim must be to establish at the
highest level a widely representative forum which embraces all the
countries of the region and places on its agenda all the issues which
have a bearing on regional security. Perhaps the neatest way forward
would be to revamp the APEC Leaders' Meeting and give it a wider
brief. Renamed the Asia-Pacific Leaders Meeting, it would consider
the entire range of economic and security issues, giving due attention
to interconnections as much as to comprehensiveness. One of its
primary functions would be to manage a regional security dialogue

Twards a Nera Asia, a Report of the Commission for a New Asia (Commission

for a New Asia, Kuala Lumpur, 1994), pp.21.-30; and Joseph A. Camilleri,
'Regional Human Rights Dialogue in Asia Pacific: Prospects and Proposals',
Pacifca Reoieu, Vo1.10, No.3, October 1998.
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which constructively accommodates shifts in the regional distribution
of power.
Supporting this roof would be a number of pillars or regionwide interlinking structures, some of which would be located on the
first hack (inter-governmental organisations) and others on the
second track (epistemic communities). ARF and APEC would
constitute the main, though by no means the only, pillars of the first
track. Over a ten-year period, APEC will need to give more sustained
attention to a number of unconventional security issues which
impinge directly or indirectly on economic policy (such as the
environment, equitable developmenf energy and food security,
labour migration, labour laws, the narcotics hade).
As for ARF, unconventional securi$r issues (the environment,
piracy, transnational crime, even human rights) will need to intrude
into all three stages of ib development (confidence building, conflict
prevention and conflict resolution). ARF's role will not necessarily be
to implement detailed action programmes. Rather it would monitor
progress being made, often by other existing mechanisms, and ensure
that effective coordination occurs across the spectrum of securit5r
issues and policies, and between relevant national agencies and

regional organisations.

In

conventional security, pressing

requirements include greater hansparency in relation to threat
assessment, defence doctrine, and military acquisitions; a more
effective mechanism to stem the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction; and the establishment of a crisis response centre (capable
of performing early warning mediation, conciliation, peacekeeping
and peace-building functions).
Region-wide institutions can also be expected to assume a
higher profile in the second track. Two possibilities readily suggest
themselves. The first is a more systematic CSCAP contribution to the
ARF process, leading CSCAP to accelerate work already under way
(maritime security, transnational crime), and initiate new activities,
particularly in preventive diplomacy and conflict resolution. Second
would be an enhanced role for epistemic communities. Apart from
those with expertise in security (or strategic) studies, a great many
professional and other groups (for example, environmental and
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medical scientists, lawyers and judges, parliamentarians and civil
servanb, journalisb, teachers and psychologists) could serve a useful
monitoring function with respect to many issues and conflicts.
Subregional Leael

At the subregional level, ASEAN and the South Pacific Forum
are Iikely to retain a leadership role though both are in need of
considerable renovation. As in the past, ASEAN will play an
important part in maintaining intra-mural stability and cooperative
behaviour, but it will also need to serve a catalytic function, partly as
the pacesetter in the development of a regional normative consensus,
and partly as the engine of institutional innovation within ARF. As
indicated in a recent parliamentary report, Australia is well placed to
contribute to this outcome through direct financial, technical and
other forms of support, advocacy of certain changes in ASEAN
practices, and joint initiatives.2l
In sharp contrast to ASEAN, the South Pacific Forum has been

at the margins of region-wide dialogue, whether on economic or
political-security issues. While it has played a useful intra-mural role
by grving small island states a greater voice on environmental and
nuclear issues, and developing subregional mechanisms (such as the

Raratonga Treaty,

the South Pacific Regional

Environment

Programme (SPREP), the Drifnet Convention), there is a clear need for

more effective regulatory and consultative mechanisms. A great
many constructive proposals have been made.z Especially worthy of
attention is the possible establishment of a South Pacific Regional
Cooperative Security Council, a peace and security resource centre,
and a multilateral peacekeeping force, the extension of the Raratonga
Treaty, and the shengthening of the SPREP and Waigani Conventions
(particularly in relation to the hansboundary movement of hazardous
wastes).

2l

22

Australia, Parliament, Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade, Australia and ASEAN: Managing Change (Awtralian Govemment
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1998), pp.93-115.
See Michael Hamel-Greery 'Altemative Security Approaches in the South
Pacfic', Pacifca Reoiew, Vol.9, No.2, October/November 1.997, pp.2435.
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Although its leverage may be minimal, Australia's interests
would be well served through the development of a North Pacific
forum, which might include Japan, Russia, the United States, China,
the two Koreas and Canada. Given the intractability of the issues
involved, the most useful conbibution might be through bilateral
representations with all relevant parties, and active support for
various forms of second-track diplomacy.

As for conflict-specific or issue-specific mechanisms, the
Cambodian peace process has set a useful precedent. The United
Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) exPerience has
exposed many of the flaws associated with the politics and economics
of large peacekeeping operations, but it has also pointed to the
decisive role which third parties can at critical moments perforrn in
the management of regional conflicts. Perhaps Indonesia and
Australia could in appropriate circumstances joinfly perform a useful
bridge-building but low-profile role in the Spratlys dispute, while
Russia and Canada could conceivably exercise a comParable informal
or even behind-the-scenes role in the North Pacific.
As a number of East Asian states embark on democratisation
programmes of varying intensity and speed, it may soon be possible
to envisage the establishment of a regional human righb dialogue,
which puts to conshuctive use both the differences and
complementarities of the region's political cultures. Such a dialogue
could help develop the conceptual and practical linkages between
human rights and human needs, between rights and obligations, and
between the individual and the community.' Given the legacy of
recent acrimony, a second-hack mechanism may Prove the most
promising avenue for identifying the issues to be resolved and the
dialogue processes most likely to athact the necessary levels of
support.

23

Australia, Parliament, Joint Comnittee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade,
Australia and ASEAN: Managing Change; and Carnillerl 'Regional Human
Rights Dialogue in Asia Pacific'.
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Extra-Regional Leael

It remains to say a word about the exha-regional dimensions of
security cooperation. Here, the relationship with the United Nations
merits particular attention, although relations with other regions will
gradually acquire increasing importance. Given Australia's historical
affinities with Europe, close association with the United States, and
active participation in UN shuctures and activities, not to mention the
Commonwealth and several other international instifutions, the exharegional dimension, notwithstanding the current frustrations
associated with ASEM, presents considerable opportunities for
creative diplomacy.
Regional organisations in the Asia-Pacific, both those already in
existence and those soon to emerge, have a good deal to gain from

more effective links with the UN system. The Cambodian peace
process and the Comprehensive Action Plan on Indo-Chinese
Refugees are themselves suggestive of possible strategies and
mechanisms. In the Asia-Pacific context such links could be put to
productive use in relation to arms control (nuclear non-proliferation,
the UN arms register), conllict prevention (Law of the Sea) and
conflict resolution (for example, East Timor). Other possible areas for
fruitful collaboration include uncontrolled or illegal migration,
narcotics smuggling, border disputes, resource management
protection of the environment, and human rights. The current
attention being given by ARF to peacekeeping could be extended to
include the establishment of a regional peacekeeping centre, which
might oversee the preparation and development of systematic
training programmes, and provide the necessary early warning about
latent local and regional conflicts. These and other forms of
collaboration (involving both first- and second-track mechanisms)
could enhance the analytical skills of both regional and global
organisations, and pave the way for modest joint initiatives in
confidence building and conJlict prevention.

If

there is any validity to the proposition that regional and

global institutions are interdependent and that their effectiveness and
legitimacy can be mutually reinforcing, it follows that regions have a
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vested interest in promoting UN reform. Without, for example,
substantial revamping of the Security Council's membership,
structure and modus operundi, it is difficult to envisage how the UN
system can responsibly discharge its security function. Over the last
ten years, UN reform has been the su$ect of numerous studies and
proposals emanating from official, semi-official and unofficial
sources.24 The issues raised (peacekeeping, peace enforcement, peace
making, preventive diplomacy, regeneration of the UN strucfure)
have periodically secured the attention of individual governments in
the region (Japan, Australia, Canada, Malaysia, more recently China),
yet these have seldom been the subject of serious consultation at
either regional or subregional level. A regional perspective on UN
reform, even if it failed to produce swift or substantial agreement,
might nevertheless prove beneficial on several counts. It would
oblige countries in the region to grapple with some of the most
irrrportant and complex issues of international security, place the
regional security agenda in a wider and more illuminating context,
and probably enhance the region's cohesion and presence in the
United Nations and other international forums. Aushalia, by virfue
of its extensive knowledge, experience and participation in the UN
system, is uniquely placed to contribute to such an on-going regional
dialogue.

The preceding discussion of mulitateralism does not offer an
exhaustive survey of what is feasible or desirable. It does indicate the
wide range of possibilities and the likelihood that institution building
will continue to gather pace. The process will no doubt entail periodic
reverses and interruptions, which in any case provide the breathing
space needed to review past experience and design new approaches
and mechanisms. The underlying assumption of this chapter is that
Aushalia has sufficient diplomatic skill and influence/ an adequate
resource base, and at least potentially the culfural imagination to play
See, for example, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, An Agenda for Peace (Untted Nations,
New York, 2nd edn 1995); Evans, Cooperating for Peace; Erskine Childers with

Brian Urquhart, Rniating tle United Nations System (Dag Harnmars\old
Foundatioru Uppsala, 1994); Our Global Neighbourhood, Report of the

Commission on Global Govemance (Oxford University Press, Oxford and New
York, 1995); and Albert J. Paolini, Anthony P. |awis and Chris Reus".Smit (eds),
Behoeen Soaereignty and Global Gwernance: TIe State, Cioil Society, and the United
N ations (Macmillan, London, 1998).
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some

circumstances, Australia may be well placed to do the driving, in
others it may have to share the driving and plan the journey with
friends and neighbours/ in others still it may have to sit quietly in the
back seat. In all facets of its multilateral diplomacy, Australia will

need to consult extensively, with cultural as well as political
sensitivity, and ensure that the process is not the exclusive preserve of
the state but has the full support, understanding and involvement of

civil society.

For Australia. a more mature and sustained commihnent to
regional multilateralism has, of course, a number of other far-reaching
implications for its foreign and defence policies. Multilateralism
cannot be merely an instrument of policy at the service of interests
defined purely in national terms. Multilateralism, precisely because it
responds to the imperatives of a rapidly globalising world, compels
each state to reassess its sense of identity, its historical affinities, and
traditional strategic outlook. The multilateral agenda may not require

Australia to abandon its existing alignments, its assumptions about
the forward projection of military power, or the official rhetoric about
self-reliance in defence. It does, however, oblige the defence planner
and the policy maker generally to come to terms with what is a key
point of transition in the unfolding geopolitical and geo-economic
landscape.

If it is true that

US hegemony in world affairs is

in slow but

steady decline, and that the institutional framework it helped to create
in the aftermath of the Second World War is gradually dissolving,

what are the ramifications for national and regional security? Can a
new cooperative order be achieved, which retains some features of the
existing order, but discards others? What are the prospects for the
kind of collective management which would accommodate the rise of
new centres of power and a much expanded security agenda? On
what terms might such collective management be possible? What
might its implications be for Australia's relations with the United
States on the one hand, and with Asia on the other? Can Australia
retain a special relationship with the United States, while at the same
time pursuing an Asian diplomacy that is not constrained'by alliance-
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induced caution'?5 Behind these questions lies a simple message.
Multilateralism, intelligently formulated and subtly applied, offers a
powerful instrument for reinvigorating old partnerships and creating
new ones, and for bringing security policy more closely into line with
t}re exigencies of the twenty-fust century.

Ramesh Thakur, 'Arms Control in F.A. Mediansky ("d.), Austmlian Foreign
Policy: Into the Neut Millcnnium (Macmilla4 Melbourne, 7WI), p.75.

13

AUSTRALIA AND REGIONAL ENGAGEMENT:
INTERRUPTED TRAIECTORIES?
Nancy Viviani

The basic purpose here is to assess Aushalia's shategic
situation and to articulate the principal aspects of Australia's defence
policy for the yeat 20'1.5. Leaving aside the global arena/ it is probably
true to say that what happens in the region will have the greatest
impact on Auskalia's securit5r over the next fifteen years. While
defence and foreign policy planners have been reiterating this
platitude for some decades, the difference now is that the relatively
benign trajectory of regional economic growth and related political
stability has shifted, and perhaps permanently so, raising some new
and some old questions about Australia's security environment for
the future.

On the subject of Australia's environment for future regional
engagement, this chapter has an argument followed by a question.
The argument is that Australia and countries in the Asian region have
been travelling on historic trajectories of economic development and
political change that were likely to run parallel at the least, if not to
overlap or converge over time. The question then arises: is the Asian
crisis likely to interrupt (so as later to resume) those trajectories, to
transform them or to halt them?
The chapter has three parts. The first discusses the idea of an
'Asian' trajectory, itself a contested concept, and the impact of the
economic crisis. The second discusses Australia's contested trajectory,
and the impact of the crisis on Australia in political, economic and
strategic terms. The final part takes a punt on Australia and regional
engagement after the crisis - converging or diverging?
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Asia's Trajectory

The stories of economic growth

in Asia have

been richly

metaphorical and highly contested in Asian countries and the West.
The'flying geese' metaphor, as a story of the exemplary power of the
Japanese model of economic growth, lost its influence with the end of
that growth in the 1990s - flyittg goose to dead duck, as the wags had
it. The developmental state story of Chalmers Johnson's Japan
became a fully blown theory of states and markets in Asia, to which
clever Asian politicians added a self-justifying ideology on Asian

values and the virfues of authoritarianism in Asian states.
Mainsheam Western gowth economists insisted on their story of the

elements of capitalist free market growth in Asia and broadly the neoMarxists agreed, seeing rapid Asian growth as a regional example of
the triumph of the forces of global capitalism. Some scholars pointed

to the different elements at work distinguishing a Northeast Asian
path from a Southeast Asian one and Linda Lim, in a recent
swingeing attack on these stories, while defending national values,
called for a return to accounting for the historic context for each state's

development, and
telling.l

by implication, an end to blameJaying story

The flying geese metaphor was a Japanese invention, possibly Okita's, Iater
henchantly criticised by Ravenhill (John Ravenhill and Trevor Matthews,'The
Neoclassical Ascendency: The Aushalian Economic Policy Community and
Northeast Asian Economic Growth' in Richard Robison (ed.)' Pathuays to Asia
(Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1996)). Johnson's classic story of the role of MITI in
Japanese growth was the foundation for Wade, Deyo and Robison, arrrong
others, to bring the state back into explanations of economic growth in Asia
(Chalmers Johnsorg MlTl and the Japanese Miracle: Tle Growth of lndustrial
Policy, 1925-1975 (Stanford University Press, Stanford,1982); Robert Wade,
Goueirning the Marl<et: Economic Theory and the Role of Gouernment in East Asian
Industrialization (Princeton University Press, Princeton NJ, 1990); Frederick C'
Deyo (ed.) The Political Economy of the Natt Asian lndustrialism (Comell
University Press, Ithaca NY, 1987); Richard Robisoru 'Look North: Myths and
Shategies' in Robison (ed.), Pathways to Asia). Gamaut, Krugman and Hughes
gave classic economic accounts of Asia's economic growth, and later of the
Asian crisis (Ross Gamaut, Australia and the Northcast Asian Ascendency, Report

to the Prime Minister and the Minister for Foreign Affahs and

Trade

(Australian Govemment Publishing Sewice, Canberra, 1989); Paul Krugman,
'The Myth of Asia's Miracle', Foreign Affairs, Vol.73, No.6, 1994; Helen Hughes,
ls There an East Asian Model?, Working Paper No.93/4 (Division of Economics,
Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, Australian National University,
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In the face of all this contestation, is it possible to speak of an
Asian trajectory? It is possible because while at one level the contest
was about the explanation for growth, just about everyone agreed that
growth was real, had been sustained over decades and would
continue. While almost no one predicted the crash (though many
warned of the elements existing to cause one), the weight of opinion is
thaf despite the severity of the crisis, growth will resume eventually,
at different times for different countries, so long as a serious global
recession does not recur. So my argument is that, in economic terms
at least, there was an 'Asian' trajectory in the sense that most Asian
counhies embarked on a lengthy period of rapid economic growth
(whatever the disputes about its causes), and that certainly compared
to Africa or Latin America, these counhies, with certain exceptions,
made measurable progress with constructing modern economies and
in reducing poverty. They went further together: they successfully
fostered regional integrated growth built on Japanese and other
capital and they were sufficienfly confident of their capacities for
long-term change to sign up for opening their economies under the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Bogor regime.
There was no similar partly coherent political trajectory in a
region still marked by the great Cold War divide not only in theory,

but also in practice, as students found in Beijing in June 1989.
Nonetheless signs of political shift, obvious in Taiwan and South
Korea, were becoming apparent in China and Vietram in local life, if
not so far in Leninist central committees. The idea that economic
growth would produce liberalising middle classes (a favourite of
American policy makers) was much contested, though the parallel

Canberra, 1993)). The neo-Marxist Wallerstein provided similar explanations
to those of the economists (lmmanuel Wallerstein, Geopolitics and Geoculture:

Essays on the Changing World-System (Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge/New York, and Editions de la Maison des Sciences de l'Hommg
Paris, 1991)). Maclntyre has been the main proponent of distinguishing the
Northeast from the Southeast Asian experience (Andrew Maclntyre (ed.),
Business and Gouernment in Industrialising Asia (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 199a)).
Linda Y.C. Lim exposes the self-serving nature of much of the debate in her
Washington Quarterly article,'Whose "Model" Failed?: Implications of the
Asian Economic Crisis' (1o1.21, No.3, Summer 1998).
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argument that economically successful states were broadly benign in
security terms found wide agreement.2

The devil, of course, in such propositions was in the detail:
there are only indirect links between economic growth and political
change, and between economic status and security, and such links are
contextually contingent and unpredictable for the most part. Some
old, but wise words of Mancur Olsort's on the political disruptions
associated with rapid economic growth,3 and of Samuel Huntington
on political decay, the necessity for functioning political institutions
and the problematic narrow political bases of support in developing
countries,a cast real doubt on the proposition that political legitimacy
can be purchased simply by sustained economic growth, a view
fashionable in pre-crisis political discussion.

In sum, the prospects for constructive regime hansition in most
Asian countries were and are a very mixed bag, from the decadeslong problem of shifting the LDP behemoth in Japan to the
surprisingly rapid'abdication' of Suharto. Thus I do not argue for an
Asian political trajectory before the crisis, though I do think one could
sustain an argument for a set of regional understandings on security/
that constituted a kind of security trajectory. There seemed to be
broad agreement among politicians and defence 6lites in Asia about
the shape of the post-Cold War order and the eventual emergence of
multipolarity, about the problems arising from US preponderance,
and about the rise of China over the next few decades. The moves to
arms acquisition and modernisation by Asian states were quite clear,
though stabilising by the 7990s, and the attention paid to
multilateralisation in the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and the
Council on Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP) had

Robison,

in'looking North' in Robison (ed.) Patlnaays to Asia, canvasses these
on the connection between economic growth and political

arguments

liberalisation; see Paul Dibb David D. Hale and Peter Prince, 'The Strategic
Implications of Asia's Economic Crjsis', Suruiaal, Yol.4O, No.2, Summer 1998,
for a recent discussion of economic growth and security.
See Mancur Olsori 'Rapid Economic Growth as a DestabilisingFotce', lournal
of Economic

History,Yol.?j, No.4, 1963.
Developrrent and Political Deay', Worlil

See Samuel Huntington, 'Political
Politics, Vol.lZ No.3, 1955.
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a new plateau.s There was, however, no huge sense of
urgency about impending security problems, though the list of
possible disputes was long. Security planners were concerned to get
the preventative mechanisms in place but had confidence about
shared understandings, even of conflicfual positions. In this sense
Asian security/ while it had ib major problems in the Korean
peninsula, with Taiwan and in the subcontinent, seemed on a
reached

relatively benign path before the crisis.5
Most importantly, Asian leaders and €lites felt the confidence of
economic success in their ability to contemplate a regional future, not

only in an ASEAN expanded to take in the whole of the subregion,
but in wider regional forums in APEC and the ARF. In this sense
there was an Asian regional hajectory, more at the beginning of
feelings of solidarity than in effective regional regimes, but palpable
nevertheless.
The question then is what the impact of the crisis was on these
trajectories and expectations about the future. Assessing this impact
partly depends on what one thinks the crisis was.7 I think it was, in

new circumstances of accelerating globalisation,e a situation of
market failures, government failures and international regime failures
reinforcing each other over time. We have seen parts of this before in
Ausbalia in the late 1980s, in the United States, and in Britain. In this
case what is remarkable is the speed of the transmission effects of the

Desmond Ball, A Critical Review of Multilateral Security-Cooperation in the
Asia-Paciftc Regiory paper given at a conference on The Irnpetus of Change in
the Asia-Pacific Security Environment, Taipei, 1-3 September '1997; and
Desmond Ball, Australian Perceptions on Preventive Diplomacy, paper given
at a conference on The Challenges for Preventive Diplomacy, Beijing, 20-21
July 1998.
Dibb, Hale and Prince,'The Strategic Implications of Asia's Economic Crisis'.
Amongst a fast-growing literature, see Dibb Hale and Prince., 'The Strategic
Implications of Asia's Econonfc Crisis'; Ross Garnaut, East Asia in Crisis:
From Being a Miracle to Needing One?, paper given to a symposium on The
East Asian Crisis, Aushalian National University, Canberra, 4-5 May 1998; and
Ross Gamaut and Dominic Wilson, The East Asian Financial Crisis: Regional
and Global Responses, paper given at a conference on The Aftermath of the
Asian Financial Crisis, Washington DC,1.3-14 May 1998.
See Susan Shange, The Retreat of the State: The Difusion of Power in the World
Economy (Cambridge University Press, New York, 1996).
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crisis across the region, echoing the lemming-like flight of
international finance from Asian markets, and the depth of these
effects on the national economies, as vulnerable financial systems (and
their dependent economies) crashed under the weight of exchangerate-multiplied debt. The'hidden hand' seemed a less aPt descriPtion
of the situation than'blind Freddy' as goverrdnents thrashed about
blaming everyone but themselves and seeking, often unsuccessfully to
protect their quite narrow political bases of suPPort' One
international regime, the IMF, gave the impression it was a catspaw
for us foreign policy goals in Indonesia at least, while the weakness of
other regimes in the region in responding quickly - principally APEC became quite clear as the crisis expanded'e

Along with the speed of transmission across

national

economies, and the depth of the crisis within those economies, the
most remarkable feature was the diversity of the impact across
countries. Indonesia has clearly been hit hardest and with the most
far-reaching political and economic effecb.lo The whole spechum of
impacts lies between it and Taiwan, which has defended its currency
doggedly and where the impact is least. One can feel some
confidence about the resumption of growth before too long in Korea,
Thailand and the Philippines, so long as a further round of
competitive devaluations does not emerge. There are three serious
questions yet to be answered on this: will China be able to avoid a
devaluation over the medium term?; will the fapanese be able to
reflate their economy and deal with their debt?; will the lemmings
return - that is, will international finance return to Asia to buy up its
gossly undervalued assets, and revive ib grossly undervalued
currencies? The answers to these questions are not entirely clear at
the time of writing, and the last - the return of foreign capital - clearly
depends in part at least on what happens in China and fapan. The
most important impact of the crisis on countries in Asia is how their
governing 6lites interpret the crisis - what'lessons' they learn.ll

9

l0
1t

See Garnaut and Wilson, The East Asian Financial Crisis, for an extended
discussion of the performance of regional institutions.
Andrew Maclntyre, 'The Indonesian Debacle', The National lnterest, No.53, Fall
-t998.

Gamaut and Wfuon, in The East Asian Financial Crisis, set out the economic
'lessons': adiustable pegged exchange rates are exEemely vulnerable to crises
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First, it is evident that the end of the hype about the Asian
miracle (much of which was generated in the West) has been
transmuted for some into the politics of blame. The most extreme
case is of course Dr Mahathir, blaming Western speculators for his
troubles in an extension of his anti- Western stance before the crisis.
In his case the effect has been to shore up his political support through
transparent nationalist appeals. Yet as Linda Lim points out, other
Asian leaders, while acknowledging fully the faults in their own
financial strucfures and economic management as contributing factors
in the crisis, can point to the pressures to open capital markets to
Western porffolio and hedge funds, only to 'have the rug pulled out'
with devastating effecb on their economies. Now Western
multinationals buy up core national firms at firesale prices. If there
was not a conspiracy, as Dr Mahathir charges, there should have been
one, given who benefited in the end. Such views naturally issue in
heightened nationalism driven by disappointed hopes and there are
signs of strong anti-American and anti-IMF feeling in Thailand and
Indonesia, not to mention Malaysia. Politicians in insecure positions
will naturally exploit these sentiments,

The taking of several other lessons is evident. Some will
conclude that opening markets generally, and financial markets in
particular is a disaster, so that the appetite for liberalisation in Asian
countries, which was variable but at least partly persuasible in times

of good growth, is likely to decline sharply.tz This means, if it

translates into policy, market opening problems for the United States
and others. Another lesson may be that partly pegged exchange rates
are a disaster: firmly fixed exchange rates are the way to go, since
China and Taiwan did best. Both lessons may mean that the precrisis support for the policies of opening economies in Asia may
reverse in some cases into closing, protectionism and inward-looking
development. The effect of such stances would be lower economic

12

of this kind; robust financial sectors can weather such storms; good govemance
is essential to economic stability.
This is despite statements from ASEAN and APEC members that liberalisation
will continue; see R. Severino, Weathering the Storm: ASEAN's Response to
the Crisis, paper given at a Far Eastem Economic Review (FEER) conference,
Hong Kong,11 June 1998.
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growth than before and politicians would have to carefully calculate
the political effects on expectations among their supporters.

Another related lesson

is that

even strong authoritarian

governments cannot protect their croniesl3 and one imagines the
status formerly ascribed to authoritarian regimes by some of Asia's
ideologues (Kishore Mahubhani in particulatu; will fall away as the
real costs of authoritarianism in decision making and in politics more
generally become clearer. Democracy has its own costs, of which
Western educated 6lites in Asia are well aware, so I exPect no great

rush to adopt fully democratic models of governance

in

Asia.

Perhaps'soft' authoritarianism may transmute into various kinds of
more or less effective social control as in Japan and Singapore, though
one expects much more vigorous politics than this in Indonesia where
democratic, Islamic and military forces have to contend for political
Power.

On the strategic side,

it is clear to all that the crisis has

weakened an already economically declining IaPa.u as its polity is
chronically unable to tackle its own problems, let alone help those of
its neighbours. This deficit in influence has been capitalised on by
China, which, in refusing for its own interests to devalue, has done its
neighbours a good turn, which they have gratefully recognised. This
has balanced off some of the anxieties in Southeast Asia left from the
Taiwan Strait crisis of 1996, but once again the internal and external
politics are interacting. The disashous attacks on the ethnic Chinese
minority in Indonesia have raised China's concern, and that of ethnic
Chinese across Southeast Asia and not least in Singapore. These
issues, as we know from the forced migrations from Vietnam in 1979,
help cause war and inflict huge costs on individuals and third

countries. The potential for Indonesia-China conflict over

these

issues, periodically present since the 1950s, has been heightened by
these crisis-related events.

for example, Maclntyre, 'The Indonesian Debacle', on Suharto.

l3

See,

l4

See Alan Dupont, 'ls There an "Asian Way'?', Suruioal, Vol.38, No.2, Summer
1996, for a good discussion of the'Asian values'phenomenon.
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Again, in strategic terms, the position of the United States in the
region since the crisis has shifted. As ought to have been expected,
the United States helped ib crucial allies first - Korea and then fapan,
in support of its currency, but left the Southeast Asian states to the
not-so-tender mercies of the IMF, given poor riding instructions, at
least for a time from the US Treasury. The Southeast Asian states are
resenfful of this treahent, comparing it with the consideration they
have had from China. Maclntyre has argued recently that the United
States has not properly evaluated its interests in Indonesi;l's fate,ls
and while I agree, we are yet to have a considered response from a
'lame duck' president and a secretary of state preoccupied with
Europe.
The arms acquisitions and force modernisations that so worried
Australian strategic planners before the crisis are at an end in
financial terms for the time being and that seems to be no bad thing.
Governments are under extreme pressure to fix inside, so it is unlikely
they will be very active outside, except in a diversionary sense - which
seems to be part of the explanation for the Indo-Pakistani nuclear

competition.
Dibb and his colleagues summed up the strategic dimensions of
the impact of the crisis as a rise in uncertainty, a challenge to regional
cohesion, a shift in the regional balance of power, and a decline in
domestic stabitty. The crisis, in their view, had undermined the

proposition that economic interdependence ameliorates political
conflicts and the comfortable prediction of a'Pacific century' was now
seen to be largely discredited.l6

It is certainly the case that the much-vaunted regional approach
to'Asia's' problems was not much in evidence in the crisis period. An
attempt by the |apanese to show regional leadership in proposing
early a bail-out fund for distressed economies was unceremoniously
dismissed by the United States, bent on managing the crisis through
the IMF. Thereafter the Japanese kept their heads well down, and of
course became embroiled in problems of their own. In such

l5

Maclntyre,'The Indonesian Debacle'.

to

Dibb, Hale and Prince,'The Shategic Implications of Asia's Economic Crisis'.
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circumstances there was neither will nor way evident among major
states in APEC for a significant contribution to a solution for the crisis,
though the development of monitoring mechanisms and a renewed

commihent to liberalisation were pursued. Similarly, though
individual ASEAN members sought to help their neighbours in
various ways and reaffirmed that the ASEAN Free Trade Area
(AF[A) would continue, they looked principally to the IMF, which
after all had the dollars for the major role in coping with the crisis.lz
ASEAN had real difficulty coping with the need for change when a
new generation of leaders from Thailand and the Philippines called
for a shift from the dochine of non-interference in domestic affairs
and proposed 'flexible engagemen/ as a means of dealing with the
politics of regional change.18 I do not conclude from this dismal
experience that the Asian regional impulse is dead. It will undergo
generational change (Suharto's hand will be missed by some but not
many), there will be less Indonesian influence for a time, it will
become less accommodating to the United States and more
accommodating to China and there will be less emphasis over time on
the'Asian way', which is at bottom an excuse for inaction, and more
interest in bargaining a new basis for regional cooperation.
For these reasolls, I believe the Asian hajectory will resume in
economic terms so that economic growth will again become the
national and regional priority it was before the crisis. In terms of
politics, those forced to transform their economies have been forced
into more political opening - Thailand, Korea, Indonesia; while those
who have weathered the storm so far have maintained the political
status quo - China, Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore and of course Japan.
Thus contested political trajectories remain in Asia. The strategic
trajectory may have shifted if it has not been transformed. The Asian
trajectory has been interrupted, has shifted but not been transformed
and

t7

l8

will

resume.

Severino, Weathering the Storm.
See various press reports including the Australian,20 July 1998.
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Australia's Traj ectory
Australia's trajectory, like that of countries in Asia, has always
been contested (and not simply on partisan lines) because it is a
struggle for the control of the future. By the early 1990s, one group of
Australian dfites reckoned they had the struggle for control of the
trajectory won: the forces of history were on their side. By the end of
the 1990s, with the rise of an extreme right-wing populist party, One
NatiorU the struggle had resumed.
Australia's post-colonial history is marked by three overlapping
and successive revolutions: the turn to Asia in its economic relations,
in its politics and security preoccupations, and in the peopling of its
continent. I want to argue here that together these constituted a new
post-colonial trajectory for Australia - not one that rejects the moral,
political and cultural worth of its colonial past but one that brings the
distinctiveness of that making of Australia to the way it approaches
the post-colonial world of Asia.
Others tell the story of Australia as the flowering of a particular

ib resilience in the settlement of a
difficult continent, of the warm and deep-seamed links to Europe, of
the shames of the treatrnent of indigenous people, of the struggle for
equality and so on. These stories are not incompatible, and I claim
both stories as my own. But these complementary stories of Aushalia
are now presented as conflicting trajectories and have become the
centre of political argument in Australia in a way that was not quite
kind of national culture and

foreseeable earlier.le

I see the old story of Australian nationalism as in part a reaction

to colonialism and a sustained and
l9

successful attempt

at

nation

This was a part of what worried Blainey in 1984 (Geoffrey Blatney, AII for
Australia (Methuen, Melboume, 1984), what FitzGerald wamed about in L988
(Stephen FitzGerald, lmmigration: A Commitment to Australia, Report of the
Conrmittee to Inquire into Aushalia's Immigration (Aushalian Govemment
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1988)), and what provokes our poets Dawe and
Murray (Bruce Dawe, 'Asianisation', Quadrant, March 197; Les Murray, 'A
Brief History' in Subhuman Redneck Poems (D:utfy & Snellgrove, Sydney, 1996)).
The rise of One Nation is a different but related phenomenon in my view.
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building (most Asians have lived a similar story since the Second
World War). This story, dominant until mid-century in both looking
inside Australia and looking out, has had to give room to the new
hajectory of Australia coming to terms with Asia, sometimes
willingly, at other times with resistance. That some policy makers
and some publics are uncomfortable with these changes and even
reject them indicates, contra the present prime minister, that for some
Australians at least their history (for which read culture) is in conflict
with their geographical location. One Nation is pursuing a kind of
closure against Asia in Australian policy - in terms of immigration,
foreign inveshent and foreign aid policy - but this tends to obscure
in part ib wider claim and appeal as a defender of the victims of the
economic changes of the 1980s, when Australia was opened to the
impact of a rapidly globalising world economy.
Australia's Asian trajectory is not new, and is certainly not the
1980s phenomenon that some suggest' Aushalia's economic links
with Asia began last century, gr€w rapidly with Japan between the
wars, and were fully resumed after the Pacific war with the 1957 hade
treaty with fapan. Australia's trade diversified to other parts of Asia
in the 1970s and 1.980s and, before the current crisis, around 50 per
cent of its trade was carried out with Asia. This comPares with the
very high proportion of trade with Britain under the imperial system
in the pre-Second World War period.
Similarly, Australia's strategic preoccupation with Japan began
with the ]apanese victory over the Russians in 1905, through the fall of
Singapore and the Pacific war to the construction of ANZUS in 1951.
With the Cold War and the perceived threat of China (and on
occasion Indonesia) and Australia's role in Vietnam, 'Asia' was an
icon standing for threat in the Australian securi$r lexicon. The
security revolution came gradually, as the transformation of the
international system in the 1970s and 1980s allowed the remaking of
shategic and defence thinking in Australia - towards the defence of
Australia and security cooperation with Asian counhies and away
from a preoccupation with Asia as a threat and the problems of
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alliance dominated nesponses.2o Thus Australia replaced a strategic
preoccupation with Asia with a shategic engagement with Asia. The
shift in language was important in conveying the change in shategic
policy.
The immigration revolution took longer to have an impact. The
White Australia policy was a, perhaps the, founding principle of the
nation. The first act of the first federal parliament in 190L, the policy
stood for the maintenance of Aushalia's white and British heritage
and the residual power of this rallying call for those raised or imbued
with these values is obvious in political debate today. The postwar
transformation of Australia's neighbourhood made this policy
politically unviable, since the new states of Asia would not deal fully
with a country that used imputations of racial inferiority to exclude
their people. A quarter of a cenfury's external pressure and domestic
argument led to a loosening of the policy in 1965 and its eventual
abolition in1973.21 The outcome is the transformation of Australia's
population under a racially non-discriminatory entry policy: around
40 per cent of immigrants now come from Asia, and those born in
Asia were around five per cent of the population in 1996. As in other
countries, it is the hansformation of white neighbourhoods that has
triggered the reactive political agenda of One Nation on reskicting
Asian migration,z and this has encouraged the addition of the usual
extreme-right policies on foreign investment, gun control, citizeninitiated referenda and so on. Populist nativism and anti- foreign
sentiment are the hallmarks of these parties in all counhies of
significant immigration.
The brunt of these potted histories of Australia's turn to Asia is

to argue how long-standing

these links are,

how they constitute

While the shift was evident in the 1970s, it was the 1986 Dibb Report that set
the future direction for Australian defence policy (Paul Dibb, Rniat of
Australia's Defence Capabilihes, Report to the Minister for Defence (Australian
tl

Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1.986).
Sean Brawley, TIE lMite Peil: Foreign Relations and Asian Immigration to
Australasia ancl North Ameica 1919-1978 (University of New South Wales Press,
Sydney,1995).
There has long been a significant rninority in polls opposed to increasing Asian
migration, and Ms Hanson has attracted part of this group to her One Nation
Palry.
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genuine policy-driven transformations in national stance on central
issues and to demonstrate how, when taken together, they make up
an Australian Asian trajectory. This trajectory and its various parts
have been contested all along. There are those who have been
preoccupied rather than engaged with Asia, as Brawley has noted,
and while as Meg Gurry has pointed out rhere has been a real
'imaginative shif/ to Asia, especially in the 1980s, it is precisely this
that is being contested now in Australia.B

In one sense, the argument about Aushalia's fufure (and past)
hajectory is a clash of contending romantic visions: there is a kind of
idealised European and British heritage to which some Aushalians
still appeal - Lords and the cricket, the prestige of a'Rhodes', fish and
chips as well as a classless, conflictless past for that happy breed' Ttre
idealised vision of Asia has elements of threat, El Dorado, the exotic
and sometimes erotic other - a rewarding, stimulating future in a
more exciting milieu, where Aushalians, though not of Asia, find
acceptance.2a Pauline Hanson and her One Nation followers respond
to the former vision and reject the latter. Such romantic contending
visions are part of the stuff of the 'black armband' history wars and of
the culture wars, where the struggle over multiculturalism spills over
into a contest on the place of Asians in Australia.s
crisis hit. The word 'Asia'
became the metaphor and shorthand for crisis, as in a news report
which said that the effect of Asia on the economy was still to be fully
seen. For Dibb and his colleagues 'Asia ..' suddenly seems radically
diminished'. A sigh of relief that'Asia' would not be that rich, that
powerful so soon, was evident in some Australian reactions. some

It is this context that the Asian

z)

part of Sean Brawley, 'Engaging the Past Australian Politics and the
History of Australian-Asian Relations', Asian Perspectioe, Yol.22' No.1, Spring

See

1998; and Gurry cited in BrawleY.
See, for example, Alison Broinowstt, Ttu Yellow l-ady: Aushalian lmpressions

of

Asia (Oxford University Press, Melboume, 1992); Anthony Milner and Mary
Quilty (eds), Communities of Thought, Australia in Asia series (Oxford
University Press, Melboume, 1996); and Stephen FitzGeral4 ls Australia an
Asian Country? Can Australia Suruioe in an East Asian Future? (Allen & Unwin,
Sydney,1997).

Pauline Hansory for example, criticised the naming of a young Vietnamese
refugeg Tan Le, as Young Australian of the Year as being inappropriate'
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expressed their disappointment in a disappearing El Dorado: one
senior university official was heard lamenting the loss of Asian
sfudents'after all our investment' -'Asia' had evidently let him down.
The atmospherics obscured much of the reality.

At the time of writing, the Asian crisis appears to have had a
more or less neutral effect on the Aushalian economy overall, though
it has certainly shifted the winners and losers. The hade figures for
1997-98 have held up, and a low Australian dollar has helped in this
in switching exports to alternative markets in Europe and the United
States.26 The economy grew at five per cent in 1998, a record high,

though the Commonwealth government has revised growth
downwards for 1999. Professional crystal-ball gazers, official and

private, are expecting a downfurn and even a recession in 2000, but
these predictions have as much to do with a burgeoning US economy
and stock market coming off the boil, and problems in Russia and
Latin America as with the Asian crisis. There is a lot of talk from new
experts on Asia on the impact on the Australian economy, but the
leads and lags involved make prediction hazardous.
The economic winners and losers were as expected: those who

- the tourist industry and the overseas student
industry - have done well so far in finding alternative sources of
bodies in beds and on seats due to the benign inlluence of a
favourable exchange rate. Those parts of these industries that
specialised in the Asian trade have suffered (Surfers Paradise but not
Burleigh Heads) while others have been advantaged. Live animal
exports have suffered, yet commodity exports overall have held up so
far, though the prospect for a continued fall in commodity prices is
there. Inveshent has been patchy but has continued, most recent$ in
a large Chinese and fapanese investment in aluminium smelting.
Again, disaster may yet befall Australia, but it is not here yet, despite
screamed loudest

the doomsayers.

In1.997-98 exports were at record levels, up 11 per cent on the previous year.
While there was some switching of markets, the picture for Asia was mixed exports to Japan up 10 pet cent, other economies down significantly; see the
Australian, 3 August 1998.
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One impact of the crisis will be to reinforce existing negative
perceptions of Asia in some parts of the business community: Asia
will be seen by some as unstable, companies which refused to invest
in Asia will have their judgements vindicated, predator Australian
companies will see Asia as 'easy pickings', and the long years of
difficult development of long-term trading partnerships may be set
back.27

The political effects of the crisis on Australia's regional
engagement will be diverse. At one level, Australian governments
will try harder: Asia is just so important to Ausbalia that it will have
to do all it can to shore up Asia's position so Aushalia's will be shored
up also - and this explains Australian willingness to contribute
generously to bail-out packages (despite One Nation criticism), to
work to modify IMF and US policy on Indonesia, and to carve out a
policy position for ibelf at some distance from those of the United
States and Europe. I think that this has been successful in Aushalia
being seen as a good friend for hard times.

On the other hand, the Howard government had a
preoccupation with Asia (rather than an engagement of the heart) and
even before the crisis had pointed to Aushalia's European roots in
balancing its global economic interests. This crisis is likely to confirm

that cultural and economic predilection, one which has political
advantages if One Nation should wake up to what is happening in
Australia's external economy. Further, the inutility of regionalism
having been apparently demonsfrated for some/ the push to
bilateralism etident in the Howard governmenfs 'In the National
Interest' statement is likely to be reinforced. This will be necessary to
some extent in any case, as Indonesia again resumes its central
priority in Australia's regional agenda, as we nervously follow its
political transformation as we did in the 1940s and the 1960s. Our
development assistance is likely to need some reorientation given the
changed circumstances of some of our recipients.

Alan Oxley found the crisis an opporhrne time to renew his call for

a

reorientation of hade policy away from Asia; see the Australian,4 August 1'998.
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The strategic and defence effects of the crisis for Australia are

not yet clear. As noted above, the effects for particular Asian
countries vary and - besides a general decline in economic capacity
and a heightened degree of domestic uncertainty - the long-term
effects, which is what security is concerned with, are yet to be seen.
The regional'pecking order' may shift a bit, with China stronger and

ASEAN weaker, but that was the relative trend anyway. Asian
countries will be unable now to pay for the various activities of
multilateral security and defence cooperation. If Australia and others
want these to continue we shall have to pay for them. On the other
hand, a halt to defence upgrading in Asia due to financial constraints
should give Australian defence planners breathing space in keeping
ahead in state-of-the-art military technology, but I notice that the
Minister for Defence has ruled this out, on the advice of our ally that
we will be required to do more to keep up with their technological
state. Thus do bureaucratic interests in maintaining defence budgets
run in concert with the interests of allies. On the balance I do not see
the Asian economic crisis as having by itself a significantly negative
impact on Australia's short- and medium-term security situation. The
neighbours are now relatively weaker and preoccupied internally.
To sum up: it is probably too early to assess confidently the
impact of the Asian crisis on Australia. Those early doomsayers have
been shown to be wrong, in the short term anyway, on the economic
effects, though some industries have clearly been adversely affected.
Over the medium term of two to five years, what happens in the US
economy will be the decisive factor in whether we have a global
recession. [f the Asian crisis goes into a devastating second round,
principally because of a fapanese economic failure, that will certainly
feed a US downturn and raise the possibility of recession but that
scenario seems less likely as time goes on. The greatest cost to
Australia is that its neighbours have lost the economic and equity
gains of a couple of decades and will take some time to regain that
growth. This is a huge loss to those states and peoples, and it is a loss
to Australia in that economic growth and diminishing poverty in its
region held the long-term promise of a more stable and equal region,
where inter-state relations could be conducted on the basis of the
prospect of eventual parity, rather than on stark inequality.
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Because of this Australia's policies for regional engagement

will

measures - in aid, defence

need to encomPass special hansitional
suppor! and political and diplomatic support for the worst-affected
Asian states - so as to assist its neighbours in the domestic political
and economic transformations they need to undertake'

Australia and Regional Engagement after the Crisis - Converging or
Diverging?

I suggested at the start of this chapter that Australia and Asian
countries were not on the same trajectory, but rather on parallel
trajectories. Principally because of their different histories of
colonialism, their different stages of economic growth and Australia's
longer history of liberal political institutions, the hajectories were
different, they were less likely to conflict than in the past and because
they had growing and shared preoccupations with economic growth
and regional stability, they were on parallel paths to some extent. The
important difference is, of course, the Australian preoccupation with
democratic institutions compared with the diversity of political
experience in Asian counhies. It is this difference which cannot be
finessed and which accounts for most of the grit in our relations with
our neighbours, turning up as it does in the human rights field
continuously.a
Does the Asian crisis change these trajectories for the long run
and does it require a basic reassessment of Aushalia's interests in
regional engagement? On the Asian side, I think the trajectory is

indeed interrupted and has stopped dead for the time being in the
case of Indonesia. In the transitional phase - the next three to five
years - economic and political recovery will be the priority, but the
hajectory - as I have defined it - will resume, though ib form and
some of its content

will

change.

In Australia's case, I do not believe the Asian crisis will cause
the Australian trajectory of increasing engagement with Asia to be
diverted or transformed simply because the basic Australian
It is not without significance that the Habibie govemment
on the East Timor situation.

has rroved

swiftly
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economic, political and strategic interests in Asia are too powerful and

too dynamic to be downgraded. Indeed we may become more
engaged simply because of the depth of the crisis and our need to
recover our mufual positions.

However, Australia's Asia trajectory can be transformed and
diverted at home fairly easily. The rise of One Nation, with its
romantic notion of Australia's history and national culture, its appeal
to the new culture of complaint in Australia, and its anti-Asian
sentiment, has not only found a response among the 20 per cent of
Aushalians in sympathy with such views; it has found an electoral
position which pulls the Australian centre and right along the path to
the extreme right of the political spectrum. Since it looks as though
the centre may not hold on these issues, there is a real danger that
Australia's historic transformation will be diverted, at least for a time,
into backward-looking confusions, This of course has real costs, as
the prime minister has pointed out, yet the domestic politics of this lie
in the fight between the National Party and One Nation for that
nativist vote and the Liberals have chosen not to stand ground on that
issue. Without the Asian crisis, the rise of a right-wing party in
Australia would have been a problem but probably not a danger. In
circumstances now where Australia needs to do more in Asia rather
than less, it remains to be seen whether One Nation can garner
sufficient support nationally to divert such necessary policies.

'l.,4

INTELLIGENCE: STRATEGIC TRENDS. ISSUES
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIA

Alan Dupont
The once opaque and shadowy world of intelligence has been
illuminated by a steady stream of studies, reports and expos6s over
the past few decades, some informed and edifying, others
regrettably flawed by ideology, ignorance, or sensationalism. The
net effect of this unprecedented degree of attention and exposure,
however, is that it is now possible to have an informed discussion of
intelligence issues, sources and methodology from publicly available
sources. This chapter focuses on some of the key changes in strategic
and operafional intelligence since the end of the Cold War, assessing
their implications for intelligence communities and their principal
consumers - the policy makers and operational commanders who
depend on accurate and timely intelligence to reduce the element of
risk and to cast light on what might otherwise be unknown.

Much of this analysis will draw on the US experience for two
principal reasons. First, the United States is at the cutting edge of
intelligence technology and management. Second, as Australia's
major intelligence partner, decisions made by the US intelligence

community will have important consequences for strategic and
operational intelligence in this country and the warfighting
capability of the Australian Defence Force. Definitions of
intelligence abound, all too often obfuscating rather than clarifying.l
Let me take as my starting point what intelligence is not. It is not
merely information or data. Intelligence is information or data
which has been processed, evaluated and distilled into a form which
fulfils some useful purpose, either to inform policy or, in the case of
military conflict, to support operations. For the purposes of this

For a comprehensive discussion of definitional questions and issues, see
Angelo Codevilla, Informing Statucraf: Intelligence for a New Ccntury $he
Free Press, New York, 1992), pp.347.
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analysis the intelligence process or cycle will be disaggregated into
five elements - intelligence collection/ assessment, dissemination, use
and management.2

Collection - Eyes and Ears in the Sky
Satellites

Intelligence collection

is

becoming ever more reliant on

automated systems mounted on both dedicated and multipurpose
plafforms, which include a variety of ground-based facilities, as well
as ships, aircraft, and submarines. However, beyond the small
group of analysts and managers who form the cognoscenti of national
intelligence communities, it is not generally appreciated how critical
satellites are to the collection and dissemination of intelligence in the
190s.3 Because of their unique vantage point in the sky, satellites
are particularly well suited to gathering intelligence in a world ever
more reliant on global information networks, smart machines and
man-made nuclear, biological and chemical processes, all of which
display tell-tale signatures or emissions that are capable of being
recorded or'imaged' from space.

To understand the role that satellites will play in future
intelligence collection, it is inshuctive to look at a representative
sample of the satellites currently employed by the United States,
which continues to lead the world in space-based intelligence
systems.a The United States deploys three broad categories of
intelligence satellites. First, there are satellites equipped to produce
imagery from visible light photographs, radar or reflected infra-red
There is much debate

in the literature about the relevance and adequacy of

the traditional intelligence cycle. See, for example, Bruce Berkowitz,
'Information Technology and Intelligence Reform', Orbis, Vo1.41., No.1,
Winter 1992 pp.l}9-11,; and Amos Kovacs, Tlu Uses and Nonuxs ol
Intclligence, Center for Intemational S€cudty and Arms Conkol Report
(Institute for Intemational Studies, Stanford University, October 1,996), p.7.
Just how important is detailed in Jeffrey Richelson's pathbreaking book,
America's Secret Eyes in Space: Tle U.S. Keyhole Spy Satellite Program ft{arper
& Row, New Yorl 1990).
Indee4 in many areas, the United States has extended its lead in spacebased systems. Barbara Starr, 'USA Sees Vital Role for Commercial
Satellites', lane's Defence Weekly, 30 Jruly 7997, p.27.
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emissions. An example of the former is the highly successful KH-11
series of imagery or imagery intelligence (IMINT) satellites first
launched n 1976 which combine a wide-area, high-resolution
photographic capability with real-time transmission of the images
produced. The resolution of the cameras in the KH-11 and the
follow-on Advanced WI-11/ Ikon is so good that intelligence analysts
are reputedly able to see, although not read, the licence plates of cars
from an altitude of 100 miles.s Other satellites within this category,
such as the Defense Support Program (DSP) series, are used to detect
ballistic missile launches, whtle Lacrosse satellites use syntheticaperfure radars to produce images in all weather conditions.5 Unlike
satellites which rely on visible light for their images, radar satellites
can see through cloud and at nighf but their resolution is generally
not as good. The DSP satellites will be replaced in the early part of
the next decade by a new space-based infra-red system (SBIRS)
which adds missile defence, technical intelligence and battle space
characterisation to the DSP satellites' early warning function.7

A second category of satellites produces signals intelligence
(SIGINT) and electronic intelligence (ELINT) by monitoring radio
and electronic signals. Throughout the Cold War, the United States
deployed a range of satellites for this purpose which grew steadily in
capability, sophistication, weight and cost with each succeeding
generation. The most important SIGINT satellites over the past three
decades have been the Rhyolite/Aquacade, Chalet/Yorter and
Magnum/Orion series, stationed in geostationary orbit at strategic
locations around the globe and capable of monitoring an extensive
range of signals, from missile telemehy to microwave
communications. The follow-on to the Magnum/Oioz, nicknamed
leroboam by one observer, is over six times heavier than the early
feffrey T. Richelsory 'High Flying Spies', Bulletin of tle Atomic Scientists,
September/October 1996, p.53. See also Alan Dupont, 'The US and
Verification of SALT Il' , Pacifc Defence Reporter, October 1,979, p.26.
Desmond Ball, The lntelligence War in the Gulf, Canbena Papers on Strategy
and Defence No.78 (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1991), p.15.
See the statement by Paul G. Kaminsky, Under Secretary of Defense for
Aquisition and Technology, to the National Security Subcomrnittee, House

Appropriations Committee,

23 March 7995, at

defenselink.mil/ speeches/ index.html> (November L998).

<http://www.
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is estimated to cost in the order of
billion.8 A third class of satellites is equipped with sensors
which can measure non-electronic seismic, acoustic, chemical and
biological signafures. Known as measurement and signature
intelligence, or MASINT, these satellites can detect evidence of

Rhyolite/Aquacade satellrtes and

US$2

chemical and biological warfare agents or clandestine nuclear tests.
The United States has launched at least one experimental MASINT
satellite, codenamed Cobra Brass, to measure signafures associated
with nuclear proliferation. A lightrveight satellite known as Forte
(for fast on-orbit recording of transient events), is currently under
development for the same PurPose. The Forte wlll have advanced
optical and radio-frequenry sensors to monitor the flash and
emissions from covert atmospheric tests of the kind thought to have
been carried out by Israel and South Africa n1979.e

Prior to the 1991 Gulf War, US IMINT satellites were
considered to be strategic assets and their product was seldom made

available for tactical or theahe-level operations. Exceptions were
made, but even then satellite imagery was often days old and highly
sanitised. During Operation Desert Storm, frushated by his inability
to locally access vital imagery which he needed for operational

planning, one US Marine Corps general in the Persian Gulf
despatched a personal aide to Washington to pick up photographic
intelligence and bring it back by safe-hand. Delays in disseminating
vital satellite intelligence to coalition commanders during Desert
Storm and security restrictions on its use fuelled calls for sPacebased intelligence systems to be reconfigured to better serve the
operational 'and tactical needs of combat commanders and
precipitated a major rethink of the structure and priorities of US
intelligence.lo
Desmond Ball, Signals lntclligene in tlu Post'Cold War Era: Danelopments in
the Asia-Pacifc Regron (lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, 1993),
pp.15-19.
9
10

Richelson,'High Flying Spies', p.53.
Photographic imagery took up to four days to reach operational
commanders during Desert Storm, according to the Deputy Director of the
Defense Intelligence Agen y, Admird Ted Shaefer. Shaun Gregory,
Command, Control, Communications and lntclligencz in tlu Gulf War, Working
Paper No.238 (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, l99L), p.8. It should be noted that various
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Since the Gulf War, the US intelligence community has come
to accept that intelligence derived from satellites and other national
technical means must become more affordable and relevant to the
needs of the warfighter and the emerging security issues of the next
century. This has forced a reassessment of the number and mix of
satellites in the US inventory and consideration of alternative
collection plafforms. Dedicated intelligence satellites are extremely
expensive to build and operate. A KH-11 is estimated to cost around
US$800 million plus another $300 million for the launch vehicle.
Even a nation as technologically and financially well endowed as the
United States cannot afford to invest in too many billion dollar
intelligence satellites.ll As a consequence, the United States is
moving towards the deployment of a range of smaller, cheaper and
more robust satellites to augment its highly capable but expensive

and less flexible KH-11 and Lacrosse satellites. Plans are well
advanced to establish an operational surveillance constellation,
dubbed Discoaer, of 24 to 48 radar-equipped satellites, with a target
cost of $100 million per satellite.l2 When fully operational, Discoaer
will be able to detect moving ground targets in all weathers and
terrains and instantaneously transmit the images directly to friendly
forces in the field. The object is to provide the United States and its
allies with real-time global surveillance for both strategic and tactical
purposes. Importantly, and contrary to past practice, it is envisaged
that operational commanders will be able to directly task and in
some cases control these space-based intelligence assets.l3
Central to the new collection strategy is the deployment of
diverse imaging sensors aboard single plafforms. In the past,
secondary SIGINT and ELINT systems were sometimes carried on

prograrrunes were already underway in the United States well before the
Gulf War to make intelligence derived from satellites and other 'national
technical means' available to operational comsranders. There is little doubt,
11

12

however, that the Gulf War experience accelerated the trend.
Bill Sweetman,'Spy Satellites: The Next Leap Forward', lane's lnternational
Defense Reoiao, Vol.30, fanuary 1997, p.27.
Warren Ferster, 'U.S. Wants Radar Satellite', Defense News, 16-22 March
1.998, p.2O.

t3

ibid.

On small satellites, see Pat Cooper, 'U.S. Intelligence

Techniques, Goals', Defenx News,'1.2-'1,8 August 1996, pp.8, L8.
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board IMINT satellites,la but in general intelligence satellites had one
primary function. Satellites of the future are much more likely to be

multifunctional, combining visible-light, elecho-optical, hyperutility and valueadded of each plafform. Including radar sensors on an IMINT
satellite, for example, would benefit an opera.tional commander by
ensuring that if the satellite's pass is obscured by cloud, radar
images would still be available. Hyper-spectral sensors break
spectral and radar sensors, thereby improving the

reflected light into different spectral bands, which helps to penetrate
camouflage and to identify the location and composition of objecb
which would otherwise be hidden from even the most advanced

visible-light cameras and conventional colour

sensors.

Improvements in the collection capabilities of the more expensive
satellites through enhanced wide-area imagr.g and hyper-spectral
systems are also being vigorously pursued. The successor to the
advanced KH-11 is expected to be able to cover eight times the area
of its frame with the same degree of resolution. Current wide-area

surveillance

by

intelligence satellites irrrage

only about

500

kilometres either side of the satellite track, which is often insufficient
to overlay the full battlefield atea.15

Aeial Vehicles (IIAV s)
The intelligence-collection capabilities of satellites will be
supplemented in the coming decades by a range of highly capable,
land- air- and sea-based systems, rangmg from dedicated
intelligence collectors to dual-purpose plafforms. In the opening
sequence of the film The Empire Strilees Bnck, the second of the wellUnmanneil

known'Stars Wars' trilogy, a forward-deployed imperial intelligence
unit despatches an advanced, all-weather, air-ground
reconnaissance drone to seek out the well-hidden rebel forces on the
ice planet of Hoth. Although destroyed by the film's hero, the drone

74

For example, an advanced KH-11 satellite launched on 28 February L990
also carried a SIGINT package for intercepting video transmissions and
monitoring radio and microwave transmissions. Ball, Signals Intelligence in
the Post-Cold War Era, p.15. In general, however, senior US policy makers
have been wary about placing too many valuable intelligence assets on the
one platform in case the platform malfunctioned or was deskoyed during
launch. See Richelson, America's Seoet Eyes in Space, p.22O.

15

Sweetnran, 'Spy Satellites: The Next Leap Forward', p.27.
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does its job, alerting Darth Vader's imperial storm troopers to the
rebel's presence. Such leaps of imagination are no longer merely the

product of the fertile minds of novelists and screen-writers, but are
today's reality. Unmanned aerial vehicles, military drones and
robob will in future play a major role in providing real-time
battlefield intelligence in all terrain and climatic conditions.
Equipped with sensors that can see through smoke, cloud and bad
weather, they will provide critical intelligence and targeting
information, monitor troop and vehicular movements and allow
post-strike analyses for a fraction of the cost of satellites and
expensive aircraft.
Among the current generation of UAVs in the US inventory,
the Predator has already proved extremely valuable as an intelligence
collector in Bosnia.16 Costing around US$10 million, the Predator can

remain over the target area for around 20 hours, relaying data,
SIGINT and IMINT via satellites directly to the field.17 Newer
generations of UAVs, currently undergoing development and
testing, will be even more capable. Darkstar will fly at over 45,000
feet and have either electro-optical or synthetic-aperture radar
sensors. The stealthy Darkstar has a range of over 500 nautical miles
and will be able to fly surreptitiously over hostile territory,
remaining on station for eight hours. Global Hawkhas a longer (3,000
nautical mile) range, flies higher (55,000 feet) and faster than Dark
Star and can carry a heavier payload, but is not as stealthy.
Comparable in size to the U-2 spy plane it will carry multiple
sensors/ including electro-optical, symthetic-aperture radar and infrared.18 While Predator searches only for a few signals of interest,
Global Hrwkis designed to be'an elechonic vacuum cleaner', sucking
up a variety of signals and emissions.le Aside from the United
States, several regional states are developing or will soon acquire
second-generation UAVs. lapan, for example, is working on a
stealthy UAV called the flying forward observation system and

1,6

17
18

John Tirpak,'Complications Overhead', Air F orce Magazine, April 1998, p.25.
Richelson,'High Flying Spies', p.52.
fohn Tirpak,'The Robotic Air Force', Air Force Magazine, September L997, at

<http://www.afa.orgf

L9

llr.agazine / l997robot.hhnl> (November 1998).
David A. Fulghum, 'Computer Warfare Offense Takes Wing', Aaiation

& Spae Technology, 19 January 7998, p.56.
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South Korea is developing two systems for surveillance and tactical
intelligence gathering.2o

HIIMINT

In addition to technical collection by

unmanned systems,

human collectors will continue to play a valuable role in gathering
intelligence or HUMINT. In one respect the term HUMINT is an
anomaly, because a great deal of the intelligence from agents in the
field is derived from, or communicated by, technical systems and
devices which can rival satellites and UAVs in their sophistication
and stealthiness. They include state-of-the-art audio and visual
eavesdropping equipmen! frequency-hopping communications and
the use of randomly generated computer encryption. HUMINT has

traditionally been considered a potentially high-value but lowvolume conbibutor to the overall product of Western intelligence
communities. However, like other collectors, the tasks and modi
operandi of human agents are being transformed by technology and
changing priorities.

Clandestine services will increasingly be directed towards
support for military operations and the penetration of hard targets,
and less for turning out political and economic reports which may
add only marginally to information already available from
diplomatic and informed public sources. In wars of the future,
whether against conventional forces or low-intensity conflicts,
HUMINT will be vital to the successful conduct of military
operations. Even in areas where intelligence-gathering is largely the
province of automated collection, humans will play significant roles
in deploying and monitoring small intelligence-gathering robots
known as microbots or insectoids. Insectoids are essentially
miniature robots which can look like insects - or anything else for
that matter - and can be configured with a variety of sophisticated
sensors. Their low signatures and small size making them extremely
difficult to find. In a typical deep-penetration operation a special
The South Korean systems are the BrTo and a smaller UAV known as the
Doyosae, which will be used by the air force. Australia, Thailand and
Singapore are also expected to deploy UAVs in the early part of the next
decade. Pat Cooper and Giovaruri de Briganti, 'UAVs Take Bite out of
Satellites' Tactical Role' , Defenx News, \2-18 August 1996, p.8.
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force unit might deploy a mix of intelligence insectoids and walk

them forward to positions where they could monitor a critical
command facility and provide warning of entry and egress by key
enemy commanders and leaders.2l Alternatively, insectoids or other
tiny microbots could be used to determine if an ostensibly
commercial building is actually a front for a clandestine chemical or
biological weapons programme.z

Intelligence Assessment, Dissemination and the Policy Process
If intelligence collection in the twenty-first century is likely to
be dominated by smart machines, intelligence assessments will still
reflect the perspicacity of human minds. No amount of raw data can
substitute for an insighfful human analyst able to discern the critical
policy or operational significance of an event, action or trend which
may be hidden within a mass of confusing and contradictory
information. In attempting to quantify the value added by highquality, finished intelligence, former US $cretary of Defense, fames
Schlesinger, once remarked: 'when you have good analysis, its more
valuable than the facts on a ratio of ten to one'.B While one might
quibble with fthlesinger's arithmetic, it is difficult to dispute his
basic contention. Major intelligence failures are seldom rooted in
lack of information. They are generally failures of analysis and
sometimes also of dissemination.2a In the future, they may also
result from information overload. The US Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) has admitted that the delay in recognising that the
Iraqis were storing chemical weapons at Khamisiyah in 1997 was

21

22

Arfur lGoth, 'March of the Insectoids', lane's lnternational Defense Reaiau,
VoI.27, November 1,994, pp.55-8.
Pat Cooper,'Microbots Will Help U.S. Combat Bio-Chem Weapons', Defense
Netos,77-77 November 1996, p.22.

23

24

Cited in United States Senate, Foreign and Military lntelligence, Final Report
of the Select Comrnittee to Study Govemmental Operations with Respect to
Intelligence Activities, 26 April 1976 (USGPO, Washington DC,1976), p.351.
(Also known as the Church Report after its senior member, Senator Frank
Church.)
On this point see Kovacs,'The Uses and Nonuses of Intelligence', p.6; and
Richard Betts, 'Analysis, War and Decision: Why Intelligence Failures Are
Inevitable', World Politics, Vol.31, No.1, October 7978, pp.6L-89.
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largely due to problems in managing the vast amount of data
available to the US intelligence community.s
With the world awash in a sea of information, the task of the
intelligence analyst is growing daily more difficult. Yet mastery of
the art of analysis is an indispensable component of tomorrow's
knowledge edge. To sift through, organise and evaluate the vast
amount of classified and unclassified raw information now available
will be a major challenge for even the most prescient and informed
of human minds and the most flexible and responsive of assessment
agencies.25 In the future there will be an even higher Premium on
analytical sftills, particularly at the shategic or national level, where
relatively few are sufficienfly well trained or equipped intellectually
to deal with higher levels of analysis and aggregate information.2T

Analysts who are able

to make quick, accurate and informed

judgements on fast-moving events and to articulate them in policyrelevant assessmenb will be highly sought after. But the analysts of
the future, no matter how gifted or well hained, are unlikely to
realise their full potential unless they can be accommodated in an
organisational environment which encourages innovative thinking
and allows for genuine debate on issues and problems which may be
contentious, ambiguous and sometimes inherently unknowable.

Even here technology is having a significant impact reshaping, in quite fundamental ways, the whole intelligence
assessment and dissemination process and redefining the
relationship between intelligence producers and consumers.
Consider the traditional intelligence cycle, which typically begins
25
26

Barbara Starr, 'CIA l,ooks to Web to Solve Data Overload', lane's Defence
Weekly, 23 J,aly 1,997, p.29.
This problem is not confined to the United States and other states with

advanced intelligence capabfities. South Korea's Ag*.y for National
has identified inJormation management and the ability to
organise and sort the massive raw material received from its agents as one
of its highest priorities in the reform process initiated in early 1998 by its
new head, Lee Jong Chan. Shim Jae Hoo& 'Secrets and Lies: Reform of Spy
Agency Aims to End Its Political Meddling', Far Eastern Economic Reaieto, 9

S"c*ity Planning

27

April 1998, p.26.
Michael Handel (ed.), lntelligence and Military Oryrations (Frank
London, L990), p.12.

Cass,
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with a set of broad requirements purportedly representing

the

collective intelligence needs of customers ranked in priority order.
Collectors, both human and technical, work to these requirements,
producing raw intelligence reports and data. These are fashioned by
analysts into assessments of various kinds and at different levels of
classification which are dishibuted to diverse customers. Economic
policy makers receive forecasts of oil and energy trends, ministers
their briefings on the character and peccadillos of their foreign
counterparts, and military consumers critical data on the capabilities
of a potential adversary's weapons systems or order of battle.

The 'push' architecture which supports this edifice requires
the analyst not the user, to select from the available information
what he or she believes the consumer wants to know. Further up the
line, intelligence managers and coordinators determine which
assessments will be produced and when. Frequently, however, the
product does not meet the consumer's needs, either because users
are ignorant of what is available or the producer is unable to
determine precisely what it is that the user really wants. The value
of the finished product can be further diminished by delays in
dissemination, especially of national estimates and assessments,
which may take weeks and sometimes months to prepare and
endorse. Since the late 1980s these deficiencies have been magnified
by revolutionary changes in information and communication
technology, especially the advent of commercially available, realtime information services on television, cable news networks and the
Internet. When the Gulf War exploded in 1991, military and civilian
officials alike were compelled to watch television irnages of terrainhugg-g cruise missiles meandering down Baghdad streets while the
equivalent satellite imagery was not available to decision makers for
hours and frequently days. This same revolution, however, now
enables consumers to access the intelligence they want on demand,
through what has been dubbed'pull' architecture, so called because
users electronically pull down or download intelligence from a
networked database through a dedicated terminal.B Furthermore, it
For a useful discussion of the changing nature of intelligence analysis and
the implications of 'pull' architecture, see Peter Sharfman, 'Intelligence
Analysis in an Age of Elechonic Dissemination', lntelligence and National
Se

canty, Vol. 1 0, No.4, October 1,995, pp.201

-11,.
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is now possible to access 'all-source intelligence' from a computer
terminal which integrates classified and unclassified information'
Thus policy makers with the appropriate security clearances have
the considerable advantage of being able to select and download
material from the same raw and finished intelligence product that is
available to the professional intelligence analyst. And they can do so
at a time of their own choosing. This clearly has major irnplications
for the producer-consumer relationship.
On the positive side, the value and relevance of intelligence to
policy makers is likely to be significantly enhanced by the new'pull'
architecture which, in theory at least, should stimulate more
informed discussion of issues and allow consumers to quickly

differentiate useful, high-quality analysis from pedestrian, lowvalue-added assessments or largely descriptive summaries of raw
material. In a process known as 'disintermediationj, topJevel
decision makers will increasingly bypass middlelevel managers and
coordinators in favour of downloading their own data or speaking

directly to the geographical or functional specialists.zr
Disintermediation will reinforce the trend towards flatter
management shuctures. In the longer term a more discriminating
and informed customer community *ill demand higher product
standards, forcing producers of intelligence to become more
responsive and to subject their assessments to the marketplace of
competitive analysis. If national intelligence communities fail to
meet these higher standards they risk marginalisation. One major
risk of the new 'pull' architecture is that polirymakers with direct
access to a tomprehensive intelligence database may take it upon
themselves to act as their own intelligence analysts, either through
hubris or dissatisfaction with the existing service or because of time
constraints. The temptation to do so will be even more acute if the
professionals are demonstrably unable or unwilling to deliver a
satisfactory product. Over 20 years ago, the Church Report of the
US $nate highlighted the danger of 'do-it-yourself intelligence
analysis. The report warned that not only may consumers of
intelligence 'be depriving themselves of the skills of intelligence

29

ibid., p.210.
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professionals; they may also be sacrificing necessary time and useful

objectivity'.ro
Technological change has sharpened another long-standing
and related debate over the desirable degree of separation between
the policy and intelligence communities. Traditionalists argue that
the two processes ought to be separate and even compartnnentalised.
The reason? 'Analytic intelligence provides a reality check on
policy-driven hopes and aspirations. It fosters objectivity ... Policymakers, optimists by nature, are apt to clutch at straws and tiny
crevices as they scale impossible heights to reach desired goals'.3l
Revisionists, on the other hand, contend that such distinctions are
over-drawn. While they agree that intelligence officials should

refrain from offering policy advice, they dispute the claims of
intelligence officials to a monopoly on objectivity and impartiality
and their attribution of automatic policy bias to the policy maker.
Former US Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific
Affairs, Paul Wolfowitz, is one who believes that neither side can

completely avoid policy bias when

it

comes

to dealing with

uncertainty.32
Both views clearly have merit. Those intelligence officials who
cross the policy line do so at their own peril, risking their objectivity

and credibility. At the same time, intelligence analysts need to
recognise that their assessments and judgements are not completely
free from intellectual and policy bias. But this dichotomy obscures
the more important question of how producers and consumers can
better understand each other and work more closely together in the
interests of constructing an effective system of intelligence support

30

United States Senate, Foreign and Military Intelligencc, p.267. See also
Michael Handel, War, Strategy and lntelligence (Frank Cass, Londorg 1989),

31

32

pp.796,259.
A.D. Mcl,eruran,'National Intelligence Assessment: Aushalia's Experience',
Intelligence and National Secarity, Vol.1O No.4, October 1995, p.72.
Remarks made by Paul Wolfowitz in a short essay on intelligence which
appears as a corrmentary in Douglas MacEachin et al., The Tradecraf of
Analysis: Chalknge and Change in the CIA Working Group on Intelligence
Reform Paper (Consortium for the Study of Intelligence, Washington DC,
1,994\.
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for poliry and operations.33 Decision makers would do well to
recognise that a competent intelligence analyst is uniquely equipped

to provide meaning, clarity and order to the rising tide

of
information which confronb and informs them. The intelligence
community, on the other hand, must learn to customise and render
more user-friendly the material and support which it provides,
particularly to politicians and senior officials whose culture is
primarily an oral not a written one.s Which suggests that far more
effort needs to go into personal briefings and making analysts more
accessible to decision makers than has haditionally been the case.
New Intelligence Targets and Priorities
Intelligence planners will be compelled to broaden and
diversify the scope of their collection and assessment activities in
response to an emerging range of threats to securi$r, many of which
fall outside the boundaries of conventional military operations and

thinking, They include issues such

national security

as

environmental degradation, transnational crime, illegal migration
and terrorism, to name just a few. These non-traditional security
threats have intruded onto the international security agenda with
growing frequency over the past decade and they are beginning to
be reflected in national intelligence priorities.3s In 1995, US Vice
President Al Gore instructed US intelligence agencies to evaluate for
the first time the degree to which environmental factors influence
global and national security.36 Counter-terrorism, long a priority for

JJ

This issue is addressed by a number of recent studies on intelligence,
including Commission on the Roles and Capabilities of the United States
Intelligence Community, Prepaing for the 21st Century: An Appraisal of U.S.

Intelligence (USGPO, Washington

DC,

1.996),

at

<http://www.

(Jdy f 999). (Otherwise known as the
Brown CommissiorL named after former US Secretary of Defense, Harold

access.gpo.gov

/

l.ljlt/ pdf /report.html>

Brown.)
34
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On this point, see Gregory F. Treverton, Tle Intelligence Aganda (RAND
Santa Monica Ca, 1995), p.15.
Barbara Starr, 'Intelligence Community Coaxes Its Analysts off the Fence',
lane's Defence Weekly,29 October 7994, p.20.
Mark Sommer,'Non-military Factors Bring New Meaning to Art of Spying',
laknrta Post,15 January 1996, p.5. For an elaboration of the irnpact of these

kinds of emerging transnational issues on traditional notions of security, see
Alan Dupont, 'New Dimensioru of Security' in Denny Roy (ed.), TIE New
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police forces and domestic security agencies, is a task which is
increasingly likely to fall within the purview of the military and to
warrant the allocation of strategic and operational intelligence assets,

as graphically demonstrated by the August L998 US

Tomahawk

cruise-missile strikes on alleged terrorist camps in Afghanistan and a
chemical weapons factory in Sudan.

Much of the existing apparatus of intelligence can be readily
adapted to new targeb and purposes, while intelligence analysis and
collation is one of the most immediately transferable of skills. There
is also political advantage in making intelligence more available and

relevant

to the community at large.

Domestic political
in the 1995 decision by the Clinton
adminisbation to declassify and release some 800,000 satellite
images in response to requests from the scientific community for

considerations were important

help in monitoring the environment.3T In the longer term, however,
the allocation of scarce intelligence resources to such tasks will have
to be carefully weighed against the needs of other users and related
to the broader debate about the future role and objectives of national
intelligence communities.s For defence forces, judgements will have
to be made about the priority to be given to operations other than
war (OOTW) and the extent to which new capabilities are needed to
counter hansnational threats such as drug trafficking, terrorism and
illegal migration.3e It may not be feasible for a photographic
interpreter schooled in the arcanery of North Korean nuclear
facilities to demonstrate comparable analytical skill in interpreting

imagery related to drug trafficking or environmental monitoring.
Perhaps some of these roles are best outsourced to the commercial
sector, leaving the official community free to pursue more fraditional

tasks. In an era of holistic intelligence such issues need to

be

Secaity Agenda in the Asia-Pacifc Region (Macnrillan, London, 7997), pp.31,50.
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Strategic Assessment 1996: lnstruments of U.S. Pouer (Irutitute for National
Strategic Studies, National Defense University, Washington DC, 1996), p.65.
Scott Pace, Kevin M. O'Connell and Beth E. lachman, Using lntelligence Data
for Enoironmental Needs: Balancing National Interests (RAND Santa Monica
Ca,1997).

Jim Holden-Rhodes and Peter A. Lupsha, 'Gray Area Phenourena: New
Threats and Policy Dilemrnas', Ciminal lustice Internatronal, Vol.9, No.1,
January-Febru ary 1993, p.24.
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carefully considered when developing national intelligence
collection and assessment priorities.
Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT)

Another important hend with potentially far-reaching
implications for intelligence professionals and their diverse
constituencies is the qualitative improvements and volume growth
in open-source intelligence. Estimates of the proportion of US
intelligence currently derived from non-classified, publicly available
sources ranges from 40 to 95 per cent, although a commonly cited
figure is 80 per cent.o While the balance between classified and nonclassified material is difficult to quantify precisely, there is little

doubt that, on many topics, OSINT is at least as important

as

classified intelligence. Most intelligence professionals accept that
OSINT should be better integrated into the national intelligence
process. Some, however, want to go much further. One well-known
advocate, Robert Steele, believes that open-source intelligence 'can
serve as a foundation for reinventing and reorienting the clandestine
and technical disciplines'. {
While such claims may overstate the role that OSINT can play

in the intelligence architecture of the twenty-first century, opensource intelligence clearly has much to offer. It is a relatively costeffective way of tapping into the expertise that exists in the
community at large thereby multiplying the pool of available
intelligence and freeing up scarce resources for tasks where OSINT
is less able to contribute. OSINT is often useful to policy makers
precisely because it is unencumbered by security caveats and
restrictions on dissemination. OSINT can also be tailored to the
tastes and interests of individual consumers at minimal cost in away
that intelligence agencies find difficult to emulate. There are already

in existence a significant number of reputable private organisations

which are capable of providing timely, high-quality politicaf
40

See,

for example, Robert David Steele, 'Open Source Intelligence: What Is

It? Why It Is Important to the Military', Ameican

Intelligence loumal,Yol.77,

Winter 1996; and Strategic Assssment 1996, p.66.

4l

Robert David Steele, 'Private Enterprise Intelligence: Its Potential
Contribution to National Security', lntelligence anil National Security, Yol.70,
No.4, October 1995, p.21,5.
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economic, strategic and technical analyses on a subscription basis.
Some well-known examples in the shategic domain are the various
reports and assessments produced by the UK-based Oxford
Analytica, Jane's Information Group and the International Institute
for Strategic Studies.
OSINT is also set to challenge the major powers' dominance of
space-based intelligence systems. By 2015, most small and mediumsized states will be able to acquire space-based intelligence through a
diverse range of commercial satellites, which are steadily closing the
once considerable technological gap with dedicated intelligence
satellites.c The proliferation of commercial satellite technology in
the 1990s, especially the order-of-magnitude improvements in high-

speed data transmission and imagery resolution, are making it
feasible for virtually all states to integrate commercial systems into
their national intelligence networks. Although currently lacking the
resolution for precise targeting information,'off-the-shelf images'
from Landsat and SPOT satellites already provide useful area
coverage and hyper-spechal imagery, freeing up military satellites
for high-value tasks. SPOT images were used by coalition
commanders for planning air raids on Baghdad during Desert
Storm. The next generation of commercial satellites will be far more
useful for targeting and intelligence purposes because they are
capable of producing relatively high-quality images of one-mehe,
panchromatic resolution.a3 A resolution of one metre is sufficient to
identify aircraft and ships and classify vehicles, making it more
difficult to conceal military capabilities and preparations for war.

However, open-source intelligence has its dangers and
limitations. By definition comnercial imagery is available to anyone
who is prepared to pay, including rogue states and terrorist groups.
More generally, OSINT varies tremendously in quality and
A'

Primarily due to the rapid reduction in the cost of microwave integrated
circuits and digital processing. Starr, 'USA Sees Vital Role for Commercial
Satellites', p.21.
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Richelson, 'High Flying Spies', p.53. By 799.8, two commercial satellites
were in orbit offering 1 mehe panchromatic resolution and 4 metre multispectral resoluti.on. Sweetman, 'Spy Satellites: The Next kap Forward',
P.30.
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reliability. Because it is driven primarily by

commercial
considerations, OSINT also tends to focus on topical issues which
may be ephemeral rather than fundamental' Underlying trends or
subjects which are considered to be too technical or arcane are less
likely to merit commercial attention and inveshent when in fact

they may be vital to national security planning.s Ironically, the
phenomenal growth in OSINT over the past decade is a major reason
for the information overload which intelligence assessment agencies
are shuggling to overcome. The CIA estimates that the amount of
open-soiice information $ew by a factor of ten in the five years
between 7992 and 7996, a rate which shows no signs of slowing.s
The key question for intelligence communities is not whether OSINT
has an important role to play but how can it best be integrated into
national intelligence systems.

Holistic Intelligence
The fusion and integration of previously unlinked plafforms,
technologies and resources into holistic intelligence systems will be a
defining trend of the next decade. Effective m.rnagement of holistic
intelligence may be the key to unlocking the promise of the srill
nascent revolution in military affairs. US Secretary of Defense,
William Cohen, believes that the ability to manage the vast amount
of information gathered, analysed and disseminated by the military
will be the critical force multiplier of the future, equivalent in its
impact to stealth technology.* The shape of tomorrow's intelligence
architecture is already discernible. It will be based on the adaptation
of commercially available software and web-systems which will help
users find, organise, filter and analyse information through the
establishment of secure intraneb, in which classified and
unclassified material, including irnagery, SIGINT, ELINT and
MASINT, will be available literally at the touch of a key.
By 2007, the US Defense Intelligence Agency plans to begin
operating a virtual intelligence network, known as the Joint
Intelligence Virtual Architecture (J[VA). lfVA is intended to
M

On this point, see Bruce Berkowitz and Allan E. Goodman,'Why Spy - and
How - in the 1990s?', Orbis,YoL.36, No.2, Spring 1992,p.27O.
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Preparing for the 21.st Century: An Appraisal of U'S' lntclligence .
William Cohen interviewed in lane's Defene Weekly,73 Augttst7997, p.32.
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establish a single 'knowledge' database for commanders, policy
makers and those responsible for acquisition. It will link
geographically separated users and producers of intelligence in a
global elechonic network featuring full-motion video and graphics
displays, interactive data manipulation and search and retrieval
from mass storage.aT At the operational level, successfully
integrating the capabilities of multiple intelligence collection
plafforms holds the promise of a comprehensive picture of the
battlefield in all its complexity regardless of weather, terrain or time.
The US military has made steady progress towards this objective.
For example, the foint Situational Awareness System (JSAS) feeds
intelligence from satellites, aircraft and UAVs onto a single screen
showing friendly and enemy forces in unprecedented detail and
clarity.6 The National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA),
established on L October 1996, provides a 'one-stop shop' for
imagery, mapping and dissemination services for commanders and
decision makers, subsuming the functions previously carried out by
four separate agencies.ae
What is often not appreciated is the massive amount of data
modern weapons need for maximum performance. Smart weapons
such as cruise missiles and precision-guided munitions require highresolution imagery and accurate positional data to be effective.s
Some Cold War strategic intelligence systems have been adapted to
meet these needs, but a new generation of purpose-built intelligence
and targeting systems designed to support operational commanders
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'DIA Plans Virtual Intelligence Network',

lane's Defence Weekly,2 October

1996, p.1,1.
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Steven Watkins, 'USAF System Links Battlefield Intelligence Data', Defense
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Gary Waters, 'Operational Intelligence: Lessons from The Gulf War' in
Anthony Bergin and Robert Hall (eds), Intelligence anil Australian National
SecunQ (Australian Defence Studies Centre, Australian Defence Force
Academy, Canberra, 1,994), p.54; and Berkowitz and Goodman, 'l{hy Spy and How - in the 1990s?' , p. 273.

News,1,2-18 August 1995, p.12.

in question were the CIA's National Photographic
Interpretation Center, the imagery and dissemination functions of the
Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Reconnaissance Office and the
Defense Airbome Reconnaissance Office. Pat Cooper,'New U.S. Spy Agency
Melds Mapping, Imaging Services', Defenx News,1.4-2O October 1998 p.68.
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Air Force deployed an
initial version of the rapid targeting system (RTS) to Kuwait' Its
ground-based computer system has been designed to provide realtime imagery from a range of photographic and radar satellites for
strike aiicraft. These images are correlated with archived
intelligence obtained from airborne reconnaissance plafforms and
matched against a map to give the highly precise G[€ coordinates
essential for accurate targeting.sl A complementary system is the
rroving target indicator (MTI) used by joint surveillance targetattack radar system (JSTARS) aircraft. MTI has a unique capacity to
track and target moving vehicles through its synthetic-aPerture
radat, which is able to see in all weather conditions including
is beginning to emerge. In early 1998, the US

through obscurants like smoke.s2
The continuing fusion of intelligence with command, control,
communications, computers, surveillance and reconnaissance
(C4ISR) will blur the distinction between each of these functions and
compel commanders and planners to treat them as an integrated
whie with the end goal being the creation of 'seamlessness' across
all elements of a fighting force.s3 The command and control (C2)
augmentation system, which was deployed to Bosnia to support
coalition forces rn 7996, demonstrates the potential of the integrated
CaISR architecture of the next century. The C2 augmentation system
can handle 1,000 times more communication traffic than was
possible during the Gulf War and merges data from many different
io,rr."r, to,tti.g the information elechonically to wherever it is
needed. It also allows other nations to share the same intelligence as
US forces or at least a sanitised version, depending on their status
within the hierarchy of US allies and coalition partners's By 2O'l'5'
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Barbara Starr, 'US Rapid-targeting Data System Deployed to GuJf , lane's
Defene Weekly, 18 February 1998, P.4.
Pat Cooper,'Air Force Stresses Big-Picture Reconnaissance', Defenx News,
12-18 August 1996' p.74.
analysts
Prepaing for the 21st Century: An Appraisal of tl.S. lntzlligero.
do not categorise sensorderived targeting information as intelligence, but
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such reservations seem largely semantic and fail to recognise. the integrated
nature of modem CaISR systems. See, for example, Handel (ed''1' lntelligence
and Military Operations, pp.L7-12.

Pat Coopet 'Bosnia C2 System to Bridge Allied Communications Gap',
Defenx Nats,12-18 August 1996, pp.29,34.
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the new C4ISR architecture will give the United States and its allies
an unmatched ability to identify, target and deshoy hostile forces
and warfighting infrastructure.

Will the 'Fog of War'be Lifted?
However, for all the undoubted improvements

in

the

collection, integration and management of intelligence, either extant
or in prospect, there are serious reasons to doubt whether the fog of
war can be sufficiently penetrated or lifted to permit the'dominant

battlespace knowledge' which RMA enthusiasts proclaim.ss
Intelligence, especially in war, will remain a less-than-perfect
approximation of an adversary's intentions and capabilities. Good
intelligence can reduce uncertainty and inform decision making. It
can help distinguish vital signals from background noise, but it is
subject to the same foibles and fallibilities as its human producers
and users. More information does not equate to better intelligence.
It may, in fact, diminish the capacity of users to perceive, know and
predict. The feremiah Report into the failure of the US intelligence
community to provide warning of the Indian nuclear test on 11 May
1998, found that US intelligence satellites produced far too much
information for overworked and under-trained analysts to handle.s6
There is also the problem of what ]ohn Ferris and Michael Handel
call the 'Schwarzkopf syndrome' - 'the desire to wait just one more
moment in order to read just one more reporf the reluctance to act
on imperfect knowledge because it is known to be imperfect and that
at any point another report might well produce perfection'.sz While
this is not just a contemporary failing, the centrality of intelligence to
decision making at both the strategic and tactical level and the sheer

volume

of

information now available can induce

a form

of

intelligence dependence which hinders decisive action.

This concept is articulated

in

Freedman, 'The Revolution

in

Strategic

Affatus', p.11.
56
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Tim Weiner, 'A Call for Complete Overhaul of CIA', International Herald
Tibune,4 June 1998, p.3. Admiral David Jeremiah is a former vice chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
After the US commander of Desert Storm, General H. Norman Schwarzkopf.
John Ferris and Michael I. Handel, 'Clausewitz, Intelligence, Uncertainty
and the Art of Corrmand in Mifitary Operations', lntulligence and Nafional
Secuity, Vol.10, No.1, January 1995, p.50.
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Moreover, it is not only the volume and detail of information
which threatens to overwhelm analytical capability. The rapidity
with which information can be collected and disseminated to
decision makers in the modern era poses problems of ib own. There
is simply less time for reflection and considered judgements. In
future crisis situations strategic analysts n'ill not only have to
compete with the near-real-time images of CNN and other global
newservices. Their monopoly over the flow of assessed and raw
intelligence is also under intemal challenge - by collection agencies
which make available to key poliry makers raw material which is
judged to be of particular importance or time sensitivity; and by
individual collectors in the field who use email, the Internet and
cellular telephones to disseminate information on fast-moving events
directly to users. By their very nature such informal intelligence
reports circumvent the established checks and balances within the
intelligence system and raise issues of control, accountability *d
authenticity. Thus, qualitative technical improvements in collection
and dissemination can actually undermine the efficacy of the overall
system. On the other hand, the development of ad hoc and informal
intelligence networks is not intrinsically undesirable or necessarily a
bad thing. In some circumstances the fluidity and flexibility of such
networks may be preferable to the relatively unresponsive and
depersonalised'coordinated' intelligence that is still the stock hade
of most assessment agencies.$ Much depends on the balance sbuck
between the two. What is clear is that users will continue to demand
more timely and tailored intelligence. But without a mechanism to

ensure quality control informal reporting from the

field

or

unevaluated raw intelligence can pose more risks than benefits.

At the technical level there remain many problems

to

overcome, not least of which is the lack of band-width available to
accommodate the increased volume of military communications, the

power demands of sustaining the supporting architecfure for the
C4ISR systems of the future and the vulnerability of these systems to

power failures and to hostile action. The more reliant military forces
become on satellites and electronic data for intelligence and
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Bruce Berkowitz, 'lnformation Technology and Intelligence Reform', Orbis,
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targeting, the more likely it is that potential adversaries will seek to
exploit their vulnerabilities. Concealing high-value facilities from the
prying electronic eyes of airborne and space-based intelligence
collection plafforms, suppressing elechonic emissions or moving

potential targeb around prior to an anticipated strike are some
obvious defensive counter-measures. Offensive measures might
include physically attacking critical intelligence nodes, or else
rendering them dysfunctional through computer viruses and other
forms of information warfare (IW).* Militarily weak states and nonstate actors such as terrorisb and hansnational criminal
organisations will ahnost certainly make use of asymmetric
shategies designed to combat, neutralise and disrupt the intelligence
systems upon which the United States and its allies depend for their
knowledge edge and combat superiority.
Intelligence and Information Warfare
As a result, national intelligence communities will inevitably
become more directly involved in planning and executing IW
strategies. Intelligence-collection agencies will work closely with
operational planners to develop and implement IW doctrine and
information operations (IO) while assessment agencies will be more
actively tasked to report on the intelligence vulnerabilities of
potential adversaries and to identify IW targets. Intelligence assets
and plafforms which are currently used for monitoring the CaI
systems of hostile states can also be used more aggressively to help
disrupt and corrupt these systems or to assess the results of an IW
strike. Thus, rather than shooting down a commercial satellite which
is being used by an adversary for reconnaissance and intelligence
purposes, it might be considered preferable to commandeer the
satellite by sending a strong over-ride signal ordering the satellite to
shut down or change its orbit.60 In IW, operations and intelligence
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is defined here as 'activities undertaken by
govemments, groups or individuals to gain elecbonic access to information
systems in other countries either for the purpose of obtaining the data in
such systems, manipulating or fabricating the data, or perhaps even
briog.g the systems down, as well as activities undertaken to protect
against such activities'. See Prepaing for tlu 21st &ntury: An Appraisal of
U.S. lntelligene.
Defense Naas,1420 October 1996, p.L8.
Information warfare
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may become so interconnected and entwined that the distinction
between the two becomes largely academic.6l

IW poses a number of important policy and doctrinal issues

for intelligence communities. One of the most contentious is
whether it is better to monitor rather than disable or destroy an
enemy's C4ISR systems during a conflict. And if the latter, should
the task be accomplished with iron bombs or electronic bullets?
Arraigned on one side of this debate are intelligence officials who for
bureaucratic, security and culfural reasons are disinclined to actively
interfere with systems which have been penetrated and are proving
rich seams of intelligence. Military commanders, on the other hand,
are more disposed to disrupt or deshoy intelligence systems,
especially if they are causing significant casualties and problems for
friendly forces. This dilemma has become progressively more acute

as the salience of computers and information systems to modern
warfighting has grown, forcing military planners to contemplate a

aggressive IW options for corrupting, manipulating,
deceiving and destroying an adversary's intelligence systems.62

range

of

Implications for Australia
As information becomes more plentiful and less of a
privileged source in the 'global information environment' of the
twenty-first century, the demand for timely, relevant high-quatty
shategic and operational intelligence will increase rather than
diminish.63 No country can afford to ignore the transformation
which is taking place in intelligence collection, assessment,
disseminatioh and management, least of all a nation like Australia
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This is certainly the belief of the head of the US National S€cudty Agency,
Lieutenant General Ken Minihan. Pat Cooper, 'DoD Directive Links Info
War Intelligence, Operations', Defense Naos,14-20 October 7996, p.84.
Bradley Graham, 'In Cyberwar, a Quandary over Rules and Strategy',

lnErnational Herald Tribune, 9 luly 7998, at <h$V/ /www.int.com>
(November 1998). See also David A. Fulghum, 'Cyberwar Plans Trigger
Intelligence Conkoversy', Aaiation Week €t Space Technology, 19 january 1998,
pp.52-3; and David A. Fulghum, 'Computer Combat Rules Frustrate the
Pentagon , Aaiation Week €t Space Technology,15 September 1997 pp. 674.
'
The Global Information Network is defined as 'a world-wide network of
information sources, archives, consumers and architectures" Freedman,'The
Revolution in Strategic Affairs', P.49.
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which is heavily reliant on superior intelligence to provide

a

knowledge edge over prospective adversaries. Spurred by the march
of technology and the blurring of the distinction between intelligence

and

operations,

this

hansformation has several important

implications for Australia.

The first is cost. To develop and maintain state-of-the-art,
dedicated intelligence plafforms and technologies is expensive and

generally beyond the means of a medium-sized power like
Australia. However, if we cannot afford the luxury of our own
purpose-built intelligence architecture, equally we cannot afford to
let our intelligence capability erode when national security and
national position will increasingly depend on the ability to anticipate
and respond to political, economic and strategic change. So what
can be done? We can enhance and multiply our modest, indigenous
capabilities by following a two-pronged shategy. Clearly it makes
sense to collaborate with our friends and allies to the maximum
extent possible, sharing finished intelligence as well as the cost of
building, maintaining and operating the architecture which will be
the cornerstone of the networked intelligence systems of the future.
Our relationship with the United States is the key to maximising the
return on our intelligence dollar, if only because the United States,
with its superior resources and cutting edge technology, can provide
Australia with a level of intelligence support that no other state can
remotely replicate. We must be careful, however, that our own
intelligence interests are not subordinated to, or distorted by, the
overwhelming technological strength of the United States or the
imperatives of its global security role.
The other prong of the strategy should be to give substance to
the 'whole of nation rhetoric which permeates official speeches and

documents. A 'whole of nation' approach to intelligence ought to
harness what Robert Steele calls'the entire distributed intelligence of

the nation'.& This means drawing on the full

intellectual,
technological and organisational resources of the wider Australian
community - resources and skills which are seldom tapped in a
coherent and structured way by the official intelligence community.

Steele,'Private Enterprise Intelligence', p.21 7.
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Holistic intelligence requires acceptance of the need for 'careers
anchored in intelligence'. Promising intelligence acolytes, as well as
proven analysts and managers, must be able to pursue satisfying
careers in intelligence which extend beyond the limited employment
horLons of individual services or agencies.

A second implication for Australia is that we need to rethink
the way in which intelligence is disseminated to our own policy
makers. The drive to improve collection systems, to fuse and
integrate all-source intelligence and to make the product more userfriendly for military consumers is already underway and by all
accounb yielding promising results' But Aushalian Policy makers
are generally not well served by the intelligence community because
too high a premium is placed on lowest-common-denominator,
written assessments. All too often, these formal assessments are a
poor substitute for the flexibility and responsiveness which can only
come from greater personal contact between policy makers and
those who are genuinely expert in their field.

Finally, no matter how efficient the architecture or perceptive
the assessment, intelligence is of very little use unless it is directed
towards the most likely threats to national security. Perhaps
Aushalia can learn a lesson from the United States, which has
substantially revised and broadened its intelligence collection and
assessment priorities over the past five years to include a range of
transnational and non-state threats to security which are located
within a comprehensive national security framework. We
Australians, on the other hand, have not seriously incorporated and
integrated such threats and challenges into our intelligence agenda
nor have we developed and articulated an over-arching national
security strategy. It is time that we did.

15

PART OF THE SOLUTION OR PART OF THE PROBLEM?
THE zuTURE FOR ADF HUMAN RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT
Nick fansl
Discussion of the future of the armed forces usually involves a
concern with technological developments or global strategy.
Most members of the armed forces, however, understand and
experience the military as a social organization.
Charles Moskos and Frank Wood, military sociologists
The strategic analysb who guide Australia's defence choices as
we near the new millennium have quite a few puzzles on their

immediate agendas. One might summarise their problems as
working out how to balance our short-term uncertainties
against long-term possibilities of radical change.
Coral Bell, academic and defence analyst

If you manage and lead today in the same way
years ago, you should be worried.

as

you did five

Craig Mudge, BHP executive

The views in this chapter are my own and are not drawn from current ADF
thinking. The comments of Lieutenant General Walter F. Ulmer Jr (USA, Ret.),

Colonel Mike Hannan, Lieutenant Colonel Mike Lovell, Major David
fthrnrridtchen, and Dr Hugh Smith were of great help in shaping the final
drafts of this paper but they bear no responsibility for any opinions or errors of
fact in the paper. I owe a considerable debt to Judy Frazer-fans, my co-author
in a number of studies and consultancy reports, with whose collaboration
many of the ideas in this paper emerged almost 10 years ago (N.A. Jans and
J.M. Frazer-Jans, Facing up to the Future: Personnel Initiatives for the ADF in
the 1990s and beyond, Consultancy Report for the Chief of the Defence Force,
Canberra, 1989, available from the authors).
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will contain much to test those who develop

and implement Aushalian Defence Force (ADF) 'people management
policies', as they face the challenge of retaining the best of the ADF's
traditional personnel system while re-inventing fundamental aspects
of it. Bell's remark in the opening quotations was directed at
geopolitical issues, but her observation about balancing 'short-term
uncertainties against long-term possibilities of radical change' might
just as easily have been about people management strategy.2 The
fundamental rethinking in which the ADF is currenfly engaged must
extend beyond the mechanics of employment (such as employment

arrangements and remuneration) to the 'glue' that holds the
mechanical elements together: to things such as careers, culfure,
capability and leadership. The ADF would be deluding itself if it
believed that fundamental changes can be made to the mechanics
without associated changes to the glue, particularly, as Mudge tells
us, to management and leadership.3

This chapter argues that the military profession in Australia is
on the brink of major transformation, with a number of feafures of
ADF human resource management (HRM) and employment likely to
change radically by 2015.a It sketches some of the organisational and
HRM needs and possibilities, mainly in terms of the need for
fundamental changes to the approach to ADF HRM. It will be argued
that, in particular, there are two key 'enabling strategies' - the
reforging of the psychological conhact and the development and
management of senior leaders - which must be addressed if fufure

Coral Bell,'Strategic Signposts for Australia: Third Millennium Encounters of
the Military Kind', SDSC Newsletter, Sping7997/Sunmer 1'998' p.2; also at
<http://coombs.anu.edu.au/Depts/RSPAS/SDSC/news.hhn> (February
leee).
Craig Mudge,'Leadership in Private Enterprise' in Hugh Smith (ed.), Prepanng
Future baders: Officer Education and Training for the Twenty-frst Czntury
(Aushalian Defence Studies Centre, Australian Defence Force Academy,
Canberra,1998).
Human resource management is what most practitioners and academics now

call what used to be labelled 'personnel management'. The change in
nomenclature reflects a major recasting of the 'people managemmt' function
within organisations, from something that was essentially a caretaker and
reactive role to that of equal business partner in achieving strategic goals and
providing a competitive edge.
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ADF HRM and employment policies are to be more than mere
changes in form, as opposed to substance.

The ADF and Organisational Change
A Profession at the Threshold of Major Change
Less than 20 years ago, the ADF had the luxury of approaching
professional issues and HRM within a context of comparative political
and sociological stability, with the roles of the three services clearly
oriented to traditional maritime, land force and air power functions.
But as many of the companion chapters in this book show, it is far
from likely that the traditional forms of the three services will be
sustained.

Until the very recent past, the three services operated, in their
idiosyncratic traditional and conservative ways, what were essentially
three separate HRM systems. And despite major changes in the
ADF's external and internal environment, despite many reviews of
HRM issues in the last two decades, and despite the increased effort
currently going into HRM, progress towards some form of 'best
practice' has been slow. The services' HRM practices bear much of
the responsibitity for this. In many ways, they were too successful in
creating and perpetuating the kind of institution and culture that was
appropriate a generation ago but is less so now.

The Defence Reform Program (DRP)5 was based on an
approach that contemporary management literature calls 'dictatorial
or forced transformation'. This approach is advocated for breaking
with an established culture by forcing new ways of thinking about

On 15 Octobet 1996, the Minister for Defence established the

Defence

Efficiency Review (DER) with terms of reference to identify key management
processes across the defence programme skucfure, assess the efficiency and
effectiveness of current management and financial processes and make
recommendations for reforming defence management and financial processes.
The DER's chairman and members were mainly non-defence people. The DER
gave rise to the DRP, a major shake-up of defence prograrnmes and higher
management.
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and solving problems.6 This usually involves a mix of related HRM
interventions, such as major changes to organisational and career
structures and downsizing/retrenchments. Most such organisational
strategies also include recruitment of key executives from outside, to
establish a 'new mindsef at the executive level. The DRP used the
first two of these techniques buf importantly for the argument below,
made much less use of the third.
There are many indications that, so far, the approach has been
successful. Although things are turbulent now, what is happening is
an important transition phase, a necessarily confused and messy
period in ADF HRM history. It is likely that this hansition phase will

allow the system to settle down into something more stable,
professional, relevant and - most importantly - adaptable. However,
despite the apparently successful implementation of the DRP so far,
however, it cannot be assumed that change will come easily. The
services are unusual institutions in this regard. Their disciplinary
codes impel their members to obey and the dedication,
cooperativeness and innate talents of their people often contribute to
creative solutions; but their cultures still contain many hidden barriers
to organisational change.

Cultural change in the military requires a considerably more
sophisticated approach than the can be effected by rearrangement of
resource management. The services' cultures and attendant personnel
management systems have many strengths as well as weaknesses; in
making cultural change, it would be all too easy to 'throw the baby
out with the bathwater'. Whatever changes are needed and made and certainly much change is needed - it must be done in a way that
Australian service organisations coming to grips with
turbulent business conditions, Dunphy and Stace show that this change

In their study of

management strategy is appropriate when an organisation is out of 'fit' with its
environment, when radical change is needed to restore its viabi[ty, there is no
time for extensive consultation within the organisatiorl and little support for
radical change. Their research found that the majority of organisations more or
less successfully used this strategy to effect organisational change, in that all
the subiect organisations managed to survive, albeit with sigp.ificant short-term

costs

in

service quality and staff morale (Dexter Dunphy and Doug Stace,
in Transition (McGraw-Hill,

lLnder New Management: Australian Organisations
Sydney,1990)).
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takes account of, and desirably even strengthens, the unique
institutional culture that characterises the best military organisations.
The Mixed Blessings of a Strong Culture

Each of the three services has what scholars call a 'strong'
culfure. Such organisations are able to sustain reliable and focused
organisational behaviour under extreme pressure and, by clearly
signalling what their standards are and what is expected of members
in terms of meeting such standards, can readily socialise newcomers
into their way of doing things.T Members of the ADF have a level of
commitment and loyalty that is rare among public organisations: they
are not just loyal upwards and downwards, but also display shong
peer cooperation sideways, with cooperation between different units
and even units in different services often taken for granted.s

But the downside for strong-culfure organisations is that their
culfural values and norms may harbour inherent handicaps in terms
of adapting to changes in their political, economic, technological or
sociological landscapes. For example:

.

Members of such organisations often become psychologically
and sociologically dependent on particular ways of doing
business, especially if these help in career advancement. To
behave differently, one must first think differently; and this is
difficult in the face of deeply embedded social structures and
career paths grouped around core employments and associated
Culture is to an organisation what personality is to an individual, providing
members with a coherent view of the world and a way of thinking about and
making sense of it. Culture is manifested in pattems of behavioural
assumptions that influence individual and group behaviours in an
organisation and by the way in which people set personal and professional
objectives, perform tasks and adrninister resources to achieve them. See Boris
Kabanoff, 'An Exploration of Espoused Culture in Australian Organisations
(with a Closer l,ook at the Banking Sector)', Asia Pacifc lournal of Human
Resources, Vol.31, No.3, 1993; Meryl Reis Louis, 'Organizations as CultureBearing Milieux' in Louis R. Pondy et al. (eds), Organizational Symbolism ()Al
Press, Greenwich Ct, 1983); and E.P. Sweeney and G. Hardaker, 'The
Importance of Organizational and National Culture', European Business Reaiaa,
Vol.94 No.5, 1994.
Most service people are unaware of just how unusual this is in Australian
corporate life.
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technologies. This is particularly so when organisational
members see no compelling reason for thinking differently.
Although the military can be extremely adept at organisational
and technological change when battle i5 joined and
organisational survival is at stake, the challenge in a peacetime
or quasi-peacetime military is to generate that kind of sense of
urgency and creativity in the absence of obvious short-term
threats.
Career opportunities in strong-culture organisations tend to be

disproportionately available to insiders, from the mainstream
employments. In the ADF, outsiders - even those who, Iike
reservists and specialists, superficially resemble the insiders are limited in what they are allowed to do and how far they can
go.e With lateral recruitment being uncommon, because the
services' unique ways of doing business require them to'gto*
their own', the services' senior officer/executive teams are
probably less diverse than any of their equivalents in other
Australian organisations.lo Most are either military officers,
The two main outsider groups in the ADF are women and reservists' For
comprehensive discussions of gender-related ADF career issues, see David

l0

Anderson, The Challenge of Military Sercice: Defence Personnel Conditions in a
Changing Social Context, Background Paper No.6 of 7997-98 (Department of the
Parliamentary Library, Canberra, L997); and' Clare Burtory Women in the
Australian Defence Force: Two Studies (Defence Centre, Canberra, 1996)' In
terms of reserve utilisatiorU the army, for example, has yet to find a satisfactory
way of using the talents of its reservists, despite clear evidence that they are a
very cost-efftdve way of staffing units and of bringing in fresh ideas. Indeed,
many Regular Army members are reluctant to take the reserves seriously: even
after the Ready Reserve had shown itself to be a success (see John Coates and
Hugh Smith, Rnian of the Ready Rexrtte Scheme (Australian Defence Force
Academy, Canberra, 1995)), it was nevertheless disparaged by a large majority
of regulars (see Sigma Consultancy, Army Manpower Conhol Mechanisms
(Stage III), Final Report, 1996, held by the Directorate of Reserves - Army,
Army Headquarters, Canberra) and its demise, by a piece of irupired policy
foolishness by the incoming goverrunent i^ 1996, was probably welcomed by
many Regular Army personnel, as well as some reservists.
The appointment of outsiders to senior jobs, often quite different to the fields

from which they came, is increasingly common amongst

business

corporations. A recent study of executive career pattems in the United States
concluded that'one-third of all CEos express their belief that their corporate

role would require improved leadership

in

the years ahead. They

also
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who have progressed through the services by markedly similar
experience with markedly similar values, or career pubtc
servants.

A

Personnel System

utith Many

Stuengths

but uith Hiililm

Weaknesses

Not the least important reason for the Australian military's
enviable professional reputation at the tactical level of war is its
personnel system. As Moskos and Wood remind us, a military
organisation like the ADF is its people, in that, whatever the
technology and the overall shategy, combat capability and fighting
power ultimately derive from the personnel element of organisational
capability.ll But, equally importantly, its people are the ADF, in that
one of the ADF's strengt'hs, especially in tough times, is the skills and
the depth of identification, commihent and affection of its members.
These skills and emotional ties derive essentiallv from how service
personnel are inducted, developed and led.
Contemporary HRM'best practice', however, is distinguished
as much by approach as by actual practice: that is, by strategy rather
than by tactics.l2 In the Australian corporate sector/ and to an even
greater extent overseas, there has been a major shift in thinking about

HRM, with many Aushalian businesses responding to the call to lift
their performance in leadership and management of people and
employment issues.13 One of the key factors in the gteater importance
of HRM is its role in facilitating organisational change and developing
anticipate that their job will become increasingly demanding and difficult. Tluf

ryrception may explain why execatizte searcles faoor candidates with dfuer*
backgrounils, rather than more paroclial histories' (Christian & Timbers Inc., 'Top
Gurrning: Qualified CEOs Are Hard to Find', Managing Ofice Technology,

ll
t2

Vol.42, No.9, 1 September 1.997, itallcs added).
Charles C. Moskos and Frank R. Wood (eds\, The Military: More Than lust a
lob? pergamon-Brassey's, Washington DC, 1988).
Malcolm Rimmer et al., Reinoenting Competitiaeness: Achieaing Best Practice in
Australia (Pitman, Melboume, 1,996); and Anthony J. Rucci, Steven P. Kirn and
Richard T. Quinn, 'The Employee-Customer-Profit Chain at Sears', Hantard
B

l3

usine ss

Rn iew, Y ol.7 6, No. 1, January-February

1

998.

Enterpising Nation: Renaoing Australia's Managers to Meet the Challenge of the
Asia-Pacifc Ccntury, Report of the Industry Task Force on Leadership and
Management Skills [Karpin Report] (Aushalian Govemment Publishing
Service, Canbena, 1995).
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an organisational culfure appropriate to ib business circumstances.la
The alignment of HRM policies to the organisation's direction is
crucial in determining how well the organisation deals with whatever
the future throws up. Change to organisational performance begins
with change to individual behaviour, and the best way to effect this
change is through HRM.

ADF HRM is in a similar situation to the Australian corporate
sector, with similar irrrperatives. While it is not starting as far back as
most Australian enterprises, the ADF too is hampered by cultural
baggage of the past particularly in terms of its career development
system. And, while it is evident that a new spirit enlivens ADF HRM
and that new thinking is being brought to bear, this cultural baggage
may confound (or at least delay results from) much of the effort that is
being directed at ADF personnel - of which much more shortly. In
m.rny ways, the ADF lags its best-practice civil counterparts in
embracing the new paradigms of strategic HRM. There are promising
signs, at least on a suPerficial level, that the ADF personnel system is
changing, but perhaps these are a little too promising. Because they
give the appearance of progress, they may hide lack of real Progress
on higher priority, but more subtle, needs. A number of 'sacred cows'
remain. Many are so ingrained within the culture that they have been
obvious for some time, with the ADF choosing either virtually to
ignore them (as with family support for the Partners and children of
service members) or not to see them as problems (as with senior
leadership development - of which more below).
The services nevertheless have special needs in respect of HRM
policies, and caution and skill are needed in developing new policies.

As Churchill famously remarked,'the Army is not a limited liability
company'. Each service asks much of its people and, in refurn, ib
people expect much of it. For example, members are routinely
required to place personal interests behind those of the organisation,
even to the point of serious injrry and death; they are required often
to relocate themselves and their families at their service's behesb and
they are subject to a disciplinary code far stricter than in the vast
majority of Australian institutions.
t4

Dunphy and Stace, Under New Management.
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Enabling Strategies for Organisational and Professional Change
Whatever the nature of future ADF HRM policies, therefore, it
is essential that they not only create the organisational conditions in
which major change is possible but, at the same time, sustain the
special commihnent to service that is characteristic of a professional
military force. To achieve this balance, it will be necessary to: reforge
the'psychological contracfl between members and service in the light
of the changing nature of the service career; and 'let the leaders lead',
especially at senior ADF levels. These twin needs amount to what we
might call 'enabling strategies': management interventions that,
whatever the actual mechanics of policy, create the organisational
conditions in which major change is possible within the special
cultural circumstances of the ADF.

Reforging the

P sy

chological Contract

The dust jacket of one of the more significant military sociology
publications of recent times presents the following tongue-in-cheek
'help wanted' advertisement from'The Daily Times':

Airmen, Marines, Sailors and Soldiers - See the world
while achieving your full potential. Advanced on-the-job
technical training. Comprehensive medical and dental
programs. Opportunities for advancement. Educational
assistance. Free housing and recreational facilities. Excellent
starting pay. Contact your local recruiter.ls

The 'advertisement' implicitly questions the likely effect on
individual commitment when military employment conditions focus
exclusively on'what's in it for me?'. This question is germane to the
distinction between what has been called 'institutionaf and
'occupational' orientations to military service. In institutions,
membership is a societal obligation or vocation as much as a job, with
membership invoking a valued societal status. In contrasf an
occupation is characterised by rational marketplace exchanges
between employer and employee, with membership reflecting
employer-employee relationships similar to those seen in any large
l5

Moskos and Wood (eds),The Military.
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corporation, and with the value

of military

service judged on

remunerative and careerist criteria.l6
Moskos's well-known institutional/occupational (I/O) thesis is
of the institutional and occupational modes of
military employment as pure $pes, in the sense that they serve as
reference points rather than as descriptors of actual sifuations. No
military organisation would be expected to be solely one or the other.
However, Moskos postulates that many Western military forces are
moving from being institutional to occupational, in the process of
which the cultural features that make them distinctive are gradually
being eroded or at least blurred. In particular, as ADF management
processes and policies increasingly mirror those of any other large
bureaucratic public organisation, members may increasingly think of
their role in the organisation as 'just another job'.
based on the notion

The I/O thesis is thus central to the issue of the psychological
conhact in military service.lT Although the factors that affect the
morale and commibnent of military personnel are not much different
to those which affect morale and commitment in any large
organisation (career prospects, job satisfaction, satisfaction with pay
and conditions, and pride in the organisation), there are two
additional factors associated with military commihent that make it a
different case. These additional factors are family factors and
personal values. First, to a much greater degree than for most
civilians, servicepeople's career plans are influenced by how their
families are affected by the career. Second, people are unlikely to
sustain a commitment to military service, with its distinctive and

16

tbid.,pp.1G17.

t7

The term 'psychological contrac/ refers to the interactive set of mufual
expectations between employees and employer (see Edgar H. Schein,
Organizational Psychology (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs NJ, 1965)). lt
involves a variety of expectations by each pafy in terms of the obligations of
both, covering not only the legal obligations, such as what the employee is
required to do for how much pay and what the employer is expected to do in
terms of safety and benefits, but also the whole pattem of rights, privileges and
obligations associated with working in a given organisation. These obligations
range from comparatively tangible facets such as employment security and

skill development, through to the less tangible facets such as
opportunities and consultation about workplace changes.

career
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unusual shesses and risks, unless they possess reasonably strong
institutional values.l8 For those managing military employment
systems, therefore, a major uncertainty is in how far they can go in
introducing modern approaches to HRM before critically eroding the
organisational'specialness' that is, for many, the basis for their career
commibnent.
Consistent with Moskos's theory, there has been a distinct trend
from 'I' to 'O' practice in the ADF in recent years, ranging from the
imminent introduction of major initiatives such as market-based
remuneration, through to comparatively minor administrative
regulations governing'time in lieu' for weekend work.le Whether as a
cause or an effect, contemporary Australian military professionals are
characterised by an orientation of pragmatic professionalism, their
professional commitment grounded strongly on both institutional and
occupational values.2o

Arguably, one of the major limiting factors to what many see as
the insidious march of military occupationalism is that it takes place
within a context bounded by two main features: long-term
employment security often amounting to'tenure', and a paternalistic
relationship between service and member. Both these foundations of
the ADF military psychological contracf however, are about to be
changed.

First, all ADF employment is now to be based on designated
career phases, with no guarantee of longer term employment
security.zl Although the practical outcome will probably not affect the
opporfunity for long-term service for those who want it, the
symbolism of the new policy is important. This will especially be so
for mainstream officers and other ranks: those whose professional
obligations - their part of the psychological contract - will require them
to place themselves in harm's way, to move frequently at their
service's behest and to relocate their families from time to time to the
l8

l9
20

2l

fans and Frazer-Jans, Facing up to the Future.
See Nick fans, 'Comparative Perspectives' in Moskos and
Military, for a review of trends up to the rnid-1980s.

ibid.
Applied to all new recruits from mid-1998.

Wood (eds),
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geographically isolated north and west. It may not be surprising to
find such members questioning whether such personal inconvenience,
if not sacrifice, is still matched by what their service now proposes to
offer them.
Second, the ADF is moving to a poliry of market-based
remuneration, which will see pay rates derived from the work value
of the appoinhent and specialist stream, rather than (as happens
currently) from the member's rank. The removal of the 'all of one

company' hadition of pay determination may/ as its ProPonents
argue, be welcomed by the majority of members and contribute to a
more equitable and efficient personnel system. On the other hand, it
may just as probably erode the institutional basis for service.

Third, the 'indushial' status of the Chief of the Defence Force
(CDF) is about to change, from just-most-senior-employee to
employer, with the implication that CDF will engage (through agents)
in enterprise bargaining with all other uniformed members of the
ADF. The consequence is that the higher command could now,
legally, be in quasi-opposition to the interesb of service members.z
There are two major implications of these trends in terms of the
military psychological contract:

.
.

they legitimise any tendency for members increasingly to view
their employment obligation less in institutional and more in
occupational terms; and
they further weaken the paternalistic bond between the higher
command and other members. While paternalism is usually a
pejorative in modern HRM thinking, it is important in the

The current a.rrangements for deternrining ADF pay and conditions, which
treated the Department of Industrial Relations as the'employer', separate pay
issues from other defence planning. As Smith remarks, 'Though the DER
claims that the CDF is "uniquely placed to make the necessary judgements" ...
the conflict of interest remains' (Hugh Srrith, A Braue New Worlil? Personnel,
Education and Training lssues for tle ADF in tle Defencc Effciency Reuiew,
Working Paper No.47 (Australian Defence Studies Centre, Australian Defence
Force Academy, Canberra, 1997), p.8).
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maintenance of the services' family culfure: members of a
cohesive family need to feel that its head will protect the

family's interests. Respect for and confidence in senior
leadership is, in any case, a significant conkibutor to

professional commitment. It would be surprising if this was not
rather fragile now, after a number of years of downsizing and
other erosion to what service personnel have regarded as the
services' side of the psychological contract.

If

the traditional elements of the psychological contract

are

weakened, then the ADF must think carefully about what can take its
place. This, however, may not be as daunting as it first appears. The

drawbacks of removing employment'tenure', for example, may be
more symbolic than real. Given that many members leave the ADF
before completing a decade of service, lack of tenure may have little
practical import for them. In any case, recent research indicates that
many service members would be happy to trade off employment
security for higher job satisfaction and more family support.ts That
is, members usually prefer to be in careers where they can do
interesting and fulfilling work and where their family development
needs are protected, even when tenure is not guaranteed, than to have
tenure without high job satisfaction or family support. Given that
there is ample scope for improving both these factors, the potential for
reforging the psychological contract is favourable.2a The key will be to
identify the contemporary determinants of long-term commitment to
the service career and then to present (or package) this in a way that is
psychologically as well as technically and financially workable.

23

Metic Conjoint Analysis (Sage
Publications, Newbury Park Ca, 1988); and Sigma Consultancy, Army
Manpower Control Mechanisms (Stage I), Final Report, 1995, held by the
Directorate of Persorurel Planning - Army, Army Headquarters, Canberra.
A recent army survey found career satisfaction among junior soldiers to be
lower than might be acceptable (Sigma Consultancy, Army Manpower Conhol
Mechanisms (Stage III), Final Report, 1995); and family support mechanisms
provide very little help to service families in the crucial areas of parhrer
employment and children's education. The deficiencies in both factors give
the ADF the opportunity to improve either or both to enhance commitrrent
Jordan J. Louviere, Analyzing Decision Making:

and retention.
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Letting the Leaders Lead
The ADF's ability to reforge the psychological contract will
depend very much on how it handles the issue of senior leadership.
Performance at higher command level is likely to be important in
shaping an ADF in which a 'managerialist' style can coexist with
institutional values.
Much effort is currently being devoted to defining senior officer
competencies and improving educational experiences for officers in
the higher command group. In terms of developing senior officers,
however, there is a significant danger that such strategies will miss
the real target. The issue is far too complex to be addressed simply by
better late-career education. As will be argued below, senior officer

performance can be improved significantly and more simply by
commonsense career management.

Despite a relative narrowness of professional experience, the
majority of those now in the higher command groupr their advisors
and their likely successors are impressive, as individuals. However,
because of cultural features of career development and employment
their perceptions are too much the product of the insular nature of
contemporary military service, and their oPPortunities to use their
leadership and intellectual competence are limited. Consequently,
they often fail to perform to their potential.

At the unit level and below - perhaps even up to the formation
level - the ADF is highly professional in its performance; but it has not
proved itself hs adept at broad strategic issues. As the leaders and
senior staff officers of ADF formations and headquarters, senior
officers preside over perpetual bureaucracies and stuttering change
programmes that often fail to achieve any real major changes.s There
As is remarked in Future Directions for tlu Management of Australia's Defencz,
Report of the Defence Efficienry Review (Defence Centre, Canberra, 7994,' At
the very least there is a pervasive view that the organisation is not functioning
as well as it should... [Although this] widespread critical view of the
organisation taken as an ad-adnistrative whole is not mirrored in the
operational units of the three Services and the Pubtc Service, where a
professional "can do" attitude flourishes and is demonstrated wherever and
whenever the opportunity arises ... The puzzle is why these same people,
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are a number of related reasons for this discontinuity in capability,
including the differing professional demands in early and later career,
particularly in regard to the shift from 'tactical' to 'strategic'
leadership; the performance management system; and the high rate of
job rotation in officer employment, particularly the constancy of the

rate throughout the career, resulting in a lack of sustained
opporfunities for higher commanders and senior staff officers to
address strategic leadership issues.
Tactical aersus Strategic Leadership

Senior officer performance enhancement must begin with
recognising one of the more important examples of the point made
earlier regarding how cultural strengths often contribute
inadvertently to organisational weaknesses: that the professional skills
which define professional capability early in the career have less
utility for capability at the top of the organisation.
In a thoughfful review of US military leadership issues, Ulmer
argues that there really are only two different situations a military
leader must confront - the tactical mode (involving operational
activities and structural change) and the strategic or
building/ improving mode (involving strategic and cultural change).26
The military professional comes to grips more easily with the first
than with the second; so much so that adapting to a different style in
mid-career is usually a significant challenge, one to which some
officers never rise.

The tactical mode is characterised by problems that require
immediate action and centralised control. Such sifuations often
require standard procedures and 'drills', with expectations for
prompt, discernible, measurable results; the linkage between cause
and effect is clear; specific performance indicators are usually
when moved to different positions or promoted to higher levels, tolerate what
everyone we spoke to asserts or concedes is a significantly sub-optimal system.
Since many of the same characteristics exist in defence forces elsewhere, it is
clear that there is no simple obvious answet' (pp.8-9).

Walter F. ULner Jr, 'Military kadership into the 2Lst Century: Another
"Bridge Too Far"?', Parameters,Yol.2S, No.1, Spring 1998.
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available for decision making; and reflection or contemplation is out
of place or unnecessary. Typical mainstream officers fit well into this

situation, according

to

Ulmer, because their tendenry toward

immediate action is reinforced in their junior leadership years when
prompt, aggressive control of the situation is highly valued by
commanders anxious to make an impact in their commands in the
relatively brief period of their tenure. And because such behaviours
are easily defined and measured, recruihnent, training and
performance management invariably become oriented towards
selecting, developing and rewarding the officer who is a decisive,
direct and action-oriented leader.

In the strategic or building/improving mode, on the other
hand, the officer's focus should be on sustaining or improving the
strategic situation, protecting institutional values, reconfiguring
organisational systems, investing in basic research and education, and
taking time to coach and mentor.27 The links between cause and effect
here are tenuous and results are difficult to quantify, and there are
often incomplete or conflicting data from multiple sources. This type
of situation gives the general officer more trouble, says Ulmer,
because it requires contemplation before action, patience with
ambiguity, consideration of unconventional methods and solutions
and an appreciation for broad participation in the decision-making
Process.

The crucial thing to note is not so much that the emphasis in the
career role shifts from the tactical to the shategic, but the way that
early career development, paradoxically, often inhibits the
individual's success in making the shift. Many US Army officers, says

Ulmer, are victims of 'over-successful' development in their early

career years, their tactical skills and habits becoming so well ingrained

that they hinder adjustment to the more nebulous later career role.
This is compounded by the dominance of a personality syndrome that
The strategic or building/improving mode is not the same as policy making,
although the career development issues are sinilar (see Hugh White,
'Preparing l,eaders for Policy Making' in Smith (ed.), Prepaing Future kadersl.
Shategic or building/improving activities are the essence of sbategic
leadership, whereas policy development is more of a staff/support function
(albeit one that requires considerable intellectual effort).
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Campbell identified after lengthy research into executive and military
leadership behaviour. Campbell noted the tendency of the military
subjects of his study to be what he called 'the aggressive adventurer':
'dominant, competitive, action-oriented pahiotic men who are drawn
naturally to physically adventuresome militaristic activities ... with

reasonably high needs for "control" and tendencies toward
dominance well above the level of a typical manager, greater comfort
with data than with intuitioru and a high "achievement through
conformity" orientation'.28
The same could be said of the Aushalian military profession, as
is illustrated by a recent Australian study of the capabilities required
by individuals and units in peacekeeping operations.2e The biggest
challenge that junior military leaders faced in such circumstances was

in mentally adjusting from an environment in which they dealt with
familiar problems in a familiar context to a situation where both these
parameters changed and they were dealing with unfamiliar problems
in an unfamiliar context. A typical reaction of many junior leaders
faced with this novel situation was to restructure its context so that it
became'famjliar'; in this way, the leader could deal with the
unfamiliar problems in a 'familiar' context. While this was an
appropriate strategy in some situations, it was risky and cumbersome
in a fast-changing environment. The study concluded that the
capability for peacekeeping depends on more than conventional
military operational competence, with leaders needing 'advanced
interpersonal skills' and 'effectivs 5kills in cross-cultural awareness
and commurication',so in conhast with the current practice in
preparing for overseas deployment of consolidating military skills
and knowledge, augmented by information about the area of
deployment.

David Campbell The Psychological Test Profiles of Brigadier Generals:
Warmongers or Decisive Warriors?, invited address, Division 14, American
Psychological Associatior1 New York City, 30 August 1987. Cited in Ulner,
'Military Leadership into the 2Lst Century', p.4.
Major D.J. Schmidtchen, Preparing Capable Australian Defence Force
Personnel for Peace Operations: Principles and Foundations, PhD thesis,
Macquarie University, Sy dney, 1997.
ibid., p.591.
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There are parallels here with management practices at the
higher reaches of the services. The problem context at this level is
markedly different to that which the early-career officer faced. The
focus is often outwards and organisational relationships are based
more on expert power and informal networks. Problems at this level
vary, their solutions have long-term consequences, and they rarely
offer a clear precedent for action. At this level each shategic issue is
unique, in the sense that each is conceptually and contextually
distinctive.
Many of the officers who reach the higher command level are
not so much professionally unprepared for this difference in style, as
they are mentally unprepared. Officers who have excelled in the
early-career environment often continue to see further environments
in the same terms. Thus many fail to discern the true nafure of their
new role and the behavioural and managerial implications and
limitations of their own development. And because the'tournament'
process of career management at the junior and middle levels3l
favours the'aggressive advenfurer' type over the'reflective builder',
those in the former category arrive at the top in disproportionate
numbers. Many then attempt to compensate for their disorientation
by restrucfuring the new context so that it becomes familiar, to use
Schmidtchen's concept. In this way, they aftempt to deal with the
unfamiliar problems in the familiar context by attempts to increase
order, rationality and good staff duties. Hence the elaborate networks
and hierarchies of directorates and committees; hence the often vain
attempt by the appropriate senior officer to 'be across' a range of
complex and'often nebulous issues; and hence the quiet failure of
many and the not-so-quiet but often mysterious success of a few.
The P erformance Management Process

The second reason for a discontinuity in capability is the
powerful shaping influence of the performance appraisal or
performance management process. In the US Army, performance
3l

E. Rosenbaum, 'Organization Career Systems and Employee
Misconceptions' in Michael B. Arthur, Douglas T. Hall and Barbara S.
Lawrence (eds), Hanilbook of Career Theory (Canbridge University Press,
See fames

Cambridge and New York, 1989), pp.336-8.
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appraisal methods and practices encourage the operating mode.32
Then, as Ulmer puts if 'we compound the problem' by allowing
limited tenure in any one posting, requiring leaders to make their
impact quickly and with a limited number of opportunities, where
anything short of what will be perceived as outstanding is a 'failure'
in career terms.33
Uhner's remarks are equally relevant to the ADF context. In
such career situations, it is hardly surprising that many commanders
give priority to the immediate and obvious issues, where outcomes
can be readily measured, deferring the more complex, nebulous and
'messy' issues - morale, sexual harassment, relations with the
community or local reserve units, and the like. Not only are such
problems difficult to measure and thus unlikely to be noticed, but
many commanders will correctly assess that, with limited time and
opportunities, there is little of significance that they can do anyway.
lob Rotation

Third, consistently high rates of job rotation limit the extent to
which officers can and want to learn the deeper complexities of each
job.s This especially applies to the complex appointments to which
they are likely to be posted in their middle and late career years, when
competing family and personal pressures are a significant distraction.
And these jobs are often regarded by them as being of marginal career
relevance, since the military culture places considerably more value
on performance in mainstream, operational jobs than it does on staff
performance, however important that staff work.

For example, an examination of the effects of frequent job
rotation on ADF officers in Deparhnent of Defence staff appointments

in such jobs tended to rise
performance
only after about 18
above
entry-level
significantly
found that officers' performance

3Z

Ulmer,'Military Leadership into the 21st Century'.

JJ

ibid.

34

Nick Jans,'Generalism, Specialism and Career Development of Army Officers'
F.A. Mediansky (ed.), The Military and Australia's Defence (Longman
Cheshire, Melboume, 1979).

in
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months in the appointment.3s However, since only about one such
officer in three made it through to that point before reposting, only a
minority had the opportunity to make a major impact on their jobs
(see Figure 15.1). In non-Department of Defence staff appoinbnenb,
officers' performance was more consistent with expectations, steadily
rising from about the sixth month, although plateauing in the fourth
quarter (perhaps due to distractions of an impending posting). These
were middle-level officers buf given that the rate of job change is the
same for senior officers, it is likely that the same effecb would aPPly
to them. And when it is considered that this applied to all officers, we
get a sense of the effects on most members of most directorates of a
constant game of 'musical chairs', everyone desperately climbing up
the learning curye, most just reaching a 'head-above-water' level
before moving on to the next job and repeating the process.
Even the Defence Efficiency Review team, which was meant to

bring an objective perspective to defence management practices,
failed to note anything untoward about the frequency of job rotation
in the ADF. The Department of Defence, as the DER observed, has a
comparatively large bureaucracy, but arguably one of the main
reasons for this is the services' perceived need to compensate for the
shallow 'corporate memory', particularly that related to staff
specialisations, of most of its corporate staff teams.s
This practice of frequent job rotation might be acceptable for a
stable organisational environment, but it is hardly conducive to
effectiveness and adaptability in a turbulent situation.3T ln his classic
N.A. Jans, Careers in Conflict: Service Officers' Careers and Families in
Peacetime, Defence Fellowship Report, Canberra College of Advanced
Education" Canberra, 1985, pp.795-7.

An inportant implication of this is that the bureaucracy might be reduced and
made both more efficient and effective if tenure were lengthened at middle
and senior career levels.
The intriguing thing about these findings is how little an effect they caused
among ADF policy makers. Not only was there little exarrrination of or reaction
to them, but no follow-up research that could examine the hypothesis more
rigorously was ever done. It is, of course, an exquisitely appropriate example
of both the syndrome noted earlier - that messy problems tend to be igpored
when tenure is limited - and of the 'blinkers' imposed by a culture where
stability and cohesion are valued at least as much as adaptability.
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study of executive behaviour, Jacques argues that the desired tenure
of a manager is a function of his/her job's 'time span of discretion':
the period it would take for a wrong decision to be noticed as being
wrong or/ alternatively, the delay between making a decision and
getting feedback on (or being accountable for) its effectiveness.3s
funior managerial roles have a time span of discretion of, at most, a
few weeks, so a junior manager can learn much in a year and thus
may be moved reasonably frequently to the mutual benefit of
individual and organisation. The time span of discretion at the top of
a corporation, in conhast can often be measured in years; and hence
executive tenure in most organisatioru is of commensurate duration.
Perhaps neither of the earlier issues (the shift from tactical to
strategic leadership and the performance management system) would
be significant if the services managed their higher commanders in a
way that gave them sustained opportunity to address strategic HRM
and related issues. Currently, however, the services show no sign that
they perceive work in the higher command career zone as other than
Just another job', albeit reserved for the best available officers in the
cohort whose'turn' it is. Among all the changes within the ADF in
recent times, employment policy for the higher command group has
been the least affected. But if the DRPs change strategy had been
applied as rigorously to the ADF as it has been to other Australian
corporations, higher command employment would have been one of
the elements most affected. The same development policy that was
applied to them as junior officers - rotating every two years or so
through a broad range of roles, to broaden their experience for future

appoinhnents - continues to apply. Certainly, individuals were
carefully chosen for roles that had been carefully redrawn, but the
career management context of these roles was unchanged.

The ADF appears to place little weight on what'best practice'
organisations have come to realise: that executiae stability is an
essential factor in developing and sustaining organisational change.se
Further, there has been no discussion in the ADF of the possibility that
Elliot Jacques, Work, Creatiaity and Social lustice (Heinemann, london, 1970)
and Requisite Organisation (Cason Hall, Arlington Ya, 1989); and Alistair Mant,
lntelligent lzadership (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1997).
Rimmer ef al., Reinuenting Competitioeness.
See
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Figure 15.1: How the Posting Cycle Dampens Innovation
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The chart shows the relationship between time in job and self-rated
performance, for 228 middle level passed-staff-college officers in staff
appointments. The'ideal curve indicates what we would exPect and
desire to happen: that performance grows steadily with experience
after an initial learning-the-ropes period. The two actual curves are
for officers in non-Departnent of Defence staff appoinhents (N=139)

and Department of Defence staff appointurents (N=89).

The
performance curve for the first group is a close match to the ideal that
for the second is not.
Source: fans, Careers in

Conflict, pp.l95-7.
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the best executive development is to be gained from

4O3

sustained

experience in running a complex, major operation, for which one is to
be held accountable on a range of organisational performance criteria.
Lateral recruitment is similarly not in the lexicon; and 'deep selection'
even less so.

Publicly available information on corporate executive tenure
patterns is sparse, but that which is currently accessible shows that
the ADF is out of step with contemPorary practice in continuing to
apply two-year posting cycles for senior officers. Except in
eiieptional circumstances, corporate senior management tenure tends
to be about twice that in the ADF. This is consistent with recent
research on management development that questions the utility of
variety of experience without accountability for performance.o
Encouragingly, the ADF is beginning to discuss the use of
'balanced score card'-type criteria, on which a senior team should be
40

W. McCall Jr, Michael M. Lombardo and Ann M. Morrison, The
Hou Successful Execatiaes Deaelop on tlu lob (l,exington
Books, Lexington Ma, 1988). Sigruficantly, it has been reported that one US
corporation. long regarded as an exemplar of corporate change management,
had 'leamed thal rotating executives quickly through new iobs, long a proud
practice at the company, created problems in new-product introductions,
which go more smoothly when managers have long tenure' (see Thomas A.
Stewart, 'Managing: GE Keeps Those ldeas Coming', Fottune, Vo1.124, No'4,
12 August 1997, p.a}). 'A major assignment', conclude McCall, Lombardo and
Morrison (in The lzssons of Experience),'take three years to master because online learning follows several distinct stages': fixing the im-rrrediate problems;
then, as experience heightens their awareness of the real issues, fixing those
which are more subtle; with the final stage of consolidation. For other recent
US studies, see Janice Castro, 'Get Set: Here They Come!', Tirne, 8 November
1990, p.50; Barbara Ettorre, 'There's a Downside to Those Big Salaries',
Management Reuiew, Yol.86, 1 November 1997; and Elaine McShulskis, 'HR
Update', HR Magazine, March 1997. As far as Australian data goes, a recent
press report indicated that a six-year tenure is regarded as about average for
Australian CEOs (Leah Schmerling,'Making Those Executive Decisions', Age,

See Morgan

Izssons of Expeience:

15 August 1998, pp.FG7); and the Australian best practice research Programme
(Rimmer et al., Reinaenting Competitfueness) found that consistency of tenure at

the top was essential in driving success{ul organisational change. Beyond that,
my inpression is that ambitious Australian m.rnagers move, on average, every
one to two years in early career, every four to five years in mid-career, but in
later career tend to focus on doing a single executive role well for as long as it
takes.
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judged, but even this is limited.al In spite of the tacit acceptance that
'our people are our most valuable resource', there are no key
performance indicators related to people management (such as, at its
most basic, measures of morale or/ more advanced, measures of skill
development and utilisation). Nor, indeed, is there any soPhisticated

understanding, which would be the basis for choosing k"y
performance indicators, of how the personnel system really works.
The lack of official interest in performance indicators to guide
thinking and decision making is indicative of the lack of true strategic
thinking on ADF personnel matters.
Everything about the current system moves leadership style
relentlessly toward the operating end of the spectrurr. It is not that
many of the qualities that are prized in a strong leader in any
organisation, especially in the military - qualities such as selfconfidence, willingness to accept resPonsibility, a thirst for facts and
hard data, and respect for the stafus quo - are not valuable at the
executive level: they are, of course. But, paradoxically, their emphasis
in early career development may actually hinder the emergence of
other attributes of executive leadership that are required at the top of
the contemporary military organisation.
Conclusion
The Australian military profession has many strengths, but also
many related weaknesses. Few of these weaknesses would matter in
an era of continued stability, but such an era is unlikely to return. The
issue for ADF HRM is whether it becomes Part of the problem or part
of the solution. The task will be formidable.

4l

'Balanced score card' performance management avoids being reliant on single,
concrete criteria of organisational performance by including measures of other
key factors such as people management, innovation and customer service
standards. See Bob Garratt, The Fish Rots from the Head: The Cisis in Our
Boardrooms (HarperCollins, London, 1996); Robert S. Kaplan and Davis P.
Norton, The Balanced Scorecard: Translating Stratzgy into Action (Harvard
Business School Press, Bostory 1996); and Management Advisory Board
Beyond Bean Counting: Effectiae Financial Management in tle APS - 1998 and
beyond (Public Services and Merit Protection Commissiory Car$ena, 7997).
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To the casual observer, the ADF employment system will look
much the same in 2015 as it does now. Superficially, the changes will
not seem great. But whatever its acfual form, a genuinely different
ADF HRM system will need to tackle major challenges in balancing
the competing requirements for operational effectiveness, adaptability
and efficiency, doing increasingly more with less, often with no clear
guidance of what that'more' is likely to be. The ADF will have to
achieve professional inclusion, openness and diversity, to create a
more flexible employment strucfure, thus allowing appropriate use of
any member, regardless of background. Above all, the ADF must
reforge the psychological contract and find ways to let leaders lead,
especially at the top.

In the future, promotion and career opportunities will be more
limited; even employment opportunities will be more limited. The
powerful but subfle bonds of the service community/famrly will be
weakened by the more 'occupational' approach to military service
that is likely to eventuate. In the light of these changed circumstances,
a new psychological contract must be developed.

The issue of senior leadership is crucial. Without a serious
rethink of employment at higher command level, the ADF will find it
difficult to rise to any, let alone all, of its challenges. Despite
individual impressiveness, senior officers often fail to perform to their
potential. This is largely because the system imposes too many
burdens on them, in the form of the time and information that they
and their staffs need to come to grips with and solve the complex
issues that characterise contemporary strategic leadership. The job
rotation and performance management programmes that currently
prevail at the senior level are simply contrary to commonsense. It no
longer makes sense to argue that the ADF can continue to be led by
people who not only often have limited experience of the specialist
functions that they head, but are supported by staffs who often have
equally limited experience. Nor does it continue to make sense (if it
ever did) to argue that these senior leaders should occuPy each role
for only two or three years and then move on to something differenf
all the time guided by the patchiest of performance indicators.
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While it is difficult to quantify the cost-benefit of changes in
managing the ADF's higher command and their staffs, largely because
there has been no trial on which to base an assessment, it is not
improbable that the organisational performance improvement (such
as that suggested by extrapolating the curves in Figure 15.1) could
lead to efficiencies and cost savings as least as great as those being
achieved through the current Defence Reform Program. If the ADF

can meet both the needs identified above, the result will be a
revitalised institution. If it does not or can not, the ADF is destined to
be a reactive organisation, good at the little stuff but weak in the real
game of organisational change and shategic thinking.

The encouraging thing is that, if addressed seriously, all the
above'weaknesses' in career development and HRM are capable of
becoming strengths. The discouraging thing, that one comes across
constantly when dealing with ADF human resource issues, is the
tendency to reach for the future without ProPer heatment of the real
issues of today. Oshich-like, issues such as senior leadership
performance and middle-level morale are often brushed over.

At the end of the day, there is no real choice: ADF HRM will
change, whether the ADF wants it or not. The only uncertainty is
whether the ADF will choose to face the tough short-term decisions,
with the shong probability of an easier road in the longer term, or to
duck the tough immediate issues but pass the problem to the next
generation. The future of the ADF will be determined by the choice
that is made.
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STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STUDIES CENTRE
The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which is
located in the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies in the
Aushalian National University, is to advance the study of strategic
problems, especially those relating to the general region of Asia and the
Pacific. The centre gives particular attention to Australia's strategic
neighbourhood of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.
Participation in the centre's activities is not limited to members of the
university, but includes other interested professionaf diplomatic and
parliamentary groups. Research includes military, political, economic,
scientific and technological aspects of shategic developments. Strategy,
for the purpose of the centre, is defined in the broadest sense of
embracing not only the control and application of military force, but also
the peaceful settlement of disputes which could cause violence.

This is the leading academic body in Aushalia specialising in
these studies, Centre members give frequent lecfures and seminars for
other departments within the ANU and other universities, as well as to
various government departments. Regular seminars and conferences on
topics of current importance to the centre's research are held, and the
major defence training institutions, the foint Services Staff College and
the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Colleges/ are heavily dependent upon
SDSC assistance with the strategic studies sections of their courses.
Members of the centre provide advice and training courses in strategic
affairs to the Department of Defence and the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade.
Since its inception tn1966, the cenhe has supported a number of

visiting and research fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety of
investigations. Recently the emphasis of the centre's work has been on
problems of security and confidence building in Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms
control policy advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Departrnen! and the strategic implications of developments in Southeast
Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific. The centre maintains a
comprehensive collection of reference materials on strategic issues,
particularly from the press, learned journals and government
publications. Its publications programme, which includes the Canberra
Papers on Shategy and Defence and SDSC Working Papers, produces
more than two dozen publications a year on shategic and defence issues.
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recent and continuing changes in
Th.
I Southeast Asia - the economic calamit_y

in

1997-98, the overthrow of President
Soeharto's New Order and the tenuous
establishrnent of democracy, and the horrific circumstances of East Timor's independence - have disturbed Australia's
security situation more seriously than anvthing since the 1960s, when Australia was
at war (albeit covertly) with Indonesia in
Borneo and had a task force in Vietnam.
The rate of technological change is also
unprecedented, especially in the area of
information technology (IT) and its manifold applications, promising a revolution in
military affairs (RMA), some aspects of
which are very attractive for Australian
defence planning.

At the sane time, the Australian Defence
Force (ADF) faees the imminent prospect

of 'block obsolescence' - when major platforms such as the F/A- lB Hornet multi-role
fighter aircraft, the F- I l l strike fighters, the
P-3C Orion long-range maritime patrol aircraft, and all of the navy's surface combat_
ants, will need to be replaced (or their tasks

foregone).

Addressing these issues will require the
development of a sound appreciation of
Australia's securitv environment, and of
clear and coherent strategic guidance for
defence force planning, The purpose of this
volume is to assist and -inform these
processes.

